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Dedicated to Shikha and Marla

Your ideas and encouragement influence
everything we do.



INTRODUCTION

Becoming a Negotiation
Genius

What is a negotiation genius? Let’s start with the
simple observation that you often know a negotiation
genius when you see one. You can see genius in the way a
person thinks about, prepares for, and executes negoti-
ation strategy. You can see genius in the way a person
manages to completely turn around a seemingly hopeless
negotiation situation. You can see genius in the way a per-
son manages to negotiate successful
deals—consistently—while still maintaining her integrity
and strengthening her relationships and her reputation.
And, in all likelihood, you know who the negotiation geni-
uses are in your organization. This book will share with
you their secrets.

Consider the following stories, in which negotiators
faced great obstacles, only to overcome them to achieve re-
markable levels of success. But we will not reveal how they
did it—yet. Instead, we will revisit these stories—and many
others like them—in the chapters that follow, as we share



with you the strategies and insights you need to negotiate
like a genius in all aspects of life.

A FIGHT OVER EXCLUSIVITY
Representatives of a Fortune 500 com-
pany had been negotiating the purchase of
a new product ingredient from a small
European supplier. The parties had
agreed to a price of $18 per pound for a
million pounds of product per year, but a
conflict arose over exclusivity terms. The
supplier would not agree to sell the in-
gredient exclusively to the U.S. firm, and
the U.S. firm was unwilling to invest in
producing a new product if competitors
would have access to one of its key in-
gredients. This issue appeared to be a deal
breaker. The U.S. negotiators were both
frustrated and surprised by the small
European firm’s reticence on the issue of
exclusivity; they believed their offer was
not only fair, but generous. Eventually,
they decided to sweeten the deal with
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guaranteed minimum orders and a will-
ingness to pay more per pound. They were
shocked when the European firm still re-
fused to provide exclusivity! As a last re-
sort, the U.S. negotiators decided to call in
their resident “negotiation genius,” Chris,
who flew to Europe and quickly got up to
speed. In a matter of minutes, Chris was
able to structure a deal that both parties
immediately accepted. He made no sub-
stantive concessions, nor did he threaten
the small firm. How did Chris manage to
save the day? We will revisit this story in
Chapter 3.

A DIPLOMATIC IMPASSE
In the fall of 2000, some members of the
U.S. Senate began calling for a U.S. with-
drawal from the United Nations. Mean-
while, at the United Nations, the United
States was on the verge of losing its vote
in the General Assembly. The conflict was
over a debt of close to $1.5 billion, which
the United States owed to the UN. The
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United States was unwilling to pay unless
the UN agreed to a variety of reforms that
it felt were long overdue. Most important,
the United States wanted a reduction in
its “assessments”—the percentage of the
UN’s yearly regular budget that the Un-
ited States was obligated to pay—from 25
percent to 22 percent. The problem was
this: if the United States paid less,
someone else would have to pay more.

There were other serious complications
as well. First, UN regulations stipulated
that Richard Holbrooke, U.S. ambassador
to the UN, had to convince all 190 coun-
tries to ratify the changes demanded by
the United States. Second, Holbrooke
faced a deadline: if he could not strike a
deal before the end of 2000, the money
set aside by Congress to pay U.S. dues
would disappear from the budget. Third,
no nation seemed willing to increase its
assessments in order for the United States
to get a break. How could Holbrooke con-
vince even one nation to increase its as-
sessment when they all claimed this was
impossible? As the end of 2000
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approached, Holbrooke decided on a dif-
ferent strategy. He stopped trying to per-
suade other nations to agree to his de-
mands. What he did instead worked won-
ders: the issue was resolved, and Hol-
brooke was congratulated by member
states of the UN as well as by members of
both political parties in the U.S. Congress.
How did Holbrooke resolve this conflict?
We will revisit this story in Chapter 2.

A LAST-MINUTE DEMAND
The CEO of a construction company was
negotiating a deal in which his firm would
be contracted to build midsize office
buildings for a buyer. After months of ne-
gotiations had finally concluded—but just
before the contract was signed—the buyer
approached the builder with an entirely
new and potentially costly demand. The
buyer wanted to include a clause in the
contract that would require the builder to
pay large penalties if the project’s comple-
tion was delayed by more than one
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month. The builder was irritated by this
sudden demand; it seemed as though the
buyer was trying to squeeze a last-minute
concession from him. The builder
weighed his options: he could accept the
buyer’s demand and seal the deal; he
could reject the buyer’s demand and hope
this would not destroy the deal; or he
could try to negotiate to reduce the pro-
posed penalties. After considering these
options, the builder decided on an entirely
different approach. He negotiated with
the buyer to increase the amount of pen-
alties he (the builder) would have to pay if
the project was delayed—and the revised
deal made both parties better off. How?
We will revisit this example in Chapter 3.

A CAMPAIGN CATASTROPHE
It was 1912, and former president
Theodore Roosevelt was campaigning for
a third term. The campaign was tough;
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every day seemed to present new chal-
lenges. But here was a challenge that no
one had anticipated. Three million copies
of Roosevelt’s photograph had already
been printed for circulation with a cam-
paign speech when Roosevelt’s campaign
manager discovered a catastrophic blun-
der: the photographer had not been asked
permission for the use of Roosevelt’s pho-
tograph. To make matters worse, it was
soon discovered that copyright law al-
lowed the photographer to demand as
much as $1 per copy to use the photo-
graph. Losing $3 million in 1912 would be
equivalent to losing over $60 million
today. No campaign could afford that. The
alternative was almost equally unattract-
ive; reprinting three million brochures
would be tremendously costly and could
cause serious delays. The campaign man-
ager would have to try to negotiate a lower
price with the photographer, but how?
The photographer seemed to hold all the
cards. The campaign manager, however,
had something better: an effective
strategy that he used to negotiate an
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almost unbelievable deal. We will reveal
the deal—and the strategy—in Chapter 1.

As we hope to persuade you, people are rarely born “ne-
gotiation geniuses.” Rather, what appears to be genius ac-
tually reflects careful preparation, an understanding of the
conceptual framework of negotiation, insight into how one
can avoid the errors and biases that plague even experi-
enced negotiators, and the ability to structure and execute
negotiations strategically and systematically. This book
will provide you with this framework—and with an entire
toolkit of negotiation strategies and tactics that you can
put to work immediately. As you begin to apply the frame-
work and strategies in the many negotiations you en-
counter—in business, in politics, or in everyday life—you
will begin to build your own reputation as a negotiation
genius.

OUR APPROACH

Just twenty-five years ago, courses on negotiation were
rarely taught in management schools or in executive edu-
cation programs. Now they are one of the most sought-
after courses in business schools throughout the world.
Negotiation courses are also tremendously popular in law
schools and schools of public policy and government.
Why? Because in our increasingly complex, diverse, and
dynamic world, negotiation is being seen as the most prac-
tical and effective mechanism we have for allocating re-
sources, balancing competing interests, and resolving
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conflicts of all kinds. Current and future managers, law-
yers, politicians, policy makers, and consumers all want
and need to know how to get better outcomes in their ne-
gotiations and disputes. Negotiation is, perhaps now more
than ever, an essential skill for success in all areas of life.

Why, then, do so many people continue to negotiate in-
effectively? In our work as educators and consultants, one
of the biggest problems we’ve encountered is the pervasive
belief that people are either good or bad at negotiation,
and little can be done to change that. We could not dis-
agree more. In addition, too many people—including
many seasoned dealmakers—think of negotiation as being
all art and no science; as a result, they rely on gut instinct
or intuition as they negotiate. But gut instinct is not a
strategy. Nor is “shooting from the hip” or “winging it.”

We offer a more systematic and effective approach. This
approach leverages the latest research in negotiation and
dispute resolution, the experience of thousands of our cli-
ents and executive students, and our own experience as
negotiators, consultants, and educators. It has been chal-
lenged and refined in our MBA and executive education
courses at the Harvard Business School and in our work
with over fifty major corporations in more than twenty-
five countries. The resulting framework will help you min-
imize your reliance on intuition, increase your under-
standing and use of proven strategies, and achieve superi-
or negotiated outcomes consistently.

We also aim to dispel the notion that negotiating effect-
ively is as simple as achieving “win-win agreements.” If
you’re like many of the executives we’ve worked with,
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you’ve had the experience of wanting to bargain in good
faith for a mutually rewarding outcome, only to find that
the other party is playing hardball, behaving unethically,
or negotiating entirely in their own self-interest. Or you
may have found yourself negotiating from a position of
weakness, dealing with someone who was not sophistic-
ated enough to negotiate effectively, or sitting across from
someone who did not have the authority to negotiate the
kind of deal you wanted. How does the “win-win” prin-
ciple help you in these situations? In complex negoti-
ations, which might include multiple parties, great uncer-
tainty, threats of litigation, heightened emotions, and
seeming irrationality, it may not even be clear what “win-
win” really means. Because such complexities are com-
monplace, you must deal with them systematically. This
book will provide you with the tools you need to do exactly
that. In other words, while preserving the virtues of a win-
win mind-set, we will help you understand how to
strategize effectively when “win-win” won’t save you.

Following is a brief outline of what you will find in this
book.

PART I: THE NEGOTIATOR’S
TOOLKIT

In Part I, we develop a framework that you can use to ana-
lyze, prepare for, and execute almost any negotiation you
might encounter. Part I also offers a toolkit of compre-
hensive principles, strategies, and tactics that will help you
execute each stage of the deal, from before the first offer is
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ever made to the final agreement. It turns out that a signi-
ficant percentage of the million-dollar problems that our
executive clients confront have solutions that are con-
tained in these initial chapters. Because we develop the
framework and the toolkit methodically, we recommend
that you read Part I straight through in the order
presented.

Chapter 1: Claiming Value in Negotiation. We
begin by focusing on a topic of great importance and ap-
peal to all negotiators: how do I get the best possible deal
for my side? We build our negotiation framework by ana-
lyzing a straightforward two-party negotiation in which a
buyer and seller are bargaining over one issue: price. This
chapter covers, among other topics: negotiation prepara-
tion, common negotiator mistakes, whether to make a first
offer, responding to offers from the other party, structur-
ing your initial offer, finding out how far you can push the
other party, strategies for haggling effectively, and how to
maximize not only your outcome, but also the satisfaction
of both parties.

Chapter 2: Creating Value in Negotiation. Here
we expand the “claiming value” framework by examining
the more difficult—and more critical—task of value cre-
ation. A key insight of this chapter is that negotiators who
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focus only on claiming value reach worse outcomes than
do those who cooperate with the other side to improve the
deal for both parties. To demonstrate this, we consider a
more complex negotiation in which parties are negotiating
multiple issues and facing greater uncertainty. This
chapter covers topics such as: strategies for value creation,
a framework for negotiating efficient agreements, prepar-
ing for and executing complex negotiations, how and when
to make concessions, how to learn about the other side’s
real interests, and what to do after the deal is signed.

Chapter 3: Investigative Negotiation. Much of
what negotiators must do to create and capture value de-
pends on their ability to obtain information from the other
side. This chapter presents a powerful approach to inform-
ation gathering that we call “investigative negotiation.”
The principles and strategies of investigative negotiation
will help you discover and leverage the interests, priorit-
ies, needs, and constraints of the other party—even when
that party is reluctant or unwilling to share this
information.

PART II: THE PSYCHOLOGY OF
NEGOTIATION

Even experienced negotiators make mistakes when pre-
paring and executing negotiation strategy. After all, even
seasoned dealmakers are human, and all human beings
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are vulnerable to psychological biases— systematic and
predictable departures from rationality—that can derail an
otherwise sound negotiation strategy. Part II builds on
cutting-edge research on the psychology of negotiation
and decision-making. We distill theory into the practical
tools you will need to avoid these costly mistakes, and to
recognize and leverage mistakes when they are made by
the other side.

Chapter 4: When Rationality Fails: Biases of
the Mind. In this chapter, we focus on cognitive bi-
ases—the mistakes that even the best of negotiators make
because of the ways in which our minds operate. As we
will illustrate, the human mind is accustomed to taking
shortcuts that, while often useful for making decisions
quickly, can also lead to disastrous strategic moves in
negotiation.

Chapter 5: When Rationality Fails: Biases of
the Heart. Next we look at motivational biases—the
mistakes we make because of our desire to view the world
the way we wish it were rather than how it truly is. Unfor-
tunately, it is possible to have a weak negotiation strategy
and still feel good about yourself and your prospects for
success. It is also possible to continue down the wrong
path and never allow yourself to discover how and when a
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change in strategy is critical. Chapter 5 will help you to
identify and avoid these potential pitfalls, and to see the
world through a more objective and realistic lens.

Chapter 6: Negotiating Rationally in an Irra-
tional World. Here we offer still more strategies for
overcoming your own biases and for leveraging the biases
of others. We also explain when it is in your best interest
to help the other side be less biased. Why? Because their
irrationality often hurts you as well as them.

PART III: NEGOTIATING IN
THE REAL WORLD

Finally, we turn to a variety of topics that are all too often
ignored in negotiation seminars and books, but which are
crucial for success in real-world negotiations. How can
you tell if someone is lying? How do you persuade reluct-
ant negotiators to agree to your demands or proposals?
How should you negotiate when you have little or no
power? How should you incorporate ethical considera-
tions into your negotiation strategy? How should you ne-
gotiate with your competitors, opponents, and enemies?
As in the first part of the book, our insights and advice on
these topics emerge from the experience of thousands of
real-world negotiators and from years of systematic and
scientific research on negotiation, strategic decision-mak-
ing, psychology, and economics. Each of these chapters
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can be read as a stand-alone entity, so feel free to choose
first the topics that are most relevant to your situation.

Chapter 7: Strategies of Influence. It is often not
enough to have a good idea, a well-structured proposal, or
a great product or service to offer. You also need to know
how to sell it to the other side. This chapter presents eight
proven strategies of influence that will increase the likeli-
hood that others will accept your requests, demands, of-
fers, and proposals. Note that these strategies do not im-
prove the merits of your case; rather, they make it more
likely that the other side will say “yes” without requiring
you to change your position. Of course, you will also be the
target of the other side’s influence strategies, so we
provide detailed defense strategies that will defuse their
attempts to manipulate your preferences and interests.

Chapter 8: Blind Spots in Negotiation. Many ne-
gotiators focus too narrowly on a negotiation problem and
fail to adequately consider how the context, the decisions
of the other side, and the rules of the negotiation game
will affect their strategy and their prospects for success.
They also miss out on opportunities for changing the rules
of the game to achieve better results. In this chapter, we
provide specific advice on how to broaden your focus to
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ensure that you consider all of the elements that might
come into play as you negotiate.

Chapter 9: Confronting Lies and Deception.
While many people identify with the notion that “honesty
is the best policy,” most people admit to having lied at
some point in their negotiations and virtually everyone be-
lieves that others have lied to them. In this chapter we ad-
dress questions such as: What might motivate someone to
lie in a negotiation? What are some of the strategic costs of
lying? How can you tell if someone is lying? How can you
deter people from lying to you? What should you do if you
catch someone in a lie? If you are interested in telling the
truth, but don’t want to lose your shirt at the bargaining
table, what are some smart alternatives to lying?

Chapter 10: Recognizing and Resolving Ethic-
al Dilemmas. Many people believe that ethics are too
personal and idiosyncratic to be discussed broadly or cat-
egorically. This is undoubtedly true—to a degree. Yet re-
cent research suggests that people often behave less ethic-
ally than they themselves consider appropriate. In other
cases, they are not even aware of the damage they are in-
flicting on others when they pursue certain strategies. And
in the shadow of major corporate scandals, there’s a re-
newed emphasis on maintaining integrity while still
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achieving negotiation success. We provide a framework for
thinking more carefully and comprehensively about these
issues.

Chapter 11: Negotiating from a Position of
Weakness. This chapter is about power—and the lack of
it. Most negotiators will at some point find themselves in a
position of weakness with seemingly few, if any, alternat-
ives. (Indeed, many of our executive students and clients
complain that they are always negotiating from a position
of weakness visà-vis their customers, their boss, or their
spouse!) Such negotiations require careful analysis, creat-
ive thinking, and insights into how such situations can be
turned around. We show how you can effectively negotiate
when you lack power, and how you might be able to upset
the balance of power so that you move from a position of
weakness to a position of strength.

Chapter 12: When Negotiations Get Ugly:
Dealing with Irrationality, Distrust, Anger,
Threats, and Ego. How do you negotiate when the
other side appears to be entirely irrational? How do you
negotiate when trust has been lost and the other party is
unwilling to come to the table? How can you defuse hard-
ball tactics such as ultimatums and threats? How should
you deal with a party that is angry or one that is too proud
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to admit that their strategy was flawed? Our approach in
this chapter recognizes that most important negotiations
include at least some of these difficulties and that ignoring
them is not only extremely ineffective, but often entirely
impossible.

Chapter 13: When Not to Negotiate. There are
occasions when negotiation is not the answer. If you have
limited power and few prospects for success, you might do
surprisingly better by giving up what little power you have.
Or, if the costs of negotiating are high, you might want to
find cheaper alternatives to making the deal or resolving
the dispute. In other instances, negotiation itself may be a
barrier to creating the kind of relationship you want with
the other side. But what should you be doing instead? In
this chapter, we provide you with a framework for distin-
guishing between the times when you should be playing
the negotiation game and the times when you should be
changing the game.

Chapter 14: The Path to Genius. Genius in negoti-
ation requires knowledge, understanding, and mindful
practice. This book can give you the first and help you with
the second, but the third will be largely up to you. We end
by considering what happens when you turn the last page
and head back into the real world. Which mind-set will
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maximize your ability to put your learning into practice?
What habits will you want to cultivate in the weeks and
months ahead? What expectations should you have of
yourself and others? How might you help others in your
organization negotiate more effectively?

A sentiment once expressed by Ralph Waldo Emerson
captures the essence of our message: “Man hopes; Genius
creates.” When the task is difficult, when obstacles arise,
when negotiations are unraveling, and when it looks as if
the deal is lost, most negotiators will panic or pray. Nego-
tiation geniuses, in contrast, will only strengthen their re-
solve to formulate and execute sound negotiation strategy.
We hope that this book convinces you to do the latter, and
provides you with the insights and tools you will need to
negotiate like a genius at the bargaining table—and
beyond.
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CHAPTER 1

Claiming Value in Negotiation

The year was 1912, and the U.S. presidential election
was in full swing. Former president Theodore Roosevelt
had decided to return to the political arena due to his frus-
tration with the way his successor, President William
Howard Taft, had been running the country. It was a
tough campaign, and every day seemed to present a new
challenge. But here was a challenge that no one had anti-
cipated: three million copies of Roosevelt’s photograph
had already been printed for circulation with a campaign
speech when Roosevelt’s campaign manager discovered a
catastrophic blunder—the photographer had not been
asked for permission to use the photograph. To make mat-
ters worse, copyright law allowed the photographer to de-
mand as much as $1 per copy of the photograph. In 1912, a
loss of $3 million would be equivalent to a loss of more
than $60 million today. No campaign could afford this
price. The alternative was almost equally unattractive; re-
printing three million brochures would be tremendously
costly and could cause serious delays. The campaign man-
ager would have to try to negotiate a better deal with the



photographer. If you were the campaign manager, how
would you handle this negotiation?

Now consider how Roosevelt’s manager dealt with the
situation. After carefully analyzing the problem, he sent
the following telegram to the photographer: “Planning to
distribute three million copies of campaign speech with
photographs. Excellent publicity opportunity for photo-
graphers. How much are you willing to pay to use your
photographs? Respond immediately.”

The photographer did not take long to issue a reply. He
sent back a telegram with the following message: “Appre-
ciate opportunity, but can only afford $250.”1

Most people, when they hear this story, are taken aback.
How did the campaign manager turn around such a hope-
less situation so completely? The reason for this reaction
is that even the most seasoned negotiators may not think
systematically about negotiations, nor prepare for and ex-
ecute negotiations strategically. Our goal is to make the
manager’s solution to the negotiation problem appear ob-
vious to you. By understanding and applying the prin-
ciples and strategies of value claiming covered in this
chapter, you, too, will be able to handle difficult negoti-
ations with the kind of genius demonstrated by
Roosevelt’s campaign manager.

STRATEGIES FOR CLAIMING
VALUE IN NEGOTIATION
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Throughout this book, we will talk a lot about value. How
do we define the term, exactly? Value is whatever people
find useful or desirable. You may measure value in dollars,
utility, happiness, or a variety of other metrics. Negoti-
ation helps to create value through agreements that make
both parties better off than they were without an agree-
ment. But how much better off is each party? This de-
pends, in part, on which party managed to claim (or cap-
ture) more of the value that was created. For example, if a
buyer negotiates a very low price for an item, she claims
more value; the seller claims more of the value (created by
the deal) when the price is high.

For many people, learning to negotiate more effectively
means one thing above all else: “How can I get a better
deal for myself?” Or, put another way, “How can I claim
the lion’s share of the value in any negotiation?” While
Negotiation Genius takes a much broader view of negoti-
ation, we, too, start with this basic goal: getting the best
possible deal for yourself.

We begin by considering a negotiation over the sale of
real estate that allows us to address key issues that you
will face in virtually all negotiations. The Hamilton Real
Estate case is a relatively simple negotiation: two parties
(a buyer and a seller) are negotiating over one issue
(price). Within this framework, we cover all of the follow-
ing aspects of negotiating: preparing to negotiate, avoiding
common negotiator mistakes, deciding whether to make
the first offer, responding to the other side’s offers, struc-
turing your initial offer, finding out how far you can push
the other side, haggling effectively, claiming maximum
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value without sacrificing the relationship, and managing
your own satisfaction.

When we use the Hamilton Real Estate case in our ne-
gotiation courses with executives and MBA students, we
assign half of the participants to the role of “seller” and the
other half to the role of “buyer.” Each side is given confid-
ential information regarding its needs and interests, and is
asked to prepare its strategy for the negotiation simula-
tion. The two sides then meet and try to negotiate an
agreement over the sale price of the property.

As you read the case from the perspective of the seller,
think about how you would approach this negotiation.

HAMILTON REAL ESTATE2

You are the executive vice president of Pearl Investments,
a holding company that specializes in real-estate invest-
ments. Among your many real-estate holdings is a large
piece of property located in the town of Hamilton. The
Hamilton real estate is earmarked for divestment, and you
are responsible for negotiating its sale.

The amount that a potential buyer will pay for the
Hamilton property depends on a number of factors, in-
cluding the buyer’s ability to pay and their planned use of
the property. Each of these factors is critical. For example,
your experts have estimated that if the land were de-
veloped for commercial use (e.g., a set of office buildings),
the land might be worth 1.5 to 2 times as much as if it were
developed for residential use (e.g., apartment buildings).
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Unfortunately, commercial developers are unlikely to be
interested in the property because Hamilton zoning laws
do not allow for commercial development. While some
local politicians have recently discussed allowing commer-
cial development in Hamilton, they have taken no action
in this direction. As a result, Hamilton has fallen off the
radar for commercial developers.

Over the last few weeks, you have entertained offers
from a few potential buyers. All but one of these offers has
fallen substantially short of your expectations. The offer of
most interest to you is from Quincy Developments, a de-
veloper that is planning to construct a set of high-end
apartment buildings on the Hamilton property. The offer
is for $38 million.

Apart from being the highest offer you have received,
this deal interests you because of Quincy Developments’
reputation for bargaining in good faith. While this gives
you some confidence that the offer is reasonable, you are
not necessarily ready to accept it as is. You expect that you
could negotiate the price up an additional 10–15 percent if
you chose to pursue the offer. You do not think that
Quincy Developments would go any higher than that.

For now, however, you have chosen not to negotiate
with Quincy Developments. Why? Because Estate One, a
premier real-estate company in the region, has just sent
word that it is also interested in the Hamilton property.
You believe that Estate One would develop the property
for the construction of luxury condominiums, as it does
with virtually all of its properties. You should be able to
negotiate a higher selling price for the Hamilton property
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if the land is to be used for luxury condominiums rather
than for apartment buildings.

You have decided to meet with the CEO of Estate One,
Connie Vega, to negotiate a sale. If these talks are not suc-
cessful, you plan to return to Quincy Developments and fi-
nalize a deal. You will not wait for other offers. Quincy
Developments has said that its offer expires in three days.

Here is what you know about Estate One: It is a midsize
company that is one of the biggest regional developers of
residential real estate. Estate One’s CEO has been with the
company since its founding twenty years ago and is known
to be extremely well connected politically, linked to know-
ledge brokers at all levels of state and local government.
Estate One is not a competitor of yours.

To prepare for the negotiation, you have collected as
much data as possible. The following information is public
knowledge, and is certainly known to the CEO of Estate
One:

• Pearl Investments purchased the
Hamilton property seven years ago at a
price of $27 million.

• Since the purchase, land value in
Hamilton has increased substantially.
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An evaluation of recent sales of some-
what comparable properties suggests
that the Hamilton property could be
worth $36–44 million if developed for
residential use.

• If the land is used for the construction
of luxury condominiums instead of
apartment buildings, it is probably
worth an additional 20 percent.

The impending Hamilton negotiation raises many ques-
tions. What would you do first in this negotiation? How
would you approach the CEO of Estate One, Connie Vega?
Would you make the first offer or would you let her make
it? What information, if any, would you share with her?
What information, if any, would you try to acquire from
her? How much would you expect to earn on the Hamilton
sale? How would you know if you got a good deal?

PREPARING TO NEGOTIATE

Over the course of training and consulting with tens of
thousands of negotiators and dealmakers, we have become
aware that, by far, the most common and costly mistakes
in negotiation take place before talks even begin. Interest-
ingly, the problem is usually not faulty preparation, but a
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lack of preparation altogether! Under the false assumption
that negotiation is “all art and no science,” most people
fail to prepare adequately for negotiation. When coupled
with the belief that the “real action” begins at the bargain-
ing table, even smart, thoughtful, and motivated people
walk into substantive negotiations ill-prepared.

Thus, it is critical that you adopt a thorough methodo-
logy to help you prepare to negotiate. Our five-step pre-
negotiation framework offers a simple yet effective ap-
proach. (In the chapters that follow, we will add to this list
as we confront more complex negotiations.)

Step 1: Assess your BATNA. The first step in any
negotiation is to ask yourself, “What will I do if the current
negotiation ends in no deal?” In other words, you need to
assess your BATNA, or best alternative to negotiated
agreement—the course of action you will pursue if and
when the current negotiation ends in an impasse.3

Without a clear understanding of your BATNA, it is im-
possible to know when to accept a final offer and when to
walk away in order to pursue other options. Your BATNA
assessment requires the following three steps:

1. Identify all of the plausible alternative
options you might pursue if you are
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unable to reach an agreement with the
other party.

2. Estimate the value associated with each
alternative.

3. Select the best alternative; this is your
BATNA.

In the Hamilton case, you have a number of alternatives
if the negotiation with Connie Vega ends in impasse: you
might wait for other offers, you might approach Quincy
Developments to finalize the deal, or you might decide not
to sell at all. The information available to you strongly sug-
gests that your BATNA would be to finalize a deal with
Quincy.

Step 2: Calculate your reservation value. An
analysis of your BATNA is critical because it allows you to
calculate your reservation value (RV), or your walk-away
point in the current negotiation. As the seller in the
Hamilton case, your reservation value is the lowest offer
you would be willing to accept from Connie Vega. What
might this offer be? If the negotiation ended in impasse,
you would return to Quincy and finalize the sale. Quincy
has offered $38 million. Is $38 million your reservation
value? Not quite, because you could negotiate this price
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further with Quincy. Specifically, you believe that you
could negotiate a 10–15 percent increase in the offer,
yielding an amount ranging from $41.8–$43.7 million.
Your reservation value should fall within this range.

What determines your exact reservation value within
this range? If you are risk averse, you might be inclined to
lean toward the lower end of the range. But if you are op-
timistic about your ability to negotiate with Quincy, you
might lean toward the upper end. Let’s say that you decide
on the midpoint of this range and set $42.65 million as
your reservation value. If Connie Vega’s final offer falls be-
low this amount, you will walk away from the deal. If it is
higher than this amount, and you are sure that you cannot
negotiate a still higher price with Connie, you will accept
the deal. Another way to think about your reservation
value is to consider it your indifference point. If Connie’s
final offer is exactly $42.65 million, you are indifferent
between accepting this offer and rejecting it in favor of
pursuing your BATNA.

As you can see, a careful assessment of your BATNA is
essential if you are going to establish a rational reservation
value that is based on a realistic assessment of your altern-
atives. Unfortunately, people often make strategic mis-
takes when they confuse their BATNAs with other ele-
ments of the negotiation. Keep in mind that your BATNA
is not what you think is fair, or what you originally paid for
the item you are selling, or the price that you hope to
achieve. Your BATNA is the reality you will face if you
reach no deal in the current negotiation.
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Step 3: Assess the other party’s BATNA. Now
that you have assessed your BATNA and calculated your
reservation value, you know the lowest offer you would be
willing to accept in the Hamilton negotiation. Of course,
you do not want to settle for a low sale price, so you will
need to figure out how high a price you might be able to
negotiate. In other words, you have to figure out the other
party’s reservation value. Connie Vega’s reservation value
is the highest amount that Estate One would be willing to
pay for the Hamilton property. How can you determine
this amount? How will you know how far you can push the
other side? You figure this out by assessing the other
party’s BATNA. This critical step can make the difference
between getting a good deal and getting a great deal. So-
metimes it even marks the difference between phenomen-
al success and utter failure.

Remember Roosevelt’s campaign manager? Had he fo-
cused only on his own BATNA (reprint three million bro-
chures) and his own reservation value (pay the photo-
grapher thousands of dollars), the negotiation would have
been a disaster. The manager’s genius lay in his decision
to assess the photographer’s BATNA. In other words, he
asked, “What would the photographer do if the negoti-
ation ended in impasse?” If no deal could be struck and
Roosevelt decided not to use the photograph, the photo-
grapher would make little or no money on the photograph;
the photographer would also lose the opportunity for na-
tional publicity. In other words, while the campaign man-
ager’s BATNA was quite poor, so was the photographer’s!
As a result, the photographer could be induced to accept
little or no money at all.
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Similarly, in the Hamilton negotiation, thinking through
Connie Vega’s alternatives can help you to discover her
BATNA. Presumably, if she is unable to purchase the
Hamilton property, Connie will want to invest Estate
One’s dollars in a different development project; her pre-
ferred alternative may be to try to find another piece of
property on which to build luxury condominiums. If such
properties are in short supply in the town of Hamilton, her
BATNA may be to build elsewhere—or to wait until other
properties become available. You will want to think
through each of these alternatives carefully—from Con-
nie’s perspective. For now, let us presume that your ana-
lysis suggests that Connie’s BATNA is to wait it out. In
other words, if she is unable to reach an agreement with
you, Estate One will hold on to their cash and wait for new
opportunities to arise in the future.

Step 4: Calculate the other party’s reserva-
tion value. Now that you have evaluated Connie’s
BATNA, a reasonable way to determine her reservation
value is to consider what she is likely to do with the
Hamilton property. You know that Estate One tends to de-
velop its properties for residential construction. Further-
more, you believe that Estate One will build condomini-
ums on the property rather than rental apartments, which
makes the property more valuable to them than it would
be to Quincy. Specifically, development for the construc-
tion of condominiums would increase the value of the
property by 20 percent. To assess Estate One’s reservation
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value (or highest willingness to pay), the following reason-
ing may be appropriate:

• Estimates suggest that the property is
worth $36–44 million if used for apart-
ment buildings.

• The midpoint of this range is $40
million.

• A 20 percent increase (due to develop-
ment for condominiums) over $40 mil-
lion yields a value of $48 million.

• Thus, it is reasonable to expect that
Connie Vega’s reservation value is $48
million (assuming the valuation has
already factored in the costs of
development).

Step 5: Evaluate the ZOPA. Once you have an idea
of each party’s reservation value, you can evaluate the
zone of possible agreement, or ZOPA. The ZOPA is the set
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of all possible deals that would be acceptable to both
parties. Put another way, the ZOPA is the space between
the seller’s reservation value and the buyer’s reservation
value. In the current negotiation, the ZOPA is any offer
that falls between $42.65 million and $48 million:

Figure 1.1: The Zone of Poss-
ible Agreement

The ZOPA contains all possible agreements because any
point in this range is a possible final deal to which both
parties could agree; any point outside of this range will be
rejected by one of the two parties. You will reject any offer
below $42.65 million; Connie Vega will reject any price
above $48 million.

The ZOPA gives you the lay of the land, but tells you
little about where exactly the negotiation will actually end.
You will want to make a deal at a high price that is as close
to Connie’s reservation value as possible, while Connie will
want the price to be as low as possible. And so the
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negotiation begins. Your task in this negotiation is not
simply to get a deal, but to claim as much value as pos-
sible. Now that you have an idea about how much value is
up for grabs ($48M–$42.65M = $5.35M), you are ready to
do your best at claiming the lion’s share of it.

MAKING THE DEAL

If you were a student in one of our negotiation courses,
you would have approximately twenty minutes to negoti-
ate this deal. This would give you enough time to reach an
agreement because this is a relatively simple (price-only)
negotiation. After the twenty minutes were up, we would
collect all of the agreements—that is, the price agreed to by
each buyer-seller pair—and then put them on the board
for everyone to see. The reason for doing so is that it al-
lows us to consider, during the class discussion, which
strategies led to better (or worse) outcomes. But there is
an additional benefit to making the results public: you
would be amazed at how seriously most MBA and execut-
ive students take an exercise when their performance will
be judged by a group of their peers!

To set up our own analysis of the case, let’s consider
how your negotiation with Connie might have unfolded:

You met with Connie and engaged in
some small talk. You were glad to learn
that Connie was indeed very interested in
the property. As substantive discussions
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began, you took control and started to
make the case for a high sale price. You
also mentioned that you had received sev-
eral other offers and that you were seri-
ously considering one of them. To lever-
age the momentum you had created, you
then made an aggressive opening offer:
“Considering the fact that multiple parties
are showing an interest in this property,
and the fact that the land is worth 20 per-
cent more when used for condominium
development, we believe that a $49 mil-
lion sale price is both fair and acceptable.”
Connie seemed taken aback; she shook
her head as she responded: “Well, that is
certainly not what we had expected.” Just
as you began to wonder whether you had
asked for too much, Connie, to your great
relief, decided to make a counteroffer:
$45 million. This offer already exceeded
your RV (excellent!), but you wanted to
make as much profit as you could, so you
continued to haggle. At the end of the day,
you were able to convince Connie to ac-
cept a price of $46 million.
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How would you feel at the end of this negotiation? What
did you do right? What, if anything, could you have done
better? How can you evaluate whether you got a good deal,
a great deal, or a bad deal?

NEGOTIATION POSTMORTEM

One way to evaluate your performance is to ask whether
you surpassed your reservation value: clearly, you did.
While this is certainly good news, it may not be a great
measure of negotiation success. Why? Because it’s pos-
sible to surpass your RV and yet only claim a small portion
of the total value up for grabs. Another way to evaluate
your performance is to consider the entire ZOPA. The
price you negotiated ($46 million) seems closer to Con-
nie’s RV than yours, suggesting that you claimed signific-
antly more than 50 percent of the value that was up for
grabs (though not all of it). Depending on how high your
aspirations were at the outset of this negotiation, you
might be happy or displeased with this outcome.

While these two metrics are useful, they both suffer
from one important drawback: they evaluate your per-
formance relative only to what you knew before the nego-
tiation. A more complete measure would evaluate your
outcome according to what you could have discovered
during the negotiation. How would you feel if you dis-
covered that Connie’s RV was not $48 million but $46
million? Presumably, you would feel that you did even bet-
ter than you had originally thought: you captured all of the
ZOPA. Alternatively, how would you feel if Connie’s RV
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was much higher—$55 or $60 million? In that case, Con-
nie would have captured the lion’s share of the value. As
you can see, how well you actually performed in this nego-
tiation depends on an evaluation of how well you could
have done.

Now consider some information that only Connie knew
at the outset of the negotiation:

• Estate One was actually not interested
in developing the Hamilton property for
residential construction; they hoped to
use this property to enter the commer-
cial development industry.

• Connie Vega, with her strong political
ties, was among the first to know that
zoning laws in Hamilton were sched-
uled to change in the coming months,
making commercial development
possible.

• Estate One would have been willing to
pay up to $60 million to purchase the
Hamilton property.
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Given this new information, how should we evaluate the
deal you negotiated? Clearly, the $46 million sale price
looks a lot less impressive! In this new light, the outcome
you negotiated is much closer to your RV than it is to Con-
nie’s. It looks as if Connie captured most of the value that
was up for grabs. You could have done much better! But
then again, is it really fair to evaluate your outcome relat-
ive to information that you did not even have during the
negotiation?

We think so. Negotiation geniuses are not bound by
their circumstance nor limited by the information with
which they are endowed. Negotiation geniuses know how
to act on information they have, acquire information they
do not have, and protect themselves from information
they cannot obtain. As a result, they evaluate their per-
formance by the strictest of standards.

COMMON NEGOTIATOR
MISTAKES

Now that you have more information about what was hap-
pening on the other side of the table, take another look at
your negotiation with Connie Vega. In hindsight, what
mistakes did you make? What might you have done differ-
ently? How could you have claimed a larger share of the
ZOPA?

To start, here are a few clear mistakes:
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1. You made the first offer when you were
not in a strong position to do so.

2. You made a first offer that was not suf-
ficiently aggressive.

3. You talked but did not listen.

4. You tried to influence the other party
but did not try to learn from her.

5. You did not challenge your assumptions
about the other party.

6. You miscalculated the ZOPA and did
not reevaluate it during the negotiation.

7. You made greater concessions than the
other party did.

As it turns out, these mistakes are among the most com-
mon that negotiators make as they attempt to claim value
in a deal. In the following sections, we will introduce you
to a better approach to the Hamilton negotiation—and to
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negotiations more generally—by answering a series of
questions that executives, students, and clients have asked
us hundreds of times. In doing so, our goal is not only to
equip you with effective negotiation strategies, but also to
provide you with an understanding of important psycholo-
gical principles that will help you anticipate and respond
to the negotiation behaviors of others.

SHOULD YOU MAKE THE FIRST
OFFER?

When we pose this question to the executives in our
classes, most insist that you should never make the first
offer. Instead, they say, let the other party make the first
offer; this provides valuable information and tells you
where they are coming from. But there are also many ex-
ecutives who believe you should always make the first of-
fer; by doing so, they argue, you take control of the dia-
logue and negotiate “on your terms.” The right an-
swer—hardly surprising to those who know a trick ques-
tion when they see one—is “it depends.”

The primary benefit of making a first offer in negoti-
ation is that it establishes an anchor. An anchor is a num-
ber that focuses the other negotiator’s attention and ex-
pectations. Especially when the other party is uncertain
about the correct, fair, or appropriate outcome, they are
likely to gravitate toward any number that helps them fo-
cus and resolve their uncertainty. As it turns out, first of-
fers tend to serve this purpose well: they anchor the nego-
tiation and strongly influence the final outcome.
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For example, imagine that you calculated Connie’s re-
servation value to be $48 million and that you expected
her to make an aggressive first offer of about $40 million.
If, instead, she makes a first offer of $32 million, you are
likely to start questioning your assessment of Connie’s RV.
Would Connie start so low if she could actually pay as
much as $48 million? Is Estate One planning to build
apartments, not condominiums? Perhaps their maximum
willingness to pay is much lower than $48 million. When
the other party sets an anchor, it influences not only your
perceptions of their RV (and, hence, of the ZOPA), but
also your counteroffer. You may have planned to start the
negotiation at $50 million, but given Connie’s surprisingly
low first offer, you now begin to think that you should
start a little lower. An offer of $50 million now seems ex-
treme, carrying with it the risk of impasse. Instead, you
counter the $32 million offer with a more reasonable-
sounding offer of $45 million. Connie’s anchor has
worked.

The power of anchors is substantial. Research has
shown that anchors affect even those with negotiation ex-
perience and expertise. In one remarkable demonstration
of the power of anchors, professors Greg Northcraft and
Margaret Neale invited real-estate agents to evaluate a
house that was for sale.4 The agents were allowed to walk
through the house and the neighborhood, and were given
a Multiple Listing Service (MLS) information sheet that
provided details about the house, including its size and di-
mensions, the year it was built, the amenities included, et
cetera. They were also given detailed information about
other properties located in the same neighborhood. The
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information provided to each agent was identical with one
exception: the “list price” on the MLS sheet that was given
to the agent was randomly picked from one of the follow-
ing: (a) $119,000, (b) $129,000, (c) $139,000, or (d)
149,000.5

In real estate, the list price is the “first offer” made by
the seller. Thus, this study manipulated the first offer to
see whether it would affect the perceptions of experienced
real-estate agents. After seeing the house and reading all
of the information, agents were asked to evaluate the
house on four dimensions:

1. What is an appropriate list price for this
house? (Appropriate List Price)

2. What do you estimate is the appraisal
value of this house? (Appraisal Value)

3. As a buyer, what is a reasonable
amount to pay for the house? (Willing-
ness to Pay)

4. What is the lowest offer you would ac-
cept for this house if you were the
seller? (Lowest Acceptable Offer)
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Figure 1.2 graphs the responses to these questions by
agents who were provided each of the list prices. As you
can see, agents were strongly influenced by whichever list
price they were arbitrarily assigned! On every measure,
those given a higher list price thought the house was worth
more than did those given a lower list price. Furthermore,
when the agents were asked whether their answers had
been influenced at all by the list price given to them on the
information sheet, more than 80 percent of them said no.

Figure 1.2 The Powerful Effects
of Anchoring
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Given the powerful effects of anchoring, it becomes
clear that there may be an advantage to making an ag-
gressive first offer in a negotiation. Why, then, is it some-
times better to let the other party make the first move?

When made prematurely, a first offer can be extremely
costly. Consider what happened in the Hamilton negoti-
ation. Your “aggressive” first offer of $49 million was
based on your belief that Connie’s reservation value was
$48 million. As it turns out, your perception was incorrect,
and the first offer was disastrously low. (No wonder Con-
nie looked taken aback when you made it!) Because Con-
nie’s actual RV was $60 million, you probably could have
negotiated a much higher sale price than you actually did.
However, the moment you made a first offer of $49 mil-
lion, you set the upper limit for what you could possibly
capture. In other words, you lost your claim to a large por-
tion of the ZOPA by making a first offer that was well be-
low the other party’s reservation value. It’s not every day
that you lose $11 million simply by opening your mouth!
Yet even experienced negotiators who stand to lose thou-
sands or millions of dollars often err by making a first of-
fer when they are not in a position to do so wisely.

As this discussion suggests, whether you should make
the first offer or not depends upon how much information
you have. If you believe you have sufficient information
about the other side’s reservation value, it pays to make a
reasonable (i.e., sufficiently aggressive) opening offer that
anchors the discussion in your favor. If you suspect that
you may not have enough information about the ZOPA,
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you’d be wise to defer an opening offer until you have col-
lected more information. In this case, it may even be a
good idea to let the other party make the first offer. You
might forgo the opportunity to anchor the negotiation, but
you also avoid the downside of not anchoring aggressively
enough. Notice that a lack of information can also lead you
to anchor too aggressively, demanding an amount that
might offend the other side and drive them away. In other
words, asking for too little diminishes the amount of value
you can capture; asking for too much diminishes your
chances of consummating the deal. As we will discuss
shortly, negotiation geniuses know how to balance these
two concerns, and they know which factors to consider
when structuring their initial offer.

HOW SHOULD YOU RESPOND
TO THEIR INITIAL OFFER?

When the other party makes the first move, you become
vulnerable to the effects of anchoring. Because anchoring
effects can be very subtle, this is likely to be true even if
you are aware of these effects. However, there are a num-
ber of ways you can protect yourself from being overly in-
fluenced by the other side’s anchor:

STRATEGY 1: IGNORE THE
ANCHOR

The best thing to do in the event that the other party
makes an aggressive first offer—whether high or low—is to
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ignore it. This doesn’t mean you should pretend you didn’t
hear it. Rather, respond to this effect: “Judging by your of-
fer, I think we might be looking at this deal in very differ-
ent ways. Let’s try to bridge that gap by discussing…” In
this manner, you can shift the conversation to an entirely
different topic, one that allows you to reassert control of
the discussion.

STRATEGY 2: SEPARATE
INFORMATION FROM INFLUENCE

Every offer is a combination of information and influ-
ence. The other party’s offer tells you something about
what she believes and what she wants (information), but it
also has the power to derail your strategy (influence). Your
task is to separate the information contained in the partic-
ulars of the offer (and the way in which it was made) from
the other side’s attempt to influence your perceptions. The
best way to stave off influence is to stick to your original
game plan. If you walked in with a prepared first offer,
don’t allow the other side’s anchor to soften it. This does
not mean that you should ignore substantial information
that changes your beliefs about the actual ZOPA. For ex-
ample, if the other side has just provided credible evidence
that she has an attractive offer from a competitor of yours,
this might be reason to adjust your counteroffer. However,
it is important to realize that anchors will affect percep-
tions and counteroffers even in the absence of any real in-
formation provided to you. For example, the negotiator’s
mind can sometimes fail to distinguish between these two
statements:
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• Information and Influence: “We have
received a better offer from Company X.
As a result, we think your initial offer is
low. We would like you to increase it to
$7 million.”

• Influence Only: “As you know, there are
other companies with whom we do
business. We have spoken with them.
As a result, we think your initial offer is
low. We would like you to increase it to
$7 million.”

The first statement provides some (but not much) sub-
stantive information that should prompt you to think
about whether to accept, challenge, or question the state-
ment being made. The second statement simply reiterates
what you already knew, but uses phraseology that helps
the other side emphasize its anchor. Thus, you have every
reason to ignore this statement.

STRATEGY 3: AVOID DWELLING
ON THEIR ANCHOR
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Many negotiators believe that if someone anchors ag-
gressively, you should push them to justify the anchor,
thereby exposing the frivolous nature of their extreme de-
mands. This is a dangerous strategy. Why? Because the
more an anchor is discussed in a negotiation, the more
powerful it becomes. If you ask the other party to justify
their offer or discuss it further (e.g., “How did you come
up with that number?”), you increase the power of that an-
chor to define the negotiation parameters. Almost always,
your counterpart will find a way to frame the negotiation
such that their offer makes at least a modicum of sense.

On the other hand, you do not want to miss out on the
opportunity to learn something new about the deal or
about your counterpart’s perspective. To resolve this di-
lemma, try the following: if you are surprised by their of-
fer, probe a little to find out if there is in fact any substant-
ive new information that you can obtain. If no such in-
formation is forthcoming, quickly shift attention away
from the anchor by sharing your own perspective and de-
fining the negotiation in your terms.

STRATEGY 4: MAKE AN ANCHORED
COUNTEROFFER, THEN PROPOSE
MODERATION

Finally, if it is not possible to ignore or dismiss the other
party’s anchor, you should offset its influence by making
an aggressive counteroffer. In doing so, you retain the
ability to capture as much of the ZOPA as possible.
However, countering aggression with aggression comes at
a risk: the possibility that both parties will become
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entrenched and reach an impasse. To mitigate this risk,
you should offset their anchor with an aggressive counter-
offer, and then suggest that you need to work together to
bridge the gap. In addition, you should offer to make the
first move toward moderation by discussing your own per-
spective (i.e., by justifying your aggressive counteroffer).
This allows you to deflate their anchor while shifting from
an aggressive exchange to a quest for common ground. For
example, in response to an aggressive anchor, you might
say:

Well, based on your offer, which was un-
expected, it looks like we have a lot of
work ahead of us. From our perspective, a
fair price would be closer to $X [your
counter-anchor]. I will explain to you how
we are valuing this deal, but it appears to
me that if we are to reach any agreement,
we will both have to work together to
make it happen.

STRATEGY 5: GIVE THEM TIME TO
MODERATE THEIR OFFER
WITHOUT LOSING FACE

If the other party’s initial offer is very extreme—far out-
side the ZOPA—you may need to inform them that their
offer is not even a basis for starting the discussion. This
assertion should be followed by information regarding
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your own perspective and a candid invitation to reopen
negotiations from a very different starting point.

Of course, it may not be easy for them to quickly reduce
their demands so drastically—doing so would reveal that
they were simply posturing when they made their initial
offer. As a result, you may want to give them some time to
“think about it.” If they decide to moderate their demands,
they will need time to save face. They can return to the
bargaining table in a day or a week, after “having figured
out a way to make this happen,” “having re-crunched the
numbers,” or “having fought it out with our constituents.”
In other words, when reacting to very extreme offers, your
foremost goal should be to re-anchor successfully, not to
convey your outrage. And re-anchoring successfully often
means helping the other side find a way to retract earlier
demands and arguments.

WHAT SHOULD MY FIRST
OFFER BE?

Suppose you have collected enough information before
and during the negotiation to make an appropriate first of-
fer. How aggressively should you anchor? There are four
factors to consider:

1. Keep the entire ZOPA in play. How can you
meet the goal of making an offer that keeps the entire
ZOPA in play? By making an offer that falls outside the
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ZOPA—one that you know the other side will not accept.
In this manner, when substantive negotiations begin, you
will still have the ability to claim as much value as pos-
sible. The idea is to force the other party to negotiate their
way into the ZOPA. If your first offer is already inside the
ZOPA, you have given up the ability to claim value that lies
between your offer and the other party’s RV from the very
start. In the Hamilton negotiation, your first offer ($49
million) was well within the actual ZOPA (as revealed to
you after the fact), thereby eliminating the possibility of
any agreement between $49 million and $60 million.

2. Provide a justification for your offer. How far
outside the ZOPA should your offer be? Should your offer
in the Hamilton negotiation have been $61 million? $70
million? $100 million? On the one hand, the higher your
first offer, the more likely it is that if you reach an agree-
ment, it will be closer to the other side’s reservation value
than to yours (and hence more profitable for you).
However, the more aggressive your first offer, the more
likely it is that the other party will be offended by it, think
that you are not serious, or believe that there is no way of
reaching an agreement with you.

How can you balance these concerns? First, consider the
context: the degree of aggressiveness should be appropri-
ate to the situation. In most real-world negotiation con-
texts, you will not want to be too far outside the ZOPA;
otherwise, you lose credibility. In other situations (busi-
ness disputes involving a mediator, contentious labor-
management negotiations, haggling with a street vendor,
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et cetera), it is normal and expected for both parties to
open with extreme demands. It would be unwise in these
cases to moderate your demands too much because the
other side is still likely to anchor aggressively.

To determine your exact offer, ask yourself the following
question: “What is the most aggressive offer that I can jus-
tify?” You should never make an offer so extreme that it
cannot be stated as follows: “I would like to propose X, be-
cause…” If you cannot finish this sentence in any mean-
ingful way, you are probably asking for too much.

In the Hamilton negotiation, you could have leveraged a
variety of information to justify increasingly aggressive of-
fers to Connie Vega, as follows:

• “We think $48 million is a fair price be-
cause the average of recent sale prices
in the area suggests that the land is
worth $40 million and because con-
dominium development makes the land
worth 20 percent more.”

• “We think $52.8 million is a fair price
because recent sale prices in the area
suggest that the land is worth as much
as $44 million and because
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condominium development makes the
land worth 20 percent more.”

• “We think $60 million is a fair price be-
cause the land can be used for commer-
cial development, which makes it worth
at least one and a half times what it is
worth if used for residential develop-
ment (which is $40 million on
average).”

• “We think $88 million is a fair price be-
cause the land can be used for commer-
cial development, which makes it worth
as much as two times what it might be
worth if used for residential develop-
ment (which is $44 million).”

While Connie would surely respond to these different
offers with varying levels of receptivity or apprehension,
the inclusion of the justification would make it difficult for
her to dismiss your offers out of hand. She may want to
challenge your assumptions—but that’s not a problem, as
it increases the amount of time that you spend dwelling on
your perspective and your anchor. Connie might want to
aggressively bargain down the price—also okay, because
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you have opened high enough that she should work to ne-
gotiate into the ZOPA (and you should allow her to do so!).

Finally, the most aggressive offers ($60 and $88 mil-
lion) are smart even if you do not believe that the property
will be used for commercial development—and even if
both of you know that it won’t. Regardless, the anchor has
been set, and the other side’s counteroffer will likely be
less aggressive than it otherwise would have been.

3. Set high, but realistic aspirations. In our ne-
gotiation seminars, we ask participants to write down
their target price—that is, the outcome they hope to
achieve—before the negotiation begins. After the simula-
tion has concluded, we analyze the relationship between
negotiators’ target price and final negotiated price. These
two correlate highly; that is, those who have more ag-
gressive targets tend to achieve more favorable outcomes
than do those with more modest goals.

Why? First, those who set high aspirations tend to make
more aggressive first offers in order to reach their target.
Thus, aspirations influence first offers, which in turn in-
fluence final prices. Second, those with aggressive targets
work harder at haggling once both parties’ opening offers
are on the table. High aspirations serve as self-fulfilling
prophecies; they motivate the kinds of behaviors that help
us achieve aggressive targets.

This simple advice—“Always reach for the stars!”—is
nonetheless often ignored by negotiators; few set explicit
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targets prior to negotiation. But targets that are inspired
by high aspirations and yet grounded in reality (i.e., in
your assessment of the ZOPA) are effective because they
motivate behavior and minimize your susceptibility to in-
fluence tactics.

4. Consider the context and the relationship.
The most important thing to consider when making any
offer is the context of the negotiation. What type of rela-
tionship do you have with the other side? Will hard bar-
gaining be ill-received? Are reputations at stake? What
norms drive your interactions? For example, you might
have evaluated the ZOPA perfectly and justified your offer
brilliantly, but if you lose sight of the fact that your tactics
could affect the relationship, you might lose the deal—or
worse, lose the deal, damage the relationship, and ruin
your reputation all at the same time. Thus, your offer and
your justifications should be informed by your under-
standing of the needs and sensitivities of the relationship.
Your goal should not simply be to get the best possible
deal while preserving the relationship, but to get the best
deal while strengthening the relationship and your repu-
tation. You may have to forgo some short-term gains to
meet this goal, but this sacrifice will almost always be
worth the price.

HOW FAR CAN I PUSH THEM?

Knowing the other side’s walk-away point tells you just
how far they can be pushed—and how much value you can
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capture. Of course, the other side has no incentive to re-
veal their reservation value to you. How, then, can you ob-
tain the information that will help you estimate their RV
with greater accuracy? Here are the steps to follow:

Step 1. Exhaust all pre-negotiation sources of
information. There are often dozens of ways to collect
information that do not entail guessing or asking the other
party directly. For example, in a real-world Hamilton ne-
gotiation, the seller should begin by talking to state and
local politicians to assess the likelihood that commercial
zoning laws will change. Connie Vega gained this informa-
tion from her political ties, but that doesn’t mean it is con-
fidential. (And, note that your own confidential role in-
formation raised this issue as well.) You could have saved
millions on the deal by seeking out this information. Here
are other potential sources of information in the Hamilton
case:

• Estate One board members or execut-
ives with whom you or others in your
organization have ties.

• Individuals and firms that Estate One
has dealt with in the past.
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• Commercial developers who might be
tracking proposed changes in zoning
laws.

• Businesses near or in Hamilton that
might be affected by proposed changes
in zoning laws.

• Residents of Hamilton who may have
heard about proposed changes in the
zoning laws.

Consider another situation in which such background
information is key: negotiating a job offer. Often, when
MBA students come to us seeking advice regarding negoti-
ations with prospective employers, they are confused
about what is negotiable, the degree to which each issue is
negotiable, and how much is reasonable to demand. When
we ask them what they have done to resolve this uncer-
tainty, they usually tell us that they have only discussed
these questions informally with their classmates. That is
certainly not enough of an effort. We encourage them to
talk to students from their program who were hired the
previous year by the same firm, friends and acquaintances
who have worked in (or who have offers from) firms in the
same industry, and staff in the MBA placement office.
They can also obtain information from industry
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publications or from websites that provide hiring and
salary data for a wide variety of professions. More gener-
ally, in any negotiation, once you know what you do not
know, it is important to seek out all potential sources of
information.

Gaining a clearer understanding of the ZOPA and the
other side’s interests is just one benefit of acquiring in-
formation prior to negotiation. Information also helps you
to avoid being manipulated or lied to during the negoti-
ation. If the other party perceives that you have done your
homework, their willingness to deceive you decreases. Yet
another potential benefit of gathering information prior to
negotiation is that you are likely to be taken more seri-
ously. Your counterpart may benefit from your ignorance,
but do they really want to make a deal with someone who
is completely unprepared? This is unlikely. Prepared ne-
gotiators not only make fewer strategic mistakes, they also
command greater respect both during and after the
negotiation.

Step 2. Identify your assumptions prior to the
negotiation. Socrates is believed to have said: “I am
likely to be wiser to this small extent, that I do not think I
know what I do not know.” Such wisdom about one’s lim-
itations is critical in negotiation. For example, you are un-
likely ever to know the other side’s exact reservation value.
As a result, you do not know the ZOPA; you can only es-
timate the ZOPA—and revise that estimate as you gather
more information.
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Wise negotiators create a comprehensive list of what
they are assuming and what they do not know prior to ne-
gotiation. In the Hamilton negotiation, you assumed that
commercial development was not an option. What other
assumptions did you make? Perhaps you assumed that
Estate One does not know about your offer from Quincy.
But what if they do? What if Connie knows the CEO of
Quincy—and you have lied about the size of Quincy’s
offer?

Of course, in any negotiation, each party makes an in-
finite number of assumptions. You cannot keep track of
each one—and you don’t have to. But you do need to
identify and be aware of all of the assumptions that under-
lie your planned course of action. For example, if you do
not plan to refer to Quincy’s bid, you don’t have to worry
about assumptions regarding Quincy. But because your
plan does require an assessment of the other party’s RV,
you must keep in mind your assumptions regarding Estate
One’s plans for the land.

Step 3. Ask questions that challenge your as-
sumptions. The wrong way to approach a negotiation is
to start bargaining as if your assumptions are correct. In-
stead, ask questions to clarify matters. Consider these
three alternative approaches to starting the Hamilton
discussion:
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A. “We understand that you might be in-
terested in developing this land for the
construction of luxury condominiums.
We think that’s great. Of course, we
both understand that this makes the
land quite valuable.”

B. “Perhaps we should begin by discussing
your needs. What are your plans for
this excellent piece of real estate?”

C. “If the land is used for commercial de-
velopment, that will make it quite
valuable. With that in mind, let’s dis-
cuss some specifics. What are your
plans for this excellent piece of real
estate?”

Approach A has the merit of preparing the discussion
for an aggressive anchor; the mention of the land’s high
value is a nice touch. However, the problem with this ap-
proach is that it potentially gives away $11 million. Even if
Connie had been willing to truthfully answer every ques-
tion regarding Estate One’s plans, the fact that you didn’t
ask her any direct questions makes it easy for her to let
you persist in your ignorance. Approach B potentially
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saves you up to $11 million because it forces Connie to ex-
plicitly lie if she wants to convince you that Estate One is
not planning commercial development. Approach C com-
bines and improves on the merits of the previous ap-
proaches; here, you take an anchoring position and also
ask a direct question about Estate One’s plans. This ap-
proach is even more powerful because it frames the ques-
tion in terms of commercial development. This makes it
difficult for Connie to lie, as it now sounds as if you
already know of Estate One’s plans (even if you do not).
Thus, this approach—anchoring, interrogating, and
sounding sufficiently informed—encapsulates all the char-
acteristics of an effective approach in the face of
uncertainty.

Step 4. Ask indirect questions. Naturally, the oth-
er party will sometimes refuse to answer questions that
could help you determine their reservation value. In that
case, you need to ask questions that are less direct—and
less threatening. For example, you might ask Connie about
the challenges her company faces, what Estate One hopes
to accomplish in the next ten years, what kinds of projects
you might be able to help them with in the future, or how
the Hamilton purchase fits into their portfolio of projects.
Given that Estate One is not a competitor of yours, these
are reasonable questions for you to ask and for her to
answer.

Similarly, consider the questions that our MBA job can-
didate might ask prospective employers to determine the
hiring manager’s likely reservation value:
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• How many hours do employees typically
work each week?

• What kinds of projects will I be working
on?

• Who will my clients be?

• Whom does the firm typically hire?

• With whom does the firm typically com-
pete for hiring?

• What, if any, are the formal constraints
on compensation for new hires?

Step 5. Protect yourself from lies and uncer-
tainty with contingency contracts. Suppose you
have done everything right: you have identified what you
do not know, you have exhausted all sources of informa-
tion prior to negotiation, and you have done everything
you possibly can to obtain information from the other
side. Yet you remain uncomfortable because you still lack
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certain vital information. For example, imagine that Con-
nie has told you that Estate One will not use the Hamilton
property for commercial development. Although you have
no way of knowing with any certainty, you believe this is a
lie. What should you do now?

Consider the use of a contingency contract. Contin-
gency contracts are agreements that leave certain ele-
ments of the deal unresolved until uncertainty is resolved
in the future. In the Hamilton negotiation, a contingency
contract might state: “The sale will be made at a base price
of $46 million, with the condition that if the land is used
for commercial development in the next seven years,
Estate One will pay an additional $10 million to Pearl In-
vestments.” The moment this clause is included in the
agreement, Estate One no longer has a motivation to lie!
Because the sale price is now tied to Estate One’s plans,
they cannot benefit from deceiving you. Furthermore,
even if Connie was not lying (i.e., Estate One is not cur-
rently planning commercial development), the contin-
gency contract protects you against a future change of
plans by Estate One.

Notice that if Estate One is planning to use the land for
commercial development, and if Connie wants to keep this
a secret, she will likely resist the inclusion of your pro-
posed contingency contract. What then? Her unwilling-
ness to agree to the contingency should be a warning sign
that something could be very wrong! Why would she resist
this clause if Estate One were entirely uninterested in
commercial development? Thus, contingency contracts
not only protect you from lies, but also help you detect
lies.
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EFFECTIVE HAGGLING
STRATEGIES

When most people think about negotiation, they think
about haggling— the iterative give-and-take that takes
place after each party has made its initial offer. Haggling is
a necessary component of every negotiation. Why? Be-
cause it is not sufficient that parties discuss options that
exist within the ZOPA; to reach a specific negotiated
agreement, they must coordinate and ratify a mutually ac-
ceptable final deal. Since neither party wants to concede
more than the other, each tends to concede slowly and,
typically, only in response to the other side’s concessions.
Nonetheless, some negotiators are excellent hagglers,
while others fall prey to the other side’s influence tactics
and end up conceding too much. In addition, some negoti-
ators fail to take basic steps to ensure that the other party
will not take advantage of them. Here we consider each of
these issues and offer specific advice about effective
haggling.

STRATEGY 1: FOCUS ON THE
OTHER PARTY’S BATNA AND
RESERVATION VALUE

Think back to when Roosevelt’s campaign manager dis-
covered that he might owe as much as $3 million to a pho-
tographer. Instead of focusing on his own weak BATNA
(reprint millions of brochures), the manager focused on
the photographer’s weak BATNA (make no money and
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lose a publicity opportunity). In doing so, the manager not
only avoided paying a high price, but also made some
money on the deal. Negotiators who focus on their own
BATNA (i.e., “What can I do without the other party?”)
tend not to set high aspirations and are happy getting any-
thing better than their RV. Meanwhile, those who focus on
the other party’s BATNA (“What will they do without
me?”) are paying attention to the amount of value they
bring to the other party. These folks tend to set higher as-
pirations and capture more value in the deals they
negotiate.

STRATEGY 2: AVOID MAKING
UNILATERAL CONCESSIONS

Once each party has made an initial offer, it’s time to
take measured steps toward a mutually acceptable agree-
ment. Negotiation geniuses are willing to be flexible and to
make concessions, but they also demand reciprocity. It is
important to avoid making unilateral concessions. Luckily,
a norm of reciprocity pervades most negotiation contexts:
parties widely expect and understand that they will take
turns making concessions. If the other party violates this
norm, you should rectify this problem immediately. The
next five points show how to do so.

STRATEGY 3: BE COMFORTABLE
WITH SILENCE

Many people are uncomfortable with silence. As a res-
ult, they speak when they should not. A particularly
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dangerous time to speak is after you have made your offer
and the other side is considering it. If the other side seems
to be taking too long to respond, negotiators often grow
nervous and start bargaining against themselves. Before
your counterpart has even voiced a concern or a grievance,
you might be tempted to retract your offer or to make fur-
ther concessions.

Experienced negotiators have told us that they use si-
lence to their advantage in exactly this way. Instead of re-
sponding negatively to an offer, they simply wait it out.
Very often, the party that has made the offer will begin to
qualify it, moderate it, or simply signal a greater willing-
ness to concede. Effective negotiators understand not only
the power of silence, but also the need to be comfortable
with it. Just remind yourself that if you speak when it is
their turn, you will be paying by the word.

STRATEGY 4: LABEL YOUR
CONCESSIONS

According to the norm of reciprocity, negotiators should
reciprocate the concessions made by others. Because
people are hardwired to feel obligated when someone has
provided them something of value, this norm is a powerful
motivator of behavior. Yet people are also motivated to
undervalue or ignore the concessions of others in order to
escape feelings of obligation. Our research has shown that
it is easy for people not to reciprocate when the other
party’s concessions are not top of mind.6 For this reason,
it is critical to label your concessions. Instead of simply
giving something away or moderating your demands,
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make it clear that your action is costly to you. Because
labeled concessions are hard to ignore, it becomes difficult
for recipients to justify nonreciprocity.

STRATEGY 5: DEFINE WHAT IT
MEANS TO RECIPROCATE

Reciprocity is even more likely if you not only label your
concession, but specify what you expect in return. This
strategy eliminates another piece of ambiguity. Even if the
other side acknowledges your concession, they might still
reciprocate with something of low value unless you make
it clear that such a move does not fulfill their obligation to
reciprocate. For example, your concession might take the
following form: “I understand that we are still millions of
dollars apart. I’m willing to moderate my demands,
though this will be very costly to me. I’m making a conces-
sion with the understanding that you will reciprocate with
concessions of similar magnitude. This is the only way we
will be able to reach an agreement we both can accept.”

STRATEGY 6: MAKE CONTINGENT
CONCESSIONS

Contingent concessions explicitly tie your concessions
to specific actions by the other party. In other words, you
can phrase your concessions in a quid-pro-quo manner to
clarify that you will only make them if the other party does
their part. For example: “I can pay a higher price if you
can promise me early delivery.”
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While such concessions are among the safest a negotiat-
or can make, that doesn’t mean they are always appropri-
ate. The more conditions you place on your concessions
and your willingness to cooperate, the more difficult it
may be to build trust and strengthen the relationship.
Thus, contingent concessions should be used as needed,
but not overused.

STRATEGY 7: BE AWARE OF THE
EFFECTS OF DIMINISHING RATES
OF CONCESSIONS

In most negotiations, concession rates follow a pattern:
early concessions are larger in size than later concessions.
In other words, negotiators tend to offer diminishing rates
of concessions over the course of the negotiation. For ex-
ample, at the car dealership, the salesperson might start at
$45,000, then go to $44,000, then to $43,500, then to
$43,300. This may be a reasonable trend; as a negotiator
gets closer to his reservation value, there is less room for
large concessions. As a result, most negotiators expect this
pattern and take it as a signal that the other party’s RV is
approaching. But it’s also possible that the other party
could use this expectation strategically. That is, a party
that is far from his RV might suggest that he is running
out of room by offering concessions that quickly diminish
in size. It is important to consider this possibility when
updating your beliefs regarding the true size of the ZOPA.
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NEGOTIATING THE
RELATIONSHIP

Many people believe that you can either get a great deal
for yourself, or you can play nice and make the other side
happy. As it turns out, this is not the way it works. Wheth-
er the relationship is strengthened, weakened, or des-
troyed in the negotiation does depend on how satisfied
each party is with the final outcome—but satisfaction has
less to do with how well someone actually negotiated and
much more to do with how well they think they negoti-
ated. With this in mind, negotiation geniuses not only
manage their own outcomes, they also manage the other
side’s satisfaction. Put simply: you are negotiating not just
the deal, but also the relationship.

The people with whom you negotiate will be satisfied to
the degree that they believe they got a good deal, the de-
gree to which they felt respected, and the degree to which
they felt the outcome was equitable. This means that your
reputation as a negotiator hinges on your ability to man-
age the other party’s perceptions. Lest this advice be
viewed as Machiavellian, keep in mind that we are not re-
commending that you surreptitiously take advantage of
the other side. Indeed, some negotiators will get a bad
deal for themselves (by giving up too much value) and yet
manage the process so poorly that they also destroy their
relationship with the other party. What we want you to
keep in mind is that you always have two distinct goals in
any negotiation: to get a good deal and to strengthen your
relationship. Ignoring either one can be disastrous. Here
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are some of the ways that this plays out at the bargaining
table.

1. Responding to an offer that you love—one
approach. Imagine that you have done your homework
and carefully evaluated the ZOPA. You have thought hard
about your first offer and have come up with one that you
believe to be aggressive; it falls outside the ZOPA and
should serve to anchor the negotiation effectively. You
make the offer. The response? The other party grins and
accepts your offer immediately! How do you feel? In all
likelihood, you feel terrible. It dawns on you that you have
misjudged the ZOPA, made a poor first offer, and failed to
capture much of the value that was up for grabs. You blew
it!

Now turn the situation around. Imagine that the other
side has made a first offer that you find surprisingly at-
tractive. How should you respond? If you accept too
quickly or too enthusiastically, you are likely to upset the
other party. To increase their satisfaction from the deal,
you might take some time to ponder the offer. Then, when
you eventually accept the offer without enthusiasm, they
are likely to feel that they got a great deal. The outcome is
the same in both cases, but the latter approach makes the
other side happier.

2. Responding to an offer that you love—an-
other approach. If you really want to increase your
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counterpart’s satisfaction from the deal, you might want to
do more than simply wait before you respond. If you ac-
cept their first offer, even begrudgingly, they are likely to
feel some regret and wonder whether they could have got-
ten more from you. This suggests a different strategy:
make a counteroffer and ask for additional concessions.
That is, if you really want the other side to feel satisfied
with the negotiation, take more of their money! Even if
they have to make some nominal concessions, they will be
happier than if you accepted their first offer. This interest-
ing result wonderfully illustrates the dissociation between
outcomes and satisfaction in negotiation: satisfaction has
everything to do with how well you think you did, and of-
ten little or nothing to do with how well you actually did.

3. Responding to an offer that you love—yet
another approach. Consider the following anecdote
from Professor Richard Shell’s book Bargaining for Ad-
vantage.7 When, in the early 1930s, the Institute for Ad-
vanced Study at Princeton University was recruiting Albert
Einstein, the head of the institute wrote to Einstein asking
him how much he expected to be paid. Einstein wrote
back: “$3,000 (annually), unless you think I can get by
with less.” Now, this seems like a surprisingly dim-witted
first offer from a man as smart as Einstein. But look at
Princeton’s response: “We’ll pay you $15,000 a year.” Ein-
stein accepted and the deal was done.

Why didn’t Princeton accept Einstein’s low offer or, bet-
ter yet, negotiate an even lower salary? For one thing, as
the adage proclaims, “Time reveals truth.” Writing from
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Austria, Einstein may not have known how much he was
worth to Princeton, but this would change when he joined
the faculty in the United States. In other words, Einstein’s
perception of the ZOPA may have been inaccurate while
negotiations were under way; eventually, however, he
would update his assessment. When he did, he might feel
as if Princeton had negotiated in bad faith by accepting his
uninformed initial offer. In addition, by offering Einstein
five times what he requested, Princeton administrators
sent a strong signal about the school’s integrity, their in-
terest in his well-being, and their desire to negotiate in
good faith. By declining to take advantage of his attractive
first offer, they might have cheaply “purchased” the kind
of loyalty and strong relationship that is hard to come by
at the bargaining table.

More generally, this story suggests that sometimes the
smartest response to an offer that you love is to give
something back. If you have been given an opportunity to
strengthen the relationship or enhance your reputation,
and all you need to do is reciprocate in kind to a generous
(i.e., not aggressive) opening offer, it may be foolish to do
otherwise.

4. Responding to an offer that you love—a
caveat! So far we have looked at this issue under the as-
sumption that the other party has made a poor first offer
that allows you to capture most of the value in the negoti-
ation. But this assumes that your evaluation of the ZOPA
is the correct one! As we have discussed earlier, such as-
sumptions can be costly. If the other side makes an offer
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that appears to give you everything you could hope for and
more, it is critical that you stop and ask yourself: “What do
they know that I don’t?”

For example, if the other side offers to buy something
from you for more than you could have dreamed, you
should ask yourself whether you made a mistake in estim-
ating their reservation value. Maybe the item you are
selling is more valuable than you thought. Maybe they are
more desperate than you expected, or have a lot more
money than you thought. In short, if you are surprised by
an offer, don’t celebrate—think! You might still decide
that they have made too generous an offer, but it is better
to postpone your counteroffer until you are sure you know
where things stand.

MANAGING YOUR OWN
SATISFACTION

Earlier, we stated that one way to obtain better outcomes
is to have high aspirations; those who set aggressive tar-
gets tend to capture more value. Here’s something we neg-
lected to mention: those who set aggressive targets and get
better outcomes as a result also tend to be less satisfied
with the deals they negotiate!8 Why? Because when the
negotiation is over, they compare their final outcome to
their high initial aspirations. Naturally, those with high as-
pirations will be more likely to fall short, even though they
achieved better outcomes than those who set low
aspirations.
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Thus, increasing your satisfaction with a deal requires a
simple change of mental habits: focus on your target dur-
ing the negotiation; when it is over, shift your focus to
your reservation value. By doing so, you will negotiate ef-
fectively (thanks to your high aspirations) and still be sat-
isfied with your outcome afterward (because you are now
comparing it with your RV). Because your satisfaction
with a deal depends on your point of comparison, or refer-
ence point, it pays to pick a low reference point when there
is nothing more that you can do to change the outcome.

BEYOND CLAIMING VALUE

So far, our focus has been almost exclusively on claiming
value at the bargaining table. But claiming value is simply
the tip of the iceberg in negotiation. In the next chapter,
we begin to focus on a much more critical topic—one that
is all too often ignored by even the most experienced nego-
tiators: how to create value in negotiation. Negotiators
who ignore this vital aspect of bargaining do so to their
great disappointment and disadvantage.
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CHAPTER 2

Creating Value in Negotiation

By October 2000, Richard Holbrooke, U.S. ambas-
sador to the United Nations, was facing a rapidly deterior-
ating situation. Members of the U.S. Senate were calling
for a U.S. withdrawal from the United Nations. Mean-
while, at the UN, U.S. representatives were being sidelined
in committee meetings, and the United States was on the
verge of losing its vote in the General Assembly. The con-
flict was over a large sum of money—more than $1 billion.
The United States owed this amount in arrears to the UN,
but was unwilling to pay unless the UN agreed to a variety
of reforms.

The conflict could be traced back to the founding of the
United Nations. In 1945, the United States had agreed to
pay 50 percent of the UN’s yearly regular budget. The
amount owed by each country was recalibrated several
times over the ensuing years as other nations began to de-
velop economically and wanted more influence in the UN.
The most recent adjustment affecting the United States
had been in 1972, when the U.S. assessment was reduced
to 25 percent of the regular UN budget. The U.S. was also



paying approximately 30 percent of the peacekeeping
budget, which, due to conflicts in Somalia, Rwanda, and
Bosnia, was increasingly seen as an unpredictable and
hefty commitment. As a result, by the end of the decade,
the United States was demanding another recalibration of
assessments. Feeling that the United States was paying too
high a share of the dues, Congress decided to hold the
nearly $1 billion debt hostage. The U.S. demand (as mani-
fested in the Helms-Biden bill) was this: the United States
would pay what it owed if the UN agreed to a variety of re-
forms, in particular a reduction of the U.S. assessment
from 25 percent to 22 percent.

There were three serious problems with this demand.
First, other nations viewed it as unfair: the United States
was essentially asking for a concession in return for
something it already owed. Second, this was not a two-
party negotiation in which the United States simply had to
convince a UN delegation. Because UN regulations stipu-
lated that such a change could only be approved with the
consensus of all UN member states, Ambassador Hol-
brooke would have to convince all 189 countries to agree
to the U.S. demands. Third, Holbrooke was facing a dead-
line. The Helms-Biden bill had appropriated $1 billion to-
ward payment of arrears, but this money would disappear
from the budget on January 1, 2001.

It became clear early in the process that negotiations
between the UN and the United States would not be easy.
Holbrooke’s team had hoped that Japan and the
Europeans would pick up most of the slack created by the
reduction in U.S. assessments. The Japanese, however,
made it clear that not only were they unwilling to increase
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their dues, but that if the U.S. received a reduction, they,
too, would demand one. Japan was the second-highest
contributor to the UN, paying a little over 20 percent of
the regular budget. The Japanese felt this amount was too
high given that Japan did not even have a seat on the UN
Security Council. The Europeans also appeared extremely
hesitant to approve an increase in their assessments.

In the face of such resistance, how could Holbrooke and
his team convince even one nation to increase its assess-
ment? How could they avoid an impasse?

As the year 2000 wore on, Holbrooke and his team de-
cided to start from scratch. They drew up a chart of every
UN member state and determined how much each was
currently paying. They then began to visit representatives
from every single country—not to convince them, but
simply to understand their perspective. They quickly con-
firmed that no country wanted an increase in its assess-
ment. But that was not the whole story. Holbrooke pushed
further in his discussions to discover why they could not
pay more. The reasons varied widely, but one import-
ant—and unforeseen—reason soon became salient. One of
the problems faced by many countries—that would other-
wise agree to increase their contributions—was the fact
that fiscal year 2000 was coming to an end, and their fed-
eral budgets for 2001 were already fixed. Holbrooke was
asking for a change in assessments before January 1, 2001.
This deadline was making the deal unworkable.

As the reason underlying the reticence of these UN
member states became apparent, so did the solution. Hol-
brooke proposed that the U.S. assessments be reduced
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from 25 percent to 22 percent immediately to meet the
Helms-Biden deadline, but that other nations not be asked
to increase their contributions until 2002. “That made a
fantastic difference,” recalled Ambassador Holbrooke,
“that really worked.”1

On the surface, the negotiation with UN member states
appeared to be a zero-sum negotiation: whatever one
party gained resulted in an equivalent loss to another. As
in the Hamilton Real Estate case discussed in Chapter 1,
there appeared to be only one salient issue—in this case,
assessments—and the parties were making incompatible
demands. Holbrooke’s genius lay in discovering that the
dispute entailed not one but two issues: the size of assess-
ments and their timing. Only when the negotiators
stopped haggling over one divisive issue (assessment size)
and broadened their focus to include the issue of timing
could they strike a deal.

While the final agreement required compromise by both
sides, it also allowed each side to get what it wanted most
on the issue it cared about most: the U.S. got the assess-
ment size it wanted, and other countries got the timing
they wanted. You might still wonder how such a deal was
possible, given that it would create a shortfall in dues for
the year 2001. As it turns out, thanks to another successful
negotiation by Ambassador Holbrooke, philanthropist Ted
Turner agreed to cover the one-year budget shortfall with
a personal donation of over $30 million, and the Republic-
ans in Congress, though initially reluctant to permit a
donation from a politically liberal contributor, eventually
accepted the deal.
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A MULTI-ISSUE NEGOTIATION

In Chapter 1, we looked at a relatively simple, one-issue
negotiation that allowed us to begin developing our nego-
tiation framework and to answer some important ques-
tions regarding negotiation strategy. As the Holbrooke ne-
gotiation suggests, however, dealmaking is often more
complicated than it was in the Hamilton Real Estate case.
Effective negotiators need to prepare to execute complex
negotiations that entail multiple issues, complex analysis,
and considerable uncertainty.

The case in this chapter contains many more variables
and identifies additional tactics and strategies that should
be part of your negotiation toolkit. Specifically, we will ad-
dress questions such as these: How should you prepare for
a multi-issue negotiation? Should you negotiate the easiest
issues first, the hardest issues first, or neither? How
should you structure your offers? How should you handle
sharp differences in beliefs or expectations regarding the
value of the deal? What is the role of compromise in nego-
tiation? What should you do after negotiating an
agreement?

The following case, entitled “Moms.com,” concerns the
sale of syndication rights for a television program. As in
Hamilton Real Estate, you have been assigned the role of
seller and given a packet of background information. How
would you approach this negotiation?

MOMS.COM2
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You are Terry Schiller, the syndicated sales representative
for Hollyville, Inc., a multimedia corporation that special-
izes in producing television shows and motion pictures.
You represent the company in negotiating the sale of syn-
dicated programs to local television stations. Programs in
syndication are typically sold to local stations after having
run as regular shows on one of the major networks. While
few shows ever make it into syndication, revenue from the
sale of syndication rights can be a major component of a
producer’s revenue.

Your firm, Hollyville, has just decided to release its one
hundred episodes of Moms.com, a popular situation com-
edy (“sitcom”), to syndication this year. The plot of
Moms.com revolves around three women who are trying
to balance their lives as business executives and mothers
of teenage children. The show has received strong ratings
and appeals primarily to women in the 25–54 age bracket.
This makes the show potentially quite valuable, as advert-
isers are willing to pay a great deal to reach this market.

Your current negotiation is focused on the Chicago mar-
ket, in which two local stations are potential buyers.
WWIN has already made you an offer. However, WCHI is
the more attractive buyer because it has a stronger audi-
ence base in the 25–54 age bracket. How much a potential
buyer is willing to pay for Moms.com depends on its ex-
pected advertising revenue from the show. Expected rev-
enue, in turn, will depend on the ratings that the show re-
ceives. You estimate that the show will produce $7 million
in net revenue over the life of the five-year contract if rat-
ings fall within the 2–3 point range. (Rating points signify
the percentage of all television households that are
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watching a particular show.) Advertising revenue would
likely increase by $1 million with each point increase
above a 3-point rating.

To evaluate the show’s expected revenue to the buyer,
you have estimated the likelihood of various ratings that it
might receive. Your analysis appears in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1

Ratings
Likelihood
Ad Revenue Generated

2–3
10%
$7 million

3–4
30%
$8 million

4–5
30%
$9 million

5–6
50%
$10 million

6–7
20%
$11 million
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You estimate that the show will likely receive a rating of
5–6, making it quite profitable for WCHI (even after tak-
ing into account the costs they will incur to market and
run the show); thus, the station should be willing to pay
you handsomely for Moms.com. The licensing fee that you
negotiate with WCHI is the primary determinant of how
much you make from the sale of Moms.com. You are hop-
ing to negotiate a licensing fee close to $7 million for the
five-year contract.

While licensing fee is a salient feature of the agreement,
for the deal to be finalized, you and the seller must also
agree on another important issue: runs per episode. The
show’s expected revenues (as calculated above) assume
that the buyer has the right to run each of the one hundred
episodes six times over the term of the contract. (Six runs
per episode is the current industry standard for this par-
ticular market.) However, WCHI has already alerted you
that it wants the right to run each episode eight times. You
want to avoid “overexposing” the show and prefer that
runs per episode be limited to four. If the same episode of
the show is aired too often, the residual value of the show
diminishes. When the contract term ends, and the rights
to Moms.com return to Hollyville, it will be a much less
valuable show if all of the episodes have already been
shown many times.

The financial impact of this diminishing residual value
is significant. Table 2.2 shows how the number of runs will
affect your expected revenue from the show after the con-
tract term ends. Your analysts project that for each addi-
tional run per episode above six that you allow you will
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lose an estimated $250,000. If you can limit the number
of runs to less than six, you can save up to $500,000.

Table 2.2

Runs per Episode
Effect on Your Revenue

4
Save $500,000

5
Save $250,000

6
No effect

7
Lose $250,000

8
Lose $500,000

While your goal in this negotiation is to get the best deal
possible, you also want to maintain a good working rela-
tionship with WCHI because it is possible that you
(Hollyville) would do more business with the station in the
near future. For example, Hollyville is very interested in
selling a new show, Juniors, for the upcoming season.
(Another Chicago station has already offered you $1 mil-
lion for Juniors, however, an offer you are inclined to
accept.)
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Your assigned task in the current negotiation, then, is to
structure an agreement for the sale of Moms.com that
maximizes profit, preserves the relationship, and is super-
ior to pursuing your BATNA. Your BATNA is to sell
Moms.com to WWIN; the deal you have negotiated with
that station is worth $3.5 million (you have agreed to six
runs per episode with WWIN). If you are to finalize the
deal with WCHI instead, you must agree on both the li-
censing fee and the number of runs. Hollyville manage-
ment has asked you to report back after the negotiation
with the agreed-upon terms on both of these issues and on
any other terms of the signed contract. You will be negoti-
ating with Kim Taylor, the general manager of WCHI.

Take some time to think about how you would approach
this negotiation. How would you prepare? Which issue
would you discuss first? How would you structure your of-
fer? What information, if any, would you plan to share?
What information, if any, would you try to acquire? How
would you incorporate the lessons of Chapter 1 into your
negotiation strategy? Once you have thought through
these questions and others that may occur to you, read
ahead as we narrate how your negotiation might have
unfolded.

MAKING THE DEAL

You and Kim met and quickly got down to
the business at hand. You suggested that
while there were many issues to discuss,
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licensing fee had the biggest financial im-
pact and should be discussed first. You
had thought ahead about WCHI’s BATNA
and RV, and felt comfortable making an
aggressive first offer. You asked for $9
million and justified this figure using se-
lective precedents involving prior shows
you had sold. Kim made it clear that he
did not like your offer at all, but he stayed
at the table. The two of you discussed the
licensing fee for the next hour. Kim ar-
gued that Moms.com would probably re-
ceive ratings of 3–4 and that advertising
revenues would likely be much lower than
the licensing fee you had proposed. You
responded that your projections suggested
the show would receive higher ratings
(5–6). Privately, you were unsure whether
Kim was being honest about his projec-
tions; it was in his interest to convince
you that the show would earn low reven-
ues in order to justify paying you less. At
one point, Kim alluded to the possibility
of purchasing Juniors from you. Because
he seemed to be mentioning his interest in
purchasing Juniors only as a way of
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softening your demands for Moms.com,
you suggested that the Juniors discussion
be kept separate. The rest of the negoti-
ation focused on Moms.com. Eventually,
you reached an agreement of $5.5 million
for the licensing fee and turned your at-
tention to number of runs. Kim opened
aggressively on this issue, but you con-
vinced him that you simply could not ac-
cept seven or eight runs; eventually you
settled on six runs. In retrospect, any oth-
er outcome would have required one of
you to make a larger compromise than the
other, which could have soured the rela-
tionship. Having reached agreement on
both issues, you submitted a report to
Hollyville management that contained the
following financial analysis:

Licensing fee received from WCHI:
$5,500,000

Revenue adjustment based on six runs:
No effect

Net revenue:
$5,500,000

Value of the BATNA (sell to WWIN):
–$3,500,000

Net value of the negotiated agreement:
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$2,000,000

How would you feel at the end of this negotiation? What
do you think you did right? What, if anything, could you
have done better? How could you evaluate whether you
got a good deal, a great deal, or a bad deal?

NEGOTIATION POSTMORTEM

The best way to evaluate how well you did is to systematic-
ally analyze how well you could have done. We do so by fo-
cusing on each issue in the negotiation from the perspect-
ive of both the buyer and the seller.

ISSUE 1: LICENSING FEE

You entered the negotiation hoping to negotiate a li-
censing fee close to $7 million. What you did not know
was that Kim’s reservation value was $6.5 million. In oth-
er words, WCHI would have been unwilling to pay any
amount greater than this. Meanwhile, assuming six runs
per episode, you would have been unwilling to accept any
amount less than $3.5 million (the value of your BATNA).
This means that there was $3 million of value up for grabs
on this issue ($6.5 million—$3.5 million). Because you
anchored sufficiently aggressively (at $9 million), you
were able to capture much of the ZOPA by securing a $5.5
million licensing fee. When MBA students and executives
participate in this exercise, we observe an extremely wide
range of outcomes on this issue; some sellers successfully
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negotiate fees close to the reservation value of the buyer,
while others agree to accept very low licensing fees. Much
of the variance in outcomes is explained by the aggressive-
ness of opening offers and counteroffers. Another reason
for different outcomes on this issue, of course, is that it is
affected by how the other issue is handled.

ISSUE 2: RUNS PER EPISODE

The buyer pushed aggressively for seven or eight runs,
but you would lose money if you allowed WCHI to air each
Moms.com episode more than six times. You negotiated
six runs and are fairly certain that you could not have
pushed the buyer any lower on this issue. The agreement
of six runs entailed a perfect compromise; you met in the
middle of each side’s opening demand. Sounds good,
right?

Well, it isn’t. To understand the critical mistake you
made, consider Table 2.3, which reveals the financial im-
pact of increasing the number of runs on Hollyville (which
you knew) and on WCHI (which you did not know).
Notice anything interesting? Clearly, this issue has a signi-
ficant effect on revenue for both parties—but it has a
greater impact on WCHI than on Hollyville. For each ad-
ditional run granted, WCHI revenue increases by
$800,000, but Hollyville revenue decreases by only
$250,000. In other words, increasing runs helps WCHI
more than it hurts Hollyville. What are the implications of
this?
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Table 2.3

Runs per Episode
Effect on Hollyville’s Revenue
Effect on WCHI’s Revenue

4
Save $500,000
Lose $1,600,000

5
Save $250,000
Lose $800,000

6
No effect
No effect

7
Lose $250,000
Save $800,000

8
Lose $500,000
Save $1,600,000

CREATING VALUE THROUGH
LOGROLLING

Rational negotiators should agree to grant eight runs per
episode to WCHI. By providing eight runs instead of six,
the negotiators can create $1.1 million in total value ($1.6
million benefit to WCHI minus $500,000 cost to
Hollyville). WCHI will obviously agree to this, but why
should Hollyville? Because it is in Hollyville’s best interest
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as well. Hollyville should agree to eight runs in exchange
for other things that it values, such as a higher licensing
fee. Let’s see how this works by comparing your agree-
ment with an alternative agreement that you could have
negotiated:

Your original agreement (Agreement O):
Licensing fee of $5.5 million, six runs

per episode
Alternative agreement (Agreement X):

Licensing fee of $6.5 million, eight
runs per episode

Agreement X forces you to give up two additional runs
but provides you with a higher licensing fee. What is the
net impact of these changes? You lose $500,000 by giving
up two additional runs but gain $1 million from the higher
licensing fee. The result: you are better off by $500,000.
How would this alternative agreement affect WCHI?
WCHI would lose $1 million by giving you a higher licens-
ing fee, but would gain $1.6 million from additional runs.
The result: WCHI is better off by $600,000. In other
words, Agreement X makes both parties better off!

Negotiations such as Moms.com differ fundamentally
from negotiations such as Hamilton Real Estate in
Chapter 1. One-issue negotiations such as Hamilton Real
Estate, in which the two sides have directly opposing in-
terests, are zero-sum (when one party gains something,
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the other side loses an equivalent amount). Negotiations
with multiple issues, such as Moms.com, can be non-zero-
sum negotiations: it is often possible for one party to
achieve gains without hurting the other party. In short, ne-
gotiating multiple issues allows for value creation. In the
Moms.com negotiation, negotiators maximize the “size of
the pie” (i.e., the value of the deal) when they agree to
eight runs. Table 2.4 shows the effect on value creation of
revising your agreement.

Table 2.4

3Agreement
3Value to You
3Value to WCHI
3Total Value Created

3Original (O)
3$2,000,000
3$1,000,000
3$3,000,000

3Revised (X)
3$2,500,000
3$1,600,000
3$4,100,000

As Table 2.4 suggests, the total value of the deal (when
you reach Agreement X) is $4.1 million. By contrast, in
your original deal (Agreement O), the total value is only
$3.0 million. In other words, agreeing to eight runs
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creates $1.1 million in value. Meanwhile, negotiators who
do not agree to sell eight runs end up with an outcome
that burns money; these dollars cannot be recovered.

Note that the amount to which you agree for the licens-
ing fee does not affect how much value is created; it only
determines who captures a bigger piece of the pie. Because
both parties value the licensing fee equally, any change in
the fee helps one party to the same degree that it hurts the
other party. In other words, this negotiation is not just
about value creation; claiming value is still an important
element. However, negotiation geniuses do not let the
value-claiming component derail their value-creation
strategies.

As the Moms.com case suggests, effective negotiators
look for opportunities to create value by making trades
across multiple issues—for example, giving up runs in ex-
change for a higher licensing fee. The act of trading across
issues is called logrolling. Logrolling requires that you not
only know your own priorities, but that you learn about
the priorities of the other side. If the other side values
something more than you do, you should give it to them in
exchange for reciprocity on issues that are a higher prior-
ity for you. In his negotiations with the UN member na-
tions, Ambassador Holbrooke demonstrated this know-
ledge implicitly. Once he discovered that the size of assess-
ments was relatively less important to other nations than
the timing of assessments, he structured a deal that gave
the United States what it valued most (change in assess-
ment amount) and gave other contributing nations what
they valued most (delay in implementation).
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Now imagine how negotiations might proceed if you in-
tensely dislike Kim Taylor, WCHI’s representative. You
think he is selfish and arrogant and cares only about his
own negotiated outcome. In this case, how many runs per
episode should you prefer? If you answered four—or even
six—you might want to think again. In negotiation, you
should consider giving up something that you value—even
to someone you do not care about—if that person values it
more than you do. This is not a matter of altruism or kind-
ness, but of value creation. If you create value, you have
the opportunity to capture a portion of this created value
for yourself, as happened when we moved from Agree-
ment O to Agreement X.

This insight is critical: negotiators should seize every
opportunity to create value. If the other party values
something more than you do, let them have it—but don’t
give it away, sell it. Of course, if you do care about the oth-
er side, all the more reason to create value. But remember
that creating value is not just what a “nice” negotiator does
when she cares about the other side. It’s what a negoti-
ation genius will do categorically.

CREATING VALUE BY ADDING
ISSUES

The only issues you were required to negotiate in this deal
were licensing fee and runs. However, you had the poten-
tial to bring up other issues that could create additional
value for both parties. Specifically, you were interested in
selling Juniors at a price higher than $1 million (the
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amount of your other offer for this show). Kim signaled to
you during your negotiation that WCHI might be willing
to purchase the show, but you set aside that discussion.
What would have happened if you had engaged Kim in a
discussion about their interest in Juniors? You may have
discovered that WCHI was willing to pay up to $2 million
for the show! In this case, failure to negotiate the sale of
Juniors resulted in a net loss of $1 million for the two
parties. Put another way, the ZOPA for Juniors consisted
of all prices between $1–2 million—yet both parties
walked away from the negotiation without agreeing to a
sale.

How might the sale of Juniors have impacted final out-
comes? Table 2.5 builds on Table 2.4 by including an
agreement (Agreement Y) in which the buyer and seller
agree to sell Juniors for $1.5 million. This agreement
provides an additional $500,000 to each party. (Notice
that if the parties had agreed to a higher price for Juniors,
you [the seller] would have captured more value; if the
price was lower, WCHI would have captured more of the
value. In either case, the total value created by including
the sale of Juniors would be $1 million.)

Table 2.5

Agreement
Value to You
Value to WCHI
Total Value Created

Original (O)
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$2,000,000
$1,000,000
$3,000,000

Revised (X)
$2,500,000
$1,600,000
$4,100,000

Agreement Y
$3,000,000
$2,100,000
$5,100,000

The Juniors issue highlights an important difference
between a good negotiator and a negotiation genius. A
good negotiator will do whatever it takes to close the deal,
while a negotiation genius will do whatever it takes to
maximize value in the deal. A good negotiator plays the
game well; a negotiation genius changes the nature of the
game itself. In this case, that means identifying and pursu-
ing opportunities for value creation that are not obvious.

Adding issues to a negotiation is an important tactic for
value creation because of a simple formula: more issues =
more currency. The more issues you have to play with, the
easier it will be to find opportunities for logrolling. Ima-
gine that you have agreed to seven runs and a licensing fee
of $6.5 million. You know that moving to eight runs will
create additional value, but you are only willing to do so if
the buyer gives you something in return. Unfortunately,
WCHI has reached its limit on the licensing fee issue; it
cannot pay more than $6.5 million. Does this mean that
you must forgo the opportunity to create value? Yes—if
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there are only two issues in the negotiation. But if you add
another issue—Juniors—you can engineer the value-creat-
ing trade. “It’s costly for me to give up any more runs,” you
might tell Kim. “However, depending on the kind of deal
we can structure for Juniors, I may be able to give you the
additional runs you want.” If Kim agrees to purchase Juni-
ors for any price between $1.25 million and $2.8 million,
in return for adding the eighth run, both of you will be bet-
ter off! Notice that Kim may be willing to pay even more
for Juniors than it is worth (up to $800,000 more), be-
cause doing so allows WCHI to gain $800,000 in revenue
on the issue of runs. As this example reveals, the goal of
negotiation is not to get the best possible outcome on any
one issue, but to negotiate the best possible package deal
based on a consideration of all of the issues.

This discussion also highlights an important distinction
between logrolling and compromise. Many negotiators, in-
cluding some seasoned dealmakers, believe that negoti-
ation is about compromise. This is not true. Negotiation
often entails compromise, but it is not about compromise.
For example, when our executive students negotiate
Moms.com, they often compromise across all issues. “We
started at four runs versus eight runs,” someone might ar-
gue, “and compromised at six runs, which is a win-win
outcome that makes both people happy.” Yet both parties
could have been happier if they had been sophisticated
enough to realize that logrolling to achieve eight runs is
better for both parties than compromising to achieve six
runs. Our goal here is not simply to help you reach agree-
ments that both parties consider to be “win-win” our goal
is to help you maximize value. What does that require?
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As it turns out, even a desire to make the other side
happy is not enough to help maximize value creation.
People in close relationships (such as spouses) often nego-
tiate worse outcomes than do people who care less about
their counterpart.3 Why? Because those in close relation-
ships compromise across the board in order to avoid being
perceived as greedy or overly self-interested. As a result,
they often ignore opportunities for logrolling and, instead,
destroy value rather than create it! Excellent partners—in
personal and business relationships alike—master the
ability to communicate openly and share information
about their real needs and priorities. In doing so, they
identify all of the potentially relevant issues and cooperate
to create maximum value. And, once you have created the
conditions for value maximization, you can focus on cap-
turing as much of that value for yourself as you deem ap-
propriate given your relationship with the other party and
your desire to be fair.

Adding issues to the negotiation may be most critical
when the deal is centered on one divisive issue and no one
is willing to compromise. For example, in the United
States in the early 1800s, when the northern and southern
states were embattled over the issue of slavery, they ar-
gued over whether states newly admitted to the Union
would be “free” states or “slave” states. In 1819, the coun-
try was in balance (numerically, certainly not morally),
with eleven free and eleven slave states. But when Mis-
souri petitioned to join the Union, a major dispute arose
between pro-slavery and anti-slavery forces. Because giv-
ing numerical dominance to one side on the issue of
slavery would upset the balance of power in the U.S.
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Senate, no deal seemed possible. Eventually, a deal was
structured—the “Missouri Compromise”—but only after
Maine petitioned to join the Union in 1820. The two issues
were purposely linked: both sides agreed to allow Maine to
enter as a free state and for Missouri to enter without re-
strictions on the issue of slavery.

In business negotiations, price is often the divisive is-
sue. Smart negotiators recognize the limitations of one-is-
sue deals and work to broaden the scope. Here are a few of
the negotiable issues that you can introduce into the dis-
cussion the next time the other side appears entirely fo-
cused on price:

• delivery date

• financing

• quality

• contract length

• last-look provisions

• arbitration clauses
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• exclusivity clauses

• level of service support

• warranties

• future business

The more issues there are available to play with, the
more likely it is that each party will obtain what it values
most and become willing to compromise on issues of relat-
ively less importance.

YOUR GOAL SHOULD BE TO
MAXIMIZE VALUE

Table 2.5 demonstrates how both parties can be made bet-
ter off when an additional issue is added to the negoti-
ation. In technical terms, such a revision of the agreement
is referred to as a Pareto improvement: changes to a deal
that make at least one person better off without making
anyone worse off. As you can see, Pareto improvements
create value in negotiation. One of your goals in every ne-
gotiation should be to look constantly for Pareto improve-
ments until you have reached an agreement that is Pareto
efficient: that is, until there is no way to make one party
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better off without hurting the other. According to Table
2.5, the only Pareto-efficient outcomes are those that cre-
ate a total value of $5.1 million.

The virtue of Pareto efficiency is that it ensures that no
money is left on the table (i.e., burned) at the end of the
deal. But notice that Pareto efficiency says nothing about
how the created value is divided between parties. It is pos-
sible to have an efficient agreement in Moms.com where
all of the created value goes to one party. An agreement in
which you get $1 million and WCHI gets $4.1 million is
still Pareto efficient because, at this point, there is no way
to make one of you better off without hurting the other. In
other words, the parties may jointly agree to eight runs
and a sale of Juniors, but the party that does a better job
of haggling over the licensing fee and the price for Juniors
will capture the lion’s share of the value. For this reason,
Pareto efficiency is seldom your only goal; you will also
strive to capture as much of the value for yourself as pos-
sible. Or, if your priority is to reach a “fair” deal and build
a strong relationship, you may choose to give up some of
the created value to the other side.

How do you know whether you have reached a Pareto-
efficient outcome? Unfortunately, there is no definitive
answer; bells will not sound and flowers will not fall from
the sky. But one good test is to consider how well you un-
derstand the concerns of the other side. If you leave the
negotiation table without knowing very much about their
interests and priorities, you have probably left value on
the table.
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This brings us back to Moms.com. Guess what? You
missed another opportunity to create value in that
negotiation.

CREATING VALUE THROUGH
CONTINGENCY CONTRACTS

In your Moms.com negotiation, recall your disagreement
with Kim regarding how much revenue the show is likely
to bring to WCHI. Kim argued that the show was likely to
receive low ratings (3–4). You suspected he was lying;
your research showed expected ratings of 5–6. What did
you do when that difference of opinion surfaced? You es-
sentially ignored it, decided to “agree to disagree” on the
issue, and moved ahead with other substantive discus-
sions. Is that the best way to handle such disagreements?
Very often, it is not. Let’s consider a better, more system-
atic approach for handling disagreements regarding ex-
pectations about the future success, quality, or perform-
ance of a good or a service that you might be negotiating.

First, try to figure out who is right and who is wrong.
For example, you might share your research with each
other and work together to analyze the data. You might
agree to conduct additional research together, or you
might bring in a disinterested third party whom you both
trust to do the research. Any of these approaches will help
you resolve your differences and allow you to negotiate
based on shared assumptions and analyses. You hope, of
course, that the additional research will support your con-
tention (in this case, that the show’s ratings will be high).
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If both parties can agree that expected ratings and expec-
ted revenue are high rather than low, you stand to make
more money in the sale.

Another solution to the disagreement is for both parties
to compromise. In other words, you might agree to as-
sume that both sides are probably somewhat incorrect and
that an average (4–5) is a reasonable best estimate of rat-
ings. The benefit of this approach is that you do not have
to waste extra time or money gathering additional data or
hiring a third party. A problem with this approach is that
if you truly believe that your numbers are correct—and
that the other side is either incompetent or dishonest—you
will not want to compromise. Why would you throw away
your own numbers simply because the other party (who
has an incentive to lowball the estimate) is telling you that
you are wrong?

This brings us to a third solution, one that avoids the
costs of gathering more data, avoids the hassle of trying to
convince the other side that you are correct, and avoids ca-
pitulating to the desires of a party you do not trust: negoti-
ate a contingency contract. As discussed in Chapter 1, con-
tingency contracts allow negotiators to avoid arguing
about the likelihood of some future event (in this case, the
show’s ratings) and instead wait to see what actually tran-
spires. In the Moms.com negotiation, the negotiators
could agree to the following deal:

Agreement Z:
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Licensing fee:
$6.5M

Runs:
8

Price for Juniors:
$1.5M

Contingency clause:

• If the ratings next year are less
than 4, WCHI receives a $1 mil-
lion rebate.

• If the ratings next year are great-
er than 5, WCHI pays a $1 million
surcharge to Hollyville.

In other words, if the show does very well (as you sus-
pect it will), WCHI will owe Hollyville an additional sum
of money. But if WCHI’s projections are correct, Hollyville
will refund some of the money paid in the licensing fee.
Would both parties agree to such a clause? If they truly be-
lieve their own projections, they should!
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Table 2.6

Ratings
Likelihood Based on Hollyville’s Projection
Likelihood Based on WCHI’s Projection

2–3
10%
20%

3–4
10%
50%

4–5
10%
10%

5–6
50%
10%

6–7
20%
10%

Let’s examine this issue in more detail. Table 2.6 dis-
plays rating projections for each party. (Going into the ne-
gotiation, you only knew Hollyville’s projections.) As the
table reveals, the buyer and seller had a genuine difference
of opinion regarding the show’s likely success. Given these
different beliefs, how would each party have evaluated the
contingency clause described above? Hollyville believes it
has a 70 percent chance of being correct and “winning the
bet” because ratings will be greater than 5, a 20 percent
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chance of being wrong and “losing the bet” because ratings
will be less than 4, and a 10 percent chance that no money
will change hands because ratings will be 4. Meanwhile,
WCHI also believes that it has a 70 percent chance of win-
ning the bet, a 20 percent chance of losing the bet, and a
10 percent chance of being unaffected. Based on these pro-
jections, the expected value of the contingency clause to
each party can be calculated as follows:

Rating > 5 Rating = 4 Rating < 4

Hollyville (.70 x $1M) + (.10 x $0) + (.20 x -$1M) = $500,000

WCHI (.20 x -$1M) + (.10 x $0) + (.70 x $1M) = $500,000

In other words, both parties expect to receive an addi-
tional $500,000 as a result of this clause, and both should
be willing to agree to it. Table 2.7 compares the value cre-
ated by Agreement Z (which includes the contingency
clause) with the value created in the other agreements we
have considered.

Table 2.7

Agreement
Value to You
Value to WCHI
Total Value Created
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Original (O)
$2,000,000
$1,000,000
$3,000,000

Revised (X)
$2,500,000
$1,600,000
$4,100,000

Agreement Y
$3,000,000
$2,100,000
$5,100,000

Agreement Z
$3,500,000
$2,600,000
$6,100,000

In Chapter 1, we showed you how contingency contracts
can protect you from dishonest negotiators. That same be-
nefit exists here as well. If Kim was being dishonest about
WCHI’s projections and knew that the show would receive
higher ratings, he would never accept the contingency
contract. His unwillingness to “put his money where his
mouth is” could alert you to possible deception.

The Moms.com contingency contract reveals another
benefit of such contracts: they can create value by allowing
negotiators to stop arguing about their different beliefs
and instead leverage their differences through bets that
both sides expect to win. In this case, both parties are bet-
ter off (in terms of expected revenue) when the contin-
gency contract is signed because both are confident in
their projections. Technically, this contingency clause does
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not actually “create” value in the way that logrolling or
adding issues creates value. This is because when the rat-
ings are revealed next year, the contract will simply force
one party to transfer $1 million to the other party. Al-
though essentially a zero-sum transfer, the contingency
contract does create expected value. At the time of the
deal, both parties are made better off in terms of expected
revenue from the deal—a Pareto improvement.

Such clauses are of even greater value and consequence
when the beliefs of each party are extremely different and
no deal is possible unless these different expectations are
managed. For example, if a client doubts her lawyer’s abil-
ity to win in court, she may choose to hire the lawyer
based on a contingency contract: the lawyer will be paid a
large sum if the client wins and not at all if she loses. Sim-
ilarly, book publishers typically pay the author a sum of
money up front, followed by a fixed percentage of sales
revenue. If the publisher is skeptical about the author’s
ability to write a best seller, it should be willing to pay the
author a higher percentage of sales revenue (or offer a bo-
nus if the book becomes a best seller) in exchange for less
money up front. If the author is confident, he will agree.

As a final example of the ability of contingency contracts
to salvage deals, consider the 1997 negotiations between
basketball star Dennis Rodman and the Chicago Bulls.
Rodman was known for his superior ability to rebound
and play defense; he was also known for his unpredictabil-
ity, his disdain for professional norms, and his propensity
to miss games. In the previous season alone, he had
missed twenty-seven of eighty-two games. As a result of
his guaranteed contract, the Bulls paid Rodman close to
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$3 million for games he did not even play! Determined not
to repeat the mistake, the team negotiated an
unprecedented contingency-laden contract with Rodman.
He would have the ability to earn as much as $10.5 mil-
lion, but he would be guaranteed only $4.5 million. The
rest of the salary was tied to various clauses, including $1
million for playing in all playoff games, $500,000 for win-
ning another rebounding title, and $185,000 for each
game he played above fifty-nine. What was the result?
Rodman won his seventh consecutive rebounding title and
played in eighty of the season’s eighty-two games (he
missed two games due to injury), and the Bulls won anoth-
er championship.

While contingency contracts are powerful tools for cre-
ating value and motivating performance, they are not al-
ways desirable. Here are some caveats to keep in mind:

• Contingency contracts are dangerous if
the other party is more knowledgeable
than you. For example, if WCHI has ac-
cess to better ratings data than
Hollyville, and WCHI is offering to bet
on the basis of ratings, Hollyville should
be wary.
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• Contingency contracts are useful only if
uncertainty will be resolved in ways that
can be measured objectively. If you hire
an employee and offer to promote her
“if she performs well,” make sure that
both parties understand what “per-
forms well” means. Will you base per-
formance on revenue generated? Hours
worked? Projects completed? A good
work ethic? Not all of these standards
are easy to measure objectively. A rule
of thumb: if you’re going to argue about
who won the bet, it’s not worth betting
in the first place. In the Moms.com ne-
gotiation, parties could agree to base
the contingency clause on ratings repor-
ted from a specific source (e.g., Nielsen
Media Research).

• Make sure you understand the effect of
contingency contracts on the incentives
of the other party. Imagine that your
contingency clause in Moms.com was
not for $1 million but $20 million. If
you were to calculate your expected
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value for the clause, you would discover
that your expected revenue is $10 mil-
lion. Sounds great! But there’s a big
problem. You have just bet a lot on the
possibility that the show will receive
high ratings—but who now has the in-
centive, and the ability, to make sure
the show receives extremely poor rat-
ings? WCHI. They can choose not to ad-
vertise the show, to air it on an unpopu-
lar day, or to air it in the middle of the
night. While this would hurt their rev-
enues (worth approximately $7 mil-
lion), it would help them receive $10
million from you based on the contin-
gency clause. For this reason, make
sure your contingency contracts are in-
centive compatible. That is, the clause
you negotiate should provide incentives
for the other party to behave in ways
that are compatible with the spirit of
your agreement.

PREPARATION STRATEGIES
FOR VALUE CREATION
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Now that we have considered the logic of value creation
and highlighted some key methods for doing so, let’s step
back and consider how negotiators who are interested in
creating value and achieving efficient agreements should
prepare for negotiation. In the previous chapter, we dis-
cussed the necessity of assessing your BATNA, calculating
your reservation value, and evaluating the ZOPA prior to
every negotiation. In this section, we add to this list of pre-
paration tasks.

STRATEGY 1: IDENTIFY YOUR
MULTIPLE INTERESTS

Most negotiators take the domain of negotiation as giv-
en. For example, they enter talks thinking, “Today we’re
going to be haggling over salary,” or “We’re meeting with
the client to negotiate an extension of the contract length,”
or “This negotiation is about the sale of our company.” A
more effective strategy is to think about all of the things
that you value that the other party might have the ability
to provide. For example, in addition to negotiating your
salary, perhaps you should also negotiate your start date,
vacation days, signing bonus, job description, promotion
schedule, and stock options.

The goal is not to overwhelm the other party with de-
mands, but to give them a lot of different ways to com-
pensate you and make you happy. If they cannot increase
your salary but they can make you equally happy with
some combination of signing bonus, change in job de-
scription, and more aggressive promotion opportunities,
both of you stand to gain. They get to hire their preferred
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candidate (you) without paying a high salary, and you get
a compensation package that makes you happy. Similarly,
when approaching the sale of your company, it is critical
that you think about everything that you value. For ex-
ample, you might care about the preservation of your com-
pany’s legacy, maintaining a seat on the board, having a
minority stake in the company, or safeguarding the con-
tinued employment of your workers. It may be that you
are unwilling to accept the price offered when it is the only
issue being negotiated, but the price becomes acceptable if
you can retain some shares, are given a seat on the board,
and have the ability to protect your workers. Unfortu-
nately, some such issues never see the light of day because
the seller assumes that “they will never agree to give me a
seat on the board” or that “they’ve already decided wheth-
er they will keep or lay off my employees.”

STRATEGY 2: CREATE A SCORING
SYSTEM

Identifying issues is only the first step. Next, you need to
think about your relative priorities over the many issues.
For example, how much are you willing to give up on price
to get more favorable financing terms or a better delivery
date? How do you trade off salary against stock options,
starting date, or promotion track? How much would you
be willing to give up in salary to work in a specific division
of the firm?

A scoring system offers a way to organize your interests
and priorities so that you can answer these questions effi-
ciently. To create a scoring system, list each issue and
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weight it according to its importance using a computer
spreadsheet program. You will need to think of a common
metric for evaluating each issue. For example, you might
start with a hundred points and distribute these points
across the issues (and across potential outcomes for each
issue) in proportion to their relative importance. Another
easy metric involves converting everything into dollar val-
ues (e.g., each additional day of vacation equals $600 in
salary). Having a common metric across all issues will
help you evaluate the package offers the other party makes
and also help you structure your counteroffers more care-
fully and strategically.

STRATEGY 3: CALCULATE A
PACKAGE RESERVATION VALUE

Instead of having a reservation value for each issue
(“The lowest salary I will accept is $X, the lowest signing
bonus is $Y, and the lowest number of stock options is Z”),
you should use your scoring system to calculate an overall
reservation value. For example, if your BATNA is to accept
an offer from Company A, entering the specifics of the of-
fer from Company A into your scoring system will give you
the total value (in points or dollar terms) of that offer. This
is your package reservation value (PRV). Now, in your
current negotiation, you know not to accept any offer that
gives you a total value less than your PRV.

The problem with having a separate reservation value
for each issue is that your options become limited. You
may not want a salary below $X, but are you sure you
would not be willing to accept a lower salary if the other
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side made significant concessions on many or all of the
other issues you value? Often, negotiators set arbitrary
limits on individual issues (such as salary, bonus, stock
options, delivery dates, closing dates, up-front payment, et
cetera) because they think that anything beyond that limit
would be “unfair” or “unreasonable.” But doing so only
limits the negotiator’s flexibility. If the other party cannot
stay within your limit on that one issue, but can more than
make up for it with other concessions and guarantees, you
both may stand to lose because of the limit you have set.

For example, a consultant or contractor may not be able
to lower their price enough to beat all other offers, but if
that consultant or contractor can provide much better ser-
vice, give more comprehensive guarantees, and throw in
additional work for free, you might want to reconsider the
reservation value you placed on the issue of price. Unfor-
tunately, far too many firms, organizations, and govern-
ments will make purchases or hire contractors and con-
sultants entirely based on the service provider’s ability to
compete on only one issue (price). This practice can be
highly inefficient.

STRATEGY 4: IDENTIFY THE
OTHER PARTY’S MULTIPLE
INTERESTS

In negotiation, there often will be issues that you do not
care about—but that the other side cares about very much!
It is critical to identify these issues. For example, you may
be indifferent between whether you start your new job in
June or July. But if your potential employer strongly
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prefers that you start as soon as possible, that’s a valuable
piece of information. Now you are in a position to give
them something that they value (at no cost to you) and get
something of value in return. For example, you might start
a month earlier and receive a larger signing bonus for do-
ing so. Similarly, when Deepak was purchasing his home,
he discovered that the seller was very interested in closing
the deal as soon as possible. With far fewer constraints on
his ability to close the deal early or late, Deepak was more
than willing to oblige. He agreed to close one month earli-
er than originally offered, and the seller agreed to a lower
price.

EXECUTION STRATEGIES FOR
VALUE CREATION

Once talks begin, it is common for negotiators to focus
primarily on value-claiming strategies and to forgo oppor-
tunities for value creation. This is not surprising. Most
people view negotiation as a battle in which the object is to
outwit, out-think, and out-negotiate the other side. This
mentality leads to the dangerous belief that they lose =
you win. As we saw in the Moms.com negotiation, this is
simply not the case. In fact, almost all negotiations entail
the possibility of at least some—and often a lot of—value
creation. In Part II, we will look more closely at the psy-
chological biases that can lead to a they lose = you win
mentality and discuss ways in which to overcome these bi-
ases. For now, we focus on the correct approach for ex-
ecuting negotiations so that you create value and reach
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efficient agreements, while still capturing much of that
value for yourself.

STRATEGY 1: NEGOTIATE
MULTIPLE ISSUES
SIMULTANEOUSLY

We often ask seasoned negotiators the following ques-
tion: when you are involved in a complex, multi-issue deal,
which issues do you negotiate first, the easiest or the
toughest? Most negotiators respond that it’s best to start
with the easy issues. According to this logic, starting with
easy issues allows negotiators to build trust and gather
momentum toward an agreement; if you start with a diffi-
cult issue, you might derail the negotiation from the start.
Another benefit of starting with an easy issue is that it al-
lows you to make a low-cost concession early and set the
stage for the other side to reciprocate later on issues of
more value to you. While this strategy seems reasonable,
some negotiators tell us that it is a better idea to start with
the tough issues first. They point out that some issues are
“make or break” if you can’t reach agreement on them,
there’s no point in wasting time on other, less important
issues. Finally, a third group of negotiators responds with
the seemingly fail-safe answer “It depends.”

As it turns out, we disagree with all three responses.
While negotiators typically find it more natural (and easi-
er) to negotiate one issue at a time, a much better strategy
is to negotiate multiple issues simultaneously. Why? Be-
cause negotiating one issue at a time eliminates the pos-
sibility of logrolling. For example, in the Moms.com
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negotiation, if you have already reached agreement on the
licensing fee and are now negotiating the number of runs,
it will be extremely difficult to agree to eight runs. The
only way Hollyville will allow eight runs is if WCHI con-
cedes on a different issue—but if you have already put
aside the other issues, this is not possible. Notice that,
when considered separately, both issues in the Moms.com
negotiation are effectively zero-sum; the buyer and seller
have diametrically opposed interests on each issue. Only
when they negotiate these issues simultaneously can they
create a non-zero-sum negotiation that allows for value
creation. In other words, although the buyer and seller will
be in conflict on each issue, they are not equally passion-
ate about each issue. The relative importance of each issue
to each party only becomes apparent when the issues are
discussed simultaneously.

STRATEGY 2: MAKE PACKAGE
OFFERS

Negotiating multiple issues simultaneously does not
mean that you must literally talk about every issue at the
same time. It does mean that you should avoid reaching fi-
nal agreement on any one issue until you have had the op-
portunity to discuss every issue. Especially when there are
many complex issues to discuss, a particularly productive
approach is to begin with a discussion of each side’s per-
spective and preferred outcome on each issue. Once you
have shared preliminary information, you can begin com-
paring relative preferences across issues. Finally, when it
is time to exchange offers, make package offers. That is,
instead of making an offer or demand on one issue (such
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as price or salary), propose a package deal that communic-
ates to the other side your preferred outcome across all of
the issues. This helps the other party isolate aspects of the
offer that are particularly problematic and propose coun-
teroffers that do not simply ask for more on each issue. In-
stead, your counterpart can signal flexibility on some is-
sues while making demands on others.

Consider the following two approaches for negotiating
the price of a service agreement between your firm and a
potential client. Which approach is likely to create more
value in the end?

A. “Thank you for providing me with a de-
tailed list of the services that your firm
requires and for explaining that you
would like to begin the service period
in July. We can provide these services
at a cost of $650,000.”

B. “Thank you for providing me with a de-
tailed list of the services that your firm
requires and for explaining that you
would like to begin the service period
in July. Thank you also for signaling
that you have some flexibility on when
the service period begins and for your
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interest in exploring the ‘premium’
service option that I described. This
gives us a number of different ways to
price the services you value. Here are
two options:

“Option 1: If the service period be-
gins in July, and without the premium
service, we can provide these services
at a cost of $650,000. If you would
like to add the premium service, that
will come at a cost of $50,000, for a
total price of $700,000.

“Option 2: If the service period be-
gins earlier, in March, and without the
premium service, we can lower the
price to $635,000. If you would like to
add the premium service, that will
come at a cost of $45,000, for a total
price of $680,000.”

Approach B helps your potential client understand what
trade-offs are possible, and makes it much more likely that
the two of you will reach an efficient agreement.
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STRATEGY 3: LEVERAGE
DIFFERENCES OF ALL TYPES TO
CREATE VALUE

Because people are different, conflict is natural. We
have different perspectives, interests, needs, constraints,
careers, educational backgrounds, and experiences. But
while differences often lead to conflict, they also provide a
means of resolving conflict. The reason logrolling creates
value, for instance, is that parties have different priorities.
If their priorities were identical, there would be no way for
one person to concede on Issue A in return for more of Is-
sue B. Similarly, consider the essence of contingency con-
tracts: they create value because the two parties have dif-
ferent expectations about the future. If their expectations
were identical, they would have no opportunity to intro-
duce clauses that increase both parties’ expected value.

Negotiation geniuses understand this crucial insight:
you can leverage differences of all types to create value.
For example, consider differences in risk preferences. If
you are risk averse and someone else is risk neutral, you
are in a position to pay that person to take on your risk.
Sounds funny, right? But that is exactly what an insurance
company does. You pay your health, automobile, or home
insurance company a premium to cover your losses in case
something goes wrong. On average, you will lose money
when you buy insurance. But because you are risk averse,
you are willing to lose some money in exchange for paying
the risk-neutral company to take away your risk. This
makes both of you better off and no one worse off—which
means value has been created!
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As another example, consider differences in time pref-
erences. If you are not currently using something you own,
but another party needs it right away, you can give them
what you have in return for a payment. If this sounds fa-
miliar, it’s because this is what happens when you deposit
some of your money with a bank. You give your money to
the bank because you do not need to spend it immediately.
In return, the bank gives your money to its borrowers and
pays you for the use of your money in the form of interest.
This exchange makes both of you better off.

When negotiating, rather than trying to ignore, recon-
cile, or overcome your differences with the other party,
you should try to seek out differences, and then find ways
to leverage them to create value. For example, the next
time someone strenuously objects to a particular aspect of
your proposal, do not be dismayed. Instead, try to discover
how much the other side values getting their way on this
aspect of the deal. If they value it sufficiently, they may be
in a position to make the deal even sweeter for you by
making other concessions in return for your flexibility.

POST-NEGOTIATION
STRATEGIES FOR VALUE

CREATION

Negotiation geniuses do not stop after having created
value during the negotiation; they continue to seek out
Pareto improvements even after the deal is signed. A
powerful tool for value creation is the use of post-
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settlement settlements (PSS), settlements that are reached
after the initial agreement is signed.4 Imagine the
following:

After weeks of negotiation, you have just
signed a complex deal with the CEO of
Firm X. You are satisfied with the deal
and so is the other party. You want noth-
ing more than to go home, take a shower,
and pop open some champagne. But you
reconsider, deciding to try something a
little different. You ask the CEO of Firm X
whether she would be willing to take an-
other look at the agreement and see if it
can be improved. She is surprised by the
suggestion and asks if you’re having
second thoughts about the deal.

Often, the last thing you want to do after a long negoti-
ation is to open up a can of worms and potentially derail
the agreement. You do not want to appear to be reneging
on the deal you just signed, nor do you want to suggest
that you held back in your ability to make concessions
earlier. You are also unwilling to give away any more
ground to the other party.
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Why, then, might you propose a post-settlement settle-
ment? Because, for a variety of reasons, a PSS can lead to
Pareto improvements. First, the already-signed agreement
confirms the parties’ ability to work together to reach
value-creating deals and creates an environment of optim-
ism. Second, once a signed agreement exists, parties feel
less anxious and are often more willing to share informa-
tion. Third, if presented correctly, both sides will under-
stand that they will only accept a PSS if it improves both of
their outcomes. In other words, the recently signed agree-
ment becomes the new BATNA for both parties.

This is a crucial point: you don’t want the other side to
perceive the PSS as your attempt to renege or squeeze last-
minute concessions out of them. On the contrary, you
should present the idea of a PSS as an opportunity for
both parties to benefit. Indeed, state this ground rule ex-
plicitly at the outset: either we both benefit, or we stick
with what we have agreed to already.

Consider the following story, recounted by one of our
former executive students, the CEO of a small firm in the
pharmaceutical industry:

“I had agreed…to sell the rights to eight
different drugs I have in development…I
had negotiated for five straight days on
this deal and it closed…before the Har-
vard course. After your classes I call up
the pharmaceutical company that is
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buying the rights and said that I needed
more money up-front. The company was
taken aback by my call.

However…I used this opportunity to ex-
plain exactly why I wanted different
terms. Once they heard my ra-
tionale—that I wanted the money to start
more projects, that I wanted the money to
help me with cash flow, and that I wanted
the money to be able to go to some angel
investors to raise even more money—they
understood. All they wanted in return was
a right of first refusal on any future pro-
jects I develop with the additional cash
flow in the next two years.

Now instead of using a line of credit to
support all these development programs, I
have three or four more projects that I will
start this summer versus end of ’04. And
both sides have a better value under these
terms…”

As the story suggests, the pharmaceutical company was
initially surprised (and not particularly thrilled) by the ex-
ecutive’s request to reopen negotiations. This was largely
due to the perception that the executive was simply
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coming back for more money without concern for the oth-
er side’s interests. The situation improved once the exec-
utive shared more information regarding his interests and
communicated a willingness to give the pharmaceutical
company something in return. PSSs not only facilitate
logrolling, they can also help to identify and add issues
that were not even part of the initial negotiation; in the
above example, the parties had never discussed a right of
first refusal in the formal negotiations that preceded the
PSS.

It is easy to see how a PSS might have improved the out-
come in the Moms.com negotiation. Had the parties con-
tinued to negotiate and share information after the initial
agreement was signed, they might have discovered the
value of shifting to eight runs, making a deal on Juniors,
and/or including a contingency clause that leveraged dif-
ferent ratings expectations.

Despite these potential benefits, post-settlement settle-
ments are a severely underutilized tool. Many people have
never heard of PSS, others are wary of the risks associated
with renegotiating, others doubt that a PSS can really be of
benefit, and still others do not know how to propose a
PSS. We have addressed the first three issues. Now let’s
consider how you might propose a PSS:

Step 1: Start by acknowledging the pro-
gress that was already made in reaching
the initial agreement.
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Step 2: Suggest that there are aspects of
the deal that you wish could be im-
proved; acknowledge that they probably
feel similarly.

Step 3: Suggest that you may have
already conceded everything that you
can afford, but that you are willing to
try to think “outside the box” if that will
help the other party.

Step 4: State that it is important for
both of you to realize that you are not
looking for a new agreement, but for an
improved agreement that both parties
prefer to the current agreement.

As an example, you might say the following:

“Congratulations! I think that our hard
work has really paid off in a great deal.
We’re probably both ready to call it a day.
I’m wondering, though, whether you
might be open to an idea. Though we’re
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both satisfied with the agreement, there
are inevitably aspects of the deal that I
wish could have been better for me, and
you probably feel the same way about oth-
er aspects. What if we spent a few more
minutes talking about potential improve-
ments to the deal that would make both of
us better off? Maybe we’ve already ex-
hausted those possibilities—but it might
be a good idea to see if there are any
stones left unturned. Of course, if we can’t
find ways to make both parties happier,
we’ll be even more confident that our
signed agreement is the right one for
everyone. If you’re up for it, let’s give it a
try…”

Keep in mind that it is not necessary for you to have this
conversation immediately upon signing the initial deal.
You might want to sleep on it. You might even wait a week
or a month before revisiting the deal. The key, however, is
to realize that your negotiation should not end when the
deal is signed—it should end when you feel that you have
exhausted all options for value creation.
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THE GENIUS OF VALUE
CREATION

As the ideas, strategies, and tactics we’ve presented in this
chapter suggest, getting a good deal in negotiation is not
simply about claiming as much value as you can. Often, a
much more important (and difficult) task is to create value
and increase the size of the pie. Unfortunately, too many
negotiators focus most of their energy on claiming value.
In doing so, they leave money on the table and walk away
confident, satisfied—and also poor. As you finish this
chapter, consider the following question: would you rather
claim 70 percent of a $100 pie, or 70 percent of a $200
pie? That is the type of choice you will face in most of your
real-world negotiations. Even if you get a slightly smaller
portion of a large pie (say, 50–60 percent), this trade-off
may be very profitable for you.

It is important to realize that we are not preaching the
gospel of altruism and benevolence, but rather teaching
the art and science of value creation. Even the most self-
interested negotiators must rely on others to satisfy their
own interests. Remember: to take what is there, you must
work with the other side to make what is there. And if you
care about your reputation and your relationship with the
other party, all the more reason to exercise the genius of
value creation.
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CHAPTER 3

Investigative Negotiation

One of us works closely with a Fortune 500 executive
named Chris who is widely regarded within his firm as a
negotiation genius. Chris’s reputation has been built on a
host of stories like this one: Some years ago, Chris’s firm
was negotiating to buy a new health-care product ingredi-
ent from a small European company. The parties had
agreed to a price of $18 per pound for a million pounds of
product per year, but a conflict developed over exclusivity
terms. The European supplier would not agree to sell the
ingredient exclusively to the U.S. firm, and the U.S. firm
would not invest in manufacturing a new product based
on an ingredient to which competitors would have access.
This issue appeared to be a deal breaker.

The U.S. firm’s negotiators were frustrated and sur-
prised by the small European firm’s reticence on the issue
of exclusivity. After all, there was no way the supplier
could hope to sell even close to one million pounds of the
product elsewhere. Eventually, though with understand-
able hesitation, the U.S. firm’s negotiators decided to
sweeten the deal with guaranteed minimum orders and a



willingness to pay more per pound. They were shocked
when the supplier still refused to provide exclusivity! As a
last resort, the U.S. team called Chris and asked him to fly
to Europe to join them.

When Chris arrived and took a seat at the bargaining
table, the argument over exclusivity continued. After
listening briefly to the two sides, he interjected one simple
word that changed the outcome of the negotiation. With it,
he was able to structure a deal that both firms found
agreeable. The word was “why.”

Chris simply asked the supplier why he would not
provide exclusivity to a major corporation that was offer-
ing to buy as much of the ingredient as he could produce.
The supplier’s answer was unexpected: exclusivity would
require him to violate an agreement with his cousin, who
currently purchased 250 pounds of the ingredient each
year to make a locally sold product. With this information
in hand, Chris proposed a solution that helped the two
firms quickly wrap up an agreement: the supplier would
provide exclusivity with the exception of a few hundred
pounds annually for the supplier’s cousin. Chris was on
the next plane home.

Chris’s colleagues still tell the story of how Chris (the
genius) saved the deal through his amazing detective work
and creativity. What does Chris say? “All I did was ask
them why they didn’t want to provide exclusivity.” Why
didn’t the other U.S. negotiators ask this simple question?
Because, based on their prior business experience, they as-
sumed they already knew the answer: either the supplier
was holding out for more money, or he was worried that
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exclusivity would eliminate the possibility of more profit-
able future business deals. Anchored to these assump-
tions, the U.S. negotiators tried to “sweeten” the deal at a
potentially high cost to their own firm. Of course, the deal
was never going to be sweet enough because their assump-
tions were wrong. Chris succeeded where his team had
failed because he was willing to challenge assumptions
and gather as much information as possible about the oth-
er side’s perspective. In short, Chris employed the first
principle of a method we call investigative negotiation.

THE SEVEN PRINCIPLES OF
INVESTIGATIVE
NEGOTIATION

Investigative negotiation is both a mind-set and a method-
ology. Investigative negotiators approach negotiations the
same way a detective might approach a crime scene: the
goal is to learn as much as possible about the situation and
the people involved. Here are the key principles for
negotiators:

PRINCIPLE 1: DON’T JUST ASK
WHAT—ASK WHY

Many experienced negotiators believe that the purpose
of listening to the other side is to find out what they want.
This sounds reasonable. After all, unless you know what
the other side wants, how can you structure a deal that
they will be willing to accept? Similarly, negotiators tend
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to spend most of their own speaking time telling others
what they themselves want or need. Unfortunately, this
approach—finding out what each side wants—often de-
rails negotiations. The reason: too much focus on what
people want distracts your attention from discovering why
they want it.

In his negotiation with the supplier, Chris understood
that for progress to be made both sides had to stop talking
about what they wanted (exclusivity versus no exclusivity)
and begin talking about why they wanted it. While there
was no room for compromise on what they wanted, a clear
solution emerged when the focus shifted to why. Once the
supplier explained that he was resisting exclusivity be-
cause it would force him to renege on his promise to his
cousin, Chris had the information he needed to structure a
value-creating deal.

Ambassador Holbrooke employed the same approach in
his negotiations with UN member states (see Chapter 2).
Rather than accepting their stated demands (“We don’t
want an increase in our assessments”), Holbrooke probed
further by asking why they did not want an increase.
When some states explained that they were constrained by
their annual budgeting process, but were otherwise willing
to increase their contributions, the outlines of a deal be-
came visible.

The same tactic—asking why—can do wonders even in
mundane negotiations. For example, Shikha, Deepak’s
wife, recently found herself in a predicament. In down-
town Boston on an extremely cold winter day, she needed
to hail a cab. But it was rush hour, and as literally dozens
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of occupied cabs drove by, she began to consider the pos-
sibility that she might get frostbite. Finally, she spotted an
empty cab waiting at a red light. But there was a problem:
the cab’s “for hire” light was off. She asked for a ride any-
way. As expected, the cabdriver refused her request with a
dismissive wave of the hand. Undeterred, she asked the
driver why he would not take her. The driver explained
that he was not in service because he needed to get home.
“Well, maybe we’re going in the same direction. Would
you drop me off if we’re going to the same area?” she
asked. As it turned out, their destinations were mere
blocks from each other. She jumped into the warm cab
and made it home quickly, and the driver made a few extra
dollars without having to change his plans.

PRINCIPLE 2: SEEK TO RECONCILE
INTERESTS, NOT DEMANDS

One of the biggest mistakes a negotiator can make is to
focus exclusively on trying to reconcile the demands of
each party. Investigative negotiators move beyond de-
mands and instead focus on each side’s underlying in-
terests. In Chris’s case, the buyer and the supplier were
making irreconcilable demands: one wanted exclusivity;
the other did not. Only when Chris shifted attention away
from stated demands (exclusivity versus no exclusivity) to-
ward each side’s underlying interest (protection from
competitors versus a promise made to a cousin) was a deal
possible. The demands of the two parties were incompat-
ible, but their interests were entirely reconcilable.
Moreover, neither party had to make a substantive conces-
sion or compromise to make the deal happen.
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The key insight: negotiation geniuses are not discour-
aged when the demands of each party seem incompatible.
Instead, they probe deeper to find out each side’s real un-
derlying interests. This strategy allows them to think more
broadly and creatively about agreements that might satisfy
the interests of both sides.

This is exactly how some political activists responded to
an impending crisis in the 2000 U.S. presidential elec-
tions. Democratic candidate Al Gore was in close competi-
tion with Republican candidate George W. Bush. Unfortu-
nately for Gore, what would normally have been a two-
party battle for votes (with Gore on the political left and
Bush on the political right) became a three-party contest
when Green Party candidate Ralph Nader entered the race
and generated interest from voters on the political far left.
Having two contenders on the left clearly benefited the
Republicans; every vote for Nader would be a loss for
Gore, and Bush faced no serious competition on the far
right. Not surprisingly, relations between Gore and Nader
supporters quickly soured. Gore supporters berated the
Nader campaign for organizing what they viewed as a sui-
cide mission. Nader was polling at less than 4 percent in
most of the country and had no chance of winning the
election, but his ability to siphon votes from Gore could
help elect Bush, the Nader and Gore campaigns’ common
enemy.

In the midst of this heated campaign, a small group of
supporters from the Nader and Gore campaigns had a
brilliant idea. They devised a plan that might simultan-
eously benefit both Nader and Gore at the expense of
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Bush. They did so by examining each candidate’s underly-
ing interests.

Clearly, both Gore and Nader wanted as many votes as
possible, but they wanted votes for different reasons. Gore
was hoping to win the election in 2000. To do so, he did
not need to win large majorities of the popular vote in
each state; he simply needed majority support in enough
states so that his electoral votes exceeded Bush’s electoral
votes. (In most states, the candidate with the highest num-
ber of popular votes receives that state’s entire share of
electoral votes.)

Meanwhile, Nader had no hope of winning the presid-
ency in 2000. However, he knew that if he could obtain 5
percent of the popular vote nationwide (not statewide),
his party would qualify for federal matching funds in the
next presidential campaign. Knowing that his only chance
(albeit slim) of being elected president in the future
hinged on receiving matching funds, Nader was campaign-
ing hard in 2000.

On the surface, the conflict between Gore and Nader
was irreconcilable—they were competing for votes from
the same group of supporters. A closer look, however, re-
vealed that they were actually trying to satisfy very differ-
ent—and perhaps compatible—interests: Gore wanted
electoral votes, whereas Nader wanted popular votes. If
Gore supporters who lived in states where Gore was cer-
tain to get a large majority of popular votes could “trade”
some of their votes with Nader supporters in “battle-
ground states” (i.e., those states where the race between
Bush and Gore was extremely tight), both Gore and Nader
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could benefit. For example, if a Gore supporter in Califor-
nia (where Gore was expected to win) voted for Nader, and
if a Nader supporter in Florida (where the Bush-Gore
competition was fierce) voted for Gore, then Nader would
still receive the popular vote he needed, and Gore would
increase his chances of obtaining the additional electoral
votes he needed. To facilitate such trades, a number of
websites emerged to pair Gore and Nader supporters from
different states. Each voter in the pair would commit to
vote for the other’s candidate. The entire transaction
would be governed by the honor system.

The genius of this strategy is perhaps most evident in
the response it garnered from Bush supporters, some of
whom began to argue that vote-trading is illegal in the Un-
ited States. The ensuing threat of prosecution from elec-
tion officials forced some operators to shut down the vote-
trading websites. Both Nader and Gore subsequently
failed to accomplish their goals. Although Gore won the
most popular votes nationwide, he did not receive enough
electoral votes to win the presidency, and Nader fell short
of the 5 percent popular vote he needed to receive match-
ing funds in 2004.

Consider a more commonplace example of the same
principle: A job candidate demands a high salary from his
potential employer, only to find that the employer is con-
strained by budget restrictions. If the two parties focus
only on the demands involved, few options remain; the
candidate can accept the job as is, or he can look for a dif-
ferent job. But what happens when the employer focuses
on why the candidate is demanding a higher salary? Pre-
sumably, it is because he wants a more comfortable
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lifestyle, greater purchasing power, more freedom and
flexibility, higher status, and better health. Once they be-
gin to focus on these underlying interests, the employer
and the candidate may discover that they have more op-
tions. Instead of an increase in salary, the employer might
offer more vacation days, a better job title, a choice of
work locations, improved health benefits, and/or a signing
bonus.

PRINCIPLE 3: CREATE COMMON
GROUND WITH UNCOMMON
ALLIES

It is tempting to believe that Gore and Nader supporters
were able to negotiate an agreement in 2000 because they
shared an overarching goal: defeating Bush. What
happened four years later, however, suggests otherwise. In
the 2004 presidential campaign, Democratic candidate
John Kerry challenged Republican President George Bush.
Again Nader entered the fray. Knowing that Nader’s can-
didacy had likely cost them the 2000 election, Democrats
were in an uproar. Many who had supported Nader in
2000 begged him not to run. Nader refused to abandon
his campaign, despite polls showing he had the support of
less than 2 percent of voters.

In the summer of 2004, it was revealed that Nader had
begun to receive—and to accept—a number of large dona-
tions. But these donations did not come from his support-
ers on the far left—they came from Republicans! Clearly,
Republicans were supporting Nader’s candidacy to take
votes away from their more dangerous competitor, Kerry.
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As in 2000, the bargain was consummated in the midst of
a seemingly zero-sum game between competitors. This
time, it was an implicit pact between Nader supporters
(who benefited by receiving additional money with which
to attract votes) and Bush supporters (who benefited by
diminishing the votes available to their primary opponent,
Kerry). Despite the clear-as-day nature of this transaction,
Nader’s running mate, Peter Camejo, defended the accept-
ance of Republican donations by saying, “We have no way
to know what the intent of the money is.”1

As these two stories from the 2000 and 2004 elections
suggest, value-creating opportunities can emerge even
between competitors who abhor each other. This fact
speaks to the power of understanding and leveraging un-
derlying interests. Professors Adam Brandenburger and
Barry Nalebuff coined the term co-opetition to describe
the mixed motives we often do (and should) have when
engaging with those whom we view as our competitors.2

According to the principle of co-opetition, it is possible to
simultaneously cooperate and compete with others. You
saw this principle at work in Chapter 2, where we de-
veloped a framework for simultaneously creating and
claiming value in negotiation. Here the power of co-opeti-
tion becomes even clearer: those who view their relation-
ship with the other side as one-dimensional (“He is my en-
emy”) forgo opportunities for value creation, whereas
those who appreciate complex relationships and explore
mutual interests are able to create common ground.

It is worth considering what might have occurred if,
between 2000 and 2004, Democrats had made an effort to
build common ground with Nader and his supporters. For
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example, Democrats might have promised to work with
the Nader candidacy on shared issues and in states that
were not hotly contested. In return, Nader supporters
could have committed not to campaign as hard in battle-
ground states. If this had happened, it is imaginable that
Nader and his supporters would have aimed their fiery
rhetoric more at Bush than at Kerry. Instead, a Bush-
Nader coalition emerged in 2004.

PRINCIPLE 4: INTERPRET
DEMANDS AS OPPORTUNITIES

An executive student, the CEO of a successful construc-
tion company, related the following story in one of our
classes. The CEO was negotiating a deal in which a buyer
would contract with his company to build midsize office
buildings. After months of negotiations finally con-
cluded—but just before the contract was signed—the buyer
approached the executive with an entirely new and poten-
tially costly demand: a clause in the contract that would
require the builder to pay large penalties if the project’s
completion was delayed by more than one month. The
builder was initially outraged by this sudden demand; it
seemed as though the buyer was trying to squeeze some
last-minute concessions from him.

The builder weighed his options: he could accept the
buyer’s demand and seal the deal; he could reject the buy-
er’s demand and hope this would not destroy the deal; or
he could try to negotiate to reduce the proposed penalties.
Then he thought more deeply about the situation. What
did the buyer’s demand reveal? At the very least, it
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revealed that the buyer was concerned about delays and
that he valued timely (and perhaps early) project comple-
tion. With this in mind, the executive approached the buy-
er with the following proposal: he would pay even higher
penalties than the buyer had demanded if the project was
delayed, but the buyer would give the construction com-
pany a bonus if the project was completed earlier than
scheduled. After working out the details, both parties
agreed to this clause, and both were happier with the deal.
The builder was confident that he would finish on time
and receive the bonus, and the buyer was able to minimize
his downside risk.

The genius of the CEO’s approach lay in his ability to fo-
cus on the other party’s needs and interests rather than on
his own predicament. Typically, when facing demands
from the other party, negotiators adopt a defensive pos-
ture: “How can I avoid accepting this demand?” Investig-
ative negotiators confront demands the same way they
confront any other statement from the other party: “What
can I learn from this demand? What does it tell me about
the other party’s needs and interests? How can I use this
information to create and capture value?”

PRINCIPLE 5: DON’T DISMISS
ANYTHING AS “THEIR PROBLEM”

While our own constraints are highly visible to us, it’s
easy to overlook those of the other party. In fact, negotiat-
ors often adopt the attitude “It’s their problem, not mine.”
Unfortunately, in negotiation, their problem quickly be-
comes your problem. For example, if one party faces a
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deadline, the amount of time available to negotiate dimin-
ishes for both parties. Similarly, if one party is unable to
fulfill her responsibilities, she may be legally liable, but
both parties may stand to lose profit.

A former student’s experience inspired this example:
The CEO of “HomeStuff,” a well-established and profitable
producer of household appliances, was negotiating the
purchase and delivery of mechanical parts from “Kogs,” a
new supplier. The parties discussed two key issues: price
and delivery date. HomeStuff wanted to pay a low price
and also wanted immediate delivery. Not surprisingly,
Kogs wanted a high price and more time to deliver the
goods.

Based on prevailing market rates, the parties agreed to a
price of $17 million and a three-month delivery date. The
supplier, however, voiced some anxiety about the delivery
time frame: “This will be costly,” he said, “but I’ll
manage.”

The CEO of HomeStuff, aware that delaying delivery
beyond three months would cost HomeStuff close to $1
million, offered to accept delayed delivery if Kogs would
agree to cut the price by $1 million.

“I appreciate the offer,” the supplier responded, “but I
can’t accept such a large price cut.”

Normally, negotiations would end at this point. The
CEO had tried to make both sides better off through
logrolling and found this was not possible. Nonetheless,
the CEO decided to pursue the matter further. “I’m
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surprised that a three-month deadline for delivery is creat-
ing such a problem for you,” she said to the supplier. “I
would have thought that you could easily manufacture the
parts in a short amount of time. Would you mind telling
me more about your production process so that I can bet-
ter understand your constraints?”

“Actually, manufacturing is not the problem at all,” the
supplier said. “It’s the shipping costs that are killing us.
The freight rates that we have to pay at such short notice
are extremely high.”

When the CEO heard this, her eyes lit up. Had the prob-
lem been what she had assumed (no cheap way to manu-
facture in time), there was little to be done. But this prob-
lem (no cheap way to transport in time) was one that
HomeStuff could solve for Kogs. HomeStuff had been in-
volved in high-volume shipping for years and often had to
ship products at short notice. As a result, the firm had ne-
gotiated very favorable terms for this kind of a delivery.
Indeed, the CEO could have the parts shipped from the
supplier in less than three months at a cost of only
$500,000. In comparison, the supplier would have paid
more than two times that much ($1.2 million).

The CEO made the following offer, which was immedi-
ately accepted:
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• HomeStuff would have the parts de-
livered via its own shippers in 2.5
months.

• The supplier would pay the cost of ship-
ping ($500,000).

• The supplier would lower the price from
$17 million to $16.5 million, allowing
both parties to share in the cost savings.

Another great result of this arrangement? The supplier
now had a relationship with the low-cost shipper and
could take advantage of the shipper’s efficiency in the
future.

As the HomeStuff story illustrates, when the other
party’s constraint destroys value, it is naive to view these
constraints as “their problem.” In this case, the supplier
was constrained by the high costs of shipping, and this
was destroying $700,000 in value for both parties. The
HomeStuff CEO’s genius lay in her desire to under-
stand—and solve—the other side’s problems; the CEO
leveraged HomeStuff’s cost advantage to fix the transport-
ation dilemma. Similarly, in the UN negotiations, Ambas-
sador Holbrooke was able to leverage his relationship with
Ted Turner (who agreed to donate over $30 million to
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offset the one-year shortfall in UN dues) to solve the
budget constraints faced by other member states. In both
cases, a problem was solved not out of benevolence or al-
truism, but because the negotiators understood that an
unconstrained “opponent” would have more to offer than
would someone whose hands were tied.

PRINCIPLE 6: DON’T LET
NEGOTIATIONS END WITH A
REJECTION OF YOUR OFFER

How many times have you tried to make a sale, or tried
to close a deal, only to have your final offer rejected? What
do you do when this happens? If you are like most people,
once the other side has said no to the best offer you could
conceive, you feel there is little left for you to do. Often,
you are correct. Sometimes, however, you are very wrong.

A few years ago, Linda, the CEO of a company that man-
ufactures specialty gift items for many Fortune 500 cli-
ents, found herself at the receiving end of a rejection. A
very big potential client, whom she had courted for
months, had decided that they would purchase from her
competitor. The final heartbreak came after both manu-
facturers had submitted their final offers and the client
had picked Linda’s competitor. Linda was surprised, but
accepted the loss as a part of life. So she had no illusions of
winning the deal when she decided to make one last call to
the client. When the VP of purchasing came on the phone,
Linda asked whether he would be willing to tell her why
her final offer had not been sufficient to win the deal.
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“This information could help me improve my product and
service offerings in the future,” she explained.

Linda was quite surprised when the VP explained why
the competitor had beaten her offer. As it turned out,
Linda had been under the false assumption that the client
cared mostly about price. In her final offer, Linda had
done everything possible to reduce the cost to the client; in
doing so, she had eliminated features of the product that
the client valued significantly. Her competitor, on the oth-
er hand, was charging a much higher price, but included
the key product features. After listening intently to the
VP’s explanation, Linda thanked him for his candor. She
then explained that she had misunderstood the client’s po-
sition. “Knowing what I know now,” she said, “I’m confid-
ent that I can beat their offer.” She then asked the VP
whether he was still in a position to entertain a revised of-
fer from her firm. The VP said that he was. One week later,
Linda had won the client over—and signed the deal.

The key lesson of this story, one that Linda has applied
ever since, is that negotiations should never end with a
“no.” Instead, they should either end with a “yes” or with
an explanation as to “why not.” You may discover that the
other side has needs that you simply cannot meet, or that
your competitor creates value in ways that you cannot. If
so, you can confidently walk away from the negotiation
knowing that no deal was possible. But you might instead
discover that there were options you overlooked, needs
you did not consider, or issues you did not explore care-
fully. The very least that an investigative negotiator will do
after being rejected is to ask: “What would it have taken
for us to reach an agreement?” Even if the answer
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confirms that you cannot win the deal, you may learn im-
portant information that will help you in your future nego-
tiations with this or other potential customers.

In short, there is nothing wrong with “no deal” or with a
rejection of your offer—as long as the reason for the “no
deal” is that there is no ZOPA (i.e., no mutually agreeable
outcome). If you are not the partner who helps the other
side create the most value, then you do not deserve the
deal. But if you can create the most value, and there is no
deal because you were out-negotiated, then that is a tragic,
value-destroying outcome. Investigative negotiators do
not fear rejection, but they also don’t let things end there;
they investigate further to find out if there really is no
scope for a deal. Investigative negotiators understand that
“why not” is often as important a question as “why.” And
above all, investigative negotiators never stop learn-
ing—not even when the deal is lost and they have been
asked to leave the room.

PRINCIPLE 7: UNDERSTAND THE
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN “SELLING”
AND “NEGOTIATING”

Imagine you’re watching a salesperson at work. What do
you see? What approach is the salesperson taking? What
strategies is he employing? What does the salesperson fo-
cus on?

When asked to imagine a salesperson in action, most
people envision someone making a “pitch”—arguing the
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merits of his case and trying to convince a potential target
that they should buy what he has to offer.

Now imagine you’re watching a negotiator at work.
What do you see? What approach is the negotiator taking?
What strategies is he employing? What does the negotiat-
or focus on?

If you again envision someone making a pitch, you are
failing to discern the crucial distinction between “selling”
and “negotiating.” Selling involves telling people about the
virtues of the product or service you have to offer, focusing
on the strengths of your case, and trying to induce agree-
ment or compliance. Effective negotiating requires this
kind of active selling, but it also entails focusing on the
other side’s interests, needs, priorities, constraints, and
perspective. Negotiation geniuses—and all great
salespeople—understand this difference. They also under-
stand that their ability to structure a deal that maximizes
value often hinges not on their ability to persuade, but on
their ability to listen.

It is worth noting that most of the negotiated agree-
ments we have considered in this chapter have not only
satisfied each party’s interests, but have also done so
without requiring either party to make a substantive con-
cession. In the 2000 presidential elections, the agreement
between Gore and Nader supporters was designed for
Gore to gain electoral votes and Nader to gain popular
votes without either party having to give away anything of
value. Similarly, in Chris’s negotiation with the European
supplier, Chris obtained protection against competitors,
the supplier retained his right to sell to his cousin, and
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neither party had to make a substantive concession. In the
cab ride negotiation, the driver made money, Shikha got a
ride home, and no one made a concession. These negoti-
ated agreements suggest that if you negotiate with an in-
vestigative approach, you may not have to “give a little to
get a little,” as the saying goes. Rather, you may be able to
get everything you want by giving up nothing—except, per-
haps, your mistaken assumption that one of you has to
lose for the other to win.

FIVE STRATEGIES FOR
ELICITING INFORMATION

FROM RETICENT
NEGOTIATORS

By now, you may have noticed that all of the principles we
have outlined in this chapter, as well as all of the strategies
for value creation presented in Chapter 2, assume that it is
possible to discover the interests, priorities, and con-
straints of the other negotiator. For logrolling to occur,
parties must understand who values an issue more. Simil-
arly, to reconcile each party’s interests, both parties must
be willing to share private information. Unfortunately, ne-
gotiators often do not share such information. Typically,
they keep their cards close to the vest for fear that if the
other side knows what they value highly—or why they
want or need something—they will be exploited.

How, then, can you elicit the information necessary to
create value, resolve conflicts, and reach efficient
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agreements? Here are five strategies for dealing with reti-
cent negotiators. The strategies build on each other; if the
first one doesn’t work, continue down the list. Of course,
the better your relationship with the other side, the more
likely it is that one of the earlier strategies will do the trick.

STRATEGY 1: BUILD TRUST AND
SHARE INFORMATION

Negotiators are more willing to openly share informa-
tion regarding their interests, constraints, and priorities
when they trust one another. This fact is not surprising.
What does surprise us is how rarely negotiators invest in
trust building prior to, during, and after their negoti-
ations. Negotiation geniuses do not simply leverage trust
when it is present; they build trust when it is absent.

How can you build trust? First, understand that negoti-
ation causes anxiety for everyone—even for that tough,
poker-faced negotiator whom you hate to have across the
table from you. This anxiety is rooted in the fear that the
other party will exploit you if given the opportunity. If you
can alleviate this fear, both sides will feel less anxious and
will be able to share information more easily. Here are
three powerful ways to alleviate fear and build trust:

Understand and speak their language. This ad-
vice is not only relevant in cross-cultural negotiations; ex-
ecutives from different firms and industries also speak dif-
ferent languages. In one case that we know of, a consulting
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firm lost its bid for a multimillion-dollar project because
the firm’s representative did not understand just one spe-
cific word of technical jargon that the client was using.
That one brief moment of linguistic ignorance cost the
firm millions in revenue. How could this have been
avoided? The consulting firm could have taken the time to
more thoroughly study the client’s industry or could have
picked as its representative someone with experience in
the client’s industry. When you speak the other side’s lan-
guage, you not only build a sense of kinship; you also sig-
nal that you care about their needs and are interested in
building a long-term relationship.

Increase the ties that bind. If yours is a purely
business or political relationship, the other side has every
reason to believe that you will exploit them when it is in
your economic or political interest to do so. Learning
about the other side’s family and their life, spending time
with them in informal settings, sharing common friends,
and living or working in the same community will facilit-
ate trust. Even increasing your economic or political ties
with the other side can facilitate trust. Imagine a firm that
sells one service to a client under a one-year contract. Now
imagine a firm that sells multiple services to the same cli-
ent, with long-term contracts that expire at different
times. Both of these firms will want to renew a contract
when it expires. But which of these firms has a greater op-
portunity to cultivate the trust that is necessary for secur-
ing future business with the client?
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Build trust when you’re not negotiating. Your
greatest opportunity to build trust comes when your co-
operative, benevolent, or ethical behavior cannot be inter-
preted as self-serving. Anyone can be nice when they are
trying to get the deal; smart negotiators maintain and
strengthen relationships with others even when there is no
obvious economic or political reason to do so. By keeping
in touch with exclients, delivering a better product than
promised, passing along unanticipated cost savings, and
behaving ethically across the board, you can increase the
likelihood that your next negotiation will be with someone
who trusts you. This highlights another important point:
the best way to build trust is to actually be trustworthy.
Negotiators who strategize, economize, or cut corners
when it comes to ethical behavior are typically not in a po-
sition to build the trust necessary for information ex-
change and value creation.

STRATEGY 2: ASK
QUESTIONS—ESPECIALLY IF YOU
ARE SURPRISED OR SKEPTICAL

Negotiators often do not bother to ask questions be-
cause they assume the other party will not answer them.
This is a colossal mistake. While there is no guarantee that
someone will answer your questions, one thing is certain:
your questions are more likely to be answered if you ask
them than if you don’t. But asking the important questions
is not enough; the real trick is in knowing how to ask
them.
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For example, if you want to know the other side’s reser-
vation value, it is usually futile to ask them for their
bottom-line figures; they are unlikely to answer. But you
can ask other questions that they will answer—and that
will give you essentially the same information. Consider
these less-threatening queries:

• “What do you plan to do with the
products you’re purchasing from us?”

• “Tell me about your customers.”

• “What do you plan to do if we can’t
provide you with the services you
need?”

• “How does this deal fit into your overall
business strategy?”

• “Tell me more about your organization.”

Unfortunately, many negotiators do not ask such indir-
ect questions because they are too busy arguing the merits
of their case.
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As we’ve said previously, asking questions is especially
important anytime you are surprised or skeptical. The ne-
gotiators in Chris’s firm should not have needed him to fly
to Europe and ask why the supplier was reluctant to allow
exclusivity. The supplier’s refusal—even after significant
price concessions and minimum-purchase guarantees
were offered—should have been a call to action—that is, a
call to questioning. Similarly, in the Moms.com negoti-
ation in Chapter 2, when Kim stated that the show’s pro-
jected ratings were low, you should have taken this oppor-
tunity to ask a series of important questions: “What do
those projections assume? How confident are you of those
projections? What would happen if the projections were
incorrect?” This line of questioning could lead to the struc-
turing of a contingency contract.

STRATEGY 3: GIVE AWAY SOME
INFORMATION

You have tried to build trust and share information. You
have exhausted your list of questions. Yet the other party
is still unwilling to give you the information you need.
Now what?

Leverage the norm of reciprocity and be the first to give
away some information. For example, you might say: “I
know we have a lot to talk about. If you’d like, I can start
by discussing some of the issues that are most important
to me. Then you can do the same.” This tactic helps reduce
the other party’s anxiety; if both parties are sharing in-
formation, both are mutually vulnerable. The key, then, is
to share information incrementally, back and forth. In this
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way you can minimize your own risks: if the other party is
still reluctant to discuss matters, you can decide to hold
back as needed.

When using this strategy, it is critical for you to know
what kinds of information to share and withhold. First,
you should rarely give away your reservation value—and
certainly not early in the negotiation. If you tell the other
party that the lowest you can accept is $15,000, guess
what they will offer you? On the other hand, it is generally
safe to share information regarding your priorities across
different issues. This advice often surprises people be-
cause they reason as follows: “If I tell them what I don’t
value, I won’t be able to demand large concessions in re-
turn for giving it to them.” The key is to share information
about your relative priorities without minimizing the ab-
solute importance of any one issue. Compare these two
approaches:

What not to say: “Of the five issues we
are here to discuss, I only care about Is-
sues 2 and 4. I don’t really care what we
decide about the other items.”

How to say it: “The five issues we are here
to discuss are all critical because each has
a significant impact on my bottom line. It
may be difficult for me to offer
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concessions on any of the issues. But if I
had to choose, I would say that Issues 2
and 4 may be the most critical—these are
the issues on which I am least flexible.”

Giving away such information provides two important
benefits. First, if your counterpart is a skilled negotiator,
she will start identifying trades that will allow you to
logroll and create value. For example, she might suggest
that she can give you what you need on Issue 2 in ex-
change for what she needs on Issue 1. Second, even if your
counterpart is not a negotiation genius, she is still hu-
man—and humans tend to reciprocate behavior. When
you lie to people, they often lie in return. When you apolo-
gize, they often express contrition or regret as well. And
when you give them useful and credible information, they
often respond by sharing information with you.

STRATEGY 4: NEGOTIATE
MULTIPLE ISSUES
SIMULTANEOUSLY

As we noted in Chapter 2, logrolling requires that you
put all of the issues on the table at the same time and, in-
stead of discussing them one by one, jump back and forth
among them. Negotiating multiple issues simultaneously
is also a great way to get information regarding the other
party’s relative preferences and priorities. If you discuss
one issue at a time, the other party is likely to treat each
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issue as the most important one in the negotiation. To get
a clear read on their true priorities, open up the discussion
to include multiple issues and put them in a position
where they must make an implicit choice about which is-
sue or demand to emphasize. To determine which issues
are most important to the other party, look for the follow-
ing signs:

• Which issue does he want to return to
constantly?

• Which issues make him the most emo-
tional or tense?

• While discussing which issues is she
most likely to talk rather than to listen?

• Which issues is she most obstinate
about when you ask for a compromise?

STRATEGY 5: MAKE MULTIPLE
OFFERS SIMULTANEOUSLY

Imagine that you have tried all of the strategies above
and the other party is still reluctant to provide the inform-
ation you need. What you need now is a tactic that elicits
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information without him even knowing that he is giving it.
Try this: Next time you are preparing to make an offer,
don’t just make one. Instead, make two offers simultan-
eously. Specifically, make two offers that are of equal
value to you, but that differ slightly from each other.

Consider the following negotiation with a real-estate
agent you are hiring to sell your house. The two primary
components of the agent’s contract are commission (the
percentage of the sale price that the agent will receive) and
contract length (the length of time that the agent has ex-
clusivity to sell the house). The agent wants a high com-
mission (6 percent) and a long contract (six months). You
want to give the agent a lower commission and keep the
contract length to a minimum. How can you find out
which issue the agent values more? First, calculate how
these two issues trade off for you by creating a scoring sys-
tem (see Chapter 2). Let’s say that you discover that it
would be equally valuable to you to reduce the commis-
sion by 1 percent or to reduce the contract length by one
month. So, you make the following two offers to the agent:

Offer X: 2.5 percent commission, three-
month contract

Offer Y: 3.5 percent commission, two-
month contract

The agent responds that, while neither offer is entirely
acceptable to her, she prefers Offer X to Offer Y. This gives
you important information! Because these offers are equal
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in value to you, her choice reveals that (relative to com-
mission rate) the agent values additional time (i.e., con-
tract length) more than you do. Thus, if you try to struc-
ture a deal with a relatively low commission in exchange
for a longer contract, you are likely to make both parties
better off. The agent’s stated preference might also tell you
something else—something that should be of concern.
Why does the agent value additional time so much? Is she
very busy these days? Is she not a good salesperson? These
are issues you can now investigate. This information may
have been hard to obtain without the use of multiple sim-
ultaneous offers.

Keep in mind that the other party does not have to ac-
cept either of your two offers to signal her relative priorit-
ies. Indeed, the agent could respond to your offers by say-
ing that both are entirely unacceptable because you have
anchored too aggressively. This is not a problem. You can
then ask: “Which offer is closer to something you could ac-
cept?” or “Which one is completely off the mark?” or “If I
were to consider making some changes, which offer
should I start working on?” Answers to any of these ques-
tions will give you the information you need to start
logrolling.

Making multiple offers simultaneously is a great tactic
for other reasons as well. Not only does it allow you to dis-
cover the interests of reticent negotiators, but it also al-
lows you to anchor more strongly (with two offers rather
than one) and to simultaneously come across as flexible.
The fact that you are providing options signals that you
are willing to be accommodating and are interested in un-
derstanding the other party’s preferences and needs.
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THE INFORMATION GAME

Negotiation is an information game. Those who know how
to obtain information perform better than those who stick
with what they know. In all of the examples presented in
Part I of the book, we’ve seen that the decision to chal-
lenge assumptions and probe below the surface helped ne-
gotiators improve their options and structure more effi-
cient deals. More generally, the investigative negotiation
approach can help you transform competitive, zero-sum
negotiations into ones that entail the possibility of cooper-
ation, value creation, and mutual satisfaction.

It is not enough, however, to be equipped with a system-
atic approach for maximizing value creation and value
claiming. In Part II of the book, we delve into the mind of
the negotiator and expose some of the psychological traps
that can derail the strategy of even the savviest of negotiat-
ors. Negotiation geniuses understand the workings—and
the shortcomings—of the human mind, and are adept not
only at overcoming their own psychological biases, but
also confronting (and, when needed, leveraging) the biases
of others.
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CHAPTER 4

When Rationality Fails: Biases
of the Mind

On September 15, 2004, in the midst of a contentious
labor dispute, the National Hockey League locked out its
players. Five months and hundreds of canceled games
later, the NHL officially called off the season. In doing so,
it became the first major-league sport in U.S. history to
lose an entire season to a labor dispute.

What went wrong?1 Under the leadership of Commis-
sioner Gary Bettman, the NHL expanded ambitiously
throughout the 1990s, adding nine new U.S. teams, build-
ing new arenas, generating publicity, and increasing tele-
vision time for the sport. But in its quest to ramp up its
visibility and profits, NHL management allowed player
salaries to reach unsustainable heights. By 2003, accord-
ing to the league, salaries were 75 percent of NHL reven-
ues—a 34 percent increase from the 1990–91 season.2 By
comparison, the National Football League paid its players
64 percent of revenues; the National Basketball Associ-
ation paid 57 percent.
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By 2004, the NHL could no longer ignore its growing
financial dilemma. Nineteen of thirty franchises lost
money during the 2003–04 season; the league claimed to
have lost $225 million in this same period. The sale of
television rights was also disappointing.3 As a result, NHL
management decided to take a hard line at the start of the
2004–05 season. The league sought a reduction in average
player salary from $1.8 million to $1.3 million. In addition
to salary rollbacks, Commissioner Bettman demanded
“cost certainty,” a salary cap limiting payrolls to a maxim-
um of 55 percent of team revenues.

On December 9, 2004, the NHL Players’ Association
(NHLPA) agreed to a 24 percent rollback of existing salar-
ies but refused to link payroll to revenue. Bettman set a
mid-February deadline for reaching agreement or can-
celing the season. On February 14, 2005, NHL owners
proposed a salary cap that did not tie payroll to revenue.
After further negotiation, the owners’ salary cap offer
stood at $42.5 million per team. The NHLPA came down
from demanding a $52-million-per-team cap to $49 mil-
lion, with certain exceptions.

“To be this close, they have to make a deal,” Mighty
Ducks player Mike Leclerc told the Los Angeles Times as
Bettman’s deadline approached. “It would be disgraceful
to cancel the season.”4 Yet the deadline passed without
agreement, and Bettman officially announced that the sea-
son had ended before it even began. Almost 400 of the
NHL’s 700-plus players defected to European teams for
the season; older players found their careers suddenly cut
short. Many felt betrayed by both their union and their
team owners. Public sentiment was divided early on but
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quickly turned against the players, who were viewed as
unrealistic and greedy.

On July 21, 2005, the NHL and the NHLPA finally
ended the 310-day lockout and set the 2005–06 hockey
season in motion by ratifying a collective-bargaining
agreement. Backed by nearly 90 percent of NHL players,
the agreement called for a $39-million-per-team salary
cap—a $10 million decrease in the NHLPA’s previous de-
mands—and lower than what the league had offered five
months earlier. Other cost-certainty measures were also
included: payrolls would not exceed 54 percent of team
revenues, all current player contracts were rolled back by
24 percent, and the arbitration clause was changed to
make it less advantageous to the players.5 The players re-
ceived only nominal concessions in return (e.g., a guaran-
teed salary minimum per team). Major league hockey, a
“gate-driven” sport that earns about three-fifths of its rev-
enue from ticket sales, was now faced with the uphill chal-
lenge of luring fans back into stadiums in significant num-
bers.6

Why would the players’ union reject an offer for $42.5
million in February only to accept $39 million in July?
Why did they sacrifice a season’s worth of revenues and
goodwill to hold out for less? By most accounts, the deal
that was eventually signed was achievable before the lock-
out. Why, then, did the two sides fail to avoid the loss of a
season? Were the dispute, the lockout, and the cancella-
tion of the 2004–05 season necessary and inevitable
events? It is our view that the whims of fate are not to
blame; rather, the negotiation failed in large part due to
preventable negotiation mistakes.
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WHEN REASON FAILS US

Daniel Kahneman received the 2002 Nobel Prize in Eco-
nomics for his work with Amos Tversky on the systematic
ways that the human mind deviates from rationality. This
profound work has led to scientific revolutions in many
fields, including economics, psychology, finance, law,
medicine, and marketing. This work has also transformed
the field of negotiation. Prior to the influence of what is
known as behavioral decision research, negotiators were
simply urged to approach problems from a rational per-
spective—in other words, they were told to take certain lo-
gical frameworks (e.g., very early versions of what we have
developed in Chapters 1–3) and to “go be rational.”

By contrast, behavioral decision research emphasizes
that while advising negotiators to be rational is necessary,
it is far from sufficient. Negotiators also need to be made
aware of the mental habits and biases that might prevent
them from following rational advice. Behavioral decision
researchers have learned a great deal about the nature of
the mistakes that we make in negotiations, how we can
avoid such mistakes in our own thinking, and how we can
anticipate and leverage them in the behavior of others. In
this chapter and the next, we will help you develop the
self-awareness and rationality that is often missing when
negotiators are unprepared, caught off guard, or shoot
from the hip. We will also assist you in anticipating the
thoughts and moves of your negotiation opponents and
partners.
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Of course, it’s not news that people are irrational and
sometimes make mistakes. What is news is that, in the
context of decision-making and negotiation, many of the
mistakes people make are systematic and predictable. In
fact, even the brightest of executives fall victim to four
critical, systematic errors on a regular basis: the fixed-pie
bias, the vividness bias, nonrational escalation of commit-
ment, and susceptibility to framing.

THE FIXED-PIE BIAS

Recall our story from Chapter 3, in which Chris was called
in to break an impasse over exclusivity terms between his
company’s team of negotiators and the European supplier.
The U.S. negotiation team assumed that only one of the
two companies could get what it wanted on the issue of ex-
clusivity: either exclusivity would be awarded or it would
not be awarded. Luckily, Chris’s very simple question
about why the European firm would not allow exclusivity
revealed that the supplier only wanted to retain the right
to provide small amounts of the product to his cousin.
Meanwhile, the U.S. firm did not mind if the supplier sold
a few hundred pounds to a local firm, as long as the sup-
plier could guarantee exclusivity otherwise. Thus, what
appeared to be one issue (exclusivity) was, in fact, two sep-
arate issues: exclusivity over the first few hundred pounds
of product and exclusivity over the bulk of the supply. Des-
pite appearances, one party did not have to lose for the
other to win.
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Sometimes negotiation is about only one issue. As in the
Hamilton Real Estate case in Chapter 1, such negotiations
are typically zero-sum in nature: one party can gain only
at the expense of the other (assuming they reach agree-
ment). Such negotiations are said to have a “fixed pie” of
value or resources: the only thing negotiators can do is
slice up the pie and try to get a big piece of it.

In contrast, most negotiations involve more than one is-
sue, including delivery, service, financing, bonuses, tim-
ing, and relationships. In Chapters 2 and 3, we explained
that the presence of multiple issues allows negotiators to
create value by making wise trade-offs; we also offered
concrete strategies for finding such trade-offs. Here, we
add the warning that negotiators often fail to create value
because they assume there is a fixed pie of value or re-
sources even when it is possible to increase the size of the
pie. In Chris’s story, as in many successful negotiation
stories, success required overcoming the fixed-pie bias
and moving toward a mutually beneficial trade.

The fixed-pie bias affects even the most seasoned nego-
tiators, causing them to focus exclusively on capturing
value for themselves and to ignore approaches that could
create value. Congressman Floyd Spence (R-South Caro-
lina) once analyzed a proposed agreement over nuclear
disarmament between the United States and the Soviet
Union and concluded, “I have had a philosophy for some
time in regard to SALT [the proposed agreement], and it
goes like this: the Russians will not accept a SALT treaty
that is not in their best interest, and it seems to me that if
it is in their best interest, it can’t be in our best interest.”7

Spence’s fixed-pie mind-set risked exposing the world to a
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higher probability of nuclear annihilation; he overlooked
the possibility that both nations might benefit from dis-
armament activities.

One of Max’s previous books, written with Jonathan
Baron and Katherine Shonk, documented a multitude of
ways in which the fixed-pie assumption leads to conflict
between perceived opponents—and to value destruction
for society.8 Consider the story of Benjamin Cone, Jr., a
forester who inherited 7,200 acres of land in North Caro-
lina in 1982. Cone had tended to and preserved his land by
planting fodder, conducting controlled burns, and keeping
their timber sales low. Not surprisingly, songbirds, wild
turkey, quail, and deer thrived on the property.

In 1991, a biologist hired by Cone informed him that
approximately twenty-nine red-cockaded woodpeckers,
members of an endangered species, were living in his
woods. Responding to the 1973 Endangered Species Act
(ESA), the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service took control of
the woodpeckers’ habitat—which was 1,560 acres, or about
15 percent of Cone’s property. Following the loss of this
property, Cone drastically altered the way he forested the
remaining 85 percent of his land. To keep the woodpeck-
ers from taking over his entire property, he switched from
the sustainable practices he had learned from his family
and began clear-cutting (i.e., eliminating all trees and ve-
getation) 500 acres of forest every year. As he had hoped,
clear-cutting prevented the woodpeckers from expanding
their habitat—but this was a Pyrrhic victory. Cone had
destroyed significant economic and environmental value
in order to “win” the fight against woodpeckers and the
ESA.
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Cone’s response was clearly not what the authors of the
Endangered Species Act had in mind when they wrote the
legislation. But Cone decided to clear-cut his forest be-
cause he felt he had to choose between destroying his trees
and donating them to the woodpeckers. Did this dispute
between economic concerns (for Cone) and environmental
concerns (for society) have to turn out so badly for both
sides? In fact, Cone had alternatives to clear-cutting. At
the time, the ESA allowed landowners to create a Habitat
Conservation Plan (HCP), which gives private landowners
permission to violate aspects of the ESA, as long as the
landowners also take certain steps to preserve the en-
dangered species. The HCP provided an opportunity to
overcome the fixed-pie assumption by allowing landown-
ers to seek out creative alternatives that serve the interests
of both the endangered species and the landowners. Un-
fortunately, Cone rejected the idea of adopting an HCP; he
assumed that if the plan was desirable to environmental-
ists, it must be bad for his business. His fixed-pie bias led
him toward the adoption of a radically defensive, and
ultimately self-defeating, strategy.

In another striking example of the power of the fixed-
pie bias, researcher Leigh Thompson has shown that even
when two sides want the exact same outcome, negotiators
often settle for a different outcome because they assume
that they must compromise to reach agreement. She de-
veloped a negotiation simulation that included two issues
that were compatible; the parties had the exact same pref-
erence. From an objective standpoint, there was nothing
to negotiate on these issues, as no real conflict existed. Yet
39 percent of negotiators did not agree on the mutually
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preferred outcome on at least one of the two compatible
issues! Those who did reach an optimal agreement often
did not realize that the other party had also benefited from
the arrangement; they believed they had “out-negotiated”
the other side on that issue.9

The fixed-pie bias not only makes value creation diffi-
cult, it can also lead to reactive devaluation: the tendency
of negotiators to denigrate and devalue another party’s
concessions simply because these are being offered by an
adversary. A study of how U.S. citizens responded to an
arms-reduction proposal showed this tendency in ac-
tion.10 Researchers divided 137 study participants into two
groups and then asked how favorable the proposal was to
the United States and how favorable it was to the (now
former) U.S.S.R. One group was correctly informed that
the proposal was made by then–Communist Party secret-
ary Gorbachev. The other group was falsely told that the
proposal was made by then-president Reagan. Among
those who believed the proposal originated with
Gorbachev, 56 percent thought that the proposal favored
the U.S.S.R. and only 16 percent felt that it favored the
United States. The other 28 percent thought that it
favored both sides equally. When participants were told
that the proposal came from President Reagan, however,
only 27 percent thought that it favored the U.S.S.R., an-
other 27 percent thought it favored the United States, and
45 percent thought that it benefited both sides equally.

As this study demonstrates, even terms that appear mu-
tually beneficial when you advance them may seem disad-
vantageous when proposed by the other party. Likewise,
when the other party concedes on an issue, a negotiator
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may devalue the issue’s worth: “If she’s willing to make
that concession, this issue must not be important.” Or,
when the other party seems happy, a negotiator may as-
sume he got a bad deal: “If she is happy, we must have
lost.” These tendencies are all rooted in the fixed-pie bias,
which mistakenly leads us to believe that “whatever is
good for them is bad for us.” The effect of this bias is also
visible in the NHL dispute. Both parties focused on divis-
ive issues related to salary, but ignored pie-enlarging is-
sues such as salvaging the season, increasing revenues,
and simply playing hockey. Moreover, the players eventu-
ally accepted an offer that was remarkably similar to—and
perhaps worse than—what they could have received prior
to the lockout. Unfortunately, because the offer came from
the owners, the players immediately devalued it.

Chapters 2 and 3 outlined a number of strategies for
value creation (e.g., negotiating multiple issues simultan-
eously, making multiple offers simultaneously, using con-
tingency contracts, et cetera). Even before you attempt
these strategies, however, it is important to be aware that
your initial, automatic response in negotiation may be
guided by a fixed-pie mentality and that you may need to
adjust your thinking accordingly.

Bottom line: when approaching any important negoti-
ation, enter the process with the goal of looking for areas
in which you can create value. It is better to assume that
you can enlarge the pie and later find out that you were
wrong than to assume the pie is fixed and never find out
you were wrong.
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THE VIVIDNESS BIAS

Top MBA students from prestigious universities are in a
strong position to negotiate with their employers for the
issues critical to their career and personal happiness.
These students are smart, well trained, and highly valued
by the finest firms in the world. Thus, negotiating the right
job package should be easy for this group. If this is the
case, then why do so many MBA students change jobs very
soon after accepting their first position? One important
reason is that they are affected by the vividness bias. Spe-
cifically, they pay too much attention to vivid features of
their offers and overlook less vivid features that could
have a greater impact on their satisfaction. This is a poten-
tial trap even for seasoned negotiators.

At the Harvard Business School, MBA students spend a
lot of time in a student center called Spangler. As recruit-
ing season arrives, the most popular topic of conversation
at Spangler revolves around interviews and job offers.
Consider the statements that students might make in
Spangler about different jobs:

• The medical benefits are very good.

• The company is located within ten miles
of where I grew up.
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• People seemed very happy during my
visit to corporate headquarters.

• I would get to travel to Europe on a reg-
ular basis.

• The starting salary is $140,000.

• Employees have significant control over
their work assignments.

• The office space is very nice.

• The offer is from McKinsey.

• I will not have to travel much.

Of these statements, which ones stand out? Which will
travel fastest through the MBA student grapevine? Which
statements convey the highest prestige? We believe that
the answers to all of these questions are the high salary
($140,000) and the offer from McKinsey (a top consulting
firm). These two items are not only the easiest to commu-
nicate quickly, but also the easiest for others to evaluate.
Students who receive these offers will notice the
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impressed reactions of their peers when such information
is shared, and these reactions will make the information
more prominent in their mind. As conversation after con-
versation focuses on these two factors, other aspects of the
offer will be overshadowed or entirely sidelined. One res-
ult: students accept—and soon quit—high-paying jobs
with prestigious firms because they overweighted vivid or
prestigious attributes of their offers and under-weighted
other issues that would affect their professional and per-
sonal satisfaction, such as office location, collegiality, and
travel. (Notably, some research suggests that this error af-
fects men more than women.)11

More generally, vivid information has a greater effect on
negotiators than does dull (but equally valuable) informa-
tion. Imagine a group of executives discussing where to al-
locate R&D dollars within their company. The CEO asks
each executive in the room for his or her opinion, and each
provides arguments that would channel more funds to his
or her own division. Why? In part, it may be that the exec-
utives are self-interested and seeking to maximize their
personal benefits. But on a less conscious level, each exec-
utive can vividly imagine how he or she would use the
funds in his or her own unit. They will ignore possibilities
that are less vivid (but no less valuable), such as how oth-
ers will utilize the funds. Similarly, the CEO herself is
likely to be most influenced by the option that is best on
vivid features (e.g., projected sales, cost estimates, and re-
turn on investment) and to underweight other important
considerations (e.g., time to completion, complexity of im-
plementation, and opportunity costs).
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The NHL players and team owners may have also fallen
prey to the vividness bias. Certain vivid figures were
clearly motivating the hardline approach of both
parties—salaries as a percentage of revenues and salary
cap chief among them. Other important considerations,
such as daily loss of revenues, reputation effects, and
changes to the game’s rules that could increase the size of
the pie, were overshadowed and seemingly under-
weighted. The willingness of players to finally accept
terms that were significantly lower than their earlier de-
mands on these vivid issues seems to suggest that other
(nonvivid) issues did eventually surface and helped the
disputants to reach agreement. By this time, of course, a
season had been lost.

What can you do to avoid overweighting vivid informa-
tion in negotiations? In addition to anticipating the vivid-
ness bias, here are two strategies that will help you over-
come it:

Create a scoring system. In Chapter 2, we de-
scribed the process of creating a scoring system and ex-
plained how to use one to evaluate offers and structure ap-
propriate counteroffers. A scoring system can also help de-
fend against the vividness bias by keeping you focused on
your true interests. If you cross-check your reactions and
strategy against the content of your scoring system, you
will avoid overweighting vivid issues in your decisions.

A colleague of ours, who now teaches negotiation at
Carnegie Mellon University, took this advice to heart when
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he was looking for a faculty position some years ago. He
began to list all of the aspects of an offer that would have
some value to him. He ended up with a scoring system
that had weights assigned to almost forty separate attrib-
utes, ranging from “what my wife likes” (weighted at 50
percent) to the distance to the closest national park and
average rainfall. We believe that our friend went a little
overboard. On the other hand, an MBA student who does
not have at least five to ten issues ranked and weighted in
her scoring system is probably not thinking rationally
enough about all of the important issues in her job negoti-
ations. Our colleague may have wasted an afternoon of his
time; the MBA student may end up wasting a year of her
life.

Separate information from influence. In Chapter
1, we introduced the importance of separating information
from influence; we revisit this principle here, as it can help
you overcome the vividness bias. Consider the fact that the
same salesperson who convinces you of a car’s reliability
by showing you its rating in Car and Driver can also con-
vince you to purchase an expensive extended warranty for
the same car by vividly describing the horrors of high re-
pair costs that were once incurred by someone just like
you. Though contradictory, these two pieces of informa-
tion can both influence you in ways that benefit the sales-
person. Given that nearly 50 percent of new-car buyers
purchase these (typically overpriced) extended warranties,
it seems that many people do not try to reconcile the con-
tradiction; instead, they fall prey to the power of vividness.
When faced with a tough decision, negotiation geniuses
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remember to ask themselves these critical questions: Is
this information valuable? Have I learned something new?
Am I just being influenced to act in a certain way because
of how this information was presented?

NONRATIONAL ESCALATION
OF COMMITMENT

Imagine that you are attending an executive class on nego-
tiation with many other experienced managers. The pro-
fessor takes a $100 bill out of his pocket and announces
the following:

I am about to auction off this $100 bill.
You are free to participate or just watch
the bidding of others. Bidding will start at
$5, and people will be invited to call out
bids in multiples of $5 until no further
bidding occurs, at which point the highest
bidder will pay the amount bid and win
the $100. The only feature that distin-
guishes this auction from traditional auc-
tions is a rule that the second-highest bid-
der must also pay the amount that he or
she bids, although he or she will obviously
not win the $100. For example, if Maria
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bids $15 and Jamaal bids $20, and the
bidding stops, Jamaal will get $80 (the
$100 he wins minus the $20 he bid) and
Maria, the second-highest bidder, will pay
me $15 (the amount she bid).

Now, what would be your strategy? Would you bid in
the auction?

Max has run this auction dozens of times, and previ-
ously ran similar $20 auctions hundreds of times. The typ-
ical outcome: Max wins lots of money.

Here’s how it happens. The bidding starts out enthusi-
astically. At around $60–$80, everyone except the two
highest bidders usually drops out of the auction. The two
bidders then begin to feel the tension. Suppose that one
bidder has bid $70 and the other has bid $75. The $70
bidder must either bid $80 or stop bidding and suffer a
sure loss of $70 (which he must pay as the second-highest
bidder). The uncertainty associated with bidding further
seems more attractive than the certain loss, so the $70
bidder bids $80, and the bids continue until they reach
$95 and then $100. The room grows quiet as the class fo-
cuses on the $95 bidder, who must decide whether to ac-
cept a $95 loss or continue bidding past $100 in hopes
that the other party will quit first. The class laughs as the
$95 bidder inevitably bids $105. Bidding in this auction
typically ends somewhere between $100 and $1,000.
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Why do people start bidding in this auction? Clearly, it
is because they are attracted by the possibility of winning
and making money. But why do they continue to bid past
$100? Because they are trapped—strategically and psy-
chologically. Strategically, once an individual has entered
the $100 auction and is among the final two bidders, it
takes only a small additional bid to stay in the auction
rather than quit—and it seems reasonable to do so. After
all, one more bid may be all that is needed to get the other
party to quit first. But if both bidders pursue this seem-
ingly rational strategy, the bidding can increase to ex-
tremely high levels, with disastrous results for both
parties.

Strategy is not the only pitfall in the $100 auction—nor
in the countless other negotiations, disputes, and conflicts
where individuals, firms, and nations escalate their com-
mitment to a failing course of action. Research on the non-
rational escalation of commitment reveals that negotiat-
ors have a strong psychological need to justify (to them-
selves and to others) their prior decisions and behaviors.
It is often difficult for negotiators to admit that their initial
strategy was ill conceived or that they may have made a
mistake; to avoid acknowledging these facts, they will es-
calate their commitment even when it is extremely costly,
and perhaps disastrous, to do so. Deepak and his col-
leagues have demonstrated that emotion can compound
the escalation problem.12 Their research on competitive
arousal reveals that interactions that heighten feelings of
rivalry can create in negotiators the desire to “win at any
cost.” Of course, as in the $100 auction, “winning” and
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“making money” may not be the same thing; if bidding
continues past $100, even the “winner” loses!

Nonrational escalation of commitment occurs across a
wide variety of real-world situations. Custody battles,
labor strikes, joint-venture dissolutions, bidding wars,
lawsuits, price wars, ethnic conflicts, and countless other
disputes all have the potential of spiraling out of control.
When all of the escalation forces—the hope of victory, the
need to justify initial strategy, and the desire to beat the
other side—come together, simple common sense often
flies out the window. If disputants are unable to rein in
their desire to escalate commitment, what may have
seemed like a smart strategy initially (making a bid,
threatening litigation, competing on price, et cetera) may
lead to disastrous results. Escalation is all the more likely
if negotiators believe they have “too much invested to quit
now,” if they have already incurred significant losses, if
they dislike the other party and want to “win” at any cost,
or if they have made a public commitment to their posi-
tion. Think back to the NHL dispute. In that example, all
of these factors were in play!

Imagine that you are a player in the NHL. The lockout
was instituted almost five months ago, and the entire sea-
son is now in jeopardy. You do not want to see any more of
the season (and its revenues) squandered; then again, you
do not want to relinquish your demands, either. Will you
be able to admit to yourself that your initial strategy has
not worked? That you were wrong to have held out for a
better deal for so long? That you now should agree to an
offer that for months you have been saying is unfair? Will
you be able to overcome your animosity toward the team
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owners and make the concessions they demand? Sounds
difficult. Is there any way to avoid falling prey to the non-
rational escalation of commitment?

In response to similar disputes in major league sports,
Harvard Business School professors James Sebenius and
Michael Wheeler devised a very useful strategy:13 They ad-
vise disputants to end the strike or lockout and to resume
the season immediately—but, important, they stipulate
that the team owners should be prohibited from receiving
any of the revenue and that the players should not receive
any pay. Instead, the revenues and forgone pay are to be
placed in an escrow account until a resolution to the con-
flict is reached. A critical provision of this arrangement is
that a sizable portion of the escrow fund would be given to
charity if the parties failed to reach agreement in a timely
fashion. In other words, either you do whatever it takes to
reach a deal, or the size of the pie shrinks! Sebenius and
Wheeler argue that watching the funds pile up—and fear-
ing that they could disappear—should provoke both sides
to agree on a contract.

If the possibility of reaching such an agreement in the
midst of intense conflict seems unrealistic, consider the
2005 dispute involving faulty brakes in the fast-speed
ACELA trains on the East Coast of the United States. It be-
came clear that the trains had unacceptable cracks in their
brakes and that the brakes would need to be replaced. It
was less clear who was responsible for the cracks and who
should cover the costs incurred from closing down the
ACELA for months. Three companies were potentially re-
sponsible: Amtrak, which had purchased the trains; Bom-
bardier, the company that had made the trains; and Knorr,
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the German company that sold the brakes to Bombardier.
Not surprisingly, the parties disagreed about who was to
blame. Surprisingly, however, the three parties quickly
agreed that they would first solve the brake problem and
get ACELA running again as soon as possible; only then
would they turn to the question of who would pay for the
losses incurred by the failure and for the cost of repairs.
The companies saved tens of millions of dollars by agree-
ing to focus first on common interests—and to avoid an es-
calation of the conflict.

In their negotiations during the 2004–05 season, why
didn’t the NHL and the NHLPA pursue a wise strategy
such as the one outlined by Sebenius and Wheeler, or the
one implemented by Amtrak, Bombardier, and Knorr?
Largely because both parties—and perhaps especially the
players—had fallen prey to the nonrational escalation of
commitment: they became so locked in to pursuing their
initial course of action that they ignored blatant signals
that suggested a change in strategy was necessary.

How can you avoid escalating in the heat of battle? Here
are three ideas to consider.

Start your negotiation with a preplanned exit
strategy. In the $100 auction, since neither party knows
when the other party will quit, it is difficult to conclude
that bidding “just once more” is clearly a bad decision. Un-
fortunately, this is a slippery slope—whether for bidders
participating in the $100 auction, disputants pursuing lit-
igation, or nations whose presidents have committed them
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to war. This is why it is important to decide in advance the
point at which you will cut your losses and stop bidding,
litigating, or fighting, should the situation spiral out of
control. Of course, this limit should be adjusted as events
unfold if you obtain new information relevant to your
strategy (e.g., if you learn that the other side has run out of
money).

Assign and reward a “devil’s advocate”
whose job it is to criticize your decisions and
find faults in your logic. Whom should you pick for
this task? The person should have the following three
characteristics: they should be trustworthy, they should
not have invested in or helped to design the initial
strategy, and they should have no conflict of interest re-
garding the final outcome. In negotiation, it is tempting to
surround yourself with like-minded, supportive people
who will be easy to deal with and who will boost your con-
fidence. However, when it comes to dealing with the dan-
gerous effects of escalation, you do not need confidence,
but rather clarity of thought and good judgment. Since it is
not always possible to keep your wits about you, it is a
good idea to have someone close at hand whose unbiased
judgment you trust.

Anticipate and prepare for the escalation
forces you are likely to encounter. For example,
if you are concerned about the need to justify your initial
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decisions to constituents, you might refrain from commit-
ting publicly to a specific course of action. Or if you think
that personal animosity is likely to fuel your desire to es-
calate conflict, it may be better to let others in your team
or organization (who are less personally invested) take
over substantive negotiations when emotions are running
high.

In the context of escalation, then, negotiation genius
means a number of things: learning to identify competitive
traps, understanding the causes and consequences of es-
calation, and preparing in advance to “de-escalate” or cut
your losses as necessary. By understanding how escalation
of commitment works, you will not only avoid expensive
mistakes, but be better equipped to anticipate the poten-
tially irrational behavior of your opponents.

SUSCEPTIBILITY TO FRAMING

Consider the choices presented in the “Asian Disease
Problem,” first discussed by Amos Tversky and Daniel
Kahneman:14

Imagine that the United States is prepar-
ing for the outbreak of an unusual Asian
disease that is expected to kill six hundred
people. Two alternative programs to com-
bat the disease have been proposed. As-
sume that the exact scientific estimates of
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the consequences of the programs are as
follows. Which of the two programs would
you favor?

Program A: If Program A is adopted, two
hundred people will be saved.

Program B: If Program B is adopted, there
is a one-third probability that six hun-
dred people will be saved and a two-
thirds probability that no people will be
saved.

Before reading further, choose whether you would
prefer to implement Program A or B. Now, for the same
problem, decide which of the following two options you
would favor:

Program C: If Program C is adopted, four
hundred people will die.

Program D: If Program D is adopted,
there is a one-third probability that no
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one will die and a two-thirds probability
that six hundred people will die.

If you read carefully, you will discover that Program A
and Program C are identical: both result in two hundred
lives saved and four hundred lives lost. Program B and
Program D are also identical: both lead to a one-third
probability of saving everyone and a two-thirds probability
of losing everyone. In other words, if people prefer Pro-
gram A to Program B, then they should also (obviously)
prefer Program C to Program D. As it turns out, this is not
how people respond. When different groups are given
these two sets of options, Program A is favored over Pro-
gram B (by 72 percent of respondents in Tversky and
Kahneman’s initial research), but Program D is favored
over Program C (by 78 percent of respondents). Why are
people so inconsistent in their preferences?

It turns out that the critical factor is how the options are
framed. The two sets of options are identical, but changing
the description from “lives saved” to “lives lost” makes
people think very differently. Even when the expected val-
ues are similar, we tend to be risk averse when thinking
about potential gains and risk seeking when thinking
about potential losses. In other words, we want the “sure
thing” when we have something to gain, but want “all or
nothing” when we have something to lose. This is why
people choose the less risky program (saving two hundred
people with certainty) when thinking about lives saved
and the more risky program (saving six hundred people
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but with only one-third probability) when thinking about
lives lost. This problem illustrates the power of framing.

Research on framing effects reveals that most of us will
treat risks involving perceived gains (e.g., profits) differ-
ently from risks involving perceived losses (e.g., losing a
court settlement). This way of thinking can powerfully af-
fect our negotiation behavior. For example, we are much
more likely to make concessions and try to compromise
when we are negotiating over how to allocate gains
(profits, rewards, bonuses, windfalls, et cetera), but more
likely to be inflexible and risk reaching an impasse when
we are negotiating over how to allocate losses (costs, pen-
alties, and so on). We are also more likely to quit negotiat-
ing in favor of the risky path of litigation when involved in
a dispute over who is responsible for assuming costs,
losses, and liabilities than when the dispute concerns the
share of profit that each side is entitled to receive.

Now imagine the following scenario. You have just ar-
rived at a casino and are sitting down to play blackjack.
How likely are you to make a $100 bet? Now imagine that
you have been playing blackjack for an hour and are
already down $600. How likely are you to make a $100
bet? It turns out that people are more willing to take a risk
(gambling $100) when they are already in the domain of
losses (down $600). Losing your first $100 is much more
painful than losing the seventh or even the second $100.
Once you are a “loser,” you won’t mind digging yourself
into a bigger hole (i.e., losing even more) as long as there
is some possibility of digging yourself out entirely.
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Now imagine that you have already lost $600—but not
at the casino. Instead, the stock market took a slight hit
earlier in the week and your investment portfolio lost
$600 in value. How will you behave that night at the
blackjack table? It turns out you will not want to take the
same risks that you took after losing $600 at the casino. In
other words, the question is not whether or not you are a
loser, but whether or not you feel like a loser in the current
situation. Whether or not you feel like a loser depends on
your reference point—the comparisons you make to other
potential outcomes. If you are comparing your current
situation to how much money you had in your pocket
when you walked into the casino, you will behave differ-
ently than if your reference point is your overall wealth
level.

This finding suggests some advice for gamblers: You will
take less dangerous risks if you acquire the mental habit of
constantly readjusting your reference point. When you’re
thinking about when to leave the casino and go home, re-
call your previously set gambling limit for the night.
However, when you are deciding how much to stake on
any given bet, think of your current bet as your first bet of
the night; remind yourself that the money you lost earlier
in the night will not (hopefully!) affect your overall
wealth—so it’s silly to think of yourself as being “in the
hole.”

The effect of reference points is even more critical for
negotiators to understand. In a negotiation, you are not
the only one who can manipulate reference points—the
other side can, too. If you entered a negotiation imagining
that you would extract millions of dollars from the deal,
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but now it looks as if the ZOPA is much smaller (and you
stand to gain only thousands), you may find yourself ad-
opting a loss frame that makes you risk seeking! You may
become more aggressive, more likely to issue an ultimat-
um, and more willing to walk away from the deal. If, in-
stead, you came in expecting to make very little, you will
be pleasantly surprised and will adopt a gain frame that
makes you risk averse. You will probably become more
conciliatory, make less aggressive demands, and be less
willing to risk an impasse. Clearly, the two frames lead to
very different behaviors—but should they? The value of
the deal hasn’t changed across these situations. Your
strategy shouldn’t, either.

Understanding the effects of framing and reference
points can help you anticipate their powerful con-
sequences and strategize accordingly. In particular, we re-
commend the following steps:

1. Consider the various reference points
that you could be using to evaluate the
situation—including the status quo,
your aspirations, your expectations,
your feared outcome, and so on—and
then pick the one that seems most
appropriate.
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2. Evaluate whether your strategy would
still make sense if you were to use a dif-
ferent reference point.

3. Anytime you are considering the use of
a risky strategy (such as making an ulti-
matum or pursuing litigation), think
about whether this strategy still makes
sense if you change the frame.

For example, note that in the NHL dispute, the owners
were asking the players to accept losses in the form of re-
ductions in their pay level. In effect, this made their previ-
ous salary the reference point for the players, putting them
in a loss frame. But what if, instead, their reference point
had been the percentage of revenue that NHL players re-
ceive compared with players in other sports leagues (such
as the NBA or the NFL)? Thinking about how they would
fare relative to players in other leagues, or how they would
fare if they pursued their BATNA, might have resulted in a
gain frame for NHL players, which in turn might have mit-
igated their willingness to risk losing the entire season.

BIASES OF THE MIND, BIASES
OF THE HEART
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As the behavioral decision research summarized in this
chapter reveals, negotiators must contend not only with
the tactics of the other party, but also with the predictable
mental traps that can cloud their own judgment. In the
next chapter, we reveal that cognitive biases are only half
of the story; negotiator thought and behavior is also
powerfully influenced by motivational biases—the mis-
takes in judgment that we make because of our strong de-
sire to see ourselves and the world in a particular way.
Fortunately, would-be negotiation geniuses can learn to
appreciate and compensate for not only the peculiar work-
ings of the mind, but also the powerful influences of the
heart.
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CHAPTER 5

When Rationality Fails: Biases
of the Heart

A few years ago in Manhattan, a dispute arose
between residents of one co-op apartment unit and the
building’s co-op board. The dispute was over $909. This is
the amount that the unit’s residents had spent to install
window bars to childproof their apartment. The problem?
It was unclear who should be responsible for footing the
bill. The residents of the unit argued that the building as a
whole should pay for the window bars because this was a
safety and liability issue. The co-op board argued that, be-
cause the unit’s residents were the only ones who wanted
the window bars, they should cover the costs. The dispute
escalated and eventually ended up in court.

One year later, the two sides’ combined legal bills ex-
ceeded $1,000. This might have been a good time for them
to end litigation and to negotiate instead. Yet the parties,
both convinced that they would win, continued to litigate.



Another year passed. Now their combined legal bills ex-
ceeded $10,000—but the disputants were still unwilling to
settle out of court. Their conflict was no longer about the
money; it was about the justice that each side felt it
deserved.

Finally, the co-op board won the court battle. The resid-
ents had to pay for the $909 window bars. Normally, this
would be cause for the triumphant party to celebrate. Un-
fortunately, the ruling came after the litigants had spent
close to $20,000 in combined legal costs.

That’s bad. But it gets worse.

The unit’s residents decided to appeal the ruling. The
two sides then spent an additional $30,000 on litigation.
Ultimately, the appellate court upheld the initial ruling.
Now close to $50,000 had been spent on a dispute over
$909.

That’s really bad. But it gets worse yet.

The co-op board then sued the unit’s residents to force
them to pay the co-op board’s legal fees. The ensuing litig-
ation cost the two parties an additional $50,000. Finally,
a judge threw the litigants out of court; the unit’s residents
were forced to pay some (but not most) of the co-op
board’s legal fees.

The final tally: the window bars dispute, which started
with a $909 claim, lasted six years and cost more than
$100,000 to resolve.
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Not all negotiation errors result from the cognitive bi-
ases we discussed in the previous chapter. Emotions can
be just as powerful in derailing agreements. Compounding
the problem, we human beings are motivated to see
ourselves as fairer, kinder, more competent, more gener-
ous, more deserving, and more likely to succeed than oth-
ers. The result of these motivational biases? We tend to
make judgments and decisions that are not optimal. In
this chapter, we explore a number of motivational biases
and their effects on negotiation strategy and outcomes: the
problem of conflicting motivations, egocentrism, overcon-
fidence, irrational optimism, the illusion of superiority,
self-serving attributions, and regret aversion.

THE PROBLEM OF
CONFLICTING MOTIVATIONS

In The Odyssey, Homer’s epic poem, the hero, Ulysses,
faced a difficult problem during his long sea voyage. He
knew he would soon sail past the Sirens, female “en-
chanters” who used their beautiful and irresistible singing
to lure men to their island—and to their subsequent
deaths. No man had been able to listen to—and still res-
ist—the Sirens, whose beach was “piled with boneheaps of
men now rotted away.”1 To protect his crewmen, Ulysses
had all of them put wax into their ears to block out the
tempting voices of the Sirens. But, desperate to hear the
Sirens, Ulysses was unwilling to do this to himself. Then
again, he also wanted to live. What to do? To solve this di-
lemma, Ulysses told his men to bind him to the ship with
ropes and ordered them not to release him until after they
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had sailed safely past the Sirens, no matter how much he
might beg. The crewmen complied and Ulysses was able to
enjoy the Sirens’ song without losing his life.

What is your Sirens’ song? If you are angry with a nego-
tiating counterpart, you may want to do or say something
that you know will harm you in the long run. Your state-
ments or actions might end the business relationship, des-
troy a personal friendship, or get you into trouble with
your boss or even with the law. Still, in the heat of the mo-
ment, it can be difficult to resist the urge to lash out or re-
taliate. Similarly, if the other side makes you an attractive
offer, you may be so excited that you are tempted to accept
right away, though you know it would be smart to try to
negotiate a better deal or find a better deal elsewhere.
Note that you would not advise a friend to act rashly in
either of these two situations—yet, at the time, you might
find it hard to do otherwise.

Economist Thomas Schelling argued that each individu-
al behaves like two people: “one who wants clear lungs
and long life and another who adores tobacco, or one who
wants a lean body and another who wants dessert.”2

People often face internal negotiations between doing
what they want to do versus doing what they think they
should do.3 Usually the type of creative solution that
Ulysses developed is unavailable, and negotiators must
make a difficult choice. Too often, the want-self domin-
ates the should-self in important real-world negotiations,
leading to behavior and outcomes that you later regret.
What can be done?
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Many negotiation teachers, executives, and other pro-
fessionals believe that you need to control your want-self
in order to maximize your long-term benefits. According
to this view, the should-self is more trustworthy than the
want-self, and is better at gauging what is best for you.

There is a contrary view. Behavioral decision researcher
George Loewenstein argues that gut-level impulsive re-
sponses—the responses of the want-self—are ignored at
our peril. “Hunger signals the need for nutritional input,”
Loewenstein writes, “pain indicates the impingement of
some type of potentially harmful environmental factors,
and emotions serve a range of interrupting, prioritizing,
and energizing functions.”4 Loewenstein argues that vis-
ceral reactions make us aware of issues that we care a
great deal about, but that we tend to suppress these reac-
tions because of the desire to be responsible, to be mature,
or to otherwise conform to society.

These divergent perspectives simply highlight our di-
lemma: People who never control their want-selves engage
in shortsighted behavior that often creates enormous long-
term problems. Conversely, those who always listen to
their should-selves ignore the potentially important sig-
nals being sent from their want-selves.

Our advice: it is critical for negotiators to anticipate and
resolve the conflict between what they want to do versus
what they think they should do in advance of an actual ne-
gotiation. You will find that your should-self and your
want-self are in agreement both before and after the nego-
tiation. The problem only arises during the negotiation; in
the heat of the moment, you face strong emotional desires
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to satisfy your want-self in ways that are inconsistent with
what you believe you should do.5 Luckily, you can often
predict the impulsive demands of your want-self and plan
accordingly. For example, you might anticipate that the
other side will make you angry, that you will want to say
yes to an offer immediately, or that you will be tempted to
behave shortsightedly. The better prepared you are for a
negotiation, the less likely is it that you will act on emo-
tional impulses in a way that scuttles your real interests.
Thus, once again, we see that preparation is the key to ne-
gotiation success.

Think back to the co-op building’s window-bars dispute.
What could the disputants have done to resolve the con-
flict between their desire to “win” through litigation and
their desire to minimize economic loss? One smart idea
would have been for each disputant to decide, in advance,
how much money and time each was willing to spend to
try to win the case. If they reached the preset limit, they
would end litigation and simply pay for the window bars
on their own. It is unlikely that either side would have
been willing to budget tens of thousands of dollars on this
dispute before the conflict began to escalate. Thus, the
pre-negotiation agreement between each side’s want-self
and should-self would have likely saved thousands of
dollars.

The parties could have also agreed to a one-day arbitra-
tion session without attorneys (and to the provision that
both sides would give up their rights to appeal the de-
cision). This way, each side could be heard, and each could
receive a decision from a neutral party—but without the
costs and complexity of the courts.
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Yet another way to cope with conflicting internal prefer-
ences would be for each party to hand over control of the
negotiation process to someone who is less emotionally in-
volved. For example, the co-op residents might have asked
a relative to make key decisions regarding whether to hire
lawyers, whether to appeal the decision, how much to
spend on litigation, and so on. Similarly, the residents of
the building would have been better served if non–board
members (or board members who were not involved in the
initial dispute) were asked to take control of the situation
once it had spiraled out of control. This strategy is akin to
that used by Ulysses: by giving up your ability to pursue
what you want, you can ensure that you will do what you
should. (This also explains why keeping little or no junk
food in the house may be a good idea for some people who
are trying to lose weight. Often, when temptation strikes,
the only way to keep yourself from eating what you want is
to make it unavailable.)

EGOCENTRISM

Consider these results of a survey conducted by U.S. News
& World Report:6

• Question: “If someone sues you and you
win the case, should he pay your legal
costs?”
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Percentage of respondents who
answered yes: 85 percent

• Question: “If you sue someone and lose
the case, should you pay his costs?”

Percentage of respondents who
answered yes: 44 percent

What is going on here?

It is hard for any of us to escape egocentrism, or the
tendency for our perceptions and expectations to be
biased in our favor. Typically, negotiators first decide on a
certain interpretation, belief, or outcome that would bene-
fit them—or make them feel good—and then look for ways
to justify this preference on the basis of fairness.7 Thus,
when faced with the possibility of having someone else pay
for their court costs, people are likely to argue that this
would be fair because such a policy discourages frivolous
lawsuits and ensures that only the guilty party suffers.
When the tables are turned, however, and people are con-
fronted with the possibility of having to pay for someone
else’s court costs, they are likely to argue that the ruling
could have gone either way, that it is unfair for one party
to bear all the costs, and that such a policy discourages le-
gitimate justice seeking. And there is every reason to be-
lieve that actual disputants would be even more biased
than the survey respondents.
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Egocentrism not only afflicts disputants, it abounds
within organizations as well. Max once collaborated in the
creation of a negotiation simulation that involved two de-
partments of the same corporation.8 The departments had
different strengths: one had higher revenue, and the other
had higher profitability. Participants in the simulation
were asked to represent one of the departments and then
were given either high or low resources from those in top
management. What was the response? Participants viewed
unequal allocations to be much fairer when their own de-
partment received the greater amount, regardless of
whether their division was stronger on sales or profits.

As these examples suggest, there are many different
ways to think about what is right and wrong (or fair and
unfair), and people are resourceful enough to find the jus-
tification that best suits their purpose. As we all struggle to
view ourselves in the best possible light, we downplay cer-
tain factors that should affect our judgments and heighten
the importance of other factors; as a result, we can begin
to see the exact same phenomenon quite differently from
others. Consider the perceptions of Frederick Banting and
John Macleod, cowinners of the 1923 Nobel Prize for the
discovery of insulin. Both had a bit of an egocentrism
problem. Banting contended that his partner, Macleod,
had been more of a hindrance than an asset in their re-
search. Meanwhile, in multiple speeches, Macleod forgot
to mention that he even had a research partner.9

If you think this problem would go away if we liked and
cared about the other side, consider this: If you ask a hus-
band and wife to estimate the percentage of household
work that they do, and then add up the two percentages,
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you will get a number that is significantly higher than 100
percent. Both are likely to believe that they do more than
is actually the case.10

Of course, negative emotions tend to exacerbate the
egocentrism bias. Case in point: divorcing couples who are
dividing up their shared assets. Even if each spouse claims
to want only what is “fair,” it is quite likely that one will
ask for 55 percent, while the other tries to claim 65 per-
cent. Egocentrism causes all parties to believe that they
deserve more of a shared resource than a neutral adviser
would judge as fair; this discrepancy can easily start a con-
flict that escalates out of control. When someone demands
more than you believe is fair, your reaction probably will
not be “Gee, we must have different perceptions.” More
likely, you will decide that the other person is unethical
and trying to cheat you.

Egocentrism is not only common, but also robust and
resilient. It can also be extremely costly. We personally
know of two companies that have been fighting over a
series of legal issues for more than a decade. While both
are highly respected in the market and in society, each
views the other firm as truly “evil.” Their legal battles have
already cost literally hundreds of millions of dollars. At the
center of the dispute is a poorly written contract that was
drafted many years ago. Our assessment is that this ongo-
ing dispute began with an ambiguous contract and escal-
ated as a result of egocentric interpretations of its ambigu-
ous clauses.

While many of us want to be fair, even well-intentioned
people can act in seemingly unethical ways when we are
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motivated to claim more than we deserve. This doesn’t
make us bad, but merely human—and humans make
biased judgments. By understanding the egocentrism bias
and trying to correct it in our own behavior, we can move
from wanting to be fair to actually being fair, and in doing
so, make it less likely that we will initiate or escalate dis-
putes and disagreements.

How might we overcome our egocentrism? Negotiation
geniuses do so by following the advice of the philosopher
John Rawls, who recommends that when you are trying to
assess what is fair (regarding allocations, contributions,
claiming value, et cetera), try doing so under the “veil of
ignorance.” That is, try to imagine what you would believe
to be fair if you did not know your role in a given negoti-
ation or dispute.11 In other words, what would you believe
or decide to be fair if you did not yet know whom you rep-
resented in the dispute? By overcoming our own ego-
centrism in this way, we eliminate a source of conflict in
our negotiations. And by understanding the potential for
this bias in the behavior of others, we can make more sym-
pathetic and accurate attributions of their intentions.

OVERCONFIDENCE,
IRRATIONAL OPTIMISM, AND

THE ILLUSION OF
SUPERIORITY

In her research, psychologist Shelley Taylor of UCLA has
demonstrated that students have unrealistic expectations
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about their likelihood of graduating at the top of the class,
getting a good job, obtaining a high salary, enjoying their
first job, getting written up in the newspaper, and giving
birth to a gifted child. They also assume that they are less
likely than their classmates to become alcoholics, be fired,
divorce, become depressed, or suffer physical problems.12

Confidence in our negotiation ability tends to be similarly
inflated: Rod Kramer of the Stanford Business School
found that 68 percent of the MBA students in his negoti-
ation class predicted that their bargaining outcomes would
fall in the upper 25 percent of the class.13 These MBA stu-
dents also had positive, distorted expectations regarding
their ability to learn more than their peers and add more
to the class experience. More generally, overconfidence in
our abilities and irrational optimism regarding our fate
lead most of us to believe that our futures will be better
and brighter than those of other people.

Why is this a problem? When a football team is running
a play, it helps if the quarterback has as much confidence
as possible. Similarly, when a salesperson is selling a
product, it helps if she believes that the product is fantast-
ic. Indeed, many social psychologists view positive illu-
sions regarding our abilities and our future as evolutionar-
ily adaptive.14 According to this view, these illusions con-
tribute to our psychological and material well-being by
protecting our self-esteem and helping us persevere when
faced with difficult tasks. In addition, overconfidence and
irrational optimism can help us cope with negative life
events. Undoubtedly, they also help to motivate the kind
of risk-taking that creates entrepreneurs. Psychologist
Martin Seligman goes as far as to recommend that firms
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base their selection of salespeople on the magnitude of
their positive illusions—what he calls learned optimism.15

However, we take a contrarian position when it comes
to negotiation. Overconfidence may help the quarterback
execute a practiced play and the salesperson deliver a re-
hearsed pitch, but when you are making decisions, includ-
ing decisions about your negotiation strategy, you need to
take off the rose-tinted glasses. Unrealistic optimism can
lead you to turn down the best job offer that you are likely
to receive, reject an offer on your house when no better of-
fer is forthcoming, and to hold out for contract terms that
your counterpart is unlikely to accept. Overoptimistic ne-
gotiators are also likely to enter into negotiations with
only one strategy for reaching agreement or resolving the
dispute; they assume that their negotiation plan will work,
and they devote all of their energy to developing and ex-
ecuting this one strategy. A more realistic negotiator real-
izes that an initial strategy may not work and is ready with
a contingency plan.

We can also see the effects of overconfidence and irra-
tional optimism away from the negotiating table. Too
many people invest their life savings in new businesses
that have little chance of success. Too many employees as-
sume that they are indispensable to their organization,
and are caught off guard when they are laid off or fired.
Others apply for too few jobs because they believe
falsely—and contrary to all available objective evid-
ence—that they are great potential hires. And far too many
people take their disputes to court, believing falsely that
they have an airtight case—or at least a “very strong”
case—a belief that many lawyers are more than happy to
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help you maintain. Would the litigants in the co-op dis-
pute over window bars have been so willing to go to court
if they had accurate, objective assessments of their likeli-
hood of prevailing, of the costs associated with litigation,
and of the time it would take to complete the process? Not
likely.

Why, then, are positive illusions useful for quarterbacks
and salespeople? Because, unlike negotiators, they are not
making decisions so much as they are implementing de-
cisions that have already been made. Overconfidence and
irrational optimism may well provide them with the mo-
tivation and inspiration they need to improve their per-
formance—at relatively low cost. But such illusions are ex-
tremely costly for negotiators, who must make decisions
constantly—before, during, and after the negotiation.

Negotiators not only see their future prospects as better
than they actually are, they also see themselves as better
than a realistic assessment would suggest. This illusion of
superiority leads people to view themselves as more flex-
ible, competent, rational, honest, fair, and cooperative
than their opponents.16 One unfortunate result of this illu-
sion of superiority is that far too many mediocre negotiat-
ors do not recognize the need to improve their inferior ne-
gotiation skills.

Interestingly, the illusion of superiority not only affects
our self-judgments, but also our judgments regarding the
groups to which we belong. We tend to view members of
our group—whether our country, our firm, our depart-
ment, or our family—as more honest, cooperative, trust-
worthy, diligent, and industrious than members of other
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groups.17 If we believe that our fellow group members are
above average, then how do we view our adversaries and
opponents? In independent studies, management re-
searchers Kristina Diekmann and Ann Tenbrunsel found
that while MBA students rate themselves above the mean
of their class on a variety of positive attributes, they rate
their negotiation opponents below the mean.18

The tendency to denigrate our opponents and adversar-
ies can be quite detrimental to negotiation success. If you
view your opponent as uncooperative, unfair, or untrust-
worthy, you are less likely to share information with
them—and hence less likely to create value. In addition,
negotiators who think they are smarter, better prepared,
or more honest than others often devalue or ignore the
ideas and proposals of their counterparts. Doing so can
decrease the likelihood of reaching efficient agreements
and increase the likelihood of conflict.

SELF-SERVING
ATTRIBUTIONS

Egocentrism, overconfidence, irrational optimism, and the
illusion of superiority exist because we are motivated to
see the world and ourselves in a positive light. But why do
such biases persist? Why don’t we learn from our experi-
ence and adjust our beliefs about our contributions, our
abilities, and our likelihood of success? The answer is that,
even as we try to learn from our experiences, we tend to
evaluate the past in self-protective ways: the stories we tell
ourselves, and the attributions that we make about
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ourselves and others, are the kind that will keep us feeling
good about ourselves.

John F. Kennedy once said, “Victory has a thousand
fathers, but defeat is an orphan.”19 This is certainly true of
negotiators: we are quick to take credit for success and
deny responsibility for failures. When negotiators are
asked to explain their successful results, they usually give
personalized internal reasons—e.g., the skill, persever-
ance, or creativity with which they handled the situation.
In contrast, when asked about a failure, most negotiators
cite external reasons: the difficult context in which they
were negotiating, the incompetence of the other side, or
plain bad luck.20 One serious problem with this tendency
is that external attributions for failure inhibit learning
from experience.

Negotiators are even more likely to distort their beliefs
regarding their shortcomings when their adversaries are
more successful than they are.21 For example, business
school students who perform less well in negotiation sim-
ulations and exercises are more likely to attribute the suc-
cess of other students to uncooperative and unethical bar-
gaining tactics and to rate them as excessively competitive
and self-interested.22 What happens when we view suc-
cessful others as unethical or hypercompetitive? First, we
will not try to learn from them. Also, to the extent pos-
sible, we will avoid negotiating with them. Finally, when
we have no choice but to negotiate with them, we will find
it easy to justify our own unethical behavior.

This self-serving attitude can also be triggered when our
“in-group” negotiates with an “out-group.” For example,
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when two firms meet to negotiate the terms of a deal, both
sides will inevitably need to make concessions. When our
firm (the in-group) makes a concession, it is because we
are being generous or because we are smart enough to un-
derstand the need for logrolling. When the other side (the
out-group) makes a concession, it is because they have
seen the wisdom of our argument or because they have no
other choice!

Why is this problematic? Because when we attribute the
cooperation of others to the constraints of the situation
(e.g., their legal obligations or the mandates of a contract),
rather than to their goodwill or integrity, it becomes diffi-
cult to build trust.23 To build trust, negotiators need to see
the cooperative actions of others as behaviors that they
have chosen, not behaviors that they were unable to avoid.
And, in the absence of trust, negotiators become reluctant
to make concessions, share information, or take the risks
inherent in building mutually rewarding relationships.

Negotiation geniuses understand the value of building
trust with their negotiation partners, even in competitive
or adversarial environments, and so seek to accurately
gauge the reasons for others’ behavior. Negotiation geni-
uses understand that mistaking a kind gesture for weak-
ness is no more helpful than mistaking miscommunication
for malice. And so they take the time necessary to under-
stand the behavior of others before they react.

REGRET AVERSION
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Imagine that you are an Olympic athlete. Which would
you rather win: a silver medal or a bronze medal? Few
people (if any) would prefer a bronze.

Now, which medal makes actual Olympic athletes hap-
pier, silver or bronze? As it turns out, Olympians are hap-
pier when they win bronze than when they win silver!
Three clever psychologists, Vicki Medvec, Scott Madey,
and Tom Gilovich demonstrated this phenomenon by hav-
ing viewers watch video footage of various Olympic ath-
letes as they received their medals.24 The viewers were
then asked to rate the facial expressions of the athletes.
Because sound was eliminated from the footage and the
medals were not shown, viewers could not know which
medal had been presented. The result? Bronze-medal win-
ners appeared much happier to the viewers than did
silver-medal winners. Why might this be?

Once again, we see the power of reference points, or the
comparisons we make to other potential outcomes that are
salient to us. And what could be more salient than the
“what-might-have-been” scenario? It seems that bronze-
medal winners—who were close to winning no medal at
all—are thrilled simply to be medal winners. Meanwhile,
silver-medal winners—who were close to winning the
gold—are disappointed not to have come in first. Object-
ively, they have achieved more, but they experience great-
er regret.

Because regret is such a painful psychological state,
people try to avoid situations that might cause it. If you
got a B+ in class and you could not change your grade
through negotiation, would you really want to know how
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many points you were shy of receiving an A? If you were
on a game show and failed to win the grand prize, would
you really want to know what that prize would have been?
If you were bidding in a sealed-bid auction, would you
rather find out that you were the second-highest bidder
(and almost won) or that you were the fifth-highest bidder
(and were not close to winning)? In negotiation, would
you want to accept an offer that you might later find out
was not the best one you could have received? In fact, re-
search shows that negotiators often contort their decisions
to avoid facing any clear evidence that would cause re-
gret.25 Furthermore, we tend to feel greater regret about
acts of commission (what we did do) than about acts of
omission (what we did not do).26

This desire to avoid regretful decisions can induce nego-
tiators to hold out longer—and for more—than they reas-
onably should. Again, consider the litigants in the co-op
dispute. After having spent thousands of dollars, they
would almost certainly view the decision to end litigation
(and pay for the window bars) with a high degree of regret.
“What might have happened if I’d persevered just a little
longer?” they are likely to wonder. If “what might have
been” will actually be revealed in the future, our decisions
often become even more geared toward avoiding regret.
For example, the seller of a house may reject reasonable
offers in the belief that prices in the area could go up after
the sale. Likewise, an investor may hold on to a seemingly
weak stock too long out of fear that the stock price will go
up shortly after he places his “sell” order.

Too many negotiators place too much emphasis on what
might have been. The fact is, uncertainty is a fact of life; in
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hindsight, we will often see results that we could not have
predicted in advance. While such hindsight can drive us
crazy, the solution is not to ignore it. The way to leverage
hindsight—without overemphasizing it—is to focus on
what can be learned from the past about how to make bet-
ter negotiation decisions in the future. If thinking about
“what might have been” helps us improve our future nego-
tiation behaviors, we should analyze the past carefully. If
our regrets could only have been avoided with a crystal
ball, then we should remind ourselves that if we make
good decisions most of the time, our net outcomes in life
will be good as well.

TOWARD DE-BIASING

As you’ve probably recognized, this chapter is as much
about the human condition as it is about negotiation. It’s
important to remember that even highly educated, intelli-
gent people who have a desire to be fair and objective are
susceptible to psychological biases. We are biased because
we are human, not because we are mean or stupid. This
means that we need to be vigilant in our efforts to over-
come our biases. It also means that we should be more un-
derstanding of the biases exhibited by others—and that we
may even want to help others overcome them. The follow-
ing chapter shows you how.
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CHAPTER 6

Negotiating Rationally in an
Irrational World

Biases of the heart and mind affect even the best and
brightest. You may have superb people skills and great in-
stincts for when to push and when to hold back, but your
intuition will not protect you from the kind of systematic
and predictable errors we have been documenting.
Neither, surprisingly, will extensive experience. While ex-
perience can be valuable, experience without a clear un-
derstanding of potential negotiation pitfalls can be
dangerous.

Our own experience teaching tens of thousands of exec-
utive students suggests that people trust their intuition
and their experience. But learning from experience alone
can be a disastrous mistake for executives.1 The problem is
that people who are extraordinarily successful—or
lucky—tend to conclude from their “experience” that they
are invulnerable. This belief leads them to insufficiently
monitor or correct their own behavior and to overgeneral-
ize their experience from one context to another. But
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consider the fact that many people are very good at negoti-
ating in one domain but not in others. Someone may be
great at negotiating sales contracts, but suffer from con-
stant conflict in his personal life. A person may know how
to negotiate mergers and strategic alliances but be lousy at
negotiating her compensation package. Why? Because a
negotiator can have significant experience in one domain,
yet lack a thorough understanding of what she does well.
As a result, she cannot generalize her experience—and
success—to another context.

Our skeptical view of the value of experience grows out
of extensive evidence that psychological biases afflict even
highly trained and experienced professionals of all kinds,
including investors, analysts, real-estate agents, medical
doctors, politicians, and so on. Margaret Neale and Greg
Northcraft, who are leading scholars of organizational be-
havior, argue that such biases can be overcome—not
through the development of experience, but through the
development of expertise.2 According to Neale and North-
craft, individuals gain experience when they conduct a
similar type of negotiation many times; by contrast, they
develop expertise when they form a “strategic conceptual-
ization” of what constitutes effective negotiation. This
view of expertise is closely aligned with our view of negoti-
ation genius. To overcome bias and negotiate effectively,
you need a framework for thinking about, preparing for,
and executing negotiations systematically and strategic-
ally. When it comes to biases, negotiation geniuses are
aware of their limitations—and those of others—and work
vigilantly to address them.
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This chapter offers you the tools and framework you
need to overcome your own biases and to effectively con-
front the biases of your negotiation counterparts. It is not
enough to anticipate your own decision biases; you must
also set up systems and processes that will help you over-
come them. Similarly, you cannot always benefit from the
mistakes your counterpart makes; sometimes, to improve
your own outcomes, you need to help them overcome their
own irrationality.

CONFRONTING YOUR OWN
BIASES

Three powerful strategies can help you confront and man-
age your own biases in negotiation: using “System 2”
thinking, applying analogical reasoning, and adopting the
“outsider” lens.

STRATEGY 1: USE “SYSTEM 2”
THINKING

What accounts for the difference between the times
when we are susceptible to cognitive and motivational bi-
ases and the times when we think and behave rationally?
One important answer lies in the distinction between “Sys-
tem 1” and “System 2” thinking, as proposed by research-
ers Keith Stanovich and R. F. West.3 System 1, which cor-
responds to intuition, is typically fast, automatic, effort-
less, implicit, and emotional; we make most decisions in
life using System 1 thinking. The biases described in
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Chapters 4 and 5 are also much more common when we
are using System 1. By contrast, System 2 corresponds to
reasoned thought and is slower, conscious, effortful, expli-
cit, and logical.4 When we are facing time pressures, we
are more likely to use System 1. In other words, busy pro-
fessionals are likely to rely on System 1 thinking most of
the time—and more often than they should.5

This does not mean that a full System 2 process is ne-
cessary for every decision that you make. If you are buying
groceries in the supermarket, responding to unimportant
e-mails, or driving to work, System 1 will suit you fine.
Ideally, however, System 2 thinking should influence your
most important decisions and negotiations. (Of course, in
the early stages of practicing to become a negotiation geni-
us, it might be useful to stay in System 2 for even more
mundane negotiations.) As a negotiator, you need to learn
to identify situations in which you should move from the
intuitively compelling System 1 to the more logical System
2. How can you do this?

The following negotiation techniques can help facilitate
System 2 thinking in an otherwise System 1 world:

Make a System 2 list. At the beginning of each
month or year, make a list of all of the upcoming negoti-
ations that you think should be subject to System 2 think-
ing. These might be negotiations in which you are dealing
with high stakes, complex issues, multiple parties, high-
priority clients, or high degrees of uncertainty. Having
planned in advance to be more prepared for and engaged
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in these negotiations will help you to allocate your time
more appropriately. It will also help you think more care-
fully about when you should schedule these negotiations
and will remind you to actively participate in the pre-ne-
gotiation discussions that will set the agenda for substant-
ive negotiations; there is nothing worse than having a ne-
gotiation thrust upon you when you are not ready for it.

Avoid negotiating under time pressure. System
1 thinking takes over when we have little time and are feel-
ing rushed. Smart negotiators anticipate this problem and
avoid negotiating under time pressure, or at least recog-
nize when the pressure is real versus when it is artificially
created as a negotiation tactic. To avoid time pressure, in-
stead of negotiating during a one-hour lunch, set aside an
entire afternoon. If someone initiates substantive discus-
sions with an unexpected phone call or visit, and you are
unprepared, politely ask to reschedule the conversation
for a later time or date. Some negotiators are extremely
fond of forcing others to negotiate, make commitments, or
respond to requests under immense time pressure. Unfor-
tunately, many people fall prey to this tactic because they
are worried about losing the deal or offending the other
party. How should you respond to such tactics? In the vast
majority of cases, there is little reason not to postpone
your negotiation or decision—at least for a little while. Un-
less the other party has given you specific, credible in-
formation that time truly is of the essence, you should
avoid giving in to their pressure tactics. This comes back
to the principle (discussed in Chapter 1) of separating in-
formation from influence. For example, if a potential
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employer extends you a job offer and tells you that “we
will need your answer by Friday”—and this does not give
you enough time to make a wise decision—it is okay to
probe a bit and find out whether this is a serious ultimat-
um. After articulating your gratitude and enthusiasm for
the opportunity to work for the company, you might add a
query such as one of these:

• “Is this a firm deadline?”

• “If, for personal reasons, I needed more
time to make this decision, what would
be the process for doing so?”

Partition the negotiation across multiple ses-
sions. You do not have to complete an entire negotiation
in one session. No matter how prepared you are, in most
complex negotiations you will encounter information, is-
sues, and tactics that you did not anticipate. If you want to
avoid falling back on System 1 thinking at such times, you
will need to structure a process that allows you to rethink
or re-strategize as needed. For example, you might sched-
ule breaks every hour or two so that you can spend time
evaluating and organizing everything that you heard that
was unexpected. Or you might negotiate over multiple
days, such that you exchange preliminary information
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over e-mail on Day 1, have an initial telephone discussion
on Day 2, and set aside time on Days 3 and 4 for substant-
ive negotiations. This will give you the time you need to
apply System 2 thinking throughout the negotiation
process.

STRATEGY 2: LEARN THROUGH
THE USE OF ANALOGIES

It is often said that we learn more from our mistakes
and failures than we do from our successes. If this is true,
then negotiators should be able to learn from the negative
consequences of their decision biases and to adjust their
subsequent behavior accordingly. However, it is often
quite difficult for negotiators to learn from past mistakes;
we tend to fall prey to the same biases time and time
again.6 Why? In the real world, where negotiation out-
comes are determined by a host of factors, it can be diffi-
cult to assess whether a mistake was due to flawed
strategy or to misfortune. Even if you acknowledge that
your strategy was to blame, you may be uncertain which
aspect of the strategy was flawed.

How, then, can negotiators maximize their learning
from experience? People learn far more from an example,
case study, exercise, or real-world experience when they
are able to extract an abstract principle from it.7 In other
words, it does negotiators little good if they are told in ret-
rospect how they should have behaved in a specific situ-
ation they recently encountered, but it is very useful for
them to discover what factors to consider when facing
similar situations in the future. Because no two situations
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are identical, negotiators are better off extracting the cor-
rect principle from past experience rather than the correct
answer. The key is to figure out how to draw principles
out of experiences and examples.

One way to do this is to apply analogical reason-
ing—the conscious comparison of different situations on
dimensions that are similar. Extensive research has shown
the power of this approach.

In studies by psychologists Jeffrey Loewenstein, Leigh
Thompson, and Dedre Gentner, participants were
provided with summaries of two complex negotiation
problems that had the same underlying lesson (i.e., the
same type of solution to the negotiator’s problem). Half of
the participants were asked to explain what lesson they
had learned, one exercise at a time. The other half was
asked how the two exercises were related and what lessons
they had in common. Negotiators were much more able to
draw out the critical lesson—and to overcome similar
problems in their own subsequent negotiations—when
they had been asked to compare the two exercises. In
short, when we try to learn from one experience at a time,
we too often focus on “surface” elements of the situation,
whereas the process of comparing and contrasting differ-
ent experiences helps us draw out similar “structural”
elements.

Consider, for example, an executive who is reflecting on
the recent dissolution of a business partnership. He might
conclude that negotiating such dissolutions is very difficult
and requires third-party mediation. Though intuitively ap-
pealing, this lesson may be minimally useful. It is also
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possible for partnerships to be dissolved without severe
conflict, in which case the lesson is simply wrong. In con-
trast, another executive who reflects on multiple prior ne-
gotiations might conclude that, whatever the underlying
situation, nonrational escalation of commitment is more
likely when lawyers are involved and when emotions are
running high. This executive might decide to bring in a
third party to mediate whenever she encounters such con-
ditions—a far more useful conclusion.

How can you use analogical reasoning to your advant-
age in negotiation? Try the following techniques:

Debrief multiple negotiations simultaneously.
Negotiation geniuses make it a habit to review important
negotiations after they are completed. Better yet, you
should review multiple negotiations at the same time. As
you are doing this, ask yourself how the negotiations were
similar and how they were different. Having other mem-
bers of your team or organization help you to think critic-
ally about your experiences, strategies, and outcomes may
be especially useful, because they will be able to weigh in
with their own experiences as well.

When firms hire us to train their employees in negoti-
ation, we often conduct a “group-debrief” exercise, in
which we set up groups of four to six people. Each employ-
ee is asked to discuss a recent or current negotiation situ-
ation, then all members of the group try to extract import-
ant lessons and insights from the various experiences.
This exercise is extremely effective at promoting learning
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because it encourages negotiators to make comparisons
across negotiations and form analogies.

Focus on the principles, not particulars. When
reviewing past negotiations, try to understand the struc-
tural and conceptual aspects of what occurred. Rather
than focusing on the uniqueness of the specific negotiation
situation, dissect your recent experience into elements
that map onto the negotiation concepts described in this
book. While all negotiations are unique, they all have
BATNAs, reservation values, ZOPAs, underlying interests,
information exchange, and so on. Examining these con-
cepts will help you better generalize learning from recently
completed negotiations to the future.

STRATEGY 3: ADOPT THE
OUTSIDER LENS

Why are we so overconfident in our own judgments and
abilities, but more accurate in our assessments of the
likely success of others? Daniel Kahneman and Dan
Lovallo explain this inconsistency by arguing that people
make decisions using two different perspectives, or
“lenses”: an insider lens and an outsider lens.8 A negotiat-
or usually adopts the insider lens when making judgments
while immersed in the context or situation. By contrast,
we usually adopt the outsider lens when removed or de-
tached from the situation. The outsider lens is the cleaner
lens. Obviously, it is better to use the cleaner lens than the
dirty one; unfortunately, the outsider lens is typically not
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the default option when we are engaged in negotiation or
embroiled in conflict. Thus, a negotiator might well be
aware that the time it takes to go from an initial sales pitch
to a signed contract is six to twelve weeks, yet still believe
that he can close the deal within three weeks. More dan-
gerously, the negotiator is likely to continue being over-
confident despite having been proven wrong in the past.
This is because the insider lens tends to focus on only the
current situation, while the outsider lens is better at integ-
rating information across multiple episodes.

Consider the case of homeowners negotiating with a
contractor about building a new house. The homeowners
know from their friends that such projects typically end up
being 20–50 percent over budget and take much longer to
complete than originally planned (the outsider view). Yet
most homeowners believe that their experience will be dif-
ferent—that their home will be completed on time and
close to the projected cost (the insider view). As a result of
their poor planning, they end up needing to get last-
minute financing for cost overruns, to give up features that
they really wanted, and to scrounge for a place to live be-
cause the house is not yet ready for them to move in.

Nobel Laureate Kahneman tells his own story about the
insider lens. Kahneman was working with a group of col-
leagues on defining a new curriculum and writing a book
to encapsulate it.9 The curriculum team estimated that the
project would take eighteen to thirty months to complete.
Kahneman approached a member of the team, a distin-
guished expert in curriculum design, and asked the follow-
ing question: “We are surely not the only team to have
tried to develop a curriculum for a new area of study.
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Please try to recall as many cases as you can. Think of
them as they were in a stage comparable to ours at
present. How long did it take them, from that point, to
complete their project?” Having adopted the outsider per-
spective, the curriculum design expert said that the min-
imum completion time was seven years and that 40 per-
cent of the projects were never completed. In fact, it ended
up taking Kahneman’s team eight years to finish the
project!

Surely, would-be entrepreneurs should decide whether
to go into business using the outsider lens—with a realistic
understanding of the risks involved—rather than using the
more tempting insider lens. Yet, in one study, more than
80 percent of entrepreneurs viewed their personal chances
of success to be 70 percent or higher, and one-third of
them described their success as certain.10 This is clearly
the insider speaking. The outsider can easily find out that
the five-year survival rate for new businesses is only about
33 percent!11 Why would smart and motivated individuals
be willing to stake large sums of money, their reputations,
and years of their lives on a decision made using the
biased insider lens? As we discussed in Chapter 5, people
have a strong urge to see the world and themselves in a
positive light, a tendency that can have powerful effects on
decision-making.

The insider-outsider distinction leads us to another set
of techniques that you can use to de-bias your judgment.
Consider the following:
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Bring in an outsider. When preparing for an import-
ant negotiation, bring an outsider to the preparation ses-
sion. This may mean reaching out to experts within your
firm, hiring a consultant with unique expertise, or talking
to a friend. Remember that you are more likely to anticip-
ate cost overruns when a friend is having her house built
than when your own home is being built. When it comes to
your own house, you anticipate that things will turn out
better for you than a rational analysis would suggest. The
same is true when you negotiate a deal. Others will see
factors that you have ignored, weight negative information
more appropriately than you do, and preserve an objective
view of the situation in ways that are difficult for you to
do.

Take the outsider perspective. It is often equally
effective—and less costly—to ask yourself how you would
assess a situation if you were not immersed in it. This
might require you to think back to a time when someone
else was faced with a similar situation or to collect data on
what you can rationally expect in the current situation
(e.g., data on industry averages). Or you might ask your-
self this simple question: if someone I cared about asked
me for advice in a negotiation such as this, what advice
would I give?

Collectively, using System 2 thinking, applying analogic-
al reasoning, and adopting the outsider lens are viable
strategies for reducing the likelihood that decision biases
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will sabotage your next negotiation. If you are serious
about becoming a negotiation genius, you must make the
use of these strategies habitual. Too often, executives who
attend negotiation courses (or read negotiation books) dis-
cover interesting ideas, but do not actually change their
behavior. Gathering information is not enough. Real
change requires you to “unfreeze” existing decision-mak-
ing processes, understand the ideas and techniques that
will help you make the desired change, and then “refreeze”
the new ideas and techniques into your thoughts and be-
havior.12 In other words, you must become aware of bi-
ases, consider how to avoid or overcome them, and work
hard to integrate new and more effective strategies into
your habitual approach to negotiation.

CONFRONTING THE BIASES
OF OTHERS

The biases that others bring to the table can have serious
implications for your negotiated outcomes. In the re-
mainder of the chapter, we explore how to incorporate an
understanding of the biases of others into your strategy,
why and how to help others be less biased, why and how to
adjust the information you receive from others, and how
to respond to the other party’s decision biases through
contracting.

STRATEGY 1: INCORPORATE THE
CONSEQUENCES OF THEIR BIASES
IN YOUR STRATEGY
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General managers of baseball teams spend a great deal
of time deciding how to evaluate the talent they are con-
sidering acquiring and deciding with whom to negotiate a
contract. Billy Beane, the general manager of the Oakland
Athletics, found a way to do this better than anyone
else—and succeeded in transforming his team from losers
to winners. From 1999–2002, with a very limited budget,
Beane led the Athletics to the second-best record in Major
League Baseball (MLB). The team’s players earned, on av-
erage, less than a third of the amount earned by the New
York Yankees. Yet, during this four-year period, they still
won more games than the Yankees.13

How did Beane accomplish this amazing feat? By study-
ing the mistakes of other baseball managers and, with the
help of a recent Harvard economics graduate, Paul
DePodesta, using this knowledge to develop wiser negoti-
ation strategies. In his book Moneyball, Michael Lewis ar-
gues that other MLB managers were consistently guilty of
three systematic mistakes that Beane and DePodesta were
able to identify and exploit: 1) they overgeneralized from
their personal experiences, 2) they were overly influenced
by players’ recent performances, and 3) they were overly
influenced by what they had personally seen, even though
players’ multiyear records provided far better data. In oth-
er words, most baseball managers were relying on System
1 thinking.

Beane and DePodesta decided instead to look at the
hard data. They found that players drafted out of high
school were much less likely to succeed than players draf-
ted out of college. Yet baseball executives systematically
overvalued high-school players and systematically
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undervalued college players. Armed with this knowledge,
Beane stopped drafting players out of high school. In addi-
tion, Beane and DePodesta learned that certain players
had a dramatically higher tendency than others to be
“walked,” but that baseball professionals inappropriately
undervalued this data.14

At the simplest level, the success of Beane and
DePodesta’s approach reveals that the use of systematic
and rigorous analysis can be superior to the System 1
thinking on which many experienced negotiators rely. But
much more was actually happening: Beane and DePodesta
used their understanding of the decision biases of others
to make trades with other teams. In doing so, they were
able to get players who were more successful in exchange
for players who would be less successful. Thus, they com-
bined their System 2 thinking with an understanding of
the consequences of the other side’s System 1 thinking to
make value-creating trades.

The lesson for negotiators? Use your System 2 thinking,
but be ready to adapt to the other side’s System 1 mis-
takes. If someone is obsessed with selling his company at a
certain price point (perhaps because a broker mentioned a
high number, or because a sibling sold her company for
that amount), recognize the vividness of that number to
him. Then, rather than fight it, see if you can creatively
meet this vivid need. How? Offer the desired number in
exchange for concessions on other issues that you value
highly. For example, you might have him throw in related
real estate or accept better financing terms. Indeed, too
many negotiators focus excessively on salient dollar fig-
ures. If the other side will accept “not a penny less than
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$40 million,” he may still accept $40 million paid to him
over a very long period of time. When you start thinking
about the decision biases of others, you can custom-design
negotiation strategies that adapt to their errors.

STRATEGY 2: HELP OTHERS BE
LESS BIASED

Our students often ask us, “Would you rather negotiate
with a good negotiator or a bad negotiator?” Our answer is
simple: we’d rather negotiate with good negotiators; bad
negotiators will usually just get in the way of good deals.
Unfortunately, many people falsely assume that bargain-
ing with an incompetent or irrational (i.e., biased) partner
gives them a valuable competitive advantage. While this is
sometimes true (as the Moneyball example shows), biased
negotiators also have tremendous potential for entirely de-
railing the negotiation. For example, if your counterpart is
overconfident, she might wait for deals that you can never
give her. If he irrationally escalates commitment to a
course of action, he may become overly competitive and
unwilling to compromise. If she is afflicted with the fixed-
pie bias, she may refuse to share information and thus
eliminate opportunities to create value. In these cases, the
other party’s biases hurt not only their own interests, but
also yours.

For these reasons, it is often in your best interest to help
your counterpart think more clearly. How can you pro-
mote careful, reasoned, and systematic thinking? Consider
again that negotiators tend to be far more biased under
time pressure than when they have time to think through a
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proposal or idea. Thus, when you have provided the other
side with an offer that you believe to be better than your
competitor’s proposal, give him time to think it through
rather than pushing for an immediate answer. Under pres-
sure, negotiators who are overconfident in their ability to
get a better deal often say no when they should say yes. If
you are confident that you are offering more than he can
get elsewhere, you’d be wise to encourage him to explore
alternatives and get back to you after comparing your offer
with others.

Most of us also assume that we want the other side to be
less prepared. However, ill-prepared negotiators typically
want to bargain over one issue at a time and to withhold
information. They are also less able than prepared negoti-
ators to evaluate or propose multi-issue (package) deals.
All of these behaviors inhibit value creation. When dealing
with an ill-prepared negotiator, encourage her to think
through the relative importance of each issue to her. In
addition, take the lead in negotiating multiple issues sim-
ultaneously and in making package offers—and encourage
her to do the same. It is also important that you clarify for
her that you value some issues more than others and that
you are happy to jointly explore mutually beneficial trade-
offs.

Finally, the best thing you can do to help an ill-prepared
negotiator (and to help yourself) is to encourage her to be
more prepared. If the negotiation is not going smoothly,
you might suggest that both parties would benefit from
thinking more about the issues that have surfaced during
the recent discussion. You might then create a time line
with the other party that includes milestones that
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encourage preparation and the sharing of information. For
example, you might agree that, after one week, each of you
will send an e-mail that lists your top priorities and con-
cerns; after three more days, one of you will be responsible
for making an initial package proposal; then, after the oth-
er party has a few days to consider this proposal, both
parties will meet for further substantive discussions.
While most people believe that giving the other party this
much time to prepare is dangerous, a negotiation genius
recognizes that your counterpart can only make wise
trades, expand the pie, and accept your creative offers if
she knows what she values—and that such knowledge re-
quires preparation. So, the next time you run into a well-
prepared negotiator, you should be encouraged about the
potential to create an excellent agreement rather than
nervous about being exploited or outperformed.

STRATEGY 3: CALIBRATE
INFORMATION PROVIDED BY
OTHERS

Imagine that you are moving to a new city and that you
have interviewed a number of real-estate agents about
selling your current home. While you want your agent to
be a good salesperson, you also want him or her to provide
an accurate estimate of your house’s value. Unless you
know how much your home will realistically sell for, you
cannot be certain how expensive a home you can afford in
your new location. Here is a dilemma that might arise. The
agents know that you desire a high sales price and that
providing you with a high estimate (within certain limits)
will make you more likely to hire them. Unfortunately, the
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more inflated their estimates, the less accurate they could
be, and the worse off you will be when assessing which
new home to purchase.

How can you identify whether an agent is being overly
optimistic and trying to pass on that optimism to you? Try
this: instead of negotiating with one agent, ask four differ-
ent agents for their opinions on the appropriate listing
price. Then ask each agent to bring you computer prin-
touts of the original listing prices of the last ten houses
they sold as well as the final selling price of each of these
ten homes. This is information that is readily available to
them. (To verify the accuracy of the data they provide, you
can even ask the agents to cross-check each other.) Armed
with the agents’ recommendations for your home, and also
the data on historic differences between their listing prices
and sales prices, you are in a far better position to estimate
the true worth of your own house. You also have the data
you need to hire the best agent of the bunch—the one who
is not only selling high, but also is more realistic (or more
truthful).

Undoubtedly, you’d choose different data in other types
of negotiations. Imagine that you are an executive of a re-
tail organization and that a group of regional managers re-
ports to you. Each regional manager is in charge of
roughly one-eighth of the country. You are meeting to ne-
gotiate the region-specific advertising budgets for the
coming year. As the meeting begins, the managers of last
year’s two most successful regions suggest to you that the
available resources should be allocated in proportion to
last year’s sales. They argue that last year’s sales are the
best predictor of next year’s sales, and that sales are a
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good indicator of where advertising will be most effective.
What is wrong with this logic?

First, some regions will have higher sales than other re-
gions regardless of advertising (for example, you will sell
more snow shovels in the northern than in the southern
United States). Thus, the managers may be choosing the
“appropriate measure of success” self-servingly. If so, per-
haps you should ask each manager instead to report on an
analysis of the marginal impact of advertising dollars on
increases in sales over the past ten years. A second prob-
lem with their logic is that it fails to account for the fact
that many outcomes “regress to the mean” over time.15

Fantastic students frequently have less successful younger
siblings. Extremely tall parents tend to have children that
are shorter than them. Spectacular rookies tend to have
mediocre second years (the “sophomore jinx”). And re-
gions that have just had a fantastic year will tend to per-
form less well the next year. Why? Because every success-
ful outcome is due in part to the factor you suspect (skill,
advertising dollars, genetics, et cetera) and in part due to
chance (or unknown factors). Furthermore, extremely
successful outcomes are likely to be high on both of these
factors. Unfortunately, you cannot count on chance to
work strongly in your favor every year. Thus, you need to
adjust your estimates downward. Regression to the mean
does not mean that the past has no predictability for the
future. Rather, it means that the past may predict the fu-
ture less reliably than we assume.

Armed with an understanding of these biases, the exec-
utive is better prepared to negotiate with the regional
managers—and to expect that the two high-performing
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regions from last year may continue to perform above the
mean, but not necessarily by the same amount as the pre-
vious year. The key lesson: thinking about the decision bi-
ases of others allows you to calibrate, quantitatively and
qualitatively, the information, data, and arguments that
you hear from them.

STRATEGY 4: USE CONTINGENCY
CONTRACTS TO RESOLVE
CONFLICTS STEMMING FROM
BIASES

“Curing” your negotiation counterpart’s biases is not al-
ways the answer. Your opponent may be extremely confid-
ent about his view of the future, while you are confident
that he is wrong. Rather than arguing the point, it some-
times pays to leverage the other side’s biased expectations.
How? Using a contingency contract. In Chapters 1 and 2,
we discussed the use of contingency contracts, which allow
both sides in a negotiation to bet on their beliefs about the
future. When you know that the other side is biased, you
can draft a contract that allows him to bet on the informa-
tion that you believe to be inaccurate. In doing so, you
make a bet that you expect to be favorable to you and
costly to your counterpart.

Suppose that a salesperson claims that her product is
measurably better than that of her competitor. You are
fairly sure that her claim doesn’t apply to your intended
use of the product, and you don’t want to run the risk of
being disappointed if the product performs at less than
her expectations. Instead of calling the salesperson a liar
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or trying to disprove her claim, propose a contingency
contract instead. Specifically, offer to pay her asking price
if the product performs at the level she promises, but in-
sist upon a very large discount if it fails to meet her tar-
geted performance level. If she has been overselling inten-
tionally, she will back away from your proposal. But if she
is simply overconfident, she’ll say yes, and you’ll get a very
good deal. Of course, if it turns out that she is right, you
will end up paying more—but for a better product than
you expected. You will also find out that she is better in-
formed and more credible than you believed.

MOVING FORWARD

Many smart people are faced with situations in which they
are suspicious of another negotiator’s decision-making
process but lack the vocabulary to articulate the flaws in
the other side’s logic. In Chapters 4–6, we’ve summarized
clearly defined and rigorously researched concepts to help
you recognize and understand the biases you confront. If
you would like to practice spotting others’ biases, you need
simply to read the newspaper or watch a sporting event on
television. Journalists, politicians, sportscasters, and other
“expert” information providers constantly make state-
ments that exemplify the biased decision-making pro-
cesses that we have outlined. But they are not the only
ones who are biased. The worst mistake you can make
right now is to think that you have just read three chapters
that explain to you how others are biased.
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Negotiation geniuses do not assume that they are im-
mune from bias. Rather, they accept the fact that their in-
tuition, like that of other smart people, is fundamentally
flawed. They attempt to reduce the degree to which they
are affected by biases and, when necessary, adopt more
systematic decision processes to avoid bias. In addition,
rather than expecting rationality from their counterparts,
negotiation geniuses anticipate bias in others and use the
strategies we have highlighted to respond to these biases.

Taken together, Parts I and II of this book (Chapters
1–6) should provide you with the tools you need to negoti-
ate more effectively in the wide variety of negotiation con-
texts that you will encounter. In Part III, we will build on
this knowledge and equip you to handle even the most dif-
ficult and complex negotiations.
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CHAPTER 7

Strategies of Influence

Throughout the earlier chapters of this book, we have
emphasized the need to understand the other side’s per-
spective. For example, the principles and strategies of in-
vestigative negotiation are critical because discovering the
hidden interests, priorities, and constraints of the other
side allows you to create and claim value more effectively.
One of our fundamental messages is that negotiation suc-
cess is typically more a function of how well we listen than
how well we talk.

But that is not the whole story. When you are making a
pitch, asking for concessions, or trying to amass support
for your proposal, success also depends on your ability to
“sell” your ideas, persuade reluctant opponents, and con-
vince others regarding the merits of your case. These skills
not only help you claim value for yourself, but also create
value for both parties. One of the most common com-
plaints of seasoned negotiators is that defensive, untrust-
ing, or incompetent people can stymie even mutually be-
neficial ideas and proposals. Thus, would-be negotiation
geniuses must find ways to overcome not only the



reasonable objections of others, but also their close-
mindedness.

In this chapter, we leverage some of the most fascinat-
ing current research on the psychology of influence and
persuasion—including the pioneering work of renowned
social psychologist Robert Cialdini1—to develop strategies
that will help you convince others to comply with your re-
quests, proposals, and ideas. Note that these influence
strategies are not designed to help you improve the merits
of your proposal. Rather, they will increase the likelihood
that others will say yes to your proposals without the need
for you to improve them. Of course, you can also expect to
be the target of influence tactics originating from the oth-
er side. This chapter provides numerous “defense
strategies” for resisting their ploys, as well as a host of
factors to consider before you say yes.

STRATEGY 1: HIGHLIGHT THEIR
POTENTIAL LOSSES RATHER THAN
THEIR POTENTIAL GAINS

A representative from your local power company comes
to your neighborhood offering free energy audits to
homeowners. You agree to the audit, after which the rep-
resentative advises you to invest in products and services
that will help insulate your home and lower your energy
costs. Will you say yes? As researchers at the University of
Santa Cruz discovered, your answer probably depends on
exactly how the pitch is made. In the Santa Cruz study, the
representative told half of the homeowners the following:
“If you insulate your home, you will save X cents per day.”
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(The value of X was determined by the audit.) For the oth-
er half of homeowners, the pitch was reversed: “If you fail
to insulate your home, you will lose X cents per day.”
Notice that the information content of these two state-
ments is identical. However, those who were told how
much they stood to lose by not complying with the recom-
mendation were significantly more likely to purchase the
insulation!2

As this study illustrates, people are more motivated to
avoid losses than they are to accrue gains, consistent with
the principle of loss aversion.3 In other words, decision
makers weigh information about potential losses more
heavily than they do information about potential
gains—even when the gains and losses are of equal mag-
nitude. As a result, when you frame the exact same set of
information as a loss, it will be more influential in negoti-
ation than when you frame it as a gain.

Consider the following ways to leverage the power of
loss aversion in negotiation:

• State your proposal in terms of what po-
tential gains the other side stands to
forgo if your idea or proposal is rejec-
ted, rather than on what he or she
stands to gain by accepting.
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• When holding an auction, tell bidders
“you will miss out on the opportunity to
have X if you do not increase your bid”
rather than “you will have the oppor-
tunity to get X if you increase your bid.”

• Point out that “the offer from our com-
petitor does not give you X, Y, or Z,” in-
stead of pointing out that “our offer
gives you X, Y, and Z.”

In each of these cases, the information content of the
proposal remains unchanged when you adopt a loss frame
rather than a gain frame. The influence content, however,
changes dramatically.

Once you are aware of the principle of loss aversion, you
will start to notice how often the tactic crops up, not only
in negotiations, but also in your life as a manager, con-
sumer, and citizen. For example, when a consultant or a
task-force representative tells you that “failure to imple-
ment these changes will result in a revenue loss of 1.5 per-
cent,” you are at the receiving end of an influence strategy.
Loss aversion is also one reason why negative political ads
are so effective, even though everyone professes to hate
them: when candidates warn you about the dangers
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associated with electing their opponent (rather than tout-
ing their own merits), they are leveraging this strategy.

The principle of loss aversion can also be aimed toward
benevolent ends. In a study conducted at a medical clinic
in a U.S. city, women were shown videos designed to pro-
mote HIV testing. In one version of the video (the
“control” condition), information was framed in terms of
the benefits associated with getting tested. In another ver-
sion (the “loss-frame” condition), the information was
framed in terms of the costs and risks associated with not
getting tested (e.g., “By not getting tested a woman is put-
ting herself, the people she loves, and her unborn children
if she becomes pregnant at risk”). Sixty-three percent of
women who were shown the loss-frame video chose to be
tested for HIV within two weeks. Among those who were
shown the gain-frame video, only 23 percent chose to be
tested.4 In similar research, loss frames were also more ef-
fective in persuading people to obtain skin cancer detec-
tion exams5 and in increasing the likelihood that women
would conduct breast self-examinations.6

Despite its power to motivate compliance with demands
and proposals, we have one important caveat on the use of
this strategy: an overreliance on loss frames can sour rela-
tionships. Those who focus only on risks, costs, losses, and
downsides may be perceived as hostile, threatening, or
simply unpleasant. These attributions can create barriers
to negotiation if they induce the other party to retaliate in
kind. Thus, your use of loss frames should be strategic and
targeted, not pervasive. It may be best to reserve the use of
loss frames for summarizing your argument, or making
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your “final pitch” statement, and to avoid negativity earlier
in your presentation or discussion.

STRATEGY 2: DISAGGREGATE
THEIR GAINS AND AGGREGATE
THEIR LOSSES

Which of these two situations would likely make you
happier?

Scenario 1: You are walking down the
street and find a $20 bill.

Scenario 2: You are walking down the
street and find a $10 bill. The next day,
as you are walking on a different street,
you find another $10 bill.

Notice that the two scenarios have identical payoffs:
both result in a $20 gain. However, the vast majority of
people believe that they would be happier in Scenario 2.
Why? Before we try to answer this, let’s consider another
two scenarios.

Which of the following would make you unhappier?
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Scenario X: You open your wallet and dis-
cover you have lost a $20 bill.

Scenario Y: You open your wallet and dis-
cover you have lost a $10 bill. The fol-
lowing day you lose another $10 bill.

Again, the scenarios are identical with regard to finan-
cial outcome. However, this time the vast majority of
people claim that Scenario Y would make them unhappier.

As these two exercises demonstrate, people seem to
prefer finding money in installments but losing money in
one lump sum.7 In order to maximize pleasure, then, you
should separate the total gain into lots of small wins
(rather than one big win). Meanwhile, to minimize pain,
you should put all of the losses together—this gives you
only one loss to absorb.

Here are the implications of this finding for negotiators:

Disaggregate Their Gains:
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• If you have the ability to make conces-
sions, do not make them all at once. For
example, if you can increase your offer
by $100, break up this concession into
smaller concessions that add up to $100
and distribute the smaller concessions
individually. Your counterpart will eval-
uate this string of concessions more
positively than one lump-sum
concession.

• If you have good news to share, try to
parcel the information into smaller
“gems” that will give the other party
more occasions to smile. For example, if
you have completed a project under
budget and also earlier than scheduled,
do not share all of this good news with
your client all at once. You will make
your client happier if, one day, you tell
her you have completed the project
early, and on another day, you tell her
you were also under budget.
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• If you have benefits or rewards to offer,
separate them into installments that
you can make over time. For example, if
you have been authorized to give an un-
suspecting employee both a raise and a
promotion, you will make the employee
happier if you tell them about the raise
today and about the promotion
tomorrow.

Aggregate Their Losses:

• If you are requesting or demanding that
the other side make concessions, make
one comprehensive demand rather than
several partial demands.

• If you have bad news to share, share it
all at once.

• If you have costs or burdens to impose,
combine them into one.
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STRATEGY 3: EMPLOY THE “DOOR
IN THE FACE” TECHNIQUE

Many salespeople swear by this old rule of thumb:
“Keep them saying yes!” The theory behind this approach
is that, as the seller in a negotiation, you should strive to
keep the buyer in a positive, agreeable, and accommodat-
ing mood. After all, the longer she agrees with you, the
more likely she is to believe that your interests are com-
patible with hers. There is also the issue of momentum to
consider: you want to build momentum toward final ac-
ceptance of your demands—not ultimate rejection.

Like so many rules of thumb, this one is only partially
true. In fact, one way to get the “yes” you want is to allow
(or provoke) the other party to say “no” first. Consider
some fascinating research conducted by Professor Robert
Cialdini of Arizona State University. Cialdini’s research as-
sistants went around the city posing as workers from the
county juvenile detention center. They stopped people on
the street at random and asked them for a favor: “Would
you be willing to chaperone a group of juvenile delin-
quents on a day trip to the zoo?” As you might imagine,
most people were taken aback by the extreme request, and
only 17 percent said yes. The researchers then tried a dif-
ferent approach. This time when they stopped a person,
they asked for an even greater favor: “Would you be will-
ing to serve as a counselor at the juvenile detention cen-
ter? This will require two hours of your time each week for
three years.” Not surprisingly, everyone turned down this
request. Without skipping a beat, the researchers then
went on to ask: “Well, if you can’t do that, would you be
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willing to chaperone a group of juvenile delinquents on a
day trip to the zoo?” The response was staggering. Now,
50 percent of those asked to chaperone agreed to comply!
When the exact same proposal—a request to chaper-
one—was preceded by an extreme demand that was sure
to be rejected, three times as many people said yes.

Why does compliance increase after an initial rejection?
Because, according to Cialdini, when the person making
the request moderates his demands (and asks for
something less extreme), the other side views this as a
concession that must be reciprocated.8 In other words, be-
cause the rejected party has “compromised” by asking for
less, it is incumbent on the other side to “meet them
halfway.” Another factor is the contrast effect—our tend-
ency to judge the size of something based on the context in
which it is situated. Placed next to the request for a three-
year investment of time, chaperoning a zoo trip does not
seem like much to ask! Cialdini refers to this extreme-
then-moderate approach as the “door in the face” (DITF)
strategy, referring to the image of a salesperson having the
door slammed in his face when he makes an outrageous
request. Of course, in this case, the salesperson does not
walk away after the door is slammed; instead, she makes a
second, less outrageous request.

The negotiation implications of Cialdini’s study are ob-
vious, and we’ve already covered some of them in our dis-
cussion of first offers and anchors in Chapter 1. Simply
put, if you want something, ask for more than you want
(or expect), and be prepared to make concessions. Unfor-
tunately, negotiators often censor themselves, assuming
that too aggressive an offer will be rejected—but as
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Cialdini’s research demonstrates, rejection is not necessar-
ily a bad thing. There are, of course, some risks associated
with making outrageous demands. Your counterpart
might consider your request to be ignorant, crazy, or plain
offensive (though the zoo-trip study suggests that you can
sometimes get away with some fairly outrageous re-
quests!). In Strategy 5, we will consider one powerful way
to mitigate the possibility of offending the other party
when you have made an extreme demand.

STRATEGY 4: EMPLOY THE “FOOT
IN THE DOOR” TECHNIQUE

Consider the results of the following experiment.9 In a
study conducted near a college campus, the bartender at a
local bar identified a set of regular patrons and asked half
of them to sign a petition against drunk driving. They all
did so. The bartender did not approach the other half of
the group with this request. Over the next six weeks, the
bartender noted when any of the identified patrons be-
came intoxicated. Then, as the inebriated patron prepared
to leave the bar, the bartender made a second request:
“May I call a taxi to take you home?” Among those who
had not been asked to sign a petition, only 10 percent
agreed to wait for the taxi. In contrast, 58 percent of those
who had signed were willing to wait.

Why did more people agree to the more onerous request
(wait for a taxi) after they had first complied with a less
burdensome request (sign a petition)? Research suggests
that once someone has agreed to an initial request, they
are more psychologically committed to seeing the process
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through to its end. Thus, willingness to agree with one re-
quest leads to an increased commitment to agree with ad-
ditional requests that naturally follow from the initial re-
quest. The critical factor here is the motivation that people
have to justify past decisions and to preserve consistency
between their statements and actions. Once someone has
said yes to the bartender’s initial request, she is psycholo-
gically committed. She begins to see herself as someone
who takes a stand against drunk driving. When confronted
with the bartender’s second request, she may feel she has
no choice but to comply; if she does not, it becomes diffi-
cult to justify her willingness to sign the petition in the
first place.10

This approach, which has been referred to as the “foot in
the door” (FITD) strategy, may appear to contradict Ci-
aldini’s “door in the face” strategy in which the more ex-
treme request is made initially. However, these strategies
have different underlying mechanisms and objectives.
DITF (aim for rejection, then moderate your demand) is
appropriate (as in the zoo-trip study) when your goal is to
make your key demand seem reasonable. The FITD (aim
for compliance with a simple request, then increase your
demands) is appropriate when you are in need of building
commitment toward your key demand.

For example, a car salesman may employ the DITF tech-
nique by showing a potential buyer a more expensive car
first, even though he has already determined that the buy-
er is only considering the cheaper model. Because of the
contrast effect, seeing the more expensive car first will
make the price of the cheaper car seem reasonable. Later,
during the same interaction, the salesman might also use
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the FITD technique. He can do this by asking the buyer to
take the cheaper car for a test drive (a moderate request).
Once the test drive is over, and the buyer has increased his
commitment to the cheaper car, the salesman is in a better
position to ask the buyer to purchase it (the more extreme
request).

There is another important distinction between using
the DITF and FITD strategies: When applying the DITF
(extreme-then-moderate) strategy, try to make the moder-
ate request very soon after the other side rejects your ex-
treme request. Otherwise, the contrast effect diminishes
and the moderate request is perceived not as a concession,
but as an entirely different demand. The FITD (moderate-
then-extreme) approach, in contrast, seems to work better
when the extreme request is made after some time has
passed since the moderate request was accepted (assum-
ing the earlier agreement has not been forgotten). If the
second demand is made too soon, there is less time for
feelings of commitment to be processed; also, making a
second demand right after the first may be seen as overly
aggressive, pushy, or blatantly strategic.

STRATEGY 5: LEVERAGE THE
POWER OF JUSTIFICATION

Harvard psychologist Ellen Langer and her colleagues
set the stage for another fascinating study when they
asked the university librarian to shut down all but one of
the copy machines in the library. As a result of this con-
spiracy, long lines began to form at the one remaining
copy machine. The researchers were interested in finding
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out what would convince people who were in line to let
others cut in front of them. In some instances, a research-
er simply said, “Excuse me, I have five pages. May I use
the Xerox machine?” Sixty percent of those approached
this way allowed the researcher to cut in front of them.
Other people were approached with a slightly different re-
quest: “Excuse me, I have five pages. May I use the Xerox
machine because I have to make some copies?” As you can
see, the second approach added an entirely inane justifica-
tion (obviously, the reason for wanting to cut in line at a
copy machine is to make copies!). What was the response
this time? Ninety-three percent of those approached with
this request allowed the researcher to cut in front of
them!11

As these results suggest, even entirely frivolous justifica-
tions have the power to induce compliance. Why? Because
human beings are “hardwired” to accommodate the
(seemingly) legitimate demands and impositions of others
because doing so allows us to build mutually rewarding re-
lationships with them. In other words, we are willing to go
the extra mile in order to help those who will become ob-
ligated to us, but not to help those who feel they can
simply impose their will upon us and who may not ever re-
ciprocate. And so, even though people tend to resist the
demands you impose upon them, they are willing to lower
their resistance and consider your demands if they feel
that at least you think the demands are justified. To make
these judgments, according to Langer and her colleagues,
humans use heuristics, or simple “rules of thumb,” and
even a simple signal such as the word “because” is often
sufficient to win compliance. In the copy machine
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experiment, for example, the lack of substantive informa-
tion following the “because” was less relevant than the
word itself.

How can negotiators use this insight? Here is one critic-
al piece of advice, which we first shared in Chapter 1: re-
frain from making demands (especially aggressive offers)
that will not fit into a sentence with approximately the fol-
lowing structure: “I am asking for X because…” In other
words, if you can find some way to justify your position,
that justification will probably increase the odds of com-
pliance—or, at the very least, mitigate the risk that your
demand will be perceived as illegitimate, unfounded,
crazy, or offensive. Even if your goal is not to “sell” an ex-
treme demand (as in the DITF technique), adding a justi-
fication can strengthen your case and make it less likely
that the other side will simply walk away.

What are some potential justifications for your de-
mands? Typically, many potential justifications exist, and
negotiators must choose the one that best suits the desired
outcome. The seller of a piece of real estate might try to
maximize bids by citing the high sale prices of recent
properties in the area, the above-average condition of the
property being sold, or the optimistic projections of ana-
lysts regarding real-estate prices in the region. Meanwhile,
a buyer might justify her low offer on the same piece of
property based on the low recent valuation, the risk that
current prices are inflated due to a nationwide real-estate
bubble, or the low price of another property that she saw
earlier that day.
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As another example, consider the difference among the
following three scripts that an employee might use in her
attempt to negotiate a higher salary.

Offer A: “You had asked how much of
a salary increase I feel that I deserve. I
have thought about it, and I believe that
a 10 percent raise would be fair.”

Offer B: “You had asked how much of
a salary increase I feel that I deserve. I
have thought about it, and I believe that
a 10 percent raise would be fair because
my performance over the last year has
been exceptional.”

Offer C: “You had asked how much of
a salary increase I feel that I deserve. I
have thought about it, and I believe that
a 10 percent raise would be fair because
my performance over the last year has
been exceptional. Here is some data on
the revenues I have generated that sup-
port my claim.”

Offer B is clearly superior to Offer A because it provides
a justification for the demand (a 10 percent increase in
salary). However, Offer C represents the best approach: it
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provides a justification and follows that up with evidence
to support this justification. There are potentially many
ways to measure work performance, but by taking control
of the discussion early on, you have an opportunity to
define what is the appropriate measure. Offer C, then, in-
cludes a justification for the demand, but also frames the
negotiation in a way that helps maximize the power of the
justification. More generally, in negotiation, don’t let your
offer “speak for itself” provide a justification for your de-
mand and then tell a story that legitimizes your
justification.

STRATEGY 6: LEVERAGE THE
POWER OF SOCIAL PROOF

In recent years, “infomercials”—long advertisements
that provide extensive information regarding the benefits,
application, or celebrity use of a product—have become a
hallmark of late-night television in the United States. At
various points during the typical thirty-minute infomer-
cial, the host will ask viewers to “call the number on the
screen” to purchase the advertised product at discounted
prices. Many of us have wondered what in the world would
persuade someone to actually pick up the phone in the
middle of the night to buy something like a self-cleaning
oven mitt. Apparently, an infomercial writer named
Colleen Szot spent a lot of time wondering the exact same
thing. At one point, she decided to change the standard re-
quest that appeared in virtually all infomercials: “Operat-
ors are standing by, please call now.” She simply changed
three words in the statement: “If operators are busy,
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please call again.” What was the result? The number of
calls skyrocketed!12

Why? On the surface, both statements seem to convey
identical information, and neither says anything about the
product. But what message does each statement convey
about the behavior of other viewers? The old message
seems to suggest that very few (if any) people are calling
and that the operators are simply waiting for the phone to
ring. The second message, in contrast, suggests that the
phones are ringing off the hook and that you may have to
try calling multiple times because other people are buying
this product. Psychologists refer to this phenomenon as
the power of social proof.13 As every teenager knows,
whenever there is uncertainty or ambiguity regarding the
appropriate course of action, you should look to the beha-
vior of similar others for guidance (“But, Mom, every-
body’s doing it!”). As it turns out, teenagers are not the
only ones who think this way. This is why bars and
nightclubs maintain long lines outside the entrance even
when the interior is almost empty (you would think they
would prefer to sell alcohol to these people). It is also why
television sitcoms use “laugh tracks”: we think a joke is
funnier when we hear other people laughing at it.

How can the principle of social proof improve your ne-
gotiation outcomes? Consider the following tactics:

• The seller of a house limits the open-
house viewing of the property to only
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one hour so that all potential buyers
will be present at the same time.

• When a potential client asks her to
provide a list of dates on which to
schedule an initial meeting, the consult-
ant (who is secretly desperate for work)
provides very few available dates in the
following week.

• A sales representative begins his pitch
by listing his firm’s many other clients.
(Or a business school fills its brochures
with the names and photographs of
famous alumni.)

STRATEGY 7: MAKE TOKEN
UNILATERAL CONCESSIONS

Some years ago, a national trade association for con-
struction subcontractors determined that it needed to sur-
vey its membership. They were aware, however, of one of
the key barriers to such market research: target audiences
are notoriously reluctant to respond to surveys and ques-
tionnaires. In the hopes of learning how best to increase
response rates, they decided to test the power of providing
a financial incentive for filling out the survey. One ran-
domly chosen subgroup of members was sent the
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questionnaire with no financial incentive. Of this sub-
group, 20.7 percent returned a completed questionnaire.
Another randomly chosen subgroup of members was
promised a $50 payment for completing and returning the
questionnaire. Unfortunately, the $50 incentive did not
significantly change behavior; this time, 23.3 percent of
members responded. Why such a weak effect? One plaus-
ible theory is that the incentive was not large enough; per-
haps the association should have promised $100 or $200.
However, consider what happened with a third group of
members. This group was sent the questionnaire and,
along with it, a single $1 bill. This time, 40.7 percent of
members returned a completed questionnaire!14

Standard economic theories fail to explain the behavior
of these survey respondents. Not only was the $1 incentive
considerably smaller than the $50 incentive, but the $1 in-
centive was not really an “incentive” at all—it was guaran-
teed payment regardless of whether the member complied
with the request. While economic theorists rush to create a
model that explains this behavior, the rest of us might
note that it is precisely because the $1 was not an incent-
ive, but rather a unilateral concession—or gift—that the re-
cipients felt obliged to reciprocate. What is striking, non-
etheless, is the fact that such a small concession would be
so effective. Research on trust and reciprocity suggests
that recipients of gifts and concessions are often insensit-
ive to the degree of cost incurred by the giver;15 thus, even
a low-cost (i.e., “token”) concession may be sufficient to
induce reciprocity, compliance, or agreement.

For example, consider some token concessions that you
might make in your next negotiation:
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• You agree to meet at a time—or at a loc-
ation—that is more convenient for the
other side than it is for you.

• On the way to the negotiation, you pur-
chase doughnuts and coffee to share
with your negotiation counterpart.

• You begin substantive discussions by
agreeing to one of the smaller requests
that the other side had made.

In each case, the more salient your concession is to the
other side (e.g., the other side knows that you have agreed
to the location despite its inconvenience for you), the more
likely it is that they will be compelled to reciprocate in
substantive ways.

STRATEGY 8: USE REFERENCE
POINTS TO MAKE YOUR OFFERS
AND DEMANDS SEEM REASONABLE

In a recent negotiation training session for executives,
we presented the following scenario (adapted from the
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work of Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky16) to half of
the participants:

Scenario A: Imagine that you are about to
purchase a calculator for $50. The calcu-
lator salesperson informs you that this
calculator is on sale at the store’s other
branch, located a twenty-minute drive
away from where you are now. Assuming
that you cannot negotiate the price at your
current location, what is the minimum
discount you would need at the other loc-
ation to make it worth the twenty-minute
trip?

Before you read further, take a moment to write down
your own response to Scenario A. Then consider the next
scenario, which was presented to the other half of the par-
ticipants in the session.

Scenario B: Imagine that you are about to
purchase a laptop computer for $2,000.
The computer salesperson informs you
that this computer is on sale at the store’s
other branch, located a twenty-minute
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drive from where you are now. Assuming
that you cannot negotiate the price at your
current location, what is the minimum
discount you would need at the other loc-
ation to make it worth the twenty-minute
trip?

If you look closely, you will notice that both scenarios
are asking the same question: how much is twenty
minutes of your time worth? But consider how differently
executives valued twenty minutes of their time, depending
on whether they read Scenario A or Scenario B. Those who
read Scenario A said that they would need, on average, a
discount of $20 for it to be worth driving across town.
Those who read Scenario B said that they would need, on
average, a discount of almost $200 for it to be worth the
same trip!

As this experiment suggests, the way in which people
value their own interests (in this case, their time) is open
to influence. Going across town to save $20 may seem
foolish when we are purchasing a big-ticket item (such as
a computer or an automobile). But if there was a $20 dis-
count on something relatively cheap (such as a calculator
or a $60 sweater), we might feel compelled to make the
trip. In other words, people do not objectively evaluate the
cost of an item or an issue; rather, they evaluate costs in
comparison with salient reference points (e.g., the total
amount they are spending that day). This is exactly why
car salespeople get away with selling so many add-ons.
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When you are already paying $30,000 for the car, paying
an additional $200–$500 for floor mats or scratch proof-
ing does not seem like a big deal. On the other hand, if you
already owned the car and someone came to your door
selling floor mats or scratch proofing at the same prices,
you would probably slam the door in their face!

There is another reason why the executives in our train-
ing session were willing to chase a $20 discount on a cal-
culator but not on a computer: people care not only about
the value of the item they are purchasing, but also about
getting a “good deal.” The desire to get a good or “fair”
deal makes negotiators susceptible to influence.17 For ex-
ample, shoppers will be more likely to pay $500 for an
item when they discover that it was originally priced at
$750, regardless of how much the item is truly worth to
them. Likewise, in a study conducted by economist
Richard Thaler, people were willing to pay significantly
more for a beer purchased from a “fancy resort hotel” than
from a “run-down grocery store,” even though they would
consume the beer at the beach in both cases. In other
words, even when the value of the deal is identical, negoti-
ators are likely to find it more or less attractive depending
on how it is presented, what it is compared with, and how
much of a “steal” it represents.

DEFENDING YOURSELF
AGAINST STRATEGIES OF

INFLUENCE
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All of the strategies we have described are grounded not
only in scientific research, but also in the experience of
practitioners who make their living by inducing you to
concur, consent, or comply with their wishes and de-
mands. As a negotiator, you will likely be confronted by
many skilled wielders of influence. Unfortunately, simply
learning about the strategies is unlikely to protect you
from their powerful effects. To protect yourself, you must
make a conscious effort to anticipate and mitigate them.18

Here, we review a number of defense strategies that you
can employ in your own negotiations.

DEFENSE STRATEGY 1: PREPARE
SYSTEMATICALLY

One of the best ways to defend against influence
strategies is to prepare systematically and comprehens-
ively for negotiations. This entails a rigorous BATNA ana-
lysis, a careful evaluation of the ZOPA, and a thorough in-
vestigation of all the issues. Negotiators who have care-
fully evaluated their interests and priorities prior to enter-
ing talks are unlikely to accept an unfavorable offer simply
because of the way in which it is presented.

DEFENSE STRATEGY 2: CREATE A
SCORING SYSTEM

As described in Chapter 2, a scoring system allows you
to objectively evaluate the total value of a stated offer by
comparing it with the total value of alternative offers, to
the value of your BATNA, or to the degree of your
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aspirations. Influence strategies are less likely to persuade
a negotiator who can objectively evaluate every proposal
that is made.

DEFENSE STRATEGY 3:
EXPLICITLY SEPARATE
INFORMATION FROM INFLUENCE

As explained in Chapter 1, negotiation geniuses under-
stand that everything that the other side says is part in-
formation and part influence. Your task is to explicitly sep-
arate the two before reacting or responding. When the
other side makes a seemingly compelling statement, ef-
fective negotiators ask themselves questions such as these:
“Did I learn something new here? If so, what did I learn?
How should I evaluate what she said in the context of my
interests and my priorities?” Here is another line of ques-
tioning that can help separate influence from information:
“Would I be willing to do this for anyone else? Would I
have been willing to do this yesterday—or even an hour
ago? Can I defend my decision to critical others?”

DEFENSE STRATEGY 4: REPHRASE
THEIR OFFER IN OTHER TERMS

You can also mitigate the impact of influence strategies
by taking time to rephrase substantive statements that the
other party makes. You might rephrase their loss-frame
statement (to yourself ) using a gain frame—and then see
how tempting their proposal seems. For example, if the
other side says, “If you do not increase your bid, you will
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lose the opportunity to win this deal,” you may be tempted
to submit a higher bid. Before you do, take a moment and
rephrase their statement as follows: “If I want to have a
chance at winning this deal, I will have to increase my
bid.” Are you just as tempted to bid higher? The key is to
identify whether your reaction to their proposal stems
from its merits or from their presentation.

DEFENSE STRATEGY 5: APPOINT A
DEVIL’S ADVOCATE

As suggested in Chapter 4, a useful negotiation strategy
is to appoint someone on your side to play the role of dev-
il’s advocate. This person’s role is to question your beliefs
regarding everything that is relevant to the negotiation.
Your devil’s advocate need not be present during the nego-
tiation; you might find it more appropriate to structure a
process that allows you to “call in” every so often to confer
with her.

DEFENSE STRATEGY 6: IF
POSSIBLE, DO NOT NEGOTIATE
UNDER TIME PRESSURE

Influence tactics are more likely to have an effect when
their target must respond quickly. This suggests that nego-
tiators should try to set aside ample time to negotiate, be
willing to wait a day or more before making important de-
cisions, and be comfortable asking other parties to allow
time for consideration of the offer or proposal. For ex-
ample, it is likely that many of those approached in the
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zoo-trip study would have rejected the request to chaper-
one juvenile delinquents if given the chance to sleep on it.

Of course, these defense strategies are not mutually ex-
clusive. Negotiation geniuses rely simultaneously on many
or all of them. Furthermore, these strategies are not
simply useful for countering influence tactics; all of them
are sound negotiation advice in any situation.

THE LIMITS OF INFLUENCE

The influence strategies that we have described will not
help you improve your ideas or offers; rather, they simpli-
fy the task of selling what you have to offer. And, while
these strategies are a powerful means of persuading others
to accept your offers and comply with your demands, ne-
gotiators who rely exclusively on influence strategies are
likely to achieve only limited success, for two reasons.
First, as highlighted in Chapter 3, those who focus exclus-
ively on “selling” rather than on “negotiating” will forgo
opportunities to learn about the other side’s interests, and
as a consequence, to create value. Second, if you are up
against a tough negotiator—or embroiled in a bitter dis-
pute—your ability to get the other side to comply, concur,
or consent may be seriously limited. If all you have to fall
back on are the “soft” strategies of influence, you will be
seriously outgunned. Not all negotiations go smoothly,
and not all negotiators are amicable. Negotiation geniuses
anticipate this, and they know what to do when times get
tough. In the following chapters (and especially in Chapter
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12, which focuses on strategies for handling difficult nego-
tiators), we will share their secrets.
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CHAPTER 8

Blind Spots in Negotiation

On December 15, 2004, Johnson & Johnson (J&J)
agreed to buy medical products manufacturer Guidant for
$25.4 billion.1 Initially, this appeared to be good news for
both Guidant stockholders and for J&J, as the market be-
lieved the acquisition had synergy—that is, Guidant ap-
peared to be worth more to J&J than as a stand-alone
company.

On May 24, 2005, well before J&J and Guidant could
close the deal, a New York Times article disclosed that, for
three years, Guidant had failed to tell doctors that its im-
plantable defibrillator contained a flaw that had caused
twenty-six of them to short-circuit and malfunction. The
unit was implanted in 24,000 patients. The FDA opened
an investigation into Guidant; a few weeks later, on June
17, Guidant announced a product recall of its defibrillator.

On October 18, J&J indicated that it wanted to renegoti-
ate the terms of its deal with Guidant, and on November 2,
J&J released a statement saying that it believed the federal
investigation and recall had affected Guidant’s “short-term
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results and long-term outlook.”2 On the same day, New
York attorney general Eliot Spitzer announced a lawsuit
against Guidant, and the FTC conditionally approved the
J&J/Guidant merger. Under the terms of the agreement,
J&J had forty-eight hours to execute and finalize the deal
after the FTC had approved it. If J&J were to let the dead-
line expire, possibly citing a “material adverse change” in
Guidant’s business, Guidant could sue J&J to force com-
pletion of the acquisition. J&J chose not to execute the
deal within forty-eight hours. On November 7, Guidant
sued J&J.3 Nine days later, as negative press surrounding
Guidant continued to mount,4 J&J proposed a revised bid
for Guidant of $21.5 billion.

Meanwhile, virtually unmentioned throughout the ini-
tial reporting on the Guidant acquisition was another firm,
Boston Scientific, which would be put at a strategic disad-
vantage if J&J were to acquire Guidant. Boston Scientific
was a key competitor of J&J in the medical-care industry,
which was now being reshaped by J&J’s bid for Guidant.
Between December 14, 2004 (the day before J&J’s offer),
and April 28 (the day after Guidant shareholders approved
the offer), the stock price of Boston Scientific had fallen
from $35.88 to $29.46 per share.

By the time J&J proposed its revised bid of $21.5 billion,
Boston Scientific’s stock price had fallen to $25 per share.
On December 5, unable to stomach J&J’s acquisition of
Guidant, Boston Scientific offered $24.7 billion for Guid-
ant. Meanwhile, Guidant’s legal and public image prob-
lems continued to worsen; on December 27, the FDA
made public a warning letter that it had sent to Guidant
about problems with its products.5
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Negotiations involving these three companies continued
into 2006. Preferring the structure of J&J’s deal over Bo-
ston Scientific’s higher-priced deal, Guidant tentatively ac-
cepted J&J’s raised offer of $23.2 billion on January 11.
The next day, Boston Scientific raised its bid to $25 bil-
lion. The following day, Guidant tentatively accepted J&J’s
newly revised bid of $24.2 billion. On the seventeenth, Bo-
ston Scientific offered to buy Guidant for $27 billion, well
above the amount J&J had been willing to pay even prior
to Guidant’s legal troubles.6 J&J decided against reraising
its bid and made that decision public the next morning, on
January 25.7 That day, Guidant accepted Boston Scientif-
ic’s bid of $27 billion.8 Boston Scientific had won the
battle. But who had won the war?

The day after having its bid accepted, Boston Scientific’s
share price fell to $23.15—almost $2 lower than it had
been prior to the company’s first bid for Guidant. Notably,
J&J’s share price had fallen every time it announced a bid
on Guidant; it had fallen 4.4 percent between the time that
Boston Scientific first entered the bidding war and the day
Guidant accepted Boston Scientific’s $27 billion offer.
Months later, in June 2006, Boston Scientific was forced
to recall 23,000 pacemakers from the Guidant division
and to advise 27,000 patients with Guidant devices to con-
sult their doctors. By now, Boston Scientific’s share price
had fallen below $17 per share. Fortune magazine would
later describe Boston Scientific’s acquisition of Guidant as
“arguably the second-worst ever, trailing only the spectac-
ular AOL Time Warner debacle.”9

Why did Boston Scientific make decisions that caused
its stock price to plummet by more than 50 percent? Why
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did Boston Scientific aggressively pursue the takeover of a
company that had obvious technological, legal, financial,
and public-image liabilities? Why did J&J initiate a pro-
cess (via its initial bid for Guidant) that would lead to such
a significant drop in its share price? Could J&J and Boston
Scientific have foreseen and avoided what eventually tran-
spired? We think so. Many organizations and individuals
make poor decisions in competitive environments due to
their failure to consider all of the relevant information.
Very often, this information is both available and highly
critical, yet a negotiator overlooks it because it is located
in what we refer to as the negotiator’s “blind spot.” Ac-
cording to a phenomenon that Max and his colleague
Dolly Chugh call bounded awareness, negotiators tend to
focus narrowly on the decisions they must make and thus
often ignore information that is relevant but outside the
scope of their narrow focus.10

In this chapter, we will identify the systematic ways in
which negotiators make this common decision-making
mistake. Specifically, we will reveal how negotiators often
overlook the following factors:

• the role of parties that are not at the
bargaining table;

• the ways in which other parties are
likely to make decisions;
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• the role of information asymmetries;

• the strength of competitors;

• information that is not immediately rel-
evant but that will be critical in the
future.

In each situation, we will also provide you with
strategies for seeing more clearly the information that falls
in your blind spot.

WHEN PARTIES AWAY FROM
THE TABLE ARE IN YOUR

BLIND SPOT

As we seek to clarify the flaws behind J&J and Boston
Scientific’s costly pursuit of Guidant, consider this more
abstract problem:

Two companies, A and B, are the leading
players in their industry. Company C,
which falls in the next tier in the same in-
dustry, is worth $1 billion as a stand-alone
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company, and its management has an-
nounced that it would be interested in be-
ing acquired at a favorable price. Analysts
have identified A and B as the obvious
bidders, since the acquisition of C by
either A or B would make either company
the dominant player in the industry. Both
A and B have analyzed the possible ac-
quisition of C and both have concluded
that C would be worth $1.2 billion if man-
aged by A or B. This means that if A or B
could acquire C for under $1.2 billion, it
would be a profitable acquisition, but any-
thing above $1.2 billion would create a net
loss and would lead to a drop in the ac-
quirer’s stock price. However, if A were to
acquire C, B would be at a catastrophic
disadvantage and would lose $0.5 billion.
Similarly, if B were to acquire C, A would
also lose $0.5 billion. Finally, if either A
or B makes an offer for C, the other com-
pany will learn of the offer. So, as the CEO
of Company A, what should you do?

When we present this problem in our executive educa-
tion classrooms, our students often suggest that A should
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offer C $1.1 billion. This offer, if accepted, would create a
$100 million net benefit for A and a $100 million net be-
nefit for C. Clearly, the $1.1 billion offer is in the ZOPA.

But what about B? When you think about B’s position, it
becomes clear that C will not have to accept A’s $1.1 billion
offer. Once A has made this offer, B stands to lose $0.5 bil-
lion unless B outbids A. Rather than suffering a $0.5 bil-
lion loss, B is likely to offer $1.2 billion to break even.

But what about A? Unless A bids again, A will now lose
$0.5 billion. Thus, A will offer $1.3 billion, and the prob-
lem reverts to B.

The pattern is now clear: each party is better off bidding
again rather than losing $0.5 billion. As a result, we can
easily predict that the auction will escalate until it reaches
$1.7 billion, at which point it will end. One of the two com-
petitors (A or B) will lose $0.5 billion because it has lost
the deal, and the other will lose $0.5 billion because it has
“won” the deal by overpaying by $0.5 billion for C. Unfor-
tunately, as soon as the first bid is made, neither party can
quit without suffering a $0.5 billion loss.

What is the key to winning in this auction? First, you
must recognize that any bid for the target (C) will lead to
dysfunctional competition. Second, you should develop a
(legal) strategy to discourage your competitor from initiat-
ing the value-destroying escalation process.

Why do most of our executive students miss these solu-
tions and instead propose that A make a bid for C? This
strategy (A should bid $1.1 billion for C) results from an
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overly narrow definition of the scope of this negotiation.
Specifically, the offer emerges when A views the negoti-
ation as involving only A and C. If the world were that
simple, A need only consider whether there is a
ZOPA—i.e., whether C is worth more to A than as a stand-
alone entity. But this analysis ignores two key elements: 1)
the effect of A’s behavior on B’s outcomes, and 2) the rules
that allow C to bring B into the game after it gets an offer
from A.

More broadly, the ABC story illustrates what happens
when negotiators fail to consider the perspective of parties
who are not at the bargaining table. Negotiation geniuses,
in contrast, learn to broaden their focus to consider the
impact of their actions on others and to think through the
competitive dynamics that will result from their strategy.

The ABC problem is based on a real case: a mid-1990s
negotiation involving American Airlines, United Airlines,
and USAir. Like Company C, USAir made public the fact
that it was for sale at the right price. Business journalists
quickly speculated that the two industry leaders, United
and American Airlines, would end up in a bidding war for
USAir, because the value of USAir was higher to an ac-
quirer (United or American) than as a stand-alone com-
pany. The stakes for both potential acquirers were enorm-
ous: the sale of USAir to American would be a major set-
back for United; the sale of USAir to United would be a
similarly damaging blow to American. In other words,
American and United faced the same dilemma as compan-
ies A and B in the ABC problem. So, what did they do?
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Soon after USAir’s revelation that it was for sale, Robert
Crandall, the CEO of American Airlines, wrote an open let-
ter to American’s 118,000 employees that stated:11

We continue to believe, as we always have,
that the best way for American to increase
its size and reach is by internal
growth—not by consolidation…. So we will
not be the first to make a bid for USAir.
On the other hand, if United seeks to ac-
quire USAir, we will be prepared to re-
spond with a bid, or by other means as ne-
cessary, to protect American’s competitive
position.

While the letter was nominally addressed to American
Airlines employees, it is quite possible that the message
was actually intended for United. In other words, Cran-
dall’s message to United was “Keep things as they are, or
we will both end up losing a lot of money.” What was the
result? No offers were made on USAir in the mid-1990s,
and this became one of the few instances in which the U.S.
airline industry avoided dysfunctional competition. As he
considered the scope of a possible negotiation for USAir,
Crandall clearly broadened his focus to include the di-
lemma United would face if American made a bid and the
likely outcome of the bidding war that would ensue if
either side made an offer.
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The USAir story is not unique; many other acquisition
wars have a similar structure. Whenever two companies
know that the loser of a bidding war will incur a loss of
market value once the bidding begins, each has an incent-
ive to continue bidding beyond the value of the target. In
such battles, as in the $100 auction described in Chapter
4, it is easier to stay out of the bidding altogether than it is
to get out safely once you have entered. From all appear-
ances, even such market leaders as J&J and Boston
Scientific are capable of falling into this trap.

WHEN THE OTHER SIDE’S
DECISION RULES ARE IN

YOUR BLIND SPOT

Imagine that your company, under your leadership, is
considering making an offer to acquire a small firm that
has invented a great new product that fits your company’s
needs. You believe that your firm can uniquely add value
to the smaller firm’s product. Your assessment is that the
firm currently could be worth as little as $5 million or as
much as $10 million in the marketplace, depending on
valuation assumptions. But, due to the unique synergies
that your firm could create, you value the smaller firm at
roughly $14 million. You know that the other firm’s three
founders own the entire firm in equal shares and they may
have different opinions about the worth of their firm. How
much will you offer to buy the company?
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Wait a minute! Suppose you learn that the three
founders have an agreement that they will only sell the
firm if all three agree to accept an offer. Does this new in-
formation change your offer? If so, what is your new offer?

Now let’s try one more variation. Imagine instead that
you learn that the founders have an agreement that, if they
ever receive an offer, any one of the three can force the
sale of the firm (unless the other two buy her shares at an
equivalent price, which you are fairly certain the others
cannot afford to do). Does this information change your
offer? If so, what is your new offer?

Once you realize that each of the founders is likely to
have a different reservation value (i.e., a different minim-
um price that they require before they will sell), it becomes
obvious that you need to consider what type of arrange-
ment the three founders have regarding how and when to
sell. In other words, you need to focus on their decision
rules. What may be your best strategy when any one
founder can ratify a sale is probably not the best strategy
when every founder must agree to the sale.

Imagine that each of the three founders has a different
reservation value for selling the firm: Founder A’s reserva-
tion value is $6 million, Founder B’s reservation value is
$7 million, and Founder C’s reservation value is $9 mil-
lion. Clearly, if one founder can force the sale, you can suc-
cessfully offer a much lower price—just above $6 mil-
lion—because Founder A will accept this price and force
the sale. If, however, all three founders must be in agree-
ment, Founder C is the critical player, and you will have to
offer more than $9 million to secure the deal. (And if
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majority rule was the arrangement, you would have to sat-
isfy Founders A and B and offer more than $7 million.)

Once we have analyzed this problem carefully, it be-
comes clear that we need to think through the decision
rules, constraints, and politics of the other side. However,
when we present this scenario to executives, they often fail
to see the importance of considering the decision rights of
the three founders. Moreover, they tell us that they do not
typically focus on such issues in the real world. Instead, in
situations such as the one we just described, many execut-
ives will focus entirely on financial and accounting issues,
such as calculating revenue multiples, projecting financial
synergies, et cetera. These calculations are clearly neces-
sary, as they provide an objective valuation for the com-
pany and help you to understand the highest you should
be willing to pay for your acquisition. But focusing only on
these issues and overlooking the other side’s decision-
making dynamics can lead you to pay more than is
necessary.

For most negotiators, the decision rules of other parties
lie outside the bounds of awareness. In contrast, negoti-
ation geniuses understand that they need to consider not
only the interests of the other side, but also how the other
side will evaluate and make their decisions.

WHEN THE OTHER SIDE’S
INFORMATION ADVANTAGE IS

IN YOUR BLIND SPOT
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Read the following exercise and write down your response
before reading further.

ACQUIRING A COMPANY
You represent Company A (the acquirer),
and you are planning to make a tender of-
fer, in cash, for 100 percent of Company
T’s (the target) shares. The main complic-
ation is this: The value of Company T de-
pends directly on the outcome of a major
oil exploration project that it is currently
undertaking. If the project fails, Company
T under current management will be
worth nothing (i.e., $0 per share). But if
the project succeeds, the value of the com-
pany under current management could be
as high as $100 per share. All share values
between $0 and $100 are considered
equally likely.

By all estimates, the company will be
worth 50 percent more in the hands of
Company A than under current manage-
ment. If the project fails, the company is
worth $0 per share under either
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management. If the exploration project
generates a $50 per share value under
current management, the value under
Company A will be $75 per share. Simil-
arly, a $100 per share value under Com-
pany T implies a $150 per share value un-
der Company A, and so on.

One last detail: Your offer must be
made now, before the outcome of the
drilling project is known. Company T will
accept your price per share if it is greater
than the value under current manage-
ment. However, Company T will delay its
decision on your bid until the results of
the project are known and then accept or
reject your offer. Thus, you (Company A)
will not know the results of the explora-
tion project when submitting your offer,
but Company T will know the results
when deciding whether or not to accept
your offer. No other firms are involved;
the target will be acquired by you or by no
one.

As the representative of Company A,
you are deliberating over price offers ran-
ging from $0 per share (which is
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tantamount to making no offer at all) to
$150 per share. What price per share offer
would you tender for Company T’s stock?

Your response: “My tender price is
$_____ per share.”

What should you, as the acquirer, offer for the target?
The problem appears simple and straightforward, but it is
in fact analytically complex for many people. The range of
responses from the thousands of auditing partners, invest-
ment bankers, CEOs, and other executives who have parti-
cipated in our executive programs is typically between $50
and $75 per share. This common—but dangerously incor-
rect—response is based on the logic that “on average, the
firm will be worth $50 to the target and $75 to the ac-
quirer; consequently, a sale price in this range will, on av-
erage, be profitable to both parties.” Put another way, the
ZOPA (on average) ranges from $50–$75; thus, an offer in
this range makes strategic sense.

But let’s see what actually happens when we work
through the logic of whether to make an offer in this
range. Imagine, for instance, that you offer $60 per share:

The $60 offer will be accepted 60 percent
of the time—that is, whenever the firm is
worth between $0 and $60 to the target.
Since all values between $0 and $60 are
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equally likely, the firm will, on average, be
worth $30 per share to the target. This
means, it will be worth (on average) $45
per share to the acquirer. Because the of-
fer is for $60 per share, the acquirer will
lose (on average) $15 per share. Con-
sequently, a $60 per share offer is unwise.

If you work through the logic, a similar analysis applies
to any positive offer. On average, for an offer to be accep-
ted at all, the acquirer will get a company worth 25 percent
less than the price paid. This is because, for any offer that
is accepted, the value of the company (after exploration)
will fall anywhere between $0 and the amount offered,
with all values equally likely. Thus, on average, the firm
will be worth half of the offered value to the target and
three-fourths of the offered value to the acquirer. As a res-
ult, all offers above $0 per share are more likely to lose
money than to make money. This means you should have
offered $0 per share.

The key to this paradox is the target firm’s information
advantage. Specifically, because the target will accept the
acquirer’s offer only after the exploration project is com-
plete, the target will sell the firm sometimes when it is
profitable for the acquirer, but very often when it is of ex-
tremely low value—that is, when it is a “lemon.”

George Akerlof won the Nobel Prize in Economics for
research demonstrating that the selective acceptance of
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offers can lead to market distortions.12 For instance, Aker-
lof noted, the average used car on the market is not an av-
erage-quality used car, since car owners tend to hold on to
good cars or sell them to relatives or friends. The worse
the car, the more likely it is to enter the general market-
place. Knowing this, buyers should reasonably become
wary; the result is a lowering of the value that you can get
for your used car, even when you are trying to sell a good
product.

Akerlof’s analysis highlights the danger of being the
less-informed party in a negotiation—a common situation
for buyers. But why don’t smart people foresee this prob-
lem and avoid making an offer in the “Acquiring a Com-
pany” exercise? Because we have a tendency to systematic-
ally exclude critical information regarding what the other
side knows in our analysis. Specifically, we fail to recog-
nize that the benefit to us of making an offer depends on
the offer being accepted by the other party, and that ac-
ceptance is most likely to occur when we have offered too
much! This phenomenon is the embodiment of the win-
ner’s curse problem.

The winner’s curse describes situations in which a bid-
der gets a prize, but only by paying more than the item is
worth, due to his or her failure to consider the information
advantage of the other party. The winner’s curse is a spe-
cific form of a blind spot in which the key is the informa-
tional advantage of the other side. Groucho Marx ap-
peared to grasp the intuition behind the “winner’s curse”
when he quipped that he didn’t want to belong to any club
that would have him as a member. If a club’s standards
were so low as to accept him, he didn’t want any part of it.
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Many people believe that experience is the key to avoid-
ing the winner’s curse. In this case, however, experience is
not the solution. Max and his colleagues Sheryl Ball and
John Carroll tested the ability of bright MBA students to
learn to avoid the winner’s curse.13 These students played
twenty trials of the Acquiring a Company exercise, where
they earned real money based on the profitability of their
decisions. Participants received full feedback immediately
after each trial, based on a randomly selected value of the
firm; in addition, we let them observe changes (which
were overwhelmingly decreases) in their asset balance.
Despite the mounting evidence that bidding above $0 was
poor strategy, and despite the accumulation of financial
losses, across the twenty trials, participants failed to learn
the correct response; the mean bid continued to hover
above $50 per share. In fact, only five out of seventy-two
participants from a leading MBA program learned to make
a bid of zero over the course of the trials. In more recent
research, these errors were shown to persist even after one
hundred trials.14

How, then, can you avoid becoming a victim of the win-
ner’s curse?

1. Imagine how you will feel if your offer is
immediately accepted. Before making an offer, ima-
gine that the other side will immediately accept the offer
that you plan to make (for the car, the house, or the com-
pany). Now ask yourself, “Does her acceptance tell me
anything about the value of the commodity? Does she
know something that I don’t know, and does that reason
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explain her acceptance?” The winner’s curse results not
from an inability to think about the decisions of other
parties, but from our failure to consider the effect of their
information advantage.

2. Seek out objective, expert advice. Another
strategy for your most important negotiations is to obtain
the help of an expert, such as a mechanic’s unbiased evalu-
ation of a used car, a professional inspector’s assessment
of a house, or a high-quality, independent valuation of a
target firm.

3. Make your offer on a contingency basis.
More generally, whenever you are dealing with a better-in-
formed counterpart in the midst of an important transac-
tion, you should seek to lessen the impact of the other
side’s information advantage. Consider the following way
in which an acquirer in the Acquiring a Company exercise
could profitably offer a value above $0. Instead of offering
a precise dollar value per share, the acquirer could agree
to pay a fixed percentage above the firm’s value after ex-
ploration. For example, if the agreement was to pay 25
percent above value per share to Company T, both com-
panies would stand to benefit from the eventual sale.
Contingency clauses are in fact common features of ac-
quisition agreements.
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WHEN THE STRENGTH OF THE
COMPETITION IS IN YOUR

BLIND SPOT

Imagine that your company is in a patent race against four
other firms. The first company to complete the scientific
research needed for the patent will earn an enormous
market advantage, but the research is very expensive. The
four firms that lose the patent race will lose their entire
R&D investment.

You ask your chief scientist for an assessment of the
likelihood that your company will win the patent race.
“This is not a difficult engineering problem for us,” he tells
you. “We have a 40 percent chance of winning.”

Should you trust that assessment? How could you get a
more accurate estimate?

Here is another situation where recent psychological re-
search can help you. Researcher Don Moore has shown
that people are much more willing to bet on their likeli-
hood of winning a competition against others when they
are asked to perform a familiar or objectively easy task
than when they are asked to perform an objectively diffi-
cult task.15 Of course, what people often fail to realize is
that if the task is easy for you, it is likely to be easy for
your competitor as well; the same is true for difficult tasks.
In other words, if the challenge is adding up two-digit
numbers, which you consider easy, you may be overcon-
fident about winning. But if you’re hesitant about entering
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a juggling competition for amateurs, you may have lost
sight of how hard it is for the other contestants as well.
The same principle can operate in a complex R&D
decision.

Research on reference group neglect16 follows a similar
pattern. Decision researchers Colin Camerer and Dan
Lovallo show that companies tend to focus on their unique
skills, products, distribution system, and so on, while the
quality of their competition stays out of focus. For ex-
ample, competitors often fail to assess the strength of their
competition when deciding whether to enter a market—an
extremely costly mistake.

The good news is that it is possible to fix this problem by
explicitly focusing on the unique capabilities of the com-
petition.17 When we focus on our competitors individually,
we are able to more accurately assess the other side’s like-
lihood of success (and by extension, our own likelihood of
failure).

Returning to the patent forecast, how should you inter-
pret your chief scientist’s response? At the very least, you
should ask yourself the following questions:

1) Has she considered the fact that this is
an easy engineering problem for us but
overlooked the fact that it may also be
easy for our competitors?
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2) Has she focused on our firm’s unique
skills and overlooked the advantages
and threats posed by our competitors?

3) Has she considered, individually, each
competing firm’s likelihood of win-
ning, or has she lumped all “others”
into one combined threat?

Having considered these possibilities, you might discov-
er that, while the 40 percent estimate may be a good indic-
ation of how well your R&D is developing (“Things are go-
ing great!”), it may not capture the threat posed by your
competitors (things may be going great for them as well).

WHEN THE FUTURE IS IN
YOUR BLIND SPOT

Max recently developed and taught (as part of a team) a
course for the most senior executives of one of the twenty
largest firms in the world. This firm often creates long-
term contracts and makes significant investments in na-
tions that are in flux and where business relations do not
always follow Western expectations. They wanted the very
best corporate diplomacy training possible.
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One negotiation case we presented was set in a country
where many of the executives had negotiated or would
soon be negotiating. The case itself was based on a recent
episode involving the firm. We also invited high-level
former diplomats to sit in on the classes. These diplomats
had worked in the country where our case occurred, and
we could call on them to provide insight into local cus-
toms, changing political circumstances, and business
norms. They provided this knowledge, and also much
more.

The key insight offered by these diplomats was that ef-
fective negotiators must begin to think more broadly
about what it means to collect “relevant” information.
Often, it is not obvious what is—or might one day be-
come—relevant, or perhaps even crucial. Because most ne-
gotiators are too focused on the “current” opportunity,
problem, or crisis, they do a poor job of asking the ques-
tions and collecting the information that they will need in
the future.

Here are some of the important questions that the dip-
lomats posed:

• How will changing laws affect the wis-
dom of the transaction?

• What precedent are you creating for fu-
ture deals?
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• How can you gain information about
the key personnel of an organization
with which you plan to pursue a joint
venture?

• How will the partner firm’s competitors
react to the joint venture?

• How much power do these competitors
have? What is the source of their
power?

• What assumptions are you making
when you estimate the long-term suc-
cess of this strategy?

As the discussion continued, it became clear that the ex-
ecutives involved in the actual case had not asked the
questions that the diplomats were now identifying; if they
had done so, the corporation’s business development
activities would have been more successful.

This “diplomat’s perspective” is shared by many negoti-
ators and dealmakers who have had the experience of ne-
gotiating in contexts that are culturally distinct from their
own or in dynamic environments. In 2002, the Program
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on Negotiation at the Harvard Law School presented Un-
ited Nations ambassador Lakhdar Brahimi with its annual
“Great Negotiator” award. The award recognized
Brahimi’s many diplomatic accomplishments, chief among
them his role in mediating the political negotiations that
followed the overthrow of the Taliban government as the
UN secretary general’s special envoy to Afghanistan in
2002. Brahimi had also headed UN troubleshooting mis-
sions to Yemen, Liberia, Sudan, Nigeria, South Africa, and
other nations in crisis. During a panel discussion, Brahimi
was asked how he prepared for the difficult and complex
negotiation in Afghanistan. Brahimi recalled the advice an
“old British diplomat” had once given him: “You go some-
where and you try and understand that country because
one day you may need to negotiate with that country.”18

Negotiation geniuses—in business, in politics, and in
everyday life—do not begin to focus on a situation only
after it erupts into a crisis. Rather, they prepare for even-
tualities well in advance. They are able to do so because
they understand the difference between focusing narrowly
on information that seems relevant to the present concern
and focusing globally on information that may one day
make the difference between success and failure.

WHEN WHAT IS RIGHT IN
FRONT OF YOUR EYES IS IN

YOUR BLIND SPOT
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In the 1970s, Ulric Neisser, a psychologist at Cornell
University, created a now-famous video that showed two
superimposed groups of students passing basketballs to
each other.19 In the video, one group wore white shirts
and passed a basketball to one another, and the other
group wore dark shirts, and passed a different basketball
to one another. We have often shown this video to our ex-
ecutive and MBA students and asked them to count the
number of times the members of the white-shirt group
pass the ball. Because the two groups were filmed separ-
ately and then superimposed, the pass-counting task is
difficult; the viewers have to pay close attention to avoid
confusing the two different basketballs.

Many of our students are able to accurately count the
total number of passes: eleven. Yet most of them miss
something. After the players in the white shirts make their
fourth pass, a person holding an open umbrella walks
from one end of the screen to the other, passing right in
front of the two groups of students. Anyone watching this
video who has not been asked to count passes immediately
spots the person with the umbrella. However, among
viewers who are busy counting passes, typically only
between 5–20 percent see the person carrying an um-
brella! Full disclosure: neither Deepak nor Max saw it the
first time they saw the video. Neisser referred to this phe-
nomenon as inattentional blindness.20 This blindness is
not due to a flaw in our vision; rather, it is a natural con-
sequence of the human mind’s limited ability to focus on
multiple tasks simultaneously.

If it is this easy to miss an image that is (literally) right
in front of your eyes, imagine how much easier it is to miss
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issues, interests, and perspectives that are important to
the other party, but which are not in plain sight because
they are less critical to you.

EXPANDING YOUR
AWARENESS

Certainly, the ability to focus narrowly on a problem is a
critical skill that allows us to complete many tasks effect-
ively and efficiently. But the research on bounded aware-
ness should cause you to wonder what you may have
missed during periods of intense focus in negotiation.
When you are busy estimating the other side’s maximum
willingness to pay, are you ignoring the effect that this
deal will have on your competitors? When you are focus-
ing on the potential for synergy with your acquisition tar-
get, are you overlooking the possibility that influential and
self-interested decision makers could derail the negoti-
ation? When you are busy explaining to the customer how
many of their problems your product or service will solve,
are you ignoring other interests and concerns that could
push them toward your competitors? When, as a new
player in the industry, you are doing everything possible to
increase your firm’s revenue, are you ignoring future diffi-
culties you could face when you want to transition into a
high-margin business model?

If these problems sound familiar, you probably want to
know how to have the best of both worlds in negotiation:
focusing intently when necessary and expanding your
awareness to include elements that are typically in your
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blind spot. How can you accomplish these seemingly con-
tradictory tasks? First, the content of this chapter should
help you predict which factors will typically fall in your
blind spot. You should be extra vigilant in seeking out
such commonly “invisible” information. Furthermore, the
more important and complex the negotiation, the more
necessary it is for you to seek out information that tends to
fall in your blind spot.

Another strategy is to take time to reflect on your most
important past negotiations. Did you miss any important
opportunities? Did you fail to explore information that
may have helped you? How would you have found that in-
formation? The answers to these questions may provide
hints as to how you can improve information gathering
and strategy development in your current and upcoming
negotiations.

Finally, you can simplify the task of gathering and syn-
thesizing information from diverse sources by enlisting
the help of others in your organization. For your most im-
portant negotiations, assemble a team whose purpose is to
expose blind spots. Define the roles of your team members
by putting each person in charge of a particular blind spot.
For instance, one person could be in charge of assessing
and monitoring parties that are not at the table, another
person could be in charge of evaluating the strength of
competitors, and so on. Then, set aside time (e.g., during
your weekly meeting) for each person to update the group
and for the team to revise its strategy accordingly. Just as
“many hands make light work,” the many eyes of your
team can lighten the task of expanding your awareness.
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WHY NEGOTIATION
GENIUSES HAVE FEW BLIND

SPOTS

Does it seem as if we have identified too many areas for
you to focus on while negotiating? If so, you can make
easier the task of increasing your awareness by adopting
the investigative negotiation perspective outlined in
Chapter 3. If you approach every negotiation as a mystery
to be solved and make it a point to carefully identify your
assumptions, you will naturally gravitate toward the
sources of information that many negotiators ignore. It is
when we overestimate the value of what we know and un-
derestimate the value of what others know that we fall vic-
tim to those elements of negotiation that lurk in our blind
spot. By adopting an investigative mind-set, negotiation
geniuses avoid this fate. Genius, then, is sometimes noth-
ing more than taking the time to see that to which others
have turned a blind eye.
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CHAPTER 9

Confronting Lies and
Deception

When we’ve asked groups of executives or MBA stu-
dents whether they have ever lied in a negotiation, most of
them admit that they have. When we’ve asked the same
group whether they have ever been lied to in a negotiation,
all of them claim that they have been. Indeed, many of our
students and clients tell us that deception is simply part of
negotiating in their industry. In other words, as much as
we may wish otherwise, every negotiator has to deal with
lies and deception. Fortunately, there is a lot you can do to
prepare for this.

Consider the following three stories. How many of them
ring true to you? How often have you found yourself in a
similar situation?

STORY 1: THE OBVIOUS LIE



Rafael, the founder and president of a
small firm that manufactures lighting
equipment, was negotiating the sale of a
large order with a potential customer.
After Rafael quoted his price, which he
felt was in line with prevailing market
rates, the customer asked for some time to
consider the offer. Two days later, the cus-
tomer called back and told Rafael that he
had another offer that was 5 percent lower
than the one Rafael had made. If Rafael
could beat this other offer, the customer
was ready to make the purchase. Rafael
was not sure what to do. On the one hand,
he seriously doubted that another firm
would have beaten his price by 5 percent.
On the other hand, he could not simply
call the customer a liar. Furthermore,
even if Rafael was sure that the customer
did not have a better offer, if he refused to
lower his price, the customer would have
to walk away in order to save face—to ac-
cept Rafael’s price would make it obvious
that there was no other offer and that the
customer had been lying. Caught in this
dilemma, and quite confident that he was
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being lied to, Rafael lowered his price and
made the sale.

STORY 2: THE DECEPTION
YOU DISCOVERED TOO LATE
Stacy, who had twenty years of industry
experience, was a highly successful exec-
utive at a Fortune 500 company. When
she decided to switch jobs, she had a
number of lucrative job offers from some
of the most prestigious firms in the coun-
try. But Stacy was particularly attracted to
an offer made by the CEO of a small start-
up company to whom she was introduced
through a mutual acquaintance. The com-
pensation package was not particularly
stellar—she would make much more
money at a larger firm—but she would
have the opportunity to try something dif-
ferent and to make a big impact in a
fledgling niche of the industry. More than
anything else, Stacy was sold on the
breadth of decision-making authority she
would have in shaping and growing the
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business. Stacy accepted the job. Less
than a year later, Stacy left the firm disap-
pointed, disgruntled, and in disbelief. It
turned out that the CEO had not been
straightforward with her regarding the
role she would play and the authority she
would have. Instead, he had simply
wanted to hire a high-profile executive
with contacts in the industry; once hired,
Stacy had been relegated to the role of
salesperson. Stacy felt that she had been
lied to from the beginning.

STORY 3: THE DECEPTION
YOU NEVER DISCOVERED

Thomas, the purchasing agent for a man-
ufacturing firm, was in negotiations with a
supplier. Typically, when purchasing com-
ponents from outside vendors, Thomas’s
firm would hold an auction and buy from
the lowest-price supplier. Because of the
unique nature of this particular compon-
ent, however, Thomas found himself in
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the uncomfortable position of having to
negotiate with the one and only supplier
that could meet the firm’s specifications
by the required deadline. To make mat-
ters worse, the supplier knew that no oth-
er supplier could meet Thomas’s current
needs. After much discussion, the supplier
quoted Thomas a price. It was higher than
Thomas had expected, and higher than his
firm had budgeted for the component.
Hoping to get at least a slight concession
from the supplier, Thomas asked, “My
firm is making a big purchase, and we are
likely to make purchases from you in the
future. Is this really the lowest price at
which you can sell this component to us?”
The supplier looked Thomas straight in
the eye and responded, “I appreciate your
business now, and I would appreciate it in
the future, but this is the lowest price at
which we have ever sold this component.”
Still somewhat disappointed with the
price, but satisfied with the supplier’s re-
sponse, Thomas accepted the deal. He had
no idea that the supplier could have
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lowered the price by another 20–25
percent.

As these stories demonstrate, deception can take many
different forms. Sometimes your counterpart will tell you
something that she knows is untrue (a lie); sometimes she
will craft technically correct statements that are designed
to mislead and misinform you. Sometimes the deception is
big, sometimes it is small; sometimes it is obvious, some-
times it is difficult to discover; sometimes it is expected,
and sometimes it catches you completely by surprise.

Before we go further, it is worth noting that the reasons
people lie in negotiation can also vary. People might tell
“benevolent” lies to make others feel good (“You look great
today!”), to help others save face (“I’m glad you accepted
our offer, since I couldn’t have moved another inch”), or to
avoid unnecessary conflict (“You represented us well in
that negotiation”). More often, however, lies and decep-
tion are designed to fulfill entirely self-serving ends: to
make more money and to get a better deal.

While no one can ever be entirely safe from the lies and
deceptions of others, negotiation geniuses understand
what it takes to tackle and diffuse a wide variety of nefari-
ous tactics. In this chapter, we will confront the darker
side of negotiation head-on and present the following
strategies:
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• how to make it less likely that people
will lie to you;

• how to detect when someone is lying to
you;

• what to do when you catch someone in a
lie;

• how to eliminate your own desire—and
need—to lie.

Many of our students and clients have complained to us
that they would like to be more ethical in their dealings
with others, but admit that sometimes the temptation to
lie is irresistible. They would be willing to be truthful—as
long as honesty would not cost them thousands or millions
of dollars. This chapter will also help you understand how
you can be ethical without losing your shirt at the bargain-
ing table.

PRE-EMPTING LIES AND
DECEPTION
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The best defense against lies and deception is to eliminate
your counterpart’s temptation to lie. Typically, the other
side has certain motivations to lie—for example, they may
get a better deal by lying. But the other side also has cer-
tain motivations not to lie—if the lie is discovered, they
risk losing the deal or damaging their reputation. To elim-
inate their motivations to lie, you need to make salient to
them the reasons they should not lie to you. This can be
done in a number of ways.

DEFENSE STRATEGY 1: LOOK
PREPARED

Throughout this book, we have exalted the merits of
preparation—the more prepared you are, the better you
will negotiate. But that is not the whole story. It not only
pays to be more prepared, it also pays to look more pre-
pared! Put simply, the more prepared you seem, the less
people will want to lie to you. Why? Because if you look
prepared, it makes them think that you might be able to
detect when they are lying—thus making it risky for them
to lie to you.

Consider Story 1, in which the customer came to Rafael
with “a better offer” from a competitor. Imagine what
would have happened if, in their earlier discussions, Ra-
fael had (truthfully) mentioned to the customer that he
knows, on a personal level, most of his competitors, or
that his firm keeps an eye on the rates competitors are
charging. Either of those statements would have made the
customer reconsider the strategy of coming to Rafael with
a fake offer from an alleged competitor.
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It is easy to see why it helps to look prepared when it
comes to issues related to price. But negotiators often
overlook the value of appearing prepared more generally.
Consider these other ways in which Rafael—or you—could
signal to the other side that you have done your homework
and are prepared:

• Arriving on time for all meetings and
negotiations.

• Being well prepared to discuss details
regarding the myriad of issues that are
involved.

• Being well organized and efficient.

• Speaking intelligently on issues related
to their business and the industry—in-
cluding issues that are not directly rel-
evant to the current negotiation.

• Remembering the finer details of prior
discussions with the other side and/or
referring explicitly to notes you made
during an earlier meeting.
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• Responding expeditiously to requests
for information or to the other side’s
offers.

All of these tactics will not only help you to negotiate
more effectively, but also make it less likely that others
will lie to you. If you present yourself as someone who is
always prepared and who is systematic in her approach to
negotiations, you will garner respect and discourage de-
ception at the same time.

DEFENSE STRATEGY 2: SIGNAL
YOUR ABILITY TO OBTAIN
INFORMATION

Imagine that you have no idea whether the other side is
lying—and he knows that you are clueless. Does this mean
that you are in serious jeopardy? Not necessarily. You may
not know whether he is lying right now, but what if you
could discover his deception tomorrow? If you can signal
that you have the ability to discover (in the future) wheth-
er someone lied to you, you may dissuade him from lying
in the first place.

How might this work? Think about Thomas (from Story
3), to whom the supplier suggested that it was impossible
to obtain a lower price on the component. How would the
supplier have responded if Thomas had stated his request
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for a concession differently? Consider these two
variations:

Original script: “My firm is making a big
purchase, and we are likely to make pur-
chases from you in the future. Is this
really the lowest price at which you can
sell this component to us?”

Revised script: “My firm is making a big
purchase, and we are likely to make pur-
chases in the future. As you know, we
need the supplies quickly this time
around, which puts you in a unique posi-
tion to fill the order. But, as you also
know, other vendors have the resources to
fulfill our need for future orders. As such,
I will be meeting with them to discuss
how low a price they will charge for these
components in the future. Perhaps they
will not be able to beat your price. But I
would like to know from you before I talk
to them: Is this really the lowest price at
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which you can sell this component to us?
Can you find a way to lower the price, or
should I assume that if the other vendors
can beat this price we should go with
them in the future?”

DEFENSE STRATEGY 3: ASK LESS
THREATENING, INDIRECT
QUESTIONS

What do you suppose will happen if you ask someone to
reveal her reservation value? Unless considerable trust ex-
ists between you and her, she will either refuse to tell you
her reservation value—or she will lie about it. This should
come as no surprise, yet negotiators often ask questions
that are almost guaranteed to motivate the other side to
lie. There is a better way to get essentially the same in-
formation: ask less threatening, indirect questions.

Imagine that you are interested in finding out the pro-
duction costs of a vendor with whom you are dealing. If
you ask her directly to reveal her company’s costs, you are
inviting her to lie to you because she knows that as soon as
you know these costs, you are in a position to make an of-
fer just above cost. Here are some alternative questions
she would be more likely to answer truthfully:
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• Can you please give me some informa-
tion regarding your production
process?

• Can you explain to me how your supply
chain operates?

• Do you purchase your materials
domestically?

• Who are your primary suppliers?

• What are the characteristics of your typ-
ical buyer?

• Can you provide me with a list of some
of your other customers?

• How much would I need to increase the
size of my order to qualify for a price
concession?

While no one of these questions gives you all of the in-
formation you need to calculate their costs, if you know
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your industry well, the combined responses should help
you make a very accurate estimate.

DEFENSE STRATEGY 4: DON’T LIE

If we asked you to never again lie to anyone during a ne-
gotiation, would you agree to be truthful forevermore? If
not, why not? If you’re like most people we’ve asked, one
reason is that you do not want to be the only sucker at the
bargaining table. You’d love to be entirely honest, you
might say, but, unfortunately, you live in a world where
other people lie. Being the only truthful person would put
you at a disadvantage. Sounds reasonable.

But there’s a problem with this perspective: what if
everyone else is justifying their own lies using the same lo-
gic? What if most people would love to live in a world
without deception, but each is stuck telling lies in self-de-
fense? Unfortunately, many of us face this vicious cycle in
negotiation. We are face-to-face with other negotiators
who might prefer to be honest, but who do not trust us
enough to risk it. In response, we, too, become more will-
ing to lie.

Fortunately, this logic also yields a potential solution:
we can make it easier for others to be truthful if we make
it a point not to lie. This strategy will not dissuade those
who want to exploit your honesty, but it will dissuade
those who are lying out of self-defense. As time goes on,
and your counterpart discovers that you have been honest
with him, he will find it easier to be more honest with you.
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How can you signal your desire for this kind of relation-
ship? By revealing information that makes you somewhat
vulnerable. In other words, reveal something that the oth-
er side recognizes is somewhat costly to you. What kind of
message would this move send? It is possible that your
counterpart will view you as naive or unprepared, but it is
also highly likely that she will appreciate the trusting ges-
ture and reciprocate in kind. You can help your cause by
making your intentions explicit: “I know that there is a lot
at stake in this relationship and that this is likely to make
everyone more guarded and skeptical. But I also know that
the more open and honest we are with each other from the
start, the easier it will be for us to develop a mutually
rewarding long-term relationship. With that in mind, I
would like to share with you some information related to
our cost structure.” Someone must take the first step, and
it may as well be the one who is aspiring to become a ne-
gotiation genius.

LIE DETECTION

Do you think you can tell when someone is lying to you?
Many people believe they can. Unfortunately, most of
these people are wrong. Too many of us trust our intuition
when our intuition is not trustworthy. To make matters
worse, many “experts” tell us that we should trust our in-
tuition (for example, Malcolm Gladwell in his popular
book Blink), when the evidence suggests serious limita-
tions in our intuitive judgments.1 Psychologist Paul Ek-
man, who has spent decades measuring the ability of
people to distinguish truth from lies, has concluded that
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the average person is actually a very bad lie detector.2 Ek-
man has also developed expert techniques for lie detec-
tion; his research suggests that negotiators should focus
on telltale signs such as pupil dilation, changes in voice
pitch, and facial “micro-expressions.”

We take a different approach. Unlike participants in Ek-
man’s laboratory experiments, negotiators find themselves
in complex, dynamic environments where it is difficult to
focus on the subtle telltale signs of lying. You would not be
well advised to ask your negotiation counterpart to repeat
what he just said so that you can lean forward and peer in-
to his eye sockets in hopes of seeing his pupils dilate. In-
stead, we recommend the following tactics:

DETECTION STRATEGY 1: GATHER
INFORMATION FROM MULTIPLE
SOURCES

The first thing to remember is that deception depends
upon information asymmetry. Inevitably in negotiation,
there will be some facts and data that the other side knows
that you don’t—and can’t—know. This information asym-
metry makes you vulnerable to deception. But there are
also many facts and pieces of data that you don’t know,
but which you can learn about—from your counterpart, or
from others. To reduce your vulnerability, you must rely
on your preparation.

Negotiation geniuses exhaust all sources of information
prior to, during, and after negotiation. The more informa-
tion you have, the easier it will be for you to detect lies.
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For example, Stacy (from Story 2) did not know that the
CEO who hired her was planning to sideline her on issues
of substance and to use her only for the purposes of net-
working. It may have been possible for her to learn this,
however. For starters, she could have spoken with the last
person who held her position in the firm. She could also
have tried to gather information about the CEO’s manage-
ment style from other employees of the firm. Finally, she
could have asked the person who introduced her to the
CEO what he knew about the CEO’s interests in hiring her.
None of these conversations would guarantee that Stacy
would detect the CEO’s deception, but each would in-
crease her odds of diagnosing the CEO’s dishonesty.

DETECTION STRATEGY 2: SET A
TRAP

Some seasoned negotiators tell us that they have a very
simple way of testing the honesty of the other party: they
ask a question to which they already know the answer, and
then evaluate the response. Of course, for the trap to work,
the question must concern an issue about which the other
side has an incentive to lie.

For example, a student of ours who worked as a buyer in
the textile industry once asked a seller whether the price
he had quoted was the lowest price at which the particular
material could be sold. The seller, who was aware that the
buyer was new to the industry, swore that he had never
sold the material to anyone for a lower price. Unfortu-
nately for the seller, the buyer had come prepared; she had
spoken with a friend in the industry who had recently
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purchased the material for a lower price from the same
seller. As a result of that initial interaction, the buyer de-
cided never to work with that seller again.

DETECTION STRATEGY 3:
TRIANGULATE ON THE TRUTH

Centuries ago, when ships were the primary means of
travel, navigators had to rely on star charts and basic tri-
gonometry to determine their position on the open seas.
By considering their ship to be the third point in a triangle
whose other two points were stars that maintained a con-
stant distance, the navigators were able to “triangulate”
their way to discovering the ship’s location.

What does this have to do with lie detection in negoti-
ation? The point is that you may never discover a lie if you
ask only one question (especially if you don’t know the an-
swer to it). Instead, you need to ask many questions and
“triangulate” on the truth. The more questions you ask,
the more difficult it becomes for the other party to come
up with consistent answers—unless they are telling the
truth. To find out whether his customer truly had another
offer from a competitor, Rafael (in Story 1) could have tri-
angulated on the truth by asking questions such as these:

• When did you receive this offer?

• What exactly did my competitor offer?
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• Did he provide you with specific
product information?

• What was that information?

• Did my competitor give this offer to you
in writing?

• If not, why do you think that is? Did you
ask for it in writing?

• If you did get it in writing, may I see it?

What if your customer is unwilling to answer any such
questions? This should make you at least a little suspi-
cious. He may not wish to reveal his reservation value to
you, but if he is completely tight-lipped about the most
straightforward questions regarding his alternatives—and
if he has no reasonable explanation for his secrecy—then
you should proceed as if he has been bluffing.

DETECTION STRATEGY 4: LOOK
OUT FOR RESPONSES THAT DO
NOT ANSWER THE QUESTION YOU
ASKED
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Our most useful advice regarding lie detection stems
from this critical insight: most people do not like to lie, but
they are usually very comfortable with you being de-
ceived. In other words, people will often go to great
lengths to avoid saying something that is technically un-
true (i.e., a lie), but they will be happy to mislead you in-
directly with their response. Let’s consider a classic
example.

Recall the dialogue (from Story 3) between Thomas and
the supplier:

Thomas: “My firm is making a big purchase,
and we are likely to make purchases from
you in the future. Is this really the lowest
price at which you can sell this component
to us?”

Supplier: “I appreciate your business now,
and I would appreciate it in the future,
but this is the lowest price at which we
have ever sold this component.”
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If you read carefully, you will realize that the supplier
never answered Thomas’s question! He had asked wheth-
er this was the lowest price at which the supplier could
sell. The supplier responded that he had never before sold
the component at a lower price. That sounds like an an-
swer to Thomas’s question (it implies that “we can’t sell
any cheaper”), but it clearly is not. It is quite possible that
the supplier has never sold the specific component to
someone else at a lower price—technically, the supplier
may have told the truth—but that is quite irrelevant.

If Thomas had been more perceptive, he would have
spotted the nonresponse and questioned the relevance of
prior sale prices in the current situation. He could reiter-
ate, for example, that he is making a large purchase (per-
haps the largest that the supplier has ever received for this
component) and that he will be a repeat customer. Fur-
thermore, it is possible that even though the supplier has
not sold the exact same component at a lower price, he
may have sold similar components more cheaply. Facing
this more intense scrutiny, the supplier would have found
it much more difficult to justify his position.

As it is, the supplier is unlikely to feel any guilt about
this transaction. In addition to the host of self-serving jus-
tifications he could give for his behavior, he could also re-
mind himself that he “never lied.” That’s the key. Instead
of lying outright, people tend to make sure that they have
technically told the truth—while at the same time trying to
mislead you. This maneuver is a boon to would-be lie de-
tectors. Negotiation geniuses ask clear, focused questions
that make it incumbent upon the other party to respond
transparently. Since people are more likely to deceive
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indirectly than to explicitly lie, negotiation geniuses who
listen carefully to the answers provided (and to the an-
swers that are not provided) are in a great position to
catch “nonlying deceivers” in the act.

DETECTION STRATEGY 5: USE
CONTINGENCY CONTRACTS

One of the authors has a large consulting client in the
retail business. When the retailer buys goods overseas, it
often purchases in very large quantities. For one key
agreement that we heard about, the contract was so specif-
ic that it included the name of the ship that would bring
the goods to the United States. After the contract was
signed, but before the boat was loaded in the foreign coun-
try, the retailer learned that the United States government
had created an embargo against this particular group of
goods that was to go into effect at approximately the same
date the goods would reach the United States. The ship
might arrive by the embargo deadline, or it might not.

The U.S. retailer told the foreign manufacturer about
the embargo, asked for the goods to be sent by air, and
asked the manufacturer to pay for the greatly increased
costs of shipping by air. The manufacturer told the retailer
to relax, assured them that the ship would arrive before
the embargo, and suggested that the Americans were be-
ing unnecessarily nervous. The retailer responded that if
the goods were not sent by air, there would be no deal. The
manufacturer pointed out that they would have been
happy to accommodate the retailer if there was some actu-
al risk that the goods would not reach the United States in
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time; however, as things stood, there was no risk—but
there was a signed contract—and they would be happy to
fax the retailer a copy of it. The negotiation was becoming
quite heated, and the time pressure was mounting.

Then the retailer had a stroke of (negotiation) genius.
He proposed to the manufacturer that the goods be sent
by air and that the extra shipping costs be borne by the
party whose claim turned out to be wrong. Although the
ship would be carrying no goods of interest to either party
(because the goods would be shipped by air), both parties
would track when it actually reached the United States. If
the ship beat the embargo, the retailer would pay the en-
tire excess shipping costs of sending the goods by air; if
the ship was late, the manufacturer would bear the costs.
The retailer thought this was a wonderful contingency
contract. Both sides could stand by their assessments, the
goods would get to the United States on time, and, given
current technology, both sides could check the Web daily
to see how they were doing on the “bet.” The arrangement
seemed perfect—until the manufacturer’s representative
called to say that they would not accept the contingency
contract. “This is getting way too complicated,” the manu-
facturer’s rep said. “Why don’t we just split the extra costs
50–50?”

What did the retailer learn from this response? That the
manufacturer never believed its claims! If it had, it would
have jumped at the opportunity to accept a clause that al-
lowed it to avoid additional shipping costs. As we dis-
cussed in Chapters 1 and 2, when the other side makes a
dubious claim regarding some future prospect, you do not
have to take their word for it, nor do you have to argue
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about who is right. Instead, ask them to “put their money
where their mouth is” by proposing a contingency con-
tract. Contingency contracts are an excellent device for al-
lowing honest people to stake financial outcomes on their
differences in expectations (see Chapter 2). They are also
an excellent device for diagnosing when the other side is
lying about their beliefs and expectations. If they are un-
willing to agree to a contingency contract, you can be more
certain that they do not believe their own claims.

You may be curious about what happened next in our
client’s negotiation with the manufacturer: The retailer
needed the goods badly and agreed to the 50–50 split. The
boat arrived one day late!

YOU CAUGHT THEM IN A
LIE…NOW WHAT?

It’s hard to detect lies. It’s not much easier to know what
to do after you have detected a lie. For one thing, you are
likely to experience a range of emotions: anger, anxiety,
disappointment, and surprise. In addition, you likely will
have multiple conflicting motivations: Should you take re-
venge or try to salvage the relationship? Should you walk
away from the deal or try to maximize your value from it?
Should you tell the other party to stop lying or wait to see
what they will say next? Should you call him a liar and stay
true to your principles or hide your outrage and focus on
your profits?
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While there is no single right answer to any of these
questions, there are systematic ways to think about how to
resolve these conflicts. The first thing to do in such a situ-
ation is to stay calm and treat the deception like any other
negotiation problem—something that needs to be better
understood and carefully resolved. Then, answer the fol-
lowing three questions, which will help you make the best
decision for you.

QUESTION 1: WAS IT REALLY A
LIE?

Is it possible that your counterpart does not even know
that what she said was untrue? In other words, she may
not have intended to lie, but was simply uninformed. In
most negotiations, it is best to give the other side the be-
nefit of the doubt—but to also be more careful as you move
forward. If you think you were lied to, but aren’t sure, in-
vestigate using the strategies outlined above. But unless
you are certain that the other side lied, you will likely gain
little by calling her a liar. Almost certainly, she will deny
the allegation, and you will find yourself in an escalating
conflict.

In addition, keep in mind that what sounds like a lie to
you may not sound like a lie to your counterpart. In Story
3, Thomas and the supplier are likely to characterize the
supplier’s remarks very differently. If Thomas discovers
that a lower price was possible, he will think that the sup-
plier lied. The supplier will certainly think otherwise. Sim-
ilarly, when our executive and MBA students engage in ne-
gotiation simulations, it is common for one student to
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claim that her counterpart lied during the negotiation, and
for the counterpart to strongly deny the accusation. Typic-
ally, the “liar” never actually uttered an untrue statement,
but did allow the other side to be deceived. What should
you do in such a situation? Don’t call your counterpart a li-
ar, but explain that you feel you were misled or deceived,
then discuss whether the deception was intentional or not.

Finally, note that not all lies are considered “unethical”
in all contexts and cultures. If you are haggling for a piece
of art with a street vendor in India, you can be certain that
you will hear lots of prices, justifications, and stories that
are based in fiction. Few people would consider these
claims unethical; rather, that is the “language” in which
the vendor’s business is conducted. Similar behavior in
other contexts would be highly unethical, however. Before
labeling your negotiation counterpart dishonest, audit
your cultural assumptions. Was it a lie? Or are you negoti-
ating in a context where you do not understand the
norms?

QUESTION 2: DO I WANT TO
CONTINUE WITH THIS
NEGOTIATION?

If and when you are certain that someone has deliber-
ately lied, you must decide whether to simply walk away
from the negotiation or whether you have too much to lose
by doing so. If you are willing to walk away on principle,
your task is easy. You will decide whether or not to con-
front the liar and give voice to your emotions; then you
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will revert to your BATNA. Often, however, it is not easy to
walk away.

QUESTION 3: DO I NEED TO WARN
THEM OR CONFRONT THEM?

If you would like to continue the negotiation, you prob-
ably should not scream “Liar!” Instead, you need a
strategy that allows you to signal that you are aware of the
lie, while also giving the other side the opportunity to save
face. There are two ways of doing so; the strategy you
choose depends on what you are trying to accomplish. If
you are not particularly upset about the lie, but want to
discourage your counterpart from lying in the future, you
should use a “warn” script. If the lie was more egregious,
and you want to extract an apology or concession in ex-
change for your willingness to continue negotiations, you
should use a “confront” script. Here is how each of these
strategies sounds:

Warn Script: “You mentioned that the cost
of these materials is $1.05 per unit. I think
that you may need to check your data. We
have strong ties with a number of suppli-
ers and are certain that the cost is $0.90.
Perhaps you are working with old data or
were misinformed along the way. In any
case, let’s try to be more careful about
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facts and figures as we go forward with
this deal.”

Confront Script: “You mentioned that the
cost of these materials is $1.05 per unit. I
feel the need to point out to you that, un-
like some of your other customers, we
have strong ties with a number of suppli-
ers. Because of this, we know when
someone is inflating costs. For example,
the cost of the materials in question is ac-
tually $0.90. We have been negotiating in
good faith with you and are taking part in
this negotiation to create value for both
sides. But we are now a little uneasy about
the way in which you have negotiated with
us. Perhaps there is a simple explanation
for the discrepancy in our numbers; per-
haps you were misinformed. But I would
just like to make you aware that we are
disappointed with this exchange. Can you
help us understand your perspective and
suggest some way for us to overcome the
anxiety we are now feeling?”
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As you will notice, the second script contains much
stronger language and also implies the need for an apology
or concession. In some instances, it may even be appropri-
ate for you to ask for a specific concession as reparation.
You will also notice that both scripts provide an opportun-
ity for the other side to save face. This is critical if you
have already decided that you wish to continue the negoti-
ation or the relationship.

It is often tempting—but not always judicious—to retali-
ate quickly when you feel you have been deceived. Negoti-
ation geniuses take the time to evaluate whether the other
side might have been misinformed or had considered their
behavior to be appropriate to the context. They also keep
an eye on their own interests, which may require a re-
sponse that is powerful enough to fix the problem but con-
trolled enough to allow the other side some room to
navigate.

SMART ALTERNATIVES TO
LYING

Lies and deception do not simply emanate from those sit-
ting on the other side of the table. How often do we say
things in negotiations (and in everyday life) that we know
are not the most precise versions of the truth? How often
do we say things that are ambiguous, and that we hope
will conceal the truth to our benefit? Obviously, ethical
questions surround this issue—and most people we know
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wish that they were more honest and ethical. If you are
one of these people, the strategies that follow will help
you. But even if you have no interest in being more ethical,
there are reasons for you to heed this advice. For lies are
not only potentially unethical; they are also, very often,
poor strategy.

Most negotiators have at some point felt the pain of be-
ing trapped by their own lies. Consider what happens if
you are willing to pay up to $15,000 for a purchase, but
during the negotiation, you strenuously argue that you
“cannot pay a dollar more than $13,000.” As negotiations
continue, you eventually discover that the other side will
accept nothing less than $14,000. In other words, your “fi-
nal offer” does not fall in the ZOPA. What will you do
now? Unfortunately, you must either walk away from the
deal (which could have been consummated at a price
between $14,000 and $15,000) or admit that you were ly-
ing about your reservation value. Or consider what hap-
pens when, during a negotiation, you pretend that you
value an issue greatly, when in fact you place very little
value on it. Your hope is that by overstating its value to
you, you will be able to extract greater concessions in re-
turn for giving it up. But what if the other side gives in to
you on that issue? You may end up with something you do
not really value, while the other side waits for you to recip-
rocate on other issues.

Whether your motivation is to improve your own char-
acter or to reduce the costs associated with ill-conceived
lies, the strategies that follow will help you negotiate more
honestly without putting you at a disadvantage against
others who are dishonest, corrupt, or—more
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likely—complex individuals with virtues and vices just like
you.3

STRATEGY 1: INCORPORATE
REPUTATION AND RELATIONSHIP
COSTS IN YOUR CALCULUS

When we ask our MBA students whether it is acceptable
to lie in negotiations to get what you want, a disappoint-
ingly large minority says that it is. When we ask our exec-
utive students the same question, very few (if any) say that
lying is acceptable. In large part, this difference in per-
spective is attributable to the fact that our executive stu-
dents have many more years of negotiation experience
than our MBA students. They have witnessed and experi-
enced the consequences of negotiating in bad faith.
Whether they have learned from their own experiences or
those of others in their organizations and industry, they
have discovered how easy it is to destroy a relationship or
a reputation—and how hard it is to build these up again.

Unfortunately, most negotiators are myopic; they do not
see past the current deal or the current relationship. Those
who do adopt a more long-term perspective find it much
easier to be truthful and honest—even if this costs money
in the short run—because the long-term payoff is worth it.

STRATEGY 2: PREPARE TO
ANSWER DIFFICULT QUESTIONS
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One of the biggest reasons people lie in negotiation is
that they do not know how to answer tough questions.
Caught off guard, and worried that they will say something
that puts them at a disadvantage, they opt to lie. You can
learn to avoid this reaction. Those who anticipate the
tough, probing questions the other side will ask can pre-
pare truthful responses that will not hurt them. Consider
these two responses to the question that a potential em-
ployer might ask a candidate who has no other job offers:
“Do you have any other job offers?”

Unprepared Response: “Yes, I do. I have a
few other offers that I am considering.”

Prepared Response: “No, this is the only of-
fer that I currently have. But I only re-
cently sent out my resumes, and I have
many interviews scheduled.”

A job candidate is more likely to resort to the first re-
sponse (a lie) when he or she is unprepared. When
someone asks you about your other job offers, your likely
immediate reaction is to worry that having none makes
you seem desperate; the most obvious way to avoid this
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perception is to lie. But such lies are very risky. If the em-
ployer probes further about these other offers, your lie
may be discovered. The prepared response not only avoids
the lie, but also mitigates the perception that you are
desperate.

STRATEGY 3: TRY NOT TO
NEGOTIATE OR RESPOND TO
QUESTIONS WHILE UNDER TIME
PRESSURE

Regardless of how prepared you are, there will be times
when a question catches you off guard. What to do? To the
extent possible, avoid answering the question until you
have had an opportunity to think more carefully about
your response. This is not as difficult or awkward as it
sounds. There is usually nothing wrong with making one
of the following statements:

• “I don’t have that information with me,
but I’m sure I can get it for you later
today.”

• “That’s an interesting question. I’ll have
to think about the answer and get back
to you.”
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• “I’ve never been asked that before. I
could try to give you a partial answer
right now. But if it’s okay with you, I’d
like to take some time to find out our
company’s stance on that issue and give
you a more complete response later.”

Another way to avoid answering tough questions under
time pressure is to structure your negotiation differently.
For example, you may have some preliminary discussions
aimed at raising difficult questions over e-mail; this will
give you the opportunity to respond at your own pace.
Similarly, instead of negotiating by phone (which may
make you feel compelled to answer questions immedi-
ately), you could set up an informal lunch meeting where
you would feel less pressure to answer every question as
soon as it is “your turn” to speak.

STRATEGY 4: REFUSE TO ANSWER
CERTAIN QUESTIONS

You do not need to answer every question that your
counterpart asks. If he asks you to reveal your reservation
value, for example, you should not feel compelled to an-
swer. Suppose that the other party asks, “What’s the low-
est price you will accept for this shipment?” One way to re-
spond, and to defuse the awkward moment with humor, is
to say: “I think you already know the answer—it happens
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to be the most you are willing to pay for it!” More gener-
ally, it is often acceptable to respond to a question that you
do not wish to answer with one of the following remarks:

• “This is a discussion that we can have
later on, once we have both committed
to the deal. I don’t feel comfortable di-
vulging this information at the
moment.”

• “As you undoubtedly understand, we
cannot share that information for stra-
tegic reasons.”

• “The answer to your question depends
on many other factors that we need to
discuss.”

STRATEGY 5: OFFER TO ANSWER A
DIFFERENT QUESTION

If you feel uncomfortable about refusing to answer a
direct question, you can mitigate your unease by offering
to answer a different, related question. Here, the idea is to
be up front about your inability or unwillingness to re-
spond to the specific question, then to offer a concession
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by providing other useful information. For example, if
someone asks you to tell them the production cost of the
goods you are selling, and you are tempted to lie in order
to secure a higher margin, you can instead say the follow-
ing: “Unfortunately, I’m not at liberty to divulge specific
cost information, but I can appreciate why you’re asking
for it. You want to make sure that you’re getting a high-
value product for the price you’re paying. Well, let me
provide you with some information that will give you that
confidence. I can share a lot of specific information re-
garding our production process and some information re-
garding our pricing model.”

By providing information that the other side values, and
which does not put you at a disadvantage, you serve mul-
tiple purposes simultaneously: you avoid lying, you give
them information that is of value to them, you appear
reasonable and forthcoming, and you make it more likely
that a deal will be consummated.

STRATEGY 6: CHANGE REALITY TO
MAKE THE TRUTH MORE BEARABLE

Why, fundamentally, are human beings tempted to lie?
We often lie because reality is not what we want it to be.
Returning to our job interview story, the candidate is
tempted to lie because reality (having no offers) differs
from what he desires (having multiple offers). We earlier
resolved this dilemma with the following “prepared
response”:
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Prepared Response: “No, this is the only of-
fer that I currently have. But I only re-
cently sent out my resumes, and I have
many interviews scheduled.”

But what if the candidate does not even have any inter-
views scheduled? Worse yet, what if all of the resumes he
sent out have already been rejected? Must he now reveal
his desperation by telling the truth? Is “No, this is the only
offer that I currently have” the only truthful response?

Not quite. If the candidate can change the reality of the
situation before he is asked the tough question, he has an-
other option. For example, the day before his one-and-
only interview, the candidate might send out another
dozen resumes to another set of companies. Then, during
his interview, he can truthfully respond to the employer’s
question as follows:

Changed-Reality Response: “No, this is the
only offer that I currently have. But I only
recently sent out a dozen resumes and am
looking forward to hearing back from
those companies in the next few weeks.”
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With this response, the candidate is able to be truthful
because he has made lying unnecessary. More generally,
when you are tempted to lie or to deceive, take some time
to think about why you feel the need to portray a false
reality. Is it because you are embarrassed or ashamed of
your situation? If so, can you do something to change your
reality instead of lying about it?

STRATEGY 7: ELIMINATE
CONSTRAINTS THAT TEMPT YOU
TO LIE

Dan, a manager at a large consumer-products firm, was
asked by his VP to submit a detailed annual budget re-
quest for his department. Unfortunately, Dan had an in-
centive to overstate anticipated costs; in the event of cost
overruns, it would be useful to have a little surplus to fall
back on. His department’s projected costs for the coming
year were close to $14 million, but Dan instead submitted
a report with cost estimates totaling $16 million. Of
course, the managers of other departments in the firm had
similar incentives to lie about (or “inflate”) their cost es-
timates. As a result, the company’s total budget exceeded
the amount earmarked for departmental budgets. Without
an accurate understanding of who needed how much
money, the VP did his best to apportion the funds effi-
ciently. Not surprisingly, some departments received less
than they needed and others ended up with much more.
Those that got the most (including Dan’s department) felt
compelled to spend the surplus money frivolously in order
to justify their initial demands.
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Consider a possible solution to this problem. Dan’s least
predictable costs each year were related to the hiring of
subcontractors. The budget request was due in February,
but many of the subcontractors could not be hired until
March. If Dan had asked the VP to be allowed to submit a
second, revised budget a month later, and if the VP had
agreed, he would not have had to lie in the first place. In-
stead, Dan could have used the extra time to gather more
precise cost estimates, thereby eliminating the need to in-
flate his figures.

Often, our own honesty (and that of others whom we la-
bel unethical) is constrained by rules, policies, time pres-
sures, and incentive systems. It is fine to argue that a
“truly” ethical person would be honest despite these con-
straints. Nonetheless, it behooves us—and our organiza-
tions—to try to create the kinds of environments that en-
courage rather than discourage truthful and honest
behavior.

DO NEGOTIATION GENIUSES
EVER LIE?

We have both been asked (often!) whether it is okay to lie
in negotiation—or, in a variant of the same question, when
is it okay to lie in negotiation? Our answer is very simple.
Don’t do it. Don’t ever lie. Lying is not worth the costs. In-
stead, spend your time and energy honing your skills as an
effective negotiator. It is our belief that negotiation geni-
uses do not feel the need to lie. Of course, a philosophical
question remains: is it okay to lie if the lie would help
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others, save lives, or make someone feel good? In our ex-
perience, you do not need help answering this question. If
your motives are genuinely benevolent—and are not in the
least self-serving—your answer to the question will be at
least as good as ours.
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CHAPTER 10

Recognizing and Resolving
Ethical Dilemmas

• “Sure, I will benefit if you buy our
product, but I wouldn’t try to sell it to
you if I didn’t believe it was the best
product for you and your company.”

• “When you work for us, you know
you’re working for a company that
treats all of its employees equally, re-
gardless of race or gender.”

• “Our agreement creates value for every-
one—we’re expanding the pie and also
benefiting society.”



• “My sales team deserves 70 percent of
the credit for the company’s success
over the last two years.”

Imagine that you are negotiating with a person who has
made one of these statements. In addition, assume that
you do not believe that the facts that they report are true.
What is your first reaction? If you are like most people,
you will probably conclude that your counterpart is uneth-
ical and is lying to gain the upper hand in the negotiation.

But there is an alternative explanation, one that you
should consider the next time you think (or know) that a
statement made by the other party is false: most
people—and negotiators are no exception—make
incorrect, self-serving statements on a fairly regular basis
without even being aware that they are engaging in uneth-
ical behavior. When you treat such negotiators as liars,
they are likely to be highly offended, as they believe—and
can often justify—every word they said. In addition, treat-
ing them like liars may well start an escalatory path that
destroys the relationship. How, then, can you deal with
this problem?

THE PROBLEM OF BOUNDED
ETHICALITY
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Many (and perhaps most) of the unethical behaviors in
which people engage during negotiations result from or-
dinary, unintentional psychological processes, not from
deliberate—or even conscious—deception. In Chapter 8,
we used the term “bounded awareness” to refer to the sys-
tematic failure of negotiators to see readily available and
important information in their environment. In his work
with Mahzarin Banaji and Dolly Chugh, Max also uses the
term “bounded ethicality”1 to refer to the systematic and
predictable psychological processes that lead people, in-
cluding negotiators, to engage in ethically questionable be-
haviors that are inconsistent with even their own pre-
ferred ethics. Bounded ethicality comes into play when a
negotiator acts in a manner that harms others and that
clashes with his or her own conscious beliefs about right
and wrong.

The first step in understanding the power of bounded
ethicality is to discard the common assumption that the
seemingly unethical behavior you observe suggests that
the other party lacks your high ethical standards, or that
they have consciously chosen self-rewarding behavior over
what they believe to be right. In recent years, research in
social psychology has thoroughly debunked the notion
that all human behavior is intentional and has under-
scored the powerful impact of the unconscious mind on
our actions.

The second critical step is to understand that the prob-
lem of bounded ethicality does not only affect others. You,
too, are vulnerable. If behaving ethically is genuinely one
of your objectives, you need to understand the ways in
which an honest person such as yourself might act
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unethically without conscious awareness. You may think
that you are doing nothing wrong, while at the same time
acting in ways that fall short of your own ethical stand-
ards. Because your morality isn’t the problem, your moral
compass will not help you at such times. Rather, the solu-
tion is to increase your awareness of the psychological pit-
falls that bedevil even the most well-intentioned and ethic-
al negotiators. In this chapter, we will show you how vari-
ous factors can lead you and your negotiating partners to
behave unethically—without conscious awareness—and
how you can correct such behavior.

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

When people talk about conflicts of interest, they usually
assume that professionals consciously consider these op-
posing forces (what’s good for them versus their profes-
sional obligations). Take, for example, the old lawyer joke,
“It’s not whether you win or lose, it’s how long you play
the game,” which implies that attorneys are primarily mo-
tivated to maximize their billable hours. However, when
lawyers are paid by the hour, they may truly come to be-
lieve that their clients are best served by a thorough, time-
intensive process, whereas lawyers whose clients pay them
a percentage of a settlement may be more likely to believe
that their clients are best served by a quick agreement.
These beliefs are not conscious or deliberately unethical,
but they are biased by circumstance. Or as Upton Sinclair
once stated, “It is difficult to get a man to understand
something when his salary depends upon his not under-
standing it.”
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In buyer-seller negotiations, it is common for the seller
to believe that she is selling a higher-quality product than
the buyer thinks he is buying. In fact, buyers often believe
that the goods offered by different sellers are indistin-
guishable from each other, while the sellers view their own
products as significantly better than those of other pro-
viders. Thus, when a salesperson says, “Sure, I will benefit
if you buy our product, but I wouldn’t try to sell it to you if
I didn’t believe it was the best product for you and your
company,” she may well believe this statement. Yet sub-
stantial research tells us that the seller’s conflict of interest
(being honest versus making the sale) can lead her to un-
consciously view the world through a biased lens and to
believe that her product is the very best option for
you—even when that is not the case. When a seller claims
that his products are the best on the market, and a pro-
spective buyer believes that the products are indistin-
guishable from those of the competition, the buyer is likely
to make sinister attributions about the seller’s ethics.
When the discussion is over, the buyer assumes that the
seller’s statements were indicative of unethical behavior
when, in fact, the seller was falling prey to the psycholo-
gical trap that Sinclair predicted.

THE PROBLEM OF AGENTS

Conflicts of interest often become most problematic
when agents are involved—whether the agents are invest-
ment bankers, lawyers, literary agents, real-estate agents,
or some other type of third party with a stake in the nego-
tiation’s outcome. Consider what happens when a real-es-
tate agent advises you, the buyer, to raise your bid on a
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house even though your current bid is consistent with a
rational assessment of the property’s value. Is the agent
thinking only of her own commission? We would argue
that she is probably not intentionally corrupt, but simply
human, and therefore implicitly motivated to see the
world in a way that maximizes her own returns from the
deal. The agent can quickly think of past situations in
which a buyer preferred to overpay rather than risk losing
a house, or bitterly regretted not heeding the agent’s ad-
vice to overpay. On the other hand, it will be much harder
for her to recall times when this was the wrong advice,
even though this happened more frequently.

When you are planning to buy or sell a house, your
agent will undoubtedly tell you that she is working in your
best interest.2 But when we look at the situation object-
ively, it becomes clear that the agent is a third party in the
transaction, one whose interests do not perfectly match
those of her principal (the buyer or seller). The buyer who
wishes to pay as little as possible and who is in no hurry to
buy may have to deal with a well-intentioned agent who is
paid more when the selling price is high and who would
love to close the deal as soon as possible. Similarly, a seller
may be in no rush to sell, yet her agent devotes consider-
able energy to persuading her that it is best to make a sale
before the market cools down. What can be done about
this problem?

Due to the failure of agents to act professionally in many
domains, including auditing, investment banking, and real
estate, both federal and state governments have stepped in
to remedy the situation. The most popular solution has
been to implement rules mandating disclosure. The
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reasoning is that, if consumers understand that their ad-
visers and agents have a conflict of interest, they can take
the steps necessary to protect themselves. Are such rem-
edies effective? Perhaps not. Consider that, in most states,
real-estate agents for buyers and sellers are required to
have their customers sign a disclosure statement clarifying
that the agent will earn a percentage of any sales transac-
tion. Most people sign the disclosure form and then never
again consider the actual conflict of interest between buy-
er and agent. Instead, they truly believe that their agent is
providing objective advice.

Furthermore, research suggests that disclosure could
actually increase the problems that result from conflicts of
interest.3 In a study conducted by decision researchers
Daylian Cain, Don Moore, and George Loewenstein, parti-
cipants playing the role of “adviser” were (in some cases)
required to tell a participant playing the role of “client”
that he had a vested stake in having the client believe that
a commodity had a high value. As it turns out, this disclos-
ure led “advisers” to feel more comfortable exaggerating
their estimates; after all, “I already told them I was
biased.” At the same time, the “clients” often believed that
their advisers were more trustworthy if they had disclosed
their conflict of interest. In other words, advisers would
have been more honest, and clients would have been more
cautious, if there had been no disclosure!

If disclosure will not help resolve this ethical dilemma,
what are we to do? First, to the extent possible, try to soli-
cit advice and expertise from people who do not have a
stake in the outcome and who do not profit from manipu-
lating your behavior or decisions. When this is not
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possible, try to collect additional information from outside
sources that can serve as a reality check on the advice you
have been given. For example, if the real-estate agent tells
you that a particular property or region is worth investing
in, solicit an outsider’s opinion by asking a different real-
estate agent (a friend, an acquaintance, or a stranger
whom you have not hired) whether this advice seems
sound. Finally, be willing to ask your agent to justify her
analysis. Instead of taking her “expert opinion” at face
value, try to discover what objective criteria or procedure
she employed before making her claims. She may trust her
“intuition,” but there is no reason that you should.

A final note: most of us view conflicts of interest as a
genuine societal problem that must be remedied. We un-
derstand that conflicts of interest can contort people’s
judgments. Yet we have trouble believing that they affect
our own judgments. The truth is that none of us is im-
mune. There is no good reason to believe that you will be-
have any differently from the agent, the auditor, the buyer,
or the seller when you have conflicting motivations and in-
terests. To avoid such unintended unethical behaviors, the
first step is to recognize your own fallibility.

IMPLICIT ASSOCIATIONS AND
STEREOTYPES

Steve Barrett, the purchasing agent for his firm, had to
choose between two landscaping companies to maintain
the grounds of five different buildings. Company A had a
long history in the area and offered fairly traditional
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services. Company B was newer and offered many more
contemporary and innovative ideas. Company A was
owned and represented in meetings by a white male; Com-
pany B was owned and represented by a Hispanic female.
Barrett weighed the proven reliability of Company A
against the contemporary image that his firm wished to
convey. Almost every discussion and analysis led Barrett
to believe that he should move into final negotiations with
Company B. In the end, however, Barrett decided to go
with his gut. He hired the older, more traditional firm.

A month later, Barrett was filling out some paperwork
that asked him to report on diversity in the firm’s supplier
relationships. Barrett didn’t mind filling out the forms, as
he was a strong supporter of his firm’s view that women-
and minority-owned companies should be seriously con-
sidered as contractors. As he checked the “Caucasian” and
“male” boxes to indicate the ethnicity and gender of the
owner of Company A, Barrett scanned the race and ethni-
city of the finalists for his past dozen supply contracts. He
noticed that women-and minority-owned companies were
often finalists in his searches, but rarely got the contract.
As he thought back, Barrett began to feel a bit guilty. In
the end, however, he concluded that these suppliers were
not yet fully competitive, though he hoped they would be
in the near future. Barrett remained proud of his contin-
ued (and often vocal) support of equity and fairness in so-
ciety and of his company’s aggressive affirmative-action
policies.

Soon after the landscaping contract was signed, Barrett
watched a segment of the TV show Dateline NBC featuring
Harvard psychologist Mahzarin Banaji that disturbed him.
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The segment was about the Implicit Association Test (IAT)
on Harvard University’s website
(http://implicit.harvard.edu).4 (We encourage readers to
visit the website before reading further and to try one or
two of the “tests.”) This website provides a set of exercises
designed to identify unconscious racial and gender biases.
With the landscaping episode on his mind, Barrett decided
to take one of the tests to prove to himself that his decision
had been unbiased.

The first set of items on the test that Barrett selected
asked him to categorize photographs of Hispanics and
European-Americans as quickly as possible. Using com-
puter keys as described on the site, Barrett identified faces
as either “Hispanic” or “white.” In the next test, he was
asked to identify words that appeared on the screen as
positive (i.e., “good”) or negative (i.e., “bad”). Barrett had
no trouble classifying words such as “nice,” “love,” and
“peace” as “good” and classifying words such as “death,”
“devil,” and “bomb” as “bad.”

In the next stage, these two tests were merged. Now
Barrett was asked to hit one key if a Hispanic face or a
“good” word appeared on the screen. He was to hit a dif-
ferent key if a white face or a “bad” word appeared. This
task proved to be more complicated; Barrett found himself
making a few errors and responding considerably slower
than he had in previous tasks.

After thirty words or photos had appeared, the task
changed. Now Barrett was asked to use one key to identify
either a Hispanic face or a “bad” word and to hit a differ-
ent key to identify either a white face or a “good” word.
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Barrett was pleased that he was able to complete this task
very accurately and quickly.

As he had expected, the computer confirmed that Bar-
rett’s responses for the second combined set of words and
faces were much faster than his responses for the first
combined set. It appears that Barrett processed informa-
tion and completed tasks more quickly when white faces
were associated with “good” and Hispanic faces were asso-
ciated with “bad” than when Hispanic was associated with
“good” and white with “bad.” As a result, the computer
suggested to Barrett that he showed an implicit associ-
ation between “Hispanic” and “bad” and between “white”
and “good.” Although he didn’t consciously endorse such a
preference, Barrett’s implicit attitudes seemed to favor
whites over Hispanics. Were these implicit associations
connected to his landscaping decision? If the company
owned by the white male had been the one that was newer
but more innovative, would Barrett have concluded that
innovation was a more critical factor than experience?
Would he have found a way to justify hiring the white
male anyway? Barrett was unsettled by the results of the
study and what they might imply.

Most of us, including those who perceive ourselves to be
liberal and non-discriminating on the basis of race and
gender, may be unaware of our implicit associations. Typ-
ically, people are not only unaware of their implicit pro-
cesses, but are also reluctant to believe that there can exist
thought processes (which affect behavior!) that are inac-
cessible to them. So, consider what it could mean when a
potential employer says in a negotiation, “When you work
for us, you know you’re working for a company that treats
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all employees equally, regardless of race or gender.” One
likely possibility is that the employer believes her state-
ment, but that she and other members of her firm non-
etheless discriminate through their implicit thought
processes.

Humans tend to stereotype people from groups other
than our own, often without conscious awareness. Stereo-
typing consists of identifying a key feature that is per-
ceived to describe some members of a group, applying
these descriptions to all members of the group, and failing
to notice the uniqueness of specific group members.
Clearly, a major drawback of stereotyping is that it can
lead people to become prejudiced and to behave unkindly
toward members of other groups. It can also lead us to
overlook important information about the individual,
causing us to behave in ways that are inappropriate, unin-
formed, or irrational given what the other person is really
like. One result of stereotyping is that our own negotiated
outcomes tend to suffer. Dolly Chugh, of the Stern School
of Business at NYU, refers to this as the stereotype tax, the
price we pay for not overcoming our stereotypes of oth-
ers.5 In other words, our stereotypes not only hurt other
people, they can also hurt us.

Unfortunately, many negotiation texts encourage you to
stereotype your negotiation opponent. Such books pro-
mote stereotypic and overly simplistic advice on how to
negotiate with the Chinese, the Japanese, South Americ-
ans, Israelis, and so on. While it is critically important that
you learn as much as possible about cultural norms before
you enter into cross-cultural negotiations, it is dangerous
to negotiate with “them” as if they are all the same. We
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readily identify variation in the way that people from our
own culture behave, but we too easily accept stereotypes
about people from other countries and cultures. Too often,
these stereotypes lead negotiators to act as if they already
know a great deal about the other side, when they could
learn much more by entering the negotiation with an open
mind and searching for individuating information—or,
better yet, by preparing in advance, by asking questions,
and by trying to learn about the perspective, personality,
and diverse interests of the other party.

We most commonly think about stereotyping based on
obvious differences such as race, gender, nationality, and
so on. Yet it’s also possible to form stereotypes about spe-
cific companies and their negotiating styles that lead us to
snap judgments about how a particular company “thinks.”
Of course, companies don’t think; people do, and indi-
viduals within a specific company differ. When negotiating
with different members of the same organization, we, too,
often treat these individuals as a single actor—even as we
recognize the diversity of thought and opinion within our
own organization. Have you ever started a conversation
with a representative of a phone company—or an air-
line—in a heated manner because you had a previous con-
versation with a representative of that company who was
unhelpful and rude? How did that work out for you? Prob-
ably not well.

So, when Steve Barrett chose to hire a traditional land-
scaping company owned by a white male rather than an
innovative firm owned by a Hispanic female, was he aware
of his implicit attitudes and the degree to which he was
showing a preference for those who were a lot like him?
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Probably not. Becoming a more ethical, effective negotiat-
or requires that we not only confront our intentional bi-
ases, but also seek to understand our implicit preferences.
Negotiation geniuses are not unbiased people. Rather,
they are people who confront their biases and do as much
as they can to overcome or offset them.

PARASITIC VALUE CREATION

Pharmaceutical Firm X manufactures a beneficial drug
and is selling 100 million pills per year at a price of $4.05
per pill. The manufacturing cost is $0.05 per pill, so the
drug is earning Firm X $400 million per year. After a peri-
od of time, Pharmaceutical Firm Y introduces a drug that
treats the same ailment. Best estimates suggest that this
competition from Y will lead X to reduce the price of its
drug by about $1, to $3.05. Furthermore, Y is expected to
capture 40 percent of the market by charging an even
lower price of $2.55 per pill. In other words, X is expected
to sell 60 million pills for a $180 million profit per year,
and Y is expected to sell 40 million pills for a $100 million
profit per year. After Y’s entry into the market, X’s and Y’s
combined profitability ($280 million) will be significantly
less than the $400 million that X was earning as a
monopolist.

Fortunately, the chief negotiator for Firm X has taken a
course on negotiation and value creation and has
mastered the ideas presented in Chapters 2 and 3 of this
book. He approaches Y’s chief negotiator with the follow-
ing offer: What if X were to pay Y $125 million annually to
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stay out of the market? Because $125 million is more than
the $100 million that Y expects to earn, Y would be better
off financially if it did not compete with X in this market.
X would also be better off, since its current $400 million
profit minus a $125 million payment to Y would exceed
the $180 million profit it expects if Y enters the
marketplace.

This solution seems perfect, doesn’t it? By working to-
gether, X and Y have expanded the pie and created $120
million in value. Let the celebrations begin!

But wait a minute. Where did that “created” value come
from? Unfortunately, it came from the ailing consumers
who must now continue paying $4.05 per pill rather than
$2.55 or $3.05, the approximate amounts they would pay
if Y brought its product to market. In other words, the
$120 million was not really created; it was just transferred
from consumers to producers. Because such agreements
restrain competition, the U.S. Federal Trade Commission
(FTC)—along with similar entities in other countries—con-
siders them illegal. If such agreements were allowed, X
and Y could collude to create value at the expense of con-
sumers. James Gillespie and Max Bazerman use the term
parasitic value creation to describe what occurs when ne-
gotiators create value by taking value away from parties
who are not at the bargaining table.6 We think that the
word “parasitic” is appropriate because the benefits that
the negotiators achieve come at the expense of others.

Since this type of agreement is clearly illegal, and Firm
X could not have approached Firm Y with the kind of offer
we described, let’s consider how parasitic value creation
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might actually play out in the real world. What might it
look like? In a variation of the scenario described above,
the FTC sued pharmaceutical companies Schering-Plough
and Upsher-Smith, accusing them of reaching an agree-
ment that restricted trade. Before the FTC lawsuit was
filed, Upsher-Smith was planning to introduce a generic
pharmaceutical product that would threaten Schering-
Plough’s dominant product (K-Dur 20, a potassium
supplement). Schering-Plough tried to stop Upsher-
Smith’s entrance into the marketplace by filing a lawsuit
that accused Upsher-Smith of violating Schering-Plough’s
patent. The two pharmaceutical firms reached an out-of-
court settlement that specified that Upsher-Smith would
delay its entry into the market and that Schering-Plough
would pay Upsher-Smith $60 million for five unrelated
products.

The FTC lawsuit against the pharmaceutical firms ar-
gued that the $60 million was a sham payment for the
market delay, intended not as fair compensation for the
five products but rather to keep Upsher-Smith’s generic
product off the market. The pharmaceutical firms’ lawyers
argued that negotiating multiple issues simultaneously
(combining the settlement of the pending litigation with
the transaction involving five other products) helped cre-
ate value and was beneficial to society. They even hired a
well-known negotiation expert to testify that value cre-
ation was good for society.

We know this case well because Max was on the other
side, serving as an expert witness for the FTC. Max’s view,
then and now, was that parasitic value creation had oc-
curred: the companies created value for themselves, with
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no apparent concern for the harmful effects of their ac-
tions on consumers and, more broadly, on society. In
Max’s opinion, the five patents simply provided a cover
story.7

Sadly, many of the negotiation exercises conducted in
training seminars implicitly encourage students to engage
in parasitic value creation. In one common simulation,
students represent firms in an industry that has few play-
ers. Across a number of rounds, each firm must decide
whether to charge a high or low price. When one firm
charges a high price and the other firm charges a low
price, the low-price firm picks up market share and wins
at the expense of the high-price firm. Yet the game is set
up so that both parties would be better off if they both
charged high prices. Such exercises are based on the well-
known prisoners’ dilemma problem, in which players are
individually better off playing a noncooperative strategy
(setting a low price), but collectively better off playing a
cooperative strategy (setting a high price).8 In such simu-
lations, instructors praise the students who figure out how
to develop a pattern of mutually high prices that lead to
successful value creation for both firms. Given what we
know about parasitic value creation, it is troubling that
much of this training occurs without any consideration of
where the extra profit comes from—the consumer!

When we use the term “parasitic value creation,” we do
not mean to insult most value-creating agreements, nor
are we objecting to companies charging whatever prices
the market will bear. Most of the time, value creation
should be allowed even when it will impose costs on
parties who are away from the table. For example, we view
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the U.S. pharmaceutical industry as one of the great suc-
cess stories of the past century. If these firms hadn’t
achieved healthy profits, many drugs that save lives, re-
duce the need for surgery, and relieve pain would not
exist.

On the other hand, any analysis that focuses only on the
profits of coordinating pharmaceutical firms and ignores
the harm done to consumers would be incomplete—and
possibly unethical. We believe that these companies (and
their negotiators) should consider, in much the same way
antitrust laws ask firms to consider, whether they are cre-
ating societal value or simply helping each other extract as
much money as possible at the expense of the consumer or
other stakeholders. When your negotiations will affect
people who are not seated at the table, such as consumers
or future generations, make sure that your ethicality is not
bounded by the unintentional exclusion of these parties’
concerns.

How can you judge whether the value you create in your
negotiation benefits society? One criterion would be to call
value creation socially beneficial when the value created
for the parties at the table exceeds the costs imposed on
outsiders; in such cases, while some of the value created
may result from parasitic value creation, the overall result
is still a net benefit to society. More generally, to remain
alert to the potentially parasitic aspects of your value cre-
ation, we recommend that you ask the following
questions:
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• Who are all of the parties affected by
this agreement?

• How is each party affected?

• Should I be concerned about any of
these parties?

• How do the effects of the agreement on
parties not at the table compare with
the effects on the parties involved in the
agreement?

We close this section with a political note. One legal, yet
disturbing, example of parasitic value creation concerns
the role of special-interest groups in elections. In the Un-
ited States, special-interest groups, including corporations
and nonprofit organizations, contribute large sums of
money to political campaigns. Politicians, in turn, provide
special-interest groups with access to the federal govern-
ment and influence over policy. Politicians benefit, as the
funds keep their campaign coffers full. And the vast sums
that special-interest groups spend year after year on lob-
bying suggest that they are receiving a fine return on their
investment. From a simple value-creation perspective, this
negotiation achieves gain for all parties—unless you hap-
pen to be an average citizen without a powerful lobby!
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Ideally, elected officials would implement wise policy for
everyone, rather than enacting distorted policies that
benefit special-interest groups at the expense of the broad-
er public. Then again, for the many reasons we have
already covered in this chapter on bounded ethicality, we
fear that few, if any, politicians or lobbyists are having a
hard time sleeping at night. They have lots of ways to justi-
fy their behaviors and little incentive to question their
profitable strategies.

OVERCLAIMING CREDIT

After twelve years of marriage, Jim and Karen have de-
cided to divorce. Fortunately, they are both nice people,
and have agreed to divide their assets fairly and to avoid
conflict that could negatively affect their two children.
They hire a divorce mediator, who asks both Jim and Kar-
en to tell her privately how the financial assets should be
divided.

“I think I deserve 60 percent of the assets,” Jim tells the
mediator. “In the first year of our marriage, I received a
very large inheritance from an uncle that helped us out a
lot. We wouldn’t have been able to afford the down pay-
ment on our house if it wasn’t for that money. So, I think I
deserve a bit more than Karen.”

Next, the mediator meets privately with Karen, who also
believes that 60–40 is the correct division of assets, but
not in favor of Jim. “I think I should get 60 percent and
Jim should get 40 percent. After all, I’ve earned almost
twice as much as Jim over the past twelve years.”
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Is Jim being greedy? Is Karen? Are they both arguing
for more than they honestly believe that they deserve? Has
the divorce affected their ethics for the worse? More likely,
as a result of egocentrism (described in Chapter 5), they
genuinely believe that they have contributed more to the
marriage than is actually the case.

Overclaiming credit can hinder the implementation and
progress of a variety of joint ventures, from start-up com-
panies to marriages. Because we tend to make self-serving
attributions regarding our behaviors, even honest, well-
meaning people are likely to believe that they contributed
more to an enterprise than they actually did and then to
make moral judgments about those who disagree with
them. This serves to fuel the conflict. So, when your col-
league argues, “My sales team deserves 70 percent of the
credit for the corporation’s success over the last two
years,” accept the fact that she probably believes this state-
ment is true even if you are sure it is not. If pushed, she
can probably find some data or logic (however frivolous it
may seem to you) that supports her claim.

Even at a societal level, overclaiming can inflict great
harm. Across the globe, overharvesting has devastated
once-thriving fisheries. Many fisheries have collapsed, and
considerable uncertainty surrounds the question of when
and how they will be brought back to a sustainable level. A
significant part of the problem can be traced to the fact
that different fishing groups all believe they are only tak-
ing their “fair share” of the resource.9

How can you control your own natural psychological
tendency to overclaim? Max and his colleagues Nick Epley
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and Eugene Caruso recently asked one group of MBA stu-
dents from a prestigious program to estimate the percent-
age of work they personally completed in their study
groups.10 On average, the claims made by members of
each group, when added together, totaled 139 percent. Of
course, there is only 100 percent to go around. However,
the researchers found that the tendency to overclaim di-
minished when they asked group members to “unpack”
the contributions of others—that is, when they asked
group members to think about the contribution of each
other member, not just their own contribution. Overclaim-
ing did not disappear entirely, but it did drop by about
half; consciously and explicitly thinking about the contri-
butions that each person had made reduced the mag-
nitude of the bias. If you want to diminish the tendency of
your group or team members to overclaim credit or contri-
bution, one way to do so is to get them to focus not only on
what they have done, but on what each individual, con-
sidered one at a time, has done as well.

PUTTING IT TO PRACTICE

Most discussions of ethics in negotiation focus on your in-
tentional choices—whether or not it is okay to lie, to hide
information, and so on. In this chapter, we have stressed
that negotiators are often not even aware that they are en-
gaging in ethically questionable behavior. Furthermore,
the busier people are, the more they will rely on automatic
thought processes, and the more likely it is that they will
engage in ordinary unethical behaviors.11 Unfortunately,
most negotiators are busy people for whom negotiating is
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just one of the many tasks that they must accomplish each
day. To make matters worse, there is already a lot to think
about when negotiating: how to create and claim value,
how to be a good investigative negotiator, how to defend
against strategies of influence, et cetera. How can a negoti-
ator do all of this and still avoid falling back on the kinds
of automatic processes that lead to ordinary unethical
behaviors?

Our perspective on bounded ethicality yields specific ad-
vice for managing your own ethical behavior and for un-
derstanding and managing the behavior of others. In
terms of your own behavior, some important steps
include:

1. If you are in a situation where you have
a conflict of interest, become extra vigil-
ant. To the extent possible, try to elim-
inate the source of the conflict (e.g., by
recusing yourself from decisions in
which you have a conflict of interest).

2. Be aware of the possibility that you may
be discriminating against others uncon-
sciously. Taking the IAT tests (men-
tioned earlier) may help you appreciate
this natural tendency. Then, be
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proactive and take steps to offset your
proclivity for selectively rewarding
those whom you implicitly favor.

3. Whenever you feel that you have cre-
ated value, try to analyze where exactly
that value is coming from. Is anyone be-
ing made worse off? Is this trade-off ac-
ceptable to you?

4. When allocating credit, be careful not
to give yourself too much credit—or to
give too much credit to those whom you
like. Specifically, be wary of the tend-
ency to overweight those factors and in-
puts on which you perform strongly and
that make you look good.

You can also use your understanding of bounded ethic-
ality to better understand your negotiation counterparts
and to develop better relationships with them. Here, we
offer three guidelines for leveraging your knowledge to
this end:
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1. Audit the claims of your counterparts
and look for unintentional biases.

2. Accept the fact that they may be un-
aware of their bounded ethicality. They
may not notice that they are biased or
that they are being parasitic in their ef-
forts to create value. Avoid sinister at-
tributions. When someone makes a
statement that you do not believe, or
“creates” value at the expense of others,
avoid labeling him a liar or a thief. In-
stead, help him see the causes and con-
sequences of his judgments and
behaviors.

3. Finally, if you are unable to help your
counterpart revise his biased perspect-
ive, follow the advice in Chapters 6 and
9 to craft a response that takes his mis-
perceptions into account. For example,
when you believe a salesperson is over-
stating the quality of his product, rather
than withdrawing from the discussion
or accusing him of exaggeration, deal
with this ordinary unethical behavior
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through the use of a contingency con-
tract. Ask how the superior quality of
his product can be measured, and at-
tach payment to performance. If the
salesperson was being intentionally de-
ceptive, he will back off the claim. But if
he is engaging in ordinary unethical be-
havior—and believes his exaggerated
claim—he will accept the contingency
clause (to your benefit).

THE ETHICAL NEGOTIATION
GENIUS

We recognize that there is no guarantee that you will eas-
ily implement these recommendations. Hopefully,
however, we have convinced you that an ethical negoti-
ation genius is one who wants to try to eliminate uninten-
ded unethical behaviors along with more obvious inten-
tional ones. Just because many of these unintended uneth-
ical behaviors are common does not mean they are “okay.”
In our view, ethics in negotiation is about actively striving
to be a better person, not about reaching—and settling
for—an “acceptable” status quo.
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CHAPTER 11

Negotiating from a Position of
Weakness

One of the questions that we hear most often from
our students and clients—many of whom are seasoned
dealmakers—sounds something like this: “The framework
and strategies you have presented are great. They have
helped us a lot. But what can you do when you have no
power in the negotiation? Can you get a great deal when
the other side is holding all the cards?” When we ask our
students and clients to explain their situation, we hear
many versions of the same basic stories. Here are the most
common:

STORY 1:
“In our business, potential customers con-
stantly tell us that we have to lower our



price, and that if we don’t lower it, they
will go to our competitors. They do not
seem to want to talk about anything other
than price. And the fact of the matter is,
they can go to our competitors and get
what they want. How can we possibly ne-
gotiate a good deal in such situations?”

STORY 2:
“I recently received a job offer from a
company that I would like to work for.
The one big problem is that the compens-
ation is not as good as I would like it to be.
The other big problem is that my BATNA
stinks. I have no other job offers, and I’m
pretty desperate. How can I negotiate a
better deal for myself?”

STORY 3:
“I am involved in a dispute and the other
side is threatening to sue. Their lawsuit is
entirely frivolous, but if we go to court,
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they can continue to litigate until I go
bankrupt. They have a lot of money and
can easily afford a long court battle. What
can I do?”

STORY 4:
“My country is a small player on the world
stage. When it comes to negotiating eco-
nomic or political international agree-
ments, we are constantly being pushed
around. More powerful countries overlook
our interests, and we practically have to
plead for what we most desperately need.
Is there some way to improve our
position?”

As these stories demonstrate, weakness in negotiation
results when the other side’s BATNA is relatively strong
and your BATNA is relatively weak. Have you ever felt
trapped in such predicaments? How did you respond? In
our experience, most people in such situations either pan-
ic or quickly accept the futility of trying to negotiate away
their misfortune. Few actually do what it takes to negoti-
ate effectively and to improve their outcomes. We have
also noticed that those who do think carefully and
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systematically about such situations, and who do not
abandon the negotiation framework developed in this
book, are often able to achieve outstanding results in the
face of seemingly impossible odds.

In this chapter, we will help you to understand the
secrets of these negotiation geniuses. We will first present
strategies that you can leverage even when you have little
power. We will then share with you strategies for upsetting
the balance of power—that is, how you can move from be-
ing weak to being strong in the negotiation.

NEGOTIATING WITHOUT
POWER

There is perhaps nothing that creates more anxiety for ne-
gotiators than the feeling of desperation that comes from
having no good alternatives. The situation only worsens
when you realize that the other side is not as anxious as
you are to do the deal. Whether you are negotiating the
specifics of your only job offer or a contract with the only
vendor who can provide what you desperately need, know-
ing that “no deal” would be disastrous can place a lot of
pressure on you. Unfortunately, this anxiety can cause you
to give up the hope of creating or claiming value and to
lose sight of the need to prepare and execute negotiations
carefully and systematically. Instead, you begin to focus on
getting a deal done at any cost. While it would be unfair
for us to suggest that there is no reason to be concerned in
such situations, it would also be unfair—and wildly
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inaccurate—to suggest that there is little you can do to im-
prove your prospects. Consider the following strategies:

STRATEGY 1: DON’T REVEAL THAT
YOU ARE WEAK

Think back to the story we presented in Chapter 1, in
which President Roosevelt’s campaign manager was nego-
tiating with a photographer over how much to pay for the
use of three million copies of a photograph. The problem
was that the campaign had already printed the three mil-
lion copies, and the photographer (who owned the copy-
right to the photograph) had the legal right to charge $1
per copy. The campaign manager’s BATNA was very weak:
if an agreeable price could not be negotiated, they would
have to throw away the pamphlets or face litigation.
Neither of these eventualities came to fruition. Not only
did the campaign manager secure the right to use the pho-
tograph, but the photographer even offered to pay $250 to
consummate the deal.

The key to the campaign manager’s success: the cam-
paign manager’s position was weak, but the photographer
did not know that it was weak. Had the photographer
known that three million copies of the photograph had
already been printed, he would have known that he was in
the position of power and could negotiate a more profit-
able deal.

The obvious lesson: having a weak BATNA is not ter-
ribly problematic if the other side does not know that your
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BATNA is weak. If you have a weak BATNA, don’t advert-
ise it!

Surprisingly enough, many people do not heed this ad-
vice; in fact, they often make their bad situation worse by
unwittingly revealing the weakness of their BATNA. You
do this whenever you tell your customer that “time is of
the essence” or that “we can meet with you whenever you
have the time.” Often, it is important to convey that you
are facing time constraints or that you have a flexible
schedule. But you can send the same messages without
making your desperation transparent. For example, you
might say that “one of our preferences is to move ahead
quickly” or that “we have some flexibility with regards to
meeting with you.” When you are under pressure and fo-
cused on the weakness of your BATNA you may need to
remind yourself to use this less revealing language.

STRATEGY 2: OVERCOME YOUR
WEAKNESS BY LEVERAGING THEIR
WEAKNESS

Recently, an executive student came to Deepak for help
with a negotiation. He was attempting to sell his 50 per-
cent stake in a company to his business partner, who con-
trolled the other 50 percent. The seller (Deepak’s student)
was focused on the desperation of his situation: he needed
liquidity very soon, and his partner was the only viable
buyer of his shares. The first thing the seller wanted to dis-
cuss was the degree to which he should be willing to de-
value his shares in order to make the deal happen. “How
low should I be willing to go?” he asked.
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Nowhere in his analysis was there a consideration of
how much the shares might be worth to the business part-
ner—that is, how high a price the buyer might be willing to
pay. When Deepak began to probe in this direction, it be-
came clear that the business partner had much to gain by
buying out the seller: the buyer had a lot of money, he had
long desired to take the company in new directions that
the seller had resisted, and purchasing the shares would
give the buyer full control over the company’s future. As
the discussion continued, the student began to realize that
he was not the only one who was “weak” the buyer was
also weak, albeit for very different reasons. Focusing on
these factors helped the seller to increase his target and
change the trajectory of the negotiation. In his discussions
with the buyer, he outlined the many benefits to the buyer
of making this purchase, downplayed his own desperation,
and anchored aggressively in his opening offer. What was
the eventual outcome? The two sides agreed to a deal in
which the student sold only 40 percent of the company
back to his partner—at a total price that was higher than
he had originally hoped to receive for his entire 50
percent.

This story highlights the distinction between negotiators
who focus only on their own BATNA and those who evalu-
ate the other side’s BATNA. If their BATNA is weak, that
means that you bring a lot of value to the deal—and you
should be able to claim some (or much) of that value. In
other words, having a weak BATNA is not particularly
problematic if the other side’s BATNA is weak as well.

Consider again the success of Roosevelt’s campaign
manager. Imagine that the photographer had discovered
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that the campaign manager’s BATNA was very weak.
Would that guarantee a good outcome for the photograph-
er and a poor outcome for the campaign manager? Not ne-
cessarily—because the photographer’s BATNA was also
weak! If there were “no deal,” the campaign would suffer
the costs of reprinting three million pamphlets, but the
photographer would also lose a huge (“once in a lifetime”)
opportunity to get tremendous public exposure for his
artistic work.

What typically happens when both sides are in a posi-
tion of weakness? If you think back to the fundamental
framework developed in Chapter 1, you will recognize that
when both parties have a weak BATNA, it means that the
ZOPA is large. In other words, a lot of value is created
when the two sides reach an agreement. Who claims more
of this value? Usually it is the one who understands the
fundamentals and leverages the strategies we discussed in
Chapter 1. In this case, the one who fares better is the one
who makes the other side’s weakness more salient
throughout the negotiation. By focusing on the photo-
grapher’s opportunity for publicity, the campaign manager
was able to secure a great outcome for his side. Mean-
while, the photographer was so focused on the prospect of
losing a great opportunity that he failed to consider the
value that he could bring to the Roosevelt campaign.

STRATEGY 3: IDENTIFY AND
LEVERAGE YOUR DISTINCT VALUE
PROPOSITION
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Firms that bid for business (such as consulting firms,
offshore services firms, quasi-commodity suppliers, con-
struction and landscaping professionals, et cetera) often
find themselves in a position of weakness. Here is a com-
mon complaint: “In our industry, our customers hold an
auction for every deal. They solicit bids, and then accept
the lowest one. There is no opportunity to create value by
introducing multiple issues. Our customers tell us that we
must lower our price further, otherwise they will go to our
competitors.”

These negotiators are stuck bargaining over only one is-
sue (usually price) in an arena where their competitors
can compete effectively on the issue being discussed.
Though these situations represent a very specific example
of “weakness,” we devote special attention to them here
because these are among the most common problems our
students and clients face.

How can you create and claim value when your counter-
part (typically, your customer) is only interested in dis-
cussing price? In many such situations, you can improve
your prospects by changing the game you are being forced
to play. Consider that, in negotiation, your ability to legit-
imately claim value is a function of your ability to create
value. If you bring nothing to the other side that they can-
not get elsewhere, then your offer is no better for them
than their BATNA. In other words, the ZOPA is small or
nonexistent. Why would they want to make a deal with
you?

The good news is that, very often, you do bring
something to the table that distinguishes you from your
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competitors. This is your distinct value proposition
(DVP), and it need not be a lower price. You may have a
better product, a higher-quality service, a good reputation,
a strong brand, or a host of other assets that your custom-
er values and that you can provide more effectively or
cheaply than your competitors. Keep in mind that your
DVP is not just something you think your customer should
value, but something they actually value. If you bring such
value-adding elements to the deal, you have the possibility
of using them to get what you want (for example, a higher
margin, repeat business, et cetera). The key is to figure out
how to make your DVP a factor in the negotiation. This
can be difficult when you are stuck in a price-only auction,
when the other side seems uninterested in discussing any
issue other than price, or when the other side is not famili-
ar with the principle of creating value by negotiating mul-
tiple issues. Fortunately, all of these obstacles are sur-
mountable. The following four strategies can help you
make your DVP a factor the next time you take part in a
negotiation or auction:

Submit multiple proposals. It is not always possible
to adequately gauge, prior to making an offer, whether the
customer has any interests other than a low price. For this
reason, bidders often wonder whether they should bid the
lowest possible price or a slightly higher price that in-
cludes additional features (such as a higher-quality
product or additional services). Next time, try doing both!
Instead of submitting one bid, consider making two or
more bids simultaneously, a strategy that we initially de-
scribed in Chapter 3. For example, one bid might be low
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on price and on service, while the other is somewhat high-
er on both. If the customer values service, they will appre-
ciate knowing that they can get extra attention from your
firm at an additional cost. This strategy will also increase
your chances of submitting the winning bid: if they only
value price, your low bid will be competitive; if they value
other features, your higher bid will be competitive.

Lower your bid just enough to get into the
second round. One reason why many companies use
price-only auctions is that there are too many potential
vendors from which to choose. But not all auctions end
with a signed contract. Often, the auction is designed
simply to “narrow the field.” For example, a customer
might invite ten or more firms to bid for a project, and
then winnow the list down to the two or three firms with
the lowest price bids. These candidates are then invited to
engage in one-on-one negotiations. Our Harvard col-
leagues Guhan Subramanian and Richard Zeckhauser
have coined the term negotiauction to describe this two-
stage process.1 In such situations, you need not submit the
lowest bid; rather, you should submit a bid that is low
enough to pass the initial hurdle, and then try to create
value when negotiating multiple issues with the customer.

Keep in mind that your customers may not necessarily
“announce” a formal negotiauction (most will not have
heard the term) or explain the rules ahead of time. But
they may still proceed as though that is the process they
are following. Moreover, many customers will be willing to
discuss your multi-issue proposal even after the auction is
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over if you were a “low enough” bidder. As such, it is often
a good idea to reach out to your customers after you have
“lost” the auction to see if you are in a position to offer a
package deal that they value.

One of our students recently described to us how his
firm ended up on the losing end of this strategy. His firm
was competing against five other firms who were all vying
for the same prized customer. The customer held an auc-
tion and announced that two of the five firms would ad-
vance to the final round of negotiations. The student’s firm
was one of the two to advance. “We were pretty excited,”
recalled the student. “We knew how to position our firm in
relation to this [one remaining] competitor, and we were
confident that the deal was ours. But we lost the deal—to a
competitor who had not even made it past the initial auc-
tion!” While our student and his colleagues were celebrat-
ing, the sales team of the third firm had gone back to the
customer and made the case that they could provide the
best package deal, despite how the auction had turned out.

Take the agent out of the game. A common com-
plaint among negotiators who are forced to compete solely
on price sounds something like this: “We are a high-value
partner for our customer. Unfortunately, the customer
uses a purchasing agent to negotiate its deals, and this
agent is compensated entirely based on how low a price
she negotiates. The next thing we know, we’re stuck in an
auction where the only thing that matters is who can
provide the cheapest product. We lose—and the customer
loses, too. The only winner is the purchasing agent!”
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Intermediaries such as purchasing agents—whose in-
centives are not always aligned with those who have hired
them to negotiate on their behalf—constitute one of the
biggest barriers to efficient dealmaking. But there are
ways to keep such intermediaries from derailing your ne-
gotiation. Here are two strategies for doing so, based on
the successful experience of our executive students and
clients:

• Send a copy of your proposals to the
customer. Some months ago, one of our
students decided to try the strategy of
submitting multiple proposals to the
purchasing agent, and so he submitted
a high-price/high-value offer and a low-
price/low-value offer. His low-price of-
fer was accepted. Some weeks later he
discovered (in a conversation with the
customer) that the customer had never
even seen the high-price proposal! In
other words, the agent had conveniently
eliminated it from the “short list” that
was submitted to the customer. Having
learned from that experience, our stu-
dent now makes a habit of sending to
his customers (“as a courtesy”) a copy
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of any proposal he submits to the pur-
chasing agent. “Even if the customer
chooses not to look at the information I
send,” explains our student, “the very
fact that it’s sitting on the boss’s desk
makes the purchasing agent think twice
before he tries to disregard my high-
value proposal.”

• Negotiate a post-settlement settlement
with the customer. When our clients
and executive students tell us that pres-
sure from the agent is forcing them to
sideline their distinct value proposition
in an effort to lower the price, we often
tell them not to worry. Typically, pur-
chasing agents exit the scene once they
have served their purpose (albeit self-
servingly) of choosing a vendor. If you
really have the ability to create addi-
tional value for the customer (beyond
cutting price), you will be in a strong
position to pitch your proposition once
you are dealing with the party that
stands to benefit from “hearing you
out.” In other words, don’t assume you
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are stuck with an inefficient agreement;
if both sides can be made better off, you
can always revise the agreement after
you have won the deal.

Educate your customers between deals. How
often do you communicate with your customers (or poten-
tial customers) when there is no potential deal on the
table? You might send your customers a holiday card once
a year, but how often do you reach out to educate them
about your ability to provide them with new sources of
value? If you are like the vast majority of negotiators, you
spend little (if any) time doing so. But if your customers
do not understand your distinct value proposition, then
that is exactly what you should be doing. It should come as
no surprise that customers will value your input and in-
sights most when they have the time to listen to you, when
they are least concerned about cutting costs, and when
they are under no pressure to commit to anything. These
conditions are most often in place when there is no deal
on the table—that is, when they are not likely to disregard
your comments as an attempt to manipulate them. In the
middle of an auction, time pressure, cost concerns, and
pressure to make a final decision all work against you. But
those who reach out to their customers (and potential cus-
tomers) in between auctions have the possibility of build-
ing relationships, learning about their customers’ interests
and, most important, making their DVP a factor in the
next negotiation or auction. Most customers are willing to
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discuss these matters openly and will appreciate your de-
sire to understand their needs. In at least a few cases that
we know of, vendors were able to pre-empt their custom-
ers’ next auctions entirely; by signaling an interest in un-
derstanding and meeting the customers’ needs and negoti-
ating multiple issues simultaneously, they were able to
sign deals before they ever went to auction! This should
not be too surprising: both sides stand to benefit by enga-
ging in negotiations that extend beyond discussions of
price. Sometimes all the customer needs is a little bit of
encouragement—or education—to push him in the direc-
tion of his own self-interest.

STRATEGY 4: IF YOUR POSITION
IS VERY WEAK, CONSIDER
RELINQUISHING WHAT LITTLE
POWER YOU DO HAVE

Many years ago, when Deepak was a senior in college,
he received a job offer from a consulting firm. Deepak
loved the offer, with one exception: the salary was lower
than he had hoped it would be. Deepak called the HR
manager and asked whether salaries were negotiable. The
HR manager told him that salaries were not negotiable,
but offered to set up a lunch with the managing partner so
that Deepak could discuss any issues that concerned him.
At lunch, after an hour of pleasant conversation, the man-
aging partner explained that the firm calculated starting
salaries using a very simple formula in which only three
factors mattered: the college the new hire had attended,
his or her academic major, and prior work experience.
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Since they had already considered these factors, they
could not increase Deepak’s salary.

Deepak knew that he had very little power in the negoti-
ation: he had no better offer to use as leverage, and he es-
timated that “holding out for more” would result in little,
if any, increase in salary. He decided to try a different kind
of strategy altogether.

Deepak responded by saying that he understood the
partner’s perspective, that he really loved the firm, and
that he would definitely accept the offer. Having said that,
Deepak continued, would the partner be willing to contin-
ue the discussion regarding his salary? With the partner’s
consent, Deepak made an extensive argument that boiled
down to the following: he would bring more value to the
firm than the simple formula suggested. He concluded by
emphasizing that salary was not the most important issue
to him—he had already accepted the offer because he was
very excited about the opportunity to work at this
firm—but that salary was nonetheless an issue, as it would
be for any young person starting out in life. If there were
any help that the firm could give him, it would be greatly
appreciated.

The partner liked what he heard, and promised Deepak
that he would at least give this perspective some thought.
The following day, the partner called Deepak to tell him
that the firm would give him a 10 percent increase in
salary because they had “taken another look at his [sum-
mer] work experience and decided that it probably should
have been given more weight in the first place.”
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Was that really the reason for the raise? Deepak thinks
that is unlikely. The more likely reason is a simple but sig-
nificant insight regarding power: if you have very little
power, you may be better off giving it up entirely. Put an-
other way, if you can’t outmuscle the other side in a nego-
tiation, you may want to stop flexing your muscles and, in-
stead, simply ask them to help you. When negotiators try
to leverage their power, others reciprocate. This pattern
can be disastrous when you are the weaker party. But
when you make it clear that you have no intention of fight-
ing or negotiating aggressively, others may also soften
their stance. Once the managing partner decided that he
wanted to help Deepak, he simply needed to find a way to
justify this decision. Once he found a way, Deepak got
what he wanted.

STRATEGY 5: STRATEGIZE ON THE
BASIS OF YOUR ENTIRE
NEGOTIATION PORTFOLIO

Max recently consulted with a firm in an industry where
profit margins have fallen from about 20 percent to less
than 5 percent over the last decade. This decline in mar-
gins has been due to an increase in new market entrants
and to a growing perception among customers that the
competitors in the industry are interchangeable. In an at-
tempt to learn about the firm and industry, Max asked the
firm’s executives how often they simply refused to reduce
their margins below 10 percent. In other words, how often
did they risk losing the deal in hopes of earning a higher
profit margin? The executives responded that the days
were long gone when they could try to be so tough—they
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needed every dollar of revenue that they could get. Max
then asked them to estimate what percentage of their busi-
ness they would lose if they held out for 10 percent mar-
gins. Their estimate: at least 25 percent. At that point,
Max simply recommended doing some arithmetic: “If you
double your margins [from 5 percent to 10 percent],” Max
noted, “and you lose even 49 percent of your business, you
are still better off in terms of overall profit.”

The results of this simple analysis came as a surprise to
the executives. But their surprise is not, in fact, surprising.
Too often, when negotiators are myopically focused on the
current negotiation, the strategy they adopt is not an ef-
fective one for their portfolio of negotiations. If you had
only one deal to negotiate, it would make sense for you to
reduce your margins as much as necessary to win the deal;
after all, any amount of money is preferable to no money
at all (assuming that no money is what you will get by pur-
suing your BATNA). But because there are almost always
multiple negotiations to consider, you need a strategy that
makes sense for your entire portfolio of negotiations. If
you are going to negotiate many deals with many different
customers, you may be willing to lose some money in one
negotiation (because you held out for a higher margin and
lost the deal) in order to win even more money in another
negotiation (because you held out for a higher margin and
they accepted). Better yet, if you can distinguish between
those negotiators who will accept a higher margin and
those who will not—and if you can justify charging differ-
ent prices to different customers—you may be in a position
to increase profits even further by charging higher mar-
gins only to those who can stomach it.
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The key is to audit the implicit assumptions you make
when formulating your negotiation strategy. You may per-
ceive yourself as being “weak” if you measure strength
only as the ability to push hard in any given negotiation
without losing the deal. But you may discover that you are
actually quite “strong” once you begin to think about your
ability to withstand losing some deals because you are
maximizing the value of your entire negotiation portfolio.
When you consider your entire portfolio, it is far easier to
imagine taking bigger risks, keeping the clients for whom
you can add the most value, and becoming more
profitable.

UPSETTING THE BALANCE OF
POWER

Weakness is always frustrating, but perhaps never more so
than when the other side acknowledges the value you cre-
ate, but still pushes you around—simply because they are
bigger and stronger and can do whatever they want.
Maybe your largest customer thinks it has the right to
make onerous last-minute demands or to ignore some of
its contractual responsibilities. Or perhaps your competit-
or has decided to sue you for infringing on their patent—a
case that has little merit, but that they can litigate to the
hilt thanks to their deep pockets. If you want to stay in
business, such bullies implicitly say, you will have to play
by their rules. In some cases, small business owners are
held hostage by their employees; their top salesperson
might be rude, unprofessional, and overpaid, but if he
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leaves the firm and joins the competition, they will lose
half of their business.

In each of these situations, your prospects seem bleak
for two reasons. First, you are in a position of weakness.
Second, you are dealing with a person or an organization
that is inconsiderate of your needs and entirely cavalier in
the pursuit of their own self-interest. How might you ne-
gotiate in such instances? Begin by considering the vari-
ous strategies we have outlined above for negotiating
without power. If these are not sufficient, consider exer-
cising a different, potentially powerful option: shifting the
balance of power in your favor. As we will demonstrate,
some negotiations require us not to improve our ability to
play the game as it has been defined, but to change the
nature of the game itself. The following strategies will help
you turn the tables on would-be bullies and achieve out-
comes far superior to those you might otherwise expect.

STRATEGY 1: INCREASE YOUR
STRENGTH BY BUILDING
COALITIONS WITH OTHER WEAK
PARTIES

In their book Negotiating Rationally, Max Bazerman
and Margaret Neale tell the story of how Lee Iacocca, then
CEO of Chrysler, found a way to mitigate his company’s
weakness by building a coalition with other weak parties:
his U.S. competitors.2 In 1986, the three U.S. auto com-
panies (General Motors, Ford, and Chrysler) were engaged
in extremely unhealthy competition, as each tried to gain
market share through the use of rebates. Each time one
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company announced a rebate, the other two rushed to
raise their own rebate offer. Before long, the auto compan-
ies were losing money, on average, on every car they sold!
Iacocca recognized that, because of this escalation prob-
lem, the automakers were in a very weak position vis-à-vis
the consumer. He decided to put an end to this by an-
nouncing to the press that Chrysler would discontinue its
rebate program—but that if either of the other two com-
panies continued to offer rebates, Chrysler would match
those rebates. This action by Chrysler helped to end the
rebate war, stopped profit erosion in the industry, and re-
turned all three U.S. automakers to profitability.

Why was Iacocca’s strategy effective? Because it shifted
power away from buyers and toward sellers. When a com-
pany offers to match its competitors’ offers, this can turn
out to be a very bad deal for consumers; such initiatives
eliminate the incentive that competitors have to lower
their prices (or offer rebates) to attract customers. As a
result, the three U.S. automakers, which could no longer
be pitted one against another on price alone, gained bar-
gaining power.

You can use the same strategy—building coalitions with
other weak parties—in your own negotiations. Consider
that, when your customer has many other companies from
whom he can purchase, you are in a weak position, but so
is each of your competitors. When your boss has the op-
tion of hiring or firing you, you are in a weak position, but
so is each of your coworkers. And when your country is
small and has little voice in international negotiations,
your country is in a weak position, but so are many other
small countries. Fortunately for those who have little
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power in their negotiations, it is sometimes possible to
shift the balance of power by aligning with these other
weak entities.

For example, when bargaining with management, indi-
vidual employees have often banded together to form uni-
ons. If a company were to negotiate with employees one at
a time, it could credibly threaten to hire someone else if
the employee’s demands were perceived as excessive.
When employees bargain collectively, however, they avoid
competing against one another. The result is typically an
above-market wage for all employees. This process effect-
ively shifts power and money from shareholders to em-
ployees. A similar rationale has led many small businesses
in the United States to negotiate collectively with insur-
ance companies in order to lower the cost of health insur-
ance, and has led many small farmers in developing coun-
tries to form “cooperatives” that allow them to negotiate
higher prices for the produce they take to market.

In the realm of international relations, a vivid example
of the power of coalitions surfaced during the 2003 World
Trade Organization negotiations in Cancún, Mexico. Dis-
gruntled by the continued lack of attention paid to the is-
sues of concern to developing nations (such as reducing
agricultural tariffs and farm subsidies), twenty-one “weak”
countries banded together to create the Group of 21. This
group is now in a much stronger position to negotiate for
the interests of its members than any member nation
would have been on its own.

In each of these examples, coalition building among
weaker parties led to a weakening of the previously more
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powerful side’s BATNA. When you build—and are able to
sustain—a coalition with other weak parties, you make it
difficult for the other side to pit one weak party against an-
other, or to credibly threaten to walk away from the deal.

STRATEGY 2: LEVERAGE THE
POWER OF YOUR EXTREME
WEAKNESS—THEY MAY NEED YOU
TO SURVIVE

In 1919, after the end of World War I, the leaders of the
victorious Allied forces (most notably, the United States,
Great Britain, and France) met in Paris to conduct many
months of negotiations that would determine the fate of
Europe and much of the rest of the world. Many of the
countries affected by the war were invited to make appeals
and arguments to the Allies regarding their fate. Most of
these arguments pertained to the reshaping of geographic
boundaries. The negotiations led to the birth of some new
nations, as well as to the reshaping of existing boundaries
that helped some countries while hurting others. Most na-
tions that gained territory had been strong allies of the vic-
tors and could thus justify a claim to the “spoils” of war.
But among those that profited from these talks was a weak
country that had contributed relatively little to the Allied
war effort: Romania. When the negotiations ended, Ro-
mania had roughly doubled in size. How was this possible?
Why was Romania able to claim so much value when it
had done little, if anything, to create value?

Romania’s power lay not in its strength but in its weak-
ness. Here’s why: When the war ended, the greatest
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perceived threat to the Allied nations (in particular, to
Great Britain and the United States) was not a resurgence
of the defeated enemy. Rather, it was communism, the re-
cently empowered political philosophy that had made its
debut with Russia’s 1917 October Revolution. Because of
the great fear of communism’s potential to spread west-
ward, Romania, which lay immediately to the west of Rus-
sia, suddenly became an important consideration. If Ro-
mania fell, communism would gain another large foothold
in Europe. The leaders of Romania did not want this to
happen; more important, they knew that the Allied forces
did not want this to happen—and that is how they were
able to extract more value from the postwar negotiations
than they might have otherwise “deserved.” Romania’s ar-
gument can be simplified thus: give us what we ask for, or
else we will remain weak; then we will be destroyed, and
you will suffer as a consequence.

Similar dynamics play out in business contexts as well.
In one case, two companies that had signed a joint-ven-
ture (JV) agreement found themselves enmeshed in a bit-
ter dispute when one of the companies, anxious about the
other’s growing presence in a market in which they com-
peted, threatened to sue for patent infringement. The de-
fendant knew that the case was frivolous, but also knew
that the plaintiff, a much larger company, could afford to
litigate until the defendant went into bankruptcy. Despite
its seemingly precarious situation, the defendant managed
to convince its JV partner to drop the lawsuit and to reach
a mutually agreeable settlement. The defendant’s argu-
ment was essentially the following: “If you take us to
court, you have the power to push us into bankruptcy.
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Clearly, we do not want this. But let’s also think about
what this would mean for you: you would lose a valuable
partner. It would be best for both of us if we could set
aside the threat of patent litigation and see whether we
can work out an agreement that allows us to continue us-
ing the disputed technology, for you to feel more secure
about your market position, and for us to continue a
value-creating relationship that capitalizes on our
synergies.”

What is the underlying principle of this strategy? If you
create value for others, you gain at least some power to
claim value for yourself—regardless of whether the other
side wishes to reward you for what you bring to the table.
In extreme cases, when they push too hard, they poten-
tially hurt themselves. They may not recognize this,
however, which is why it is worth reminding them that
strength is not simply measured by “what you can force
others to do” or “how easily you can make someone’s life
miserable” rather, it may be better measured by “what
value you can create for others.” As a result, it is often use-
ful to tell the negotiation “bully” that an overly strong
show of force can be counterproductive: “If you push me
too hard, you’ll destroy me—and lose a value-creating
partner.”

STRATEGY 3: UNDERSTAND—AND
ATTACK—THE SOURCE OF THEIR
POWER

For many years now, Planned Parenthood medical clin-
ics across the United States have faced a recurring
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problem. Every so often, antiabortion protestors picket
outside the clinics in the hope of discouraging women
from entering them. The strategy seems to work quite
well; many women who might otherwise visit the clinics
are daunted by the prospect of passing through a large
crowd that is waving signs and hurling verbal abuse. Set-
ting aside the moral and political elements of this conflict,
how might the clinics deal with the strategic problem of
reducing the number of intimidating protestors?

A number of Planned Parenthood clinics around the
country have adopted a particularly creative strategy for
fighting back, usually referred to as the “Pledge-a-Picket”
program. Here’s how it works: The clinic asks its support-
ers to pledge donations to the clinic on a per protestor
basis. The more protestors that show up to picket the clin-
ic, the more money the clinic raises in donations! For ex-
ample, if someone pledges 50 cents per protestor, and one
hundred protestors show up at the clinic, that supporter
will donate $50 to the clinic. Many clinics have used this
strategy to effectively reduce the incentive of protestors to
show up to picket, and some have raised tens of thousands
of dollars in pledges. The Planned Parenthood of Central
Texas (PPCT) in Waco has even posted a sign outside its
clinic that reads: “Even Our Protesters Support Planned
Parenthood.”

As the Pledge-a-Picket story reveals, it is not enough
that you recognize the strengths and weaknesses of each
side. It is also critical that you understand the source of
each side’s strengths and weaknesses. Once the Planned
Parenthood clinics understood that the source of their op-
ponents’ power was the ability to draw large numbers of
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protestors outside the clinic, they were able to think of a
novel way of diminishing the benefits of doing so.

A student of Deepak’s who owns a highly successful
real-estate development company recently used this
strategy to deal with a problem that will seem strange to
many Americans. His company is located in a country
where blatant political corruption is much more common
than in the United States. In this particular case, the de-
veloper was awaiting governmental approval for a very
lucrative construction project that he had signed.
Everything was ready to go when, suddenly, the approval
process was stopped dead in its tracks. The reason became
clear days later when the developer received a phone call
from the son of the powerful elected official who was in
charge of signing off on the approval. The son wanted a
stake in the project, and he made it clear that if the part-
nership were accepted, the approval would be granted
quickly. The developer knew that it was possible to cir-
cumvent the son (and his father) by going through the
court system and by contacting other officials with more
seniority, but that process would take a long time. Unfor-
tunately, time was of the essence; his company was about
to go public, with an initial public offering (IPO) sched-
uled in three months. If potential investors were to discov-
er that the project might not be approved, the company
would be valued somewhat less. More problematic would
be the timing of such a rumor. If the politician’s son was
rebuffed, he could decide to publicize the approval prob-
lems just when the company was about to go public. What
to do?
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Deepak advised the following strategy, which the de-
veloper executed with much success: go public immedi-
ately with the information regarding potential delays in
approval. In other words, reveal to the media that the pro-
ject is under way, but that its approval will probably not be
finalized until some months after the company goes pub-
lic. At the same time, the developer should release all of
the documents related to the merits of the project, as well
as the letters that the politician sent earlier in support of
the project’s approval. That way, investor confidence will
remain high.

This strategy has at least three obvious merits. First, by
getting ahead of the story, the developer controls how the
news is reported and interpreted. Second, by making this
information public two months before the IPO, the news
itself is made less salient to investors by the time the com-
pany goes public. Third, and perhaps most important,
with the news already in the press, the politician’s son
loses his only source of leverage. Because the son’s power
lies primarily in his ability to damage the developer when
he is most vulnerable (during the IPO), that is the element
to be targeted. As with the Pledge-a-Picket strategy, this
strategy identifies and destroys the primary source of an
opponent’s power.

The same principle applies to negotiations of all sorts. If
you are afraid to confront your powerful salesperson, or
are wary of denying his request for yet another exorbitant
raise, consider the source of the salesperson’s power. In
this case, it may be that the salesperson has stronger rela-
tionships with your customers than you do. Knowing this,
how might you strategize? In the weeks and months
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ahead, begin building relationships with each of your key
customers. You might even lock them in with attractive
multiyear contracts. Then, when you stand up to your
salesperson’s demands, there is little with which he can
threaten you. He may choose to leave the firm and go to a
competitor, but his ability to take your customers with
him will be significantly weakened.

THE POWER OF GENIUS

All of the strategies and insights discussed in this chapter
stem from one crucial insight: while being in a position of
weakness is sometimes unavoidable, you will negotiate
most effectively when you leverage the fundamentals—sys-
tematic preparation and careful strategy formulation. Un-
fortunately, many negotiators compound the problem of
weakness by becoming obsessed by the factors that make
them weak. This does not mean that you should ignore
your weaknesses. But, as dangerous as it is to ignore your
weaknesses, it can be equally devastating to overlook your
strengths or to assume you have none.

Those who “think weak” inevitably also “act weak.” If
you are obsessed by your weaknesses, you will be less
likely to set reasonably high aspirations, to feel confident
asking for more information, to demand that your conces-
sions be reciprocated, or to push the other side to consider
the value proposition you are offering. You will also be
more susceptible to influence tactics and threats.

Negotiation geniuses recognize their weaknesses and try
to mitigate them. Once they have done so, they know they
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must also focus on their strengths, prepare systematically,
and negotiate with an eye toward improving their negoti-
ating position. Doing so will not guarantee “victory,” but it
will ensure that you have done as well as possible given
the situation. Indeed, the power of negotiation genius may
be most valuable to you in precisely those situations where
the alternative is to despair—or to rely on gut instinct.
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CHAPTER 12

When Negotiations Get Ugly:
Dealing with Irrationality, Dis-
trust, Anger, Threats, and Ego

By most expert accounts, the Cuban Missile Crisis
brought the world closer to nuclear annihilation than it
has ever been—before or since. The crisis entailed an es-
calation of conflict between the United States and the
Soviet Union that took place between October 16, 1962,
and October 28, 1962. What drove two civilized nations to
the brink of mutual destruction? More important, how did
they manage to negotiate their way to a safe, mutually ac-
ceptable peace?

In his book Thirteen Days, Robert Kennedy described
the events leading up to the crisis, arguably the most dan-
gerous two weeks in all of human history.1 The conflict
was instigated when United States spy planes revealed
that the Soviet Union had begun placing missiles in Cuba
that would be capable of delivering nuclear weapons to the
United States. Due to the close proximity of Cuba, the U.S.
government became very anxious. Making matters worse,
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just weeks earlier, Soviet ambassador Anatoly Dobrynin
had explicitly promised the Americans that no such mis-
siles would be placed in Cuba.

In the days that followed the Americans’ discovery of
the missiles, the two enemies exchanged threats and coun-
terthreats. As the conflict escalated, emotions mounted
and distrust heightened. Both sides were aware that an at-
tack by either country would lead to retaliation, and so it
would be entirely irrational for either side to take any
steps that could lead to war. But both sides were also
aware that irrationality might prevail. As Soviet chairman
Nikita Khrushchev wrote in a letter to President John F.
Kennedy during the crisis, “If indeed war should break
out, then it would not be in our power to stop it, for such is
the logic of war.”

Acutely aware that both sides were armed and ready to
launch nuclear weapons, President Kennedy reflected on
the growing sentiment among many of his advisers that a
tough military response against Cuba was the best option.
Kennedy instead chose the less aggressive option of insti-
tuting a naval blockade of Cuba, explaining to his advisers
that “the great danger and risk in all of this is a miscalcu-
lation—a mistake in judgment.” More belligerent actions,
Kennedy argued, would likely drive the conflict to a point
of no return: “It isn’t the first step that concerns me, but
both sides escalating to the fourth and fifth step—and we
don’t go to the sixth because there is no one around to do
so.” According to Robert Kennedy, “the President believed
from the start that the Soviet Chairman was a rational, in-
telligent man who, if given sufficient time and shown our
determination, would alter his position. But there was
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always the chance of error, of mistake, miscalculation, or
misunderstanding, and President Kennedy was committed
to doing everything possible to lessen that chance on our
side.”

But clear communication and rigorous analysis would
not be sufficient to resolve the crisis. There was also the
matter of personal egos and national pride. The entire
world was watching, and neither Kennedy nor Khrushchev
could afford to be seen as weak by his citizens, political
opponents, media analysts, or the international com-
munity at large. Robert Kennedy recalled a discussion that
took place between the president and his advisers one
evening: “Neither side wanted war over Cuba, we agreed,
but it was possible that either side could take a step
that—for reasons of ‘security’ or ‘pride’ or ‘face’—would re-
quire a response by the other side, which, in turn, for the
same reasons of security, pride, or face, would bring about
a counter-response and eventually an escalation into
armed conflict.”

There was every reason for the situation to spiral en-
tirely out of control. How, then, were the two sides able to
negotiate a peaceful settlement? According to Robert
Kennedy, it was the negotiation genius of his brother,
President John F. Kennedy, that saved the world from
nuclear war: President Kennedy made it his top priority to
understand as well as possible the interests, needs, con-
straints, and perspective of the other side. “The final les-
son of the Cuban missile crisis,” wrote Robert Kennedy, “is
the importance of placing ourselves in the other country’s
shoes. During the crisis, President Kennedy spent more
time trying to determine the effect of a particular course of
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action on Khrushchev or the Russians than on any other
phase of what he was doing. What guided all of his delib-
erations was an effort not to disgrace Khrushchev, not to
humiliate the Soviet Union, not to have them feel they
would have to escalate their response because their na-
tional security or national interests so committed them.”

The final deal, negotiated heavily through back channels
in an effort to help the parties save face, was this: the
Soviet Union would remove the missiles from Cuba; in re-
turn, the United States would pledge not to invade Cuba
and to remove American missiles from Turkey (which
were seen as a threat by the Soviet Union). Out of a con-
cern for how this latter concession would be judged by the
public, Robert Kennedy insisted to Soviet ambassador
Dobrynin that the removal of missiles from Turkey could
not be seen as a quid-pro-quo concession for the removal
of missiles from Cuba. As a result, this element of the deal
was not made public for years.

In retrospect, the outcome of this crisis seems unre-
markable: both parties removed their offending missiles
and the conflict deescalated. But it is worth asking: what
would have happened if President Kennedy, instead of fo-
cusing so intently on Khrushchev’s needs and interests,
had instead listened to his military advisers, most of
whom strongly supported air strikes against Cuba rather
than the less aggressive blockade option? Consider the fol-
lowing. During the Cuban Missile Crisis, U.S. intelligence
reports concluded that while Cuba had missiles capable of
carrying nuclear warheads, it had no actual nuclear war-
heads. It was only years later that the truth—previously
known only to the Cubans and the Soviet Union—was
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made public: at the time of the crisis, Cuba had enough
nuclear warheads to obliterate the eastern seaboard of the
United States—and they had the authority and intent to
use these warheads if they were attacked. In other words,
the unremarkable outcome of the Cuban Missile Crisis was
by no means assured. If, instead of negotiating with his
enemy, President Kennedy had chosen to act tough, flex
U.S. military muscle, and follow the advice of his top
brass, his decisions would have resulted in the deaths of
tens of millions of Americans.

Throughout this book, we have encouraged you to try to
understand the interests, needs, constraints, and concerns
of the other side and to work with your counterparts to
create value. But what happens when this seems virtually
impossible? What happens when your counterpart is your
“enemy,” unwilling or unable to work with you to reach a
mutually agreeable outcome? It is worth remembering at
such moments that President Kennedy confronted, simul-
taneously, the very worst of what is possible when negoti-
ations turn ugly—irrationality, distrust, anger, threats, and
ego—and succeeded nonetheless. Here we will consider
each of these five factors and, in doing so, provide you
with a set of principles and strategies that you can leverage
when your own negotiations turn ugly.

DEALING WITH
IRRATIONALITY

“All of the strategies you have described work when you’re
dealing with people who will listen to reason,” an
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exasperated executive student remarked recently. “But the
people I deal with are completely irrational. How can you
possibly negotiate with someone who is irrational?” As the
executive’s question reveals, negotiators often struggle
with the task of trying to negotiate with those who behave
recklessly, strategize poorly, and act in ways that seem to
contradict their own self-interest; any would-be negoti-
ation genius needs to understand how to deal with these
obstacles.

Our advice is this: be very careful before labeling
someone “irrational.” Whenever our students or clients
tell us about their “irrational” or “crazy” counterparts, we
work with them to carefully consider whether the other
side is truly irrational. Almost always, the answer is no. In
most cases, behavior that appears to be irrational has a ra-
tional—albeit hidden—cause. Here, we will share the three
most common reasons that negotiators erroneously judge
others as irrational.2 We will also describe the dangers of
doing so and explain how to avoid making such mistakes.

MISTAKE 1: THEY ARE NOT
IRRATIONAL; THEY ARE
UNINFORMED

An executive (who is one of Deepak’s students) was re-
cently involved in a dispute with an ex-employee. The em-
ployee claimed that he was owed $130,000 in sales com-
missions for the work he had done prior to being fired
from the firm a few months earlier. The executive, on the
other hand, claimed the employee was owed nothing—in
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fact, he insisted the employee had been overpaid by
$25,000.

What was the reason for this discrepancy? At the time
the employee was fired, the company’s accounts were a
mess; records had been kept poorly. Since then, the firm
had hired a new accountant and updated all of the records.
These records now clearly revealed that the employee’s
claim was entirely illegitimate; if anyone had a claim to
make, it was the firm. The executive was uninterested in
going to court to recoup the $25,000 that the firm was
owed and wanted to drop the matter entirely.

The executive called the employee and told him what
the accounting records revealed; he also offered to send a
copy of the records. He then made it clear that his case
was airtight, but offered to forgive the $25,000 overpay-
ment if the employee agreed to forgo his groundless suit as
well. The employee’s response: “No way. I don’t need to
see the records. I’ll see you in court!”

The CEO was very confused. There was no way for the
employee to win in court. Why was he behaving so
irrationally?

Deepak suggested to the executive that the problem was
probably not that the employee was irrational, but that he
lacked credible information. The executive was convinced
that the employee would lose the court battle, but it was
possible that the employee was still confident that he
would win the case because he did not trust the executive
or the firm’s record keeping. How could the executive edu-
cate the employee regarding his prospects for winning in
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court? Deepak advised him to have an objective third
party, specifically a professional accounting firm, conduct
an audit of the records pertinent to this dispute and to
mail the results to the employee. (This would be far less
expensive than going to court.) Having this information
would diminish the employee’s perceived likelihood of
winning in court and make litigation a less attractive op-
tion. What was the result? The employee dropped the suit.

When Deepak was in graduate school, an economics
professor began the first day of class with the following
statement: “I want you all to remember something—you
are not stupid, you are just ignorant. If you were stupid,
we could not do much about it. But ignorance we can fix.”
This insight is as relevant to negotiators as it is to graduate
students. Often, when the other side appears irrational,
they are in fact uninformed. If you can help educate or in-
form them—about their true interests, the consequences of
their actions, the strength of your BATNA, and so
on—there is a strong likelihood they will make better de-
cisions. For example, if someone says no to an offer that
you know is in her best interest, do not assume she is irra-
tional. Instead, work to ensure that she understands why
the offer is in her best interest. She may simply have mis-
understood or ignored a crucial piece of information.

MISTAKE 2: THEY ARE NOT
IRRATIONAL; THEY HAVE HIDDEN
CONSTRAINTS

In 2005, the U.S. government passed legislation to in-
crease food aid to countries that were in dire need of such
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assistance. There was much support among politicians
and activists for this initiative. Not surprisingly, however,
there were also certain special-interest groups that op-
posed this legislation. Here’s what was surprising: one of
the groups that voiced opposition was a consortium of
nonprofit organizations whose mission it was to lobby for
an increase in food aid to disadvantaged countries! What
explains such seemingly irrational and self-defeating be-
havior? Why would this group oppose legislation that
achieves precisely what it purports to want?

The answer lies not in understanding the group’s in-
terests, but in understanding its constraints. In order to
increase the amount of food sent to disadvantaged coun-
tries, the consortium had in the past partnered with Amer-
ican farmers to lobby the U.S. government jointly for
greater aid. Why did the farmers join in this campaign?
Because when the U.S. government increased food aid, it
bought more food from American farmers. As a result,
both the farmers and the nonprofits got what they wanted.

This case, however, was different. Mindful of escalating
budget deficits, Congress had decided that the only way to
increase foreign food aid was to purchase the food more
cheaply—not from American farmers, but from developing
countries. What would appear to be a double win for the
nonprofits (increased food aid and increased support for
poor farmers in developing countries) instead created a
predicament. If the nonprofits supported the legislation,
they would be severing ties with their longstanding coali-
tion partner, the American farmer. Instead, the nonprofits
decided that their long-term interests were best served by
opposing the legislation. This may still seem like a
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questionable decision on moral, ethical, or other grounds,
but it seems irrational only when we overlook the hidden
constraints facing the nonprofits.

The problem of hidden constraints is present in many
negotiations. When a firm loses a star employee because it
refuses to raise her salary to match a competitor’s higher
offer, the firm is not necessarily behaving irrationally; it
may instead be constrained by an HR policy that restricts
it from creating huge pay differentials in the firm.

Similarly, when your counterpart seems unwilling to
make even small, reasonable concessions that could seal
the deal, you might tell yourself he’s a fool, or you might
try to discover how much authority he has to negotiate a
comprehensive, value-maximizing deal. If he is heavily
constrained, you might try to negotiate with someone who
has greater dealmaking authority.

In negotiation, a wide variety of possible constraints ex-
ists. The other side may be constrained by advice from her
lawyers, by the fear of setting a dangerous precedent, by
promises she has made to other parties, by time pressure,
and so on. Negotiation geniuses try to discover these con-
straints—and to help other parties overcome them—rather
than dismissing others as irrational.

MISTAKE 3: THEY ARE NOT
IRRATIONAL; THEY HAVE HIDDEN
INTERESTS
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Some years ago, a group of managers decided to pro-
mote Leslie, one of the firm’s administrative assistants.
Leslie had worked for the firm for thirty years and was
only two years away from retirement. She had performed
well throughout her career and had received salary in-
creases commensurate with her performance. Because she
was already at the top of her salary bracket, it was not pos-
sible for the managers to pay her more money; nor was
she scheduled for a formal performance appraisal. Rather,
the managers simply wanted to do something nice for
Leslie, so they decided to surprise her with a promotion.
Her job responsibilities would not change, but the new
title would give her greater status and prestige.

When she heard of the promotion, Leslie was delighted.
She understood that her salary or job responsibilities
would not increase, but that was fine with her.

Soon after receiving the promotion, however, Leslie
learned that she was now among the lowest-paid employ-
ees with her job title. She also began to feel uneasy about
having a “fake” job promotion—she was doing no more
work and receiving no more pay than she used to, and this
made her feel self-conscious with her coworkers. She
asked for a raise and voiced her willingness to accept more
responsibilities, but was quickly denied.

Within a few weeks of her promotion, Leslie decided
that she would rather quit her job than be treated this
poorly. By doing so, she lost two years of compensation
and also took a hit in her retirement benefits. The man-
agers, who had only the best of intentions, were left asking
themselves, “Why did she behave so irrationally?”
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What the managers failed to appreciate was that money
and status were not the only issues of interest to Leslie.
She also cared about perceptions of fairness and equity.
The managers felt they had given her more than she even
deserved. But in failing to see how their decision would
play out in the future, they created a situation in which
Leslie felt undervalued, phony, and embarrassed.

More generally, people will sometimes reject your offer
because they think it is unfair, because they don’t like you,
or for other reasons that have nothing to do with the obvi-
ous merits of your proposal. These people are not irration-
al; they are simply fulfilling needs and interests that you
may not fully appreciate. When others appear irrational,
negotiation geniuses do not write them off as crazy. In-
stead, they investigate: “What might be motivating her to
act this way? What are all of her interests?”

BUT WHAT IF THEY REALLY ARE
IRRATIONAL?

If your counterpart truly is irrational—in other words,
he is determined to work against what is in his best in-
terest—then your options will be fewer. You can try to
push through an agreement despite his irrationality, you
can try to “go around him” by negotiating with someone
else with authority who seems more willing to listen to
reason (such as his boss or colleague), or you may decide
to pursue your BATNA because his irrationality has elim-
inated all hope of creating value. You might also leverage
the various strategies for confronting your counterpart’s
biases that we have outlined in Chapters 4–6.
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But we suggest—again—that you reconsider your assess-
ment. Negotiators who are quick to label the other party
“irrational” do so at great potential cost to themselves.
When you use the “irrational” label, you limit your op-
tions, because there is not much you can say to someone
who you truly believe is unable to reason, uninterested in
fulfilling her own interests, and incapable of negotiating
effectively. Your options greatly increase when you recog-
nize that the other party is not irrational, but simply unin-
formed, constrained, or focused on interests that you did
not anticipate. And as you know, the more options you
have, the more effectively you will negotiate.

DEALING WITH DISTRUST

Some years ago, a dispute arose between a U.S. manufac-
turer of electronic equipment and one of its foreign dis-
tributors. Each side felt that the other had reneged on its
responsibilities, and both were ready to go to court to
settle the matter. Not surprisingly, the two sides had very
different perspectives regarding what had gone wrong.

The manufacturer claimed that the distributor had
failed to meet its minimum purchase-order requirement
for a key product and that the distributor did not have
enough distribution channels in place to fulfill its contrac-
tual responsibilities. The manufacturer simply wanted to
be paid for the equipment it had already delivered and to
terminate its agreement with the distributor. The manu-
facturer claimed that it could no longer trust the
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distributor and wanted nothing more than to end their
relationship.

Meanwhile, the distributor claimed that, within months
of signing their agreement, the manufacturer had intro-
duced a new and improved model of the same product and
had refused to offer the distributor rights to sell it. By all
indications, the distributor claimed, the entire agreement
had been a scheme to dump old, obsolete models in the
distributor’s region. In doing so, the manufacturer had de-
frauded the distributor. The distributor was demanding
millions of dollars in reparation. It, too, felt that the
breach of trust was so severe that there was no way to re-
vive the relationship.

As it turns out, the story has a happy ending. The two
sides opted for mediation rather than litigation. With the
mediator’s assistance, they were able to reach an agree-
ment that pleased both sides and that avoided a lengthy
court battle.

What was the agreement? Instead of ending their rela-
tionship and deciding which party would pay the other for
a breach of contract, the two sides agreed to continue their
relationship with a restructuring of their existing agree-
ment. The manufacturer agreed to give the distributor the
right to distribute the new equipment (including the ex-
clusive right to distribute in some parts of the region), and
both sides dropped their financial claims.

When we present this case to our executive students,
many of them are surprised that either of the two parties
would be willing to agree to such a deal. The most
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important element of any relationship is trust, these exec-
utives argue; because the two sides had lost trust in each
other, it was unwise to negotiate a continuance of the rela-
tionship. When we ask the executives to elaborate on this
perspective, they often make one or more of the following
statements:

• “If there is no trust, you will get nothing
done.”

• “Why do a deal with someone you don’t
trust? It’s not worth the risk.”

• “If they’ve exploited your trust before,
they will do it again.”

We agree with the sentiment captured in each of these
statements: indeed, trust is essential in relationships;
hence, it is a critical ingredient in negotiation. But we dis-
agree with the belief that trust cannot be regained. More
fundamentally, we disagree with the belief that you should
end a negotiation (or terminate a relationship) the mo-
ment you think that the other side is untrustworthy. Nego-
tiation geniuses consider distrust to be a major obstacle to
negotiation. But before they abandon hope of regaining
the trust that has been lost, they work to rebuild it.
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The first step in rebuilding trust is to diagnose the dis-
trust that exists. Negotiators often think of trust as one-di-
mensional: either your counterpart is “trustworthy” or she
is not. But consider that there are many different kinds of
trust.3 For example, you will trust your surgeon primarily
on the basis of whether he or she has the competence to
perform a surgery on you, but you will trust your spouse
more on the basis of whether he or she is honest with you.
Similarly, there are many dimensions along which we
might trust our business partners, lawyers, employees,
children, friends, and so on. It is also the case that we can
trust someone on one dimension (“my lawyer is very com-
petent”) but not on another (“my lawyer is sometimes dis-
honest”). When this happens, you must decide which di-
mension of trust is most critical to the relationship. If
someone cannot be trusted on the critical dimension, you
must either fix the trust problem or consider your altern-
atives to dealing with her.

Two broad categories of distrust are relevant to many
negotiations: distrust of another’s character and distrust
of another’s competence.4 Consider that, in the
manufacturer-distributor dispute, both sides distrusted
each other—but for different reasons. The manufacturer
believed that the distributor was incompetent: it did not
have the infrastructure or know-how to sell the equipment
it was licensed to distribute. Meanwhile, the distributor’s
distrust was more an issue of character: only a dishonest
and unethical company would dump outdated equipment
in his region and hide information regarding newer mod-
els during the initial negotiation.
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Once you have diagnosed the source of distrust, you can
identify the steps needed to regain it. How might the dis-
tributor and the manufacturer regain trust in each other?
Because each side is dealing with a different type of dis-
trust, the process will be different for each of them. In the
case of the distributor, its management must demonstrate
to the manufacturer that their company is in fact compet-
ent. How might they do this? They might invite the manu-
facturer to visit their region to see the distribution chan-
nels firsthand, they might show purchase-order data that
confirm their ability to achieve high sales, or they might
provide reasonable justifications as to why their initial or-
der did not meet the minimum purchasing agreement.

Meanwhile, to gain the trust of the distributor, the man-
ufacturer’s management must demonstrate that they are
honest and ethical. They might do this by explaining to the
distributor that it is common practice in the United States
not to reveal information regarding products in develop-
ment—though they now understand that this practice may
be viewed negatively in some other countries. The manu-
facturer might also offer to extend a peace offering (in the
form of financial or other considerations) as an apology
for unintended wrongdoing. Finally, the manufacturer’s
decision to allow the distributor to sell the new product
may in itself help overcome the perception that the manu-
facturer intended to exploit the distributor all along.

If the two sides in this negotiation—or in any negoti-
ation—are able to identify and eliminate the source of dis-
trust, trust can clearly be rebuilt. Unfortunately, negotiat-
ors are often dismissive of this possibility. Instead, once
they have labeled the other party “untrustworthy,” they
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look only for information that confirms this belief.
Moreover, when they are themselves distrusted, they often
become defensive or angry rather than focused on trying
to systematically eliminate this perception. Negotiation
geniuses understand that when the other side says (or im-
plies) that you are untrustworthy, it is time to investigate:
“Why does he think so? What would it take to overcome
this perception?”

DEALING WITH ANGER

A few years ago, Deepak was shooting pool at a bar with a
friend and two strangers. Suddenly, a group of about eight
college students stormed into the room. They threw a pool
stick onto the table, disrupting the game, and started to
scream and curse. Needless to say, Deepak and his friend
were taken aback. The two strangers who were playing
with them immediately charged at the leader of the gang
of students. In a matter of seconds, the friendly game of
eight ball had become a shoving match. A fight was about
to break out—and it was not at all clear why.

Trying to stop the fight, Deepak and his friend wedged
themselves between the two main combatants. It soon be-
came obvious that the college students were upset because
they believed that, moments earlier, someone at Deepak’s
table had disrupted their game in the adjacent room.
Deepak knew this was not true, but the accusation only
fueled the rage on both sides. Deepak and his friend
wanted to clear up the misunderstanding, but the situ-
ation was getting more physical by the moment. It would
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have been quite easy for Deepak and his friend to simply
walk away—by now, the fight was entirely between the col-
lege students and the two strangers—but that did not seem
like the right thing to do.

Once it became clear that the provocateurs were unwill-
ing to consider the situation a misunderstanding, Deepak
tried a different approach. “Okay,” he said to the leader of
the college students. “We understand that you think
someone ‘messed with you.’ But what do you think needs
to happen now to avoid a fight?”

The leader looked at Deepak just long enough to answer.
“I don’t know, but you guys messed up our game, so it’s a
bit late to apologize,” he said before rejoining the fray.

Deepak decided to try again: “Okay, but now you’ve
messed up our game as well—so aren’t we even?”

“No, we’re not even,” the student shouted. “You started
it!”

“I see. Well, let’s say someone in this room did start
something,” Deepak said. “Can you imagine something
that could happen now that would make you prefer not to
fight? What would that look like? What would you rather
be doing?”

The leader was in disbelief, but took a moment to con-
sider the question. “Well, I’d rather be playing pool,” he
answered, “but we’re going to have to start a whole new
game.”
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“And how much will that cost?” asked Deepak.

“One dollar,” the student responded.

Deepak took a dollar bill out of his wallet and handed it
to the leader. “How about it? Your next game is on me.”

The leader smiled as he slowly reached for the dollar.
“You know, that’s very cool,” he said. “That’s really very
nice of you.” He spent the next few minutes calming down
his friends, and then escorted them out of the room. The
fight was avoided, no blood was spilled, and no bones were
broken. All it took was one dollar.

As this story shows, negotiators often confront counter-
parts who are angry or upset. And while we may think that
these emotions are entirely unjustified, this does not
change the fact that the angry party thinks that his or her
anger is warranted.

How do you typically handle such situations? While an-
other person’s anger may evoke your own, many of us re-
cognize that this is not the most effective response to
someone’s emotional outburst. Instead, there is obvious
merit in trying to defuse the other side’s anger and refocus
attention on the substantive issues at hand. But defusing
someone’s anger is often easier said than done. Most ne-
gotiators do not have a systematic way to deal with the an-
ger of those with whom they are negotiating. Furthermore,
seemingly unjustified anger often erupts when you least
expect it. What should you do when this happens? The fol-
lowing strategies will enhance your ability to handle angry
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negotiators in ways that salvage the deal and the
relationship.

STRATEGY 1: SEEK TO
UNDERSTAND WHY THEY ARE
ANGRY

When your negotiation counterpart is angry, you must
first find out why. The answer will point you toward an ap-
propriate strategy for handling the situation. For example,
if the other party is angry because she is misinformed, the
solution is to inform her; if she is angry because she feels
disrespected, the solution is to respect her; if she is angry
because she misheard what you said, the solution is to cla-
rify your intentions, and so on. Just because you know
that your counterpart has no reason to be upset does not
mean that she knows this. In the pool hall dispute, for ex-
ample, the students’ anger was explicable (although it was
still an overreaction) once they made clear that they
thought they had been attacked first. Consistent with the
approach we have underscored throughout this book, the
best way to deal with emotions you do not fully under-
stand is to investigate their source.

STRATEGY 2: GIVE VOICE TO
THEIR ANGER

Most negotiators recognize that anger is usually coun-
terproductive. As a result, when dealing with someone
who has lost his temper, most negotiators are likely to do
whatever they can to suppress his expression of anger.
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“Getting angry will get us nowhere,” you might be tempted
to say, or, “We’re not going to sit here and listen to you
shout,” or, “It’s in everyone’s best interest if you calm
down.”

These are all reasonable statements, but they overlook
an important fact. If you do not give an angry negotiator
the opportunity to voice his frustration, he will likely be-
come even more angry—or, at the very least, resentful. A
much better approach is to encourage people to voice their
anger and to help you understand its source. You might
say, for example, “I can see that you’re angry, and I want
to understand why that is. Tell me what’s on your mind.”
The key is to give legitimacy to the other person’s feelings.
You can (and should) question the legitimacy of what he
believes, but you should not waste time questioning the le-
gitimacy of a person’s anger given what he believes to be
true.

STRATEGY 3: SIDESTEP THE
EMOTION

Some years ago, Deepak’s martial arts instructor gave
him some important advice regarding how to block a kick
or a punch: “The best block is don’t be there.” In other
words, when you try to stop someone’s physical attack
with your own physical maneuver (a block), you are pit-
ting power against power—and the stronger party will
have an advantage. But if you can sidestep the attack, you
will avoid the hit, retain your balance, and remain in con-
trol of the situation.
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The same is true when it comes to emotion in negoti-
ation. When the other side is angry, do not allow yourself
to be the target by taking it personally. Instead, under-
stand that her anger is a natural consequence of her be-
liefs. If she believed differently, she would not be angry.
The best thing for you to do, then, is to keep your compos-
ure and help her change her beliefs. Sidestepping emo-
tions is certainly not easy—especially when the other side
is launching personal attacks and seems intent on provok-
ing a response. To aid in sidestepping the emotion, ask
yourself the following questions:

• If I were in her position, would I be act-
ing the same way?

• Is this genuine emotion, or is it a tactic
aimed at intimidating me?

• Is this how she behaves with everybody?

If you can conclude that their anger is natural given
where they stand, or that they are simply acting tough to
manipulate you, or that this is how they treat everyone,
you will find it easier to sidestep the attack and maintain
control of your own emotions.
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STRATEGY 4: HELP THEM FOCUS
ON THEIR TRUE UNDERLYING
INTERESTS

The most difficult part of Deepak’s pool hall negotiation
was not figuring out the other party’s underlying interests
(which were to play pool and not lose face). Rather, it was
making the other party’s underlying interests salient to
them. Anger prevents people from staying focused on the
substantive issues about which they care deeply. Your task
is to help the angry negotiator shift attention away from
those elements that fueled his anger and toward those ele-
ments that would fulfill his interests. Try asking questions
such as these:

• “What would you like to see happen
now?”

• “What would you rather be doing?”

• “What would help us put this behind
us?”

• “Is there anything else you would like to
discuss or clarify before we return to
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the substantive issues you highlighted
earlier?”

All of these questions facilitate a transition away from
anger and toward interests.

DEALING WITH THREATS AND
ULTIMATUMS

Deepak has a client, the CEO of a large agricultural firm,
who was recently negotiating with a large commercial
bank for a multimillion-dollar line of credit. Because the
CEO had personal connections with a director at the bank,
he did not bother to procure competing bids from other
banks. After months of negotiations, the deal was struc-
tured and both sides were ready to sign the agreement. Be-
fore this could happen, however, the CEO discovered dur-
ing a conversation with an industry expert that the bank
was charging his company a risk-adjusted rate that was
significantly higher than what other banks would have
charged. The CEO was both surprised and upset. Had his
“friend” at the bank taken advantage of him? Even if this
was the case, it was not clear whether the CEO could
threaten to go to the bank’s competitors; this option had
been viable some months ago, but now the company
needed the line of credit very soon. Restarting the entire
negotiation process with another bank could be extremely
costly.
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The CEO called the bank director, shared what he had
learned, and proposed a revision of the terms of the agree-
ment. Upon hearing the CEO’s proposed revision, the dir-
ector became very angry. In particular, he was “very
turned off” by the suggestion that the CEO wanted to
“renege” on their verbal agreement. In a long e-mail that
followed the conversation, the director began by writing:
“My flexibility on pricing is none.” If this was unacceptable
to the CEO, he continued, then they “should have serious
discussions” regarding the types of proprietary informa-
tion the CEO was barred from sharing with the bank’s
competitors. The threat was implicit, but clear: “We can-
not move on this issue. You are welcome to go to our
competitors.”

The CEO approached Deepak for advice on how to re-
spond to the director’s e-mail. He had a variety of ques-
tions: Was this a “true ultimatum” or simply a negotiation
“tactic”? Should he continue to push for a better pricing
structure, or should he instead ask for smaller concessions
on other, less thorny issues? Should he be forceful or
pleasant? Should he continue to appear upset, or should
he appear calm and in control? Deepak’s advice, described
below, leveraged three strategies for dealing with threats
and ultimatums in negotiation.

STRATEGY 1: IGNORE THE THREAT

Deepak began by advising the CEO to completely ignore
the ultimatum (“My flexibility on pricing is none”)—to
pretend that this statement had never been made. Instead,
the CEO should respond to the less harshly written, more
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substantive elements of the e-mail, which referred to “reli-
ance on market rates,” “competitive pricing,” and “struc-
turing fees that reflect the market standard.” Specifically,
he told the CEO to thank the director for agreeing to think
about the deal from the perspective of what is consistent
with prevailing market rates—and to make no mention of
the director’s alleged inflexibility on pricing. Why? If the
director issued the ultimatum out of frustration, ignor-
ance, or the desire to save face, the worst thing for the
CEO to do would be to draw attention to the ultimatum
and make it more difficult for the director to back away
from his statement in the future. It would be much better
to ignore the ultimatum and give the director space to re-
treat from it in the ensuing days and weeks. It is worth
pointing out that this advice is sound even if the ultimat-
um is real—that is, even if the other side is truly unwilling
or unable to offer you any more concessions. If this is the
case, and you have ignored their ultimatum, rest assured
that they will mention it to you again.

President Kennedy used a similar strategy during the
Cuban Missile Crisis. During the height of the crisis, he re-
ceived two different (and somewhat contradictory) mes-
sages from Khrushchev within the span of twenty-four
hours. One of them (the “hard” message) was very ag-
gressive; in it, Khrushchev demanded the removal of U.S.
missiles from Turkey in exchange for the removal of Soviet
missiles from Cuba. In the “soft” message, which was
much less antagonistic, Khrushchev offered to remove the
missiles from Cuba in exchange for the United States end-
ing the blockade and promising that there would be no at-
tack on Cuba. As Kennedy’s advisers discussed how to
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craft a response that would address all of the issues con-
tained in both messages, Robert Kennedy suggested a dif-
ferent approach: ignore the hard message. Robert
Kennedy was among those who believed that the hard
message (which was the only one that was sent publicly)
was designed more to help Khrushchev save face in the
world community than it was to promote substantive dis-
cussions. Ignoring the hard message—whose terms the
U.S. government could not immediately accept—and in-
stead agreeing to the terms of the soft message, Robert
Kennedy argued, would be a much more productive
strategy.

More generally, it is possible to ignore the other side’s
ultimatum even when it includes no soft message. Con-
sider the following ultimatum: “This is our final offer: take
it or leave it.” How might you respond to this statement
while still ignoring the ultimatum? Consider the following
viable responses:

• “It seems pretty clear that you find it
difficult to make further concessions on
the issues we’ve been discussing. I sug-
gest we focus on other aspects of the
deal and come back to this point once
all other elements are on the table.”
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• “I can see that you fully believe that you
have already conceded as much as
should be necessary to close the deal. As
it turns out, we feel the exact same way
regarding our concessions. Hopefully,
this means that we are close to reaching
an agreement. So let’s keep working.”

• “I can understand your frustration. We
both know there is a deal to be made,
and yet we can’t seem to find it. Can you
help me better understand your per-
spective? Why do you think we’re not
there yet?”

Notice that each of these responses ignores the “take it
or leave it” demand. Instead, the responses are aimed at
softening the other side’s statement so that it will not be a
barrier in the future if, in fact, it is possible for them to
make further concessions.

STRATEGY 2: NEUTRALIZE ANY
ADDITIONAL THREATS THEY
MIGHT BE TEMPTED TO MAKE
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Returning to the bank negotiation story, Deepak next
advised the CEO to pre-empt (to the extent possible) any
additional threats the director might be tempted to make.
He did so by helping the CEO anticipate the threats and
counterarguments that his draft e-mail reply would gener-
ate, and then encouraged him to respond comprehensively
to these potential reactions. For example, one potential re-
sponse by the director would be to threaten (implicitly) to
drag out the negotiations, knowing that the prospect of
lengthy discussions would likely force the CEO to capitu-
late. Anticipating this, Deepak advised the CEO to include
the following text in the e-mail: “We understand that these
new issues may cause delays in structuring and imple-
menting a final agreement. If you also anticipate such
delays, we suggest involving other senior bank officials in
this process from the very start.” Why might this state-
ment neutralize the director’s potential threat? Because
the CEO knew that the involvement of senior bank offi-
cials would make the director lose credibility at his bank, a
consequence he would be highly motivated to avoid.

Pre-empting the other side’s aggression is also a useful
tactic when you are dealing not with threats, but with their
legitimate complaints or concerns. For example, the dir-
ector may have been genuinely concerned that having to
restructure the deal at this late stage in the negotiation
would cause him embarrassment, as he would be forced to
tell his boss that the deal would bring in less money than
he had earlier announced. In such instances, you can
make your own position stronger if you are able to voice
the other side’s legitimate complaints or concerns for
them, rather than waiting for them to raise these issues.
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For example, you might say: “We understand that corpor-
ate politics and other institutional hurdles sometimes
make it difficult to make even reasonable changes to a deal
this late in the game. But we would like to work with you
to figure out ways to make this happen. We also feel—and
hope that you agree—that the most important issue con-
tinues to be reaching an agreement that is consistent with
prevailing market rates.” When you are the first to voice
their concerns, you lessen the degree of antagonism with
which they can argue against you. They may still fight
back, but they will be in no position to suggest that you are
concerned only about yourself, or that you don’t under-
stand their perspective.

STRATEGY 3: IF YOU DON’T FIND
THE THREAT TO BE CREDIBLE, LET
THEM KNOW

If the director’s threat had been credible—if he would
have truly preferred “no deal” to a change in pricing—then
the CEO would have had little room to maneuver. Often,
however, a threat is not credible—you know they will not
follow through on it—but it is still impossible to entirely
ignore or pre-empt it. How should you respond? In as pos-
itive a tone as possible, signal to the other side that, be-
cause you understand their constraints and their interests,
you don’t find the threat to be credible. Consider, for ex-
ample, how the CEO could have responded to the bank
director’s threat to walk away from the deal:
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Signal 1: Your constraints will not allow
you to follow through on this threat:
“Finally, with regard to the interest rate:
we feel comfortable in knowing that you
will, as always, follow your bank’s policy
of pricing risk according to market stand-
ards. This gives us confidence that, as you
run the numbers and look at the data, you
will find ways to lower the rate you have
quoted. As you’ve mentioned in the past,
this is one of the benefits of working with
a large bank like yours: at the end of the
day, we don’t have to argue about what is
fair—we can all take a look at the market.”

Signal 2: Your interests will not allow
you to follow through on this threat: “It is
obvious that there are some discrepancies
on how we are calculating risk in this case.
But we know that, like us, you have been
working on this deal for many months
now and will not want to see it unravel
over one issue. So let’s work on resolving
this in a way that is agreeable to all parties
involved.”
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Both of these responses are friendly and gracious, but
both make it clear to the director that you do not perceive
his threat (whether veiled or explicit) to be credible.

DEALING WITH THE NEED TO
SAVE FACE

When you have exposed the fact that the other side’s
threat is not credible, that their anger is baseless, or that
their lack of trust in you is unfounded, you have every
reason to celebrate: you were right and they were wrong.
But you are not in the clear yet. Unless the other side is
able to save face—that is, to avoid embarrassment or hu-
miliation—they may be very reluctant to change their per-
spective or their behavior. Instead, they may act in ways
that help them preserve their dignity or salvage their ego,
but that destroy value.

Negotiation geniuses will not only give their counter-
parts the opportunity to save face, they will help them to
save face. “Above all, while defending our own vital in-
terests,” President Kennedy said in a speech at American
University soon after the Cuban Missile Crisis, “nuclear
powers must avert those confrontations which bring an
adversary to the choice of either a humiliating defeat or a
nuclear war.”5 In your negotiations, the stakes will not be
nearly as high. But if President Kennedy was worried that
someone would enter a nuclear war to avoid humiliation,
consider how much more likely it is that someone will
walk away from thousands or millions of dollars in order
to save face.
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Suppose you are negotiating the purchase of a product
or service, and the seller tells you: “There’s no way for us
to lower our price—this is our final offer.” Later, it be-
comes clear to both of you that she will have to lower her
price in order for you to make the purchase. Here are
some ways to help this counterpart save face:

• “I’m glad I was able to find ways to com-
pensate you for a lower price, because I
know you could not have lowered it
otherwise.”

• “I realize that you are doing me a favor
by reducing the price beyond what is
normally possible, and I greatly appre-
ciate it.”

• “We’re fortunate that we were able to
get past the discussion of price, in
which you had already conceded all you
could. Instead, we were able to focus on
creating a package deal that pleased us
both.”
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Each of these responses reduces the likelihood that the
other side will stick to her ultimatum, because each gives
her a legitimate, face-saving way to frame her decision to
change course. Often, your counterparts will find their
own way to justify backing away from their original
claims; if they can’t, it helps if you can give them a story to
tell themselves—and to others who might question their
decision to back down. It is worth pointing out, however,
that each of these responses would be less necessary if,
from the start, you had followed the strategy of ignoring
their ultimatum altogether.

It is also worth keeping in mind that it’s not only your
counterpart who has a strong need to save face. You are
just as likely to sabotage your self-interest when pursuing
it would make you lose face. So when you’re involved in a
disagreement or dispute, don’t place your ego on the line.
This means refraining from making empty threats or ulti-
matums. It also means carefully thinking through the im-
plications of calling someone a liar, lashing out in anger,
or staking a firm claim on a position that you may one day
have to abandon. Negotiation geniuses avoid these behavi-
ors and instead focus on alternatives that serve the same
purpose, but that entail less risk. Instead of calling
someone a liar, ask him to substantiate his claims. Instead
of lashing out in anger, tell your counterpart why you are
upset. And instead of swearing that you will never back off
from a particular position, anchor aggressively and
provide a justification for the anchor.
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WHAT LOOKS GOOD VERSUS
WHAT WORKS WELL

Many of the strategies and tactics we have presented for
dealing with tough negotiation situations are not the kind
you would see in a Hollywood movie. In a movie (and, re-
grettably, in some negotiation texts), the protagonist fights
fire with fire, slams his fist on the table, and doesn’t back
down from a fight. These tactics look good on the big
screen, but most of them do not work well in practice.
Negotiation geniuses approach “ugly” negotiations the
same way that they approach “beautiful” ones—with an in-
vestigative approach that focuses on each side’s underly-
ing interests. We will end with another sage quote from
Deepak’s martial arts instructor: “If you’re in danger, don’t
throw a spinning back-kick to their face. Instead, attack
their kneecap. The kick to the face looks good, but the kick
to the knee will save your life.” The same principle applies
here: save the histrionics for the stage, and bring your ne-
gotiation genius to the bargaining table.
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CHAPTER 13

When Not to Negotiate

This story takes place on April 1, 2005—yes, on April
Fool’s Day—but as strange as it may seem, this tale is en-
tirely factual. It started with a Harvard economics profess-
or who wanted to procure some manure (yes, you read
that correctly). For years, this professor (who is not one of
the authors) had been driving to a piece of farmland loc-
ated about ten miles from his million-dollar home, shovel-
ing manure into his truck, and carting it back to use in his
garden. Of course, taking something from someone else’s
property without their knowledge and without payment is
illegal—even when the thing you’re taking is manure.
There is some evidence to suggest that the professor was
unaware that he had been breaking the law for all these
years. Nonetheless, it was very clear to him on that night,
April 1, 2005, that he was in big trouble. One of the farm-
hands spotted the professor as he tried to exit the property
with the manure in his truck and promptly blocked the
professor’s path with his own truck. The farmhand, who
was also the nephew of the property owner, was clearly
upset. The farmhand threatened to call the police, and the
professor had to think fast. He had two clear options: he



could rely on his people skills (apologize, plead ignorance,
promise to make amends, et cetera), or he could rely on
his training as an economist. He chose to do the latter.

Valuing the manure in his truck at no more than $20,
the professor offered the farmhand $20. The farmhand
became more upset. Believing he had just offered the
farmhand more than his reservation value, the professor
was probably surprised; nonetheless he upped his offer to
$40. In response, the farmhand called the police. The pro-
fessor was charged with trespassing, larceny, and mali-
cious destruction of property (yes, we are still talking
about manure). But these charges would soon become the
least of the professor’s concerns. Once news of the event
became public, it spread quickly through local, national,
and international media channels. Even Jay Leno joked
about the Harvard professor’s misadventure in his To-
night Show monologue.

Where did the professor go wrong? Obviously, he erred
in not recognizing that he was stealing the manure. Even
worse, he overlooked all of the signs that he was not in a
position to negotiate his way out of trouble. Had the pro-
fessor considered how weak his BATNA was (“If there is
no deal, I will face legal hassles and public ridicule”) and
how strong the farmhand’s BATNA was (“If there is no
deal, he will call the police”), he might have decided not to
try to haggle. Furthermore, seeing how upset the farm-
hand was, the professor might have realized that his “ne-
gotiation” might appear to be a bribe and only fuel the fire.
Finally, even after deciding that a monetary offering would
help settle the matter, why would the professor offer so
little? Given the stakes, the strength of the farmhand’s
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BATNA, and his heightened emotions, a much better ap-
proach would have been to apologize, plead ignorance,
and ask the farmhand what it might take to make amends
for the unfortunate situation. Instead, the professor de-
cided to negotiate—and that’s when the manure really hit
the fan.

This book is designed to help you improve your negoti-
ation skills and give you the tools you need to achieve bet-
ter outcomes for yourself and for the people you care
about. Though titled “When Not to Negotiate,” even this
chapter is aimed at expanding your negotiation ability, be-
cause one critical aspect of expertise in any domain is re-
cognizing your limits. Upon reading this book, you may be
tempted to start trying out your newfound negotiation
skills everywhere—all the time and on everyone—to see if
you can get others to do what you want.

Our advice: slow down. Recognize that the “softer” as-
pects of what you have learned (listening, understanding,
empathizing, and so on) are some of the most widely ap-
plicable tools you can leverage, especially in sensitive situ-
ations where adrenaline-driven tactics might only make
matters worse. Becoming a negotiation genius is a matter
of not only knowing how to negotiate, but also knowing
when to negotiate.

Specifically, negotiation may not be the best option:
when the costs of negotiation exceed the amount you
stand to gain, when your BATNA stinks (and everyone
knows it), when negotiation would send the wrong signal
to the other party, when the potential harm to the rela-
tionship exceeds the expected value from the negotiation,
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when negotiating is culturally inappropriate, or when your
BATNA beats the other side’s best possible offer. This
chapter will help you better understand—and better
strategize in—each of these situations.

WHEN TIME IS MONEY

Many years ago, Max was teaching a course on negotiation
in Bangkok, Thailand. The students, naturally, were curi-
ous to know whether Max could negotiate in the real world
or whether he simply knew the topic from an academic
perspective. So each class began the same way. One of the
students would ask Max where he went the previous even-
ing and then ask the key question: “How much did you pay
the taxi driver to get back to the faculty dorms?” At the
time, in Thailand, one would routinely negotiate the price
of the ride with the taxi driver before getting into the car.
The students could then judge whether Max paid the rate
that locals would pay or whether he paid the price re-
served for foreigners—and for those lacking strong negoti-
ation skills. By the end of the first week, Max understood
the local taxi market quite well and was able to impress his
students regularly with his ability to negotiate a good rate.

Then Marla, Max’s wife, arrived in Thailand. On the
evening of her arrival, Max and Marla took a long walk
across town to a nice restaurant. After dinner, just outside
the restaurant, Max hailed a taxi and, in his poor Thai,
told the driver the destination. The driver asked for 70
baht ($2.80 at the time), which was a very high price. Max
countered with 30 baht ($1.20), the lowest possible price
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for a local taxi ride and the price Max had paid a few days
earlier for a similar ride. The driver quickly dropped his
price to 50 baht; Max repeated his offer of 30 baht. The
driver came down to 40 baht. Max stuck to 30 baht. The
driver decided to pursue his BATNA and drove away.

Max hailed another taxi and shared the destination with
the driver. The driver’s response was 50 baht—a much
more reasonable first offer than the one made by the pre-
vious driver. Max countered with an offer of 30 baht. The
driver came down to 40 baht, at which point Max repeated
his 30 baht offer. Again the driver drove away.

At this point, Marla, exhausted from her trip across the
globe, asked Max what was going on. He explained that
the drivers were demanding $1.60 for the cab ride and
that he knew he could negotiate the price down to $1.20.
Marla was not only unimpressed, but also rather annoyed.
She offered to “chip in” 40 cents if that would seal the deal
and get her home. Max wanted to explain that it was im-
portant for him to get a deal that would impress his class
the next day, but he decided not to push it. Instead, he
learned an important lesson. He had not only been ignor-
ing the value of his own time but, more important, the
value of Marla’s time.

It is common for negotiators to become so focused on
“getting a good deal” or “winning” that they fail to con-
sider the value of the time they are spending (or wasting)
in pursuit of fairness or victory. In doing so, they often
waste time on trivial negotiations that could be better
spent consummating more important deals, completing
other tasks, or simply relaxing. Many negotiators claim
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they are extremely busy people who are constantly short
on time—yet these same people do a very poor job of pri-
oritizing their time. If you tend to claim that you have very
little free time, consider where your effort would provide
the highest payoff. Then focus more on improving your
performance in these critical negotiations and less on
trivial negotiations, such as those that would give you only
a nominal discount on an already acceptable starting
price.

Unfortunately, making this change is not as simple as
recognizing that time is a limited resource that should not
be wasted. You also need to recognize the many ways in
which you have been conditioned to make these kinds of
mistakes and work hard to change your habits. For ex-
ample, consider that, across cultures, people are condi-
tioned to look for the best deal, to not waste money, to
avoid penalties and fines, and to finish everything on their
dinner plate. What’s wrong with such advice?

Usually there is nothing wrong with following these
rules, but sometimes they motivate us to make irrational
decisions that destroy value. Deepak discovered this one
evening when his wife, Shikha, asked him to return the
DVD they had rented the previous evening. The DVD was
due back before midnight; if it was not returned on time,
they would have to pay a fine. The problem was that
Deepak happened to be sitting very comfortably in the liv-
ing room. He had no desire to get up, get dressed, and
drive two miles to return the movie. Deepak explained that
he would prefer to return the movie the following day
when he drove by the video store on the way to work, and
that he could live with the $3 fine. Shikha saw things
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differently. She was unimpressed by Deepak’s position on
the matter, which she characterized as “being lazy.”

Deepak suggested that they look at the situation in a dif-
ferent light. “Suppose there was no DVD or penalty in-
volved,” he said. “Instead, imagine there’s someone stand-
ing outside the video store, handing out $3 to anyone who
comes by. Would you want me to get up, get dressed, and
drive two miles to pick up that $3? No way! So if it isn’t
worth going out there for $3 in that situation, there really
isn’t any reason for me to go now.”

Shikha agreed with Deepak’s argument, but as always,
she improved his analysis. “From now on,” she said, “per-
haps we should plan ahead so that we don’t find ourselves
in situations where we have to choose between wasting
money and wasting time.” In fact, she pointed out, Deepak
could have returned the DVD on the way to work that
morning, avoided the penalty, enjoyed the evening in the
living room, and eliminated the need for this entire con-
versation. But, according to Deepak, that would not have
been nearly as fun—or insightful.

As this story reveals, we are often tempted to underes-
timate the value of our time because we are misapplying
seemingly reasonable advice (e.g., get the best deal, don’t
accept what is unfair, avoid penalties, and so on). Further-
more, as Shikha’s solution to the DVD problem reveals, it
is often possible to make rational decisions and at the
same time avoid unpleasant trade-offs if one has prepared
effectively from the start.
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WHEN YOUR BATNA
STINKS—AND EVERYONE

KNOWS IT

In our jobs as professors at the Harvard Business School,
second-year MBA students often visit us seeking advice on
negotiating their job offers. Quite often, the students sit
down and describe the excellent offer that they have re-
ceived—great company, great location, great boss, and
great initial assignment. We congratulate them on obtain-
ing the offer and ask how we can help. They explain that
the offer is just a bit low on one issue—salary. It seems
that many of their friends have been offered more money
by other firms.

At this point, we ask the question they learned to expect
from us during their first-year course on negotiation:
“What’s your BATNA? What other offers do you have?”
They often complain that negotiating would be easy—and
they wouldn’t need our advice—if they had multiple offers.
The problem, they explain, is that they only have one offer
and that the prospective employer knows this (or will soon
know, because the student will not lie about it).

How should these students negotiate for a higher
salary? While the advice we give varies by situation, one
piece of advice that we commonly offer—based on
Deepak’s story in Chapter 11—comes as a bit of a surprise
to our students: They should call their future employer,
express their enthusiasm regarding the company and the
offer, and accept the job. Then, after accepting, they
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should ask their new boss for a favor: “Would you mind
looking at some data regarding starting salaries of MBA
students who have graduated from HBS? I’d like you to
consider whether a somewhat higher starting salary might
be both possible and fairer.” Finally, they should clarify
that they have already accepted the offer regardless of
whether the salary changes or not—what happens in the
salary negotiation will not affect their decision to join the
firm.

Our students commonly protest that they would lose too
much power in the negotiation by accepting first. “What
power are you referring to?” we ask. “If you try to negoti-
ate with your new employer, and your BATNA is to remain
on the job market without an offer, and the employer
knows that they have already given you something higher
than your reservation value, then you have little power to
begin with.” In such a situation, you may not want to play
the “negotiation” game. You may be much better off play-
ing a different game—for example, the game called “fair-
ness,” or the one called “could you please help me?” More
generally, you may want to avoid negotiating when a reas-
onable analysis suggests that you will lose the negotiation
game but may win some other type of game. In particular,
when your BATNA stinks, their BATNA is fine, and all of
this information is common knowledge, you may want to
simply say yes in the negotiation and then change the
game.

Does this advice work? Think back to how Deepak nego-
tiated a job offer with his preferred employer. His strategy
was to accept the offer before negotiating and then to cre-
ate an environment where the managing partner liked
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him, wanted to help him, and could find ways to justify a
salary increase. The result: a 10 percent increase in start-
ing salary after both the HR department and the managing
partner had said that salaries were nonnegotiable.

WHEN NEGOTIATING SENDS
THE WRONG SIGNAL

Steve, a senior manager in a highly profitable accounting
firm, was surprised one morning when he received a
phone call from the president of his company. “What
could he possibly want with me?” wondered Steve, who
had never before met or spoken with the president. The
president told Steve that he was planning to make a lot of
changes in the organization and that one of the primary
changes would involve restructuring the executive team:
some people would be leaving, and some new blood would
be brought in. The president asked Steve to meet with him
the following day for a brief conversation. The next day,
only minutes into their conversation, the president offered
Steve a new job at the executive level, a promotion that
would move him up three levels in the organization.

Most employees of most organizations would be abso-
lutely thrilled to receive such an opportunity. But this situ-
ation was different. In his current position, Steve was not
only earning a high salary, but was also a member of a
highly coveted bonus pool that usually tripled his annual
salary. The new job, while at the executive level, might end
up paying him considerably less. The president had not
discussed compensation, and Steve wondered whether the
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president himself knew what his salary would be in the
new position. Steve was excited about the new job, but was
extremely worried about the prospect of seeing his com-
pensation cut in half, or worse! What to do? Should he ask
what compensation he would receive? Should he anchor
the negotiation by revealing how much compensation he
was currently receiving and then invite a response? Should
he ask for more time to make the decision and then try to
obtain additional information from other sources? Should
he simply accept or reject the offer as it stood?

There may be no single “right” approach to this situ-
ation. But let’s consider what Steve did and, more import-
ant, why he did it.

Based on how quickly the company president made the
offer and based on the fact that the president waited to
make the offer until they were face-to-face, Steve gathered
that the president wanted a quick decision. Furthermore,
the president had chosen not to bring up the topic of com-
pensation. Steve interpreted this to mean one of two
things: either the president was confident that the com-
pensation would be sufficient, or he was purposefully
avoiding the topic because he did not want Steve’s de-
cision to be motivated primarily by financial considera-
tions. Given the emphasis the president kept placing on
“building a new team with a shared vision,” Steve
reasoned that the latter was almost certainly true. If so,
perhaps the worst thing to do would be to bring up
compensation.

Steve came to the conclusion that this was not the time
to negotiate. For one thing, even if the compensation was
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very low, he might be in a better position to negotiate a
higher salary after he had proven himself in the new role.
He might regret his decision not to negotiate if he was un-
able to negotiate an adequate salary later, but he could
stomach the risk. More important, trying to negotiate un-
der the current circumstances would send the wrong sig-
nal—that he was more interested in money than in being a
part of the leadership team and helping to reshape the
organization.

Steve told the president that, while some aspects of the
job were obviously still unclear, he shared his vision and
was excited to join the team. He added: “I fully trust you to
help make my transition into this new role both successful
and mutually rewarding.”

Later, some of Steve’s colleagues told him that he
should have negotiated compensation—that he was in a
great position to do so because the president had clearly
sought him out.

Steve’s response? “Maybe I could have tried to negotiate
a stellar compensation package, and maybe I’ll regret not
having negotiated when I had the chance. But I’m abso-
lutely certain that I sent exactly the right signals—that I
am a team player, that I trust the president, and that I am
not solely motivated by dollars and cents—to a powerful
person with whom I expect to have a close long-term
relationship.”

What eventually transpired? After he received the pro-
motion, Steve’s salary was cut in half—but he was given
enough in bonuses, stock options, and scope for future
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advancement that his annual compensation effectively
doubled.

As the reasoning behind Steve’s decision reveals, the de-
cision to negotiate always sends some signal. Typically, the
signal you are sending when you initiate a negotiation is
that you require more in value before you can agree to a
deal. And, typically, this is a fine signal to send. However,
in some situations, the signal you send when you decide to
negotiate is that you do not trust the other side or that you
are more concerned about what you will get from the deal
than you are about the relationship, or about the rationale
for the deal itself.

If your decision to negotiate will send the “wrong” sig-
nal, you have three options.

1. Negotiate anyway. You might decide that what
you stand to gain from negotiation outweighs the costs of
sending the wrong signal.

2. Change the signal. You might try to actively man-
age the way in which the other party will perceive your de-
cision to negotiate. For example, Steve might have initi-
ated a discussion of compensation as follows: “I am very
excited about the offer and hope to play a role in trans-
forming this organization. I also appreciate your trust in
me. Before I sign on, I do have some questions. I’m sure
that’s no surprise. Would it be possible for you to give me
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some more information regarding my role, responsibilit-
ies, and compensation? Regarding compensation—I don’t
want you to get the wrong idea. I am not fixated on the
dollars and cents. But it is something that anyone with
three young children needs to at least consider. Is this
something that we can discuss?” In saying this, Steve
might have made it less likely that launching a compensa-
tion negotiation would upset or offend the president.

3. Decide not to negotiate. If you think that the
cost of sending a negative signal is too high and that it will
be difficult to change the signal, you may want to decide,
as Steve did, that this is not the time to negotiate.

WHEN RELATIONSHIPS
MIGHT SUFFER

Sharon and Mark purchased a piece of land and proceeded
with their plans to build their dream house. The home’s
construction would stretch their budget, but they carefully
planned a way to build at the lowest price possible. For-
tunately, Sharon and Mark had attended a seminar ad-
vertised in their local newspaper on “getting the price you
deserve.” Their instructor had told them that the more
bids they sought, the lower their price would be. Accord-
ingly, they took their architectural plans to eight different
builders and were delighted when one builder came in
with a surprisingly low bid—a full 10 percent lower than
the second-lowest bid.
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The negotiation course seemed to be paying off. If the
builder is this desperate for projects, Sharon and Mark
speculated, perhaps he will accept further concessions. In
face-to-face negotiations, they pushed for a lower price. At
first, the builder resisted. But when Sharon and Mark
offered to sign the contract that day, set a deposit check on
the table (another trick picked up in the negotiation class),
and then threatened to go elsewhere, the builder had to re-
consider. He thought about his desire to keep his crew em-
ployed and agreed to lower the price by another 3 percent,
shaking his head and grumbling about whether any profit
remained. Sharon and Mark seemed to have negotiated
the best price they could have hoped to obtain—the lowest
bidder’s reservation value! Their happiness kept them
from noticing the fact that the builder felt trapped and was
unhappy with how the negotiation had unfolded.

After the contract was signed, Sharon and Mark’s archi-
tect came up with a number of changes, all of which they
thought looked great. They took these seemingly small
“change orders” to the builder and were shocked by the
prices that the builder demanded to accommodate the
altered work plan. Sharon and Mark pushed hard for
lower prices, but this time the builder refused to make
concessions. Their excellent initial price continued to rise,
due not only to the change orders, but also to an increase
in lumber costs (the contract had a cost-of-lumber adjust-
ment). Many difficult conversations took place between
the builder, who remained grumpy about his profit mar-
gin, and Sharon and Mark, who were frustrated by the
price increases.
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When the builder told them that the house would most
likely be completed in three months, Sharon and Mark
sold their condo and set a closing date that coincided with
the expected completion date of the house. However, the
house was not completed on time, and Sharon and Mark
were forced to move into temporary housing. Again and
again, they discussed their need for completion with the
builder, who repeatedly blamed the delays on subcontract-
ors. Sharon and Mark checked the contract and found no
clause dealing with delays.

After nine weeks in temporary housing, Sharon and
Mark finally moved into their supposed “dream house.” At
first they were pleased with the house. But the longer they
lived in it, the more problems they encountered: one of the
heating systems failed during the winter, two of the appli-
ances were unreliable, some of the carpentry wasn’t fin-
ished, and cracks started to emerge in the drywall. Some
of these items were under warranty; some were not. The
builder did not quickly attend even to those items that
were under warranty; after all, he had already been fully
paid for his work. “I know that I’m obligated to fix the
cracks in the drywall,” the builder said during one heated
conversation with Sharon, “but I’m not obligated to do it
at your convenience.”

Ultimately, Sharon and Mark regretted that they had
ever decided to build their dream house. Their condo had
been fine for their needs, and a lot less of a hassle.

Why was the building project such a disaster? Sharon
and Mark got a great price for a house that they eventually
did not want. They focused on getting a low price at the
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expense of other important issues, such as timely comple-
tion and quality construction. Most important, they
pushed for a price that, while desirable, destroyed their re-
lationship with the other party. When Sharon and Mark
received the builder’s low bid, they probably should have
accepted it and then negotiated “friendlier” issues, such as
how to deal with change orders, whether to add a small
lateness penalty and a small timeliness bonus to the con-
tract, and so on. Sharon and Mark did a good job negotiat-
ing the price of their home construction, but they would
have done a much better job negotiating their overall out-
come had they avoided negotiating the builder down to his
reservation value.

As we think about how Sharon and Mark should have
handled their negotiation, it is worth recalling (from
Chapter 1) what transpired when Albert Einstein was “ne-
gotiating” his job offer with Princeton University. Einstein
requested an annual salary of $3,000, and Princeton re-
sponded by offering to pay him $15,000 annually. Prin-
ceton’s decision to offer Einstein an appropriate wage,
rather than accepting (or haggling over) his low bid, was
the right one to make—and not simply because the other
party was Albert Einstein. Organizations often face a
choice between paying employees the bare minimum re-
quired to attract and retain them and paying a “fairer” or
more generous wage. Ethical considerations aside, organ-
izations (and consumers like Sharon and Mark) will gener-
ally benefit by taking a long-term perspective that entails
building a reputation for fairness and for contributing to
the well-being of their negotiation counterparts.
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WHEN NEGOTIATING IS
CULTURALLY INAPPROPRIATE

Let’s revisit Max’s taxi negotiations in Thailand and see
how these might work—or not work—once Max returns to
Boston. Imagine that Max returns to the United States,
walks out of the airport terminal, and waits in line for a
taxi. When his taxi arrives, Max asks the driver how much
it will cost for a ride to his home in Cambridge. The driver
says that he will go by what the meter registers, but estim-
ates that it will be close to $20. As other travelers wait im-
patiently behind him, Max begins to haggle. He offers $10.
The taxi driver swears at Max and calls the attendant re-
sponsible for managing the taxi stand. The attendant pulls
Max aside and tells him that he is holding up the line and
will have to either take the ride now or find a different way
to get home.

Should Max be surprised that this negotiation failed? Of
course not. Nor should he be surprised if he next went to a
grocery store and was unable to engage the clerk in a ne-
gotiation over the price of a bottle of water. Some of the
behaviors that Max found to be perfectly acceptable in
Thailand would be laughable, even offensive, back home
in the United States. It is worth mentioning that we have
had students tell us occasionally about their success in ne-
gotiating seemingly nonnegotiable items (such as the price
of a cup of coffee at Starbucks). You might also recall how
Shikha, Deepak’s wife, successfully negotiated with a taxi
driver in Boston (as described in Chapter 3). But very
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often, such negotiations will fail because they are not cul-
turally appropriate.

Within our own culture, we tend to know which behavi-
ors are consistent with social norms and which are not.
Our knowledge of our own culture tells us what time we
should show up for a party that “starts at 7 P.M.,” whether
it is acceptable to burp after a meal or to show the soles of
our shoes, and countless other rules of conduct. Our un-
derstanding of our own culture also tells us when it is ap-
propriate to negotiate—and when it is not. Unfortunately,
we often violate such norms in other cultures. If Max,
when in Bangkok, had simply accepted the 70 baht offer
from the taxi driver, he not only would have overpaid, but
he would have also given the driver a funny story (about
the ignorant foreigner) that he could share with his
friends. As another example, consider that in some cul-
tures and contexts, it may be acceptable to anchor aggress-
ively and then negotiate down to a mutually agreeable
price; in others, your willingness to retreat from your ori-
ginal, justified anchor may signal to the other party that
you were initially lying or being greedy.

How can you know whether it is okay to negotiate in a
particular culture? How should you initiate negotiations in
a different culture? The first step in answering these ques-
tions is always preparation. Before you travel, elicit advice
from others who have done business in that culture or who
are from that culture. Learn as much as you can, including
what is and is not appropriate to say and discuss, how and
when to initiate substantive discussions, how to build rap-
port and trust, how to manage status and respect issues,
and how aggressively people can be expected to anchor.
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The more you know going in, the better prepared you will
be to negotiate effectively.

Even if you are not culturally sophisticated, all is not
lost. Imagine that you find yourself having to negotiate in
a foreign land where you know very little about the local
culture or social norms. What should you do? Ask to be
educated. Most people in most parts of the world will not
be offended by—and will probably appreciate—a statement
such as the following:

As you know, we have not done business
in this country before. That’s one of the
reasons we are thrilled to have this oppor-
tunity to meet with you and discuss issues
of mutual interest. However, this also
means that we may not always know the
correct way to articulate or convey certain
ideas. We hope you will be forgiving if we
say or do something that seems awkward.
We assure you that we mean no disrespect
and that, while we may stumble occasion-
ally, we are fast learners. Perhaps you are
feeling similar anxiety, in which case we
can assure you that we understand your
good intentions. I think we all stand to be-
nefit if everyone feels comfortable
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discussing issues openly, asking ques-
tions, and being patient. I hope that you
agree. We’re excited about the opportun-
ity we have not only to do business with
you, but also to learn about your culture.

How would you respond if someone with whom you
were negotiating made this statement? In all likelihood,
you would welcome their sentiments and feel more re-
laxed and comfortable yourself. Unfortunately, when
negotiating cross-culturally, many people instead decide
to “fake it,” rely on cultural stereotypes, or ignore the cul-
tural element altogether. None of these strategies beats
the investigative approach that we first introduced in
Chapter 3: when you don’t know something, try to learn it.

WHEN YOUR BATNA BEATS
THEIR BEST POSSIBLE OFFER

In 1981, Roger Fisher and William Ury published a short
book entitled Getting to YES: Negotiating Agreement
Without Giving In. As you may know, the book became a
best seller and transformed the practice of negotiation.
Previously, most writing on the topic of negotiation fo-
cused on protecting “what’s yours” and getting as much of
“what’s theirs” as possible—an approach that many people
would describe as “win-lose” negotiation. By contrast, Get-
ting to YES encouraged agreement and exalted the pursuit
of “win-win” deals.
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Overall, Getting to YES has had a very positive impact
on society. But among some of its enthusiasts, the book
seems to have created too strong of a bias toward always
“getting to yes.” The amazing success of Getting to YES
has contributed to the perception that an impasse, or “no
deal,” is equivalent to a failed negotiation. But sometimes
in negotiation, you should not get to yes! Sometimes your
BATNA is better than any offer your current negotiation
counterpart can make, and “no deal” is the best outcome
that two fully rational negotiators can hope to achieve. In
these cases, the best you can do is to get to “no” as effi-
ciently as possible. How will you know when “no deal” is
the best outcome? Look for the following signs:

• You have told them about your other of-
fers, and they are unable to match or
beat the value that these alternatives of-
fer to you.

• Instead of trying to meet your needs,
they are trying hard to convince you
that your interests are not what you
think they are.

• They seem more interested in stretching
out the negotiation than in exchanging
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information, building a relationship, or
structuring an agreement.

• Despite your best efforts, they will not
answer any of your questions; nor will
they ask about your needs or interests.

In such situations, there is no virtue in negotiating for
the sake of negotiating or negotiating well past the time it
should take for you to discover that no ZOPA exists. When
there is no ZOPA, there should be no deal. In such situ-
ations, instead of “getting to yes,” exercise your BATNA.

CAN’T A GENIUS NEGOTIATE
EVERYTHING?

As we have stressed throughout this book, more often than
not, negotiating allows you to create value above and bey-
ond your alternatives to reaching agreement. But it is
worth keeping in mind that not every aspect of life is a ne-
gotiation. By considering the context of the negotiation,
the relationships involved, and your alternatives away
from the table, you will become adept at identifying when
to negotiate, when to accept a deal without negotiating,
and when to simply walk away. Some negotiation
“experts” will tell you that “you can negotiate anything.”
Perhaps you can—but that does not mean you should.
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Often, there are better things to do than negotiate. Negoti-
ation geniuses are able to recognize and leverage these
alternatives.
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CHAPTER 14

The Path to Genius

Some years ago, one of us sat in on an MBA negoti-
ation class that was taught by a well-known negotiation
professor. It was the last day of the semester-long course,
and the professor kept referring to his students as “negoti-
ation experts” (for instance, “now that you are negotiation
experts,” and so on). We found this quite disturbing.
These students were not experts—certainly not yet. Some
of them might never become negotiation experts. And yet
the last day of the course was being celebrated as the last
step in the learning process. In contrast, we hold no such
illusions. Rather, we believe that reading this book is your
first step toward becoming a negotiation genius—or
expert.

Recall the distinction we made in Chapter 6 between ex-
perience and expertise. Experience is what you gain when
you engage in a particular behavior (such as negotiation)
many times. Expertise is what you gain when you are able
to infuse your experience with a “strategic conceptualiza-
tion” of what you are doing.1 Unfortunately, many people
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confuse these two ideas and mistakenly think that their
vast experience in negotiation qualifies them as experts.

One of our executive students recently told us that he
didn’t expect to learn much from a course on negotiation.
He had accumulated many years of negotiation experience
and had “seen it all.” In support of his argument for the
supremacy of experience, he even quoted Benjamin Frank-
lin: “Experience is a dear teacher.” Unfortunately for the
student (and his prospects for learning), he had misunder-
stood Franklin’s point. When he used the word “dear,”
Franklin meant it as a synonym for “expensive,” not “pre-
cious.” This becomes clear when you consider Franklin’s
full statement: “Experience is a dear teacher, but fools will
learn at no other.” Yes, experience is an extremely import-
ant part of becoming a negotiation genius, but it is not
sufficient.

The students whose professor told them they were ex-
perts, the dealmaker who came to us with twenty years of
negotiating experience, and you, all have one thing in
common: when it comes to negotiation, you do some
things well, you do some things poorly, and the best way
for you to become a more effective negotiator—indeed, a
negotiation genius—is to think more deeply and analytic-
ally about the framework we have developed. Only by
leveraging experience and insight will you truly achieve
expertise.

WHICH STORY WILL YOU
TELL?
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Try to remember a recent negotiation in which you
reached an agreement, but got a pretty lousy deal. Now
imagine that you complained about the outcome to your
boss, colleague, friend, or spouse. How did you account for
your result? Here are some common explanations that we
have heard from negotiators.

• “The other party said that they had a
better offer from the competition. There
was nothing more that I could do.”

• “The market moved against us.”

• “There was not enough time to push for
a better deal.”

And here are some explanations that we rarely hear:

• “I didn’t prepare systematically.”

• “Our team was not well-coordinated.”
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• “I didn’t collect the information that I
needed prior to the negotiation.”

• “I blurted out an offer before I thought
it through.”

The difference between the two lists is crucial. The first
consists of external attributions. The failure was due to
factors beyond your control. The problem was with the
situation, not with what you did or did not do. In contrast,
the second list consists of internal attributions for the fail-
ure—there were things you could have done differently to
achieve a better outcome. When we think of our successes,
we are very quick to attribute them to factors within our
control. But when we think of failures, we usually find
ways of externalizing the blame.

The good news is that these types of external attribu-
tions may salvage your reputation with your boss. They
will also make you feel better about the “fact” that the bad
deal wasn’t your fault and that you did the best you could.
The bad news is that the poor outcome probably was at
least partially your fault; thus, you are not being entirely
honest with yourself or with others. Most often, when you
get a lousy deal, it is because you were in a difficult situ-
ation and you did not handle it as well as you could have.
Now for the really bad news: when you attribute your fail-
ures to external factors, you make it very difficult to learn
from your experience and improve as a negotiator.
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As a negotiator, you face a choice: do you want to feel
good about yourself or do you want to learn? Because you
have reached the last chapter of this book, we presume the
latter. If so, your goal is to find ways to integrate the prin-
ciples, strategies, and tactics presented in this book into
your life. We end by suggesting some ways for doing so.

PERFECT CAN BE THE ENEMY
OF GOOD

It has been said that “perfect is the enemy of good,” a prin-
ciple that applies to personal change in many areas. If you
try to do too much, too soon, you will be overwhelmed.
For example, you may want to try to memorize all of the
ideas and strategies you found useful in this book so that
you will be prepared for every possible eventuality in your
next negotiation. If you try to do this, you will inevitably
fall short of your expectations—and of your potential.

In addition to recognizing the virtues of incremental
(rather than hurried) progress, you must anticipate the
various obstacles to change that you will undoubtedly face.
You may find it difficult to try new ideas or strategies be-
cause you are risk averse or because you find the status
quo to be comforting. Or you may find it difficult to
change your ways when everyone around you expects you
to believe certain things and behave a certain way. It is
also possible that you simply won’t have the time neces-
sary to devote to change. Recognize that all of these
obstacles—and others that you might think of—are typical.
Your need to confront these obstacles does not say
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anything about you or your prospects for effective change;
it simply means that you are human. This understanding
may give you some relief, but it does not solve your prob-
lem. How can you overcome common obstacles to change
and effectively leverage the ideas in this book?

Here are some practical steps that you can follow to
transition from reading about key negotiation ideas and
strategies to changing how you actually negotiate:

1. Review the book (or any notes you may
have taken as you read) and make a list
of all of the strategies and tactics that
you would like to try in your own nego-
tiations. Once you have done this,
identify which items on the list require
further contemplation and which ones
you can use immediately.

2. Among those ideas that you wish to
contemplate further, identify one key
concept that you will spend time work-
ing on in the week ahead. Set aside
some time in your schedule to think
more deeply about this idea. How might
you apply it to your negotiations? What
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are its strengths? What are its weak-
nesses? How might you integrate the
principle into your way of thinking? Do
the same for all of the other ideas you
would like to contemplate further:
tackle one idea each week. If you have
the time to explore more ideas in a par-
ticular week, add items to your weekly
list.

3. Identify other people, such as friends
and colleagues, with whom you would
like to discuss particular negotiation
strategies. Ask them to play devil’s ad-
vocate to your proposed use of a
strategy and to critique your game plan.
Trying out new negotiation strategies
on supportive friends or colleagues will
not only give you the confidence to
transfer your new skills to important
negotiations, but will also help you
identify mistakes you may have
overlooked.

4. For those strategies that you are ready
to implement immediately, think about
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your current (or upcoming) negoti-
ations. Write down which specific
strategies and tactics you would like to
employ in each negotiation. To avoid
“shooting from the hip” when you get to
the bargaining table, you should also
plan how exactly you will implement
these strategies.

5. After your negotiations, think about
other strategies that you could have ap-
plied but did not. Think about how you
might do so in the future.

6. Every so often, revisit the book to see if
there are other ideas, strategies, or tac-
tics that seem relevant to your current
or upcoming negotiations.

CREATING THE RIGHT
ENVIRONMENT FOR GENIUS

An executive student who runs a midsize company came
back to visit Deepak a year after taking his course on nego-
tiation. The executive had been so energized by the course
material that he wanted all of his employees to learn and
master the strategies discussed in class. During the course
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of the past year, he reported, he had put forth a lot of ef-
fort to educate his employees. Unfortunately, he had
achieved very mixed results. He described the problem:

“In my company, we have two divisions:
the ‘Openers’ and the ‘Closers.’ It is the
job of Openers to bring in potential cli-
ents. Once the potential client is suffi-
ciently interested in what we have to offer,
they are passed on to the Closers. It is the
Closers’ job to close the deal. When I tried
to teach my employees about investigative
negotiation, creating and claiming value,
etc., a strange thing happened. The Open-
ers got the message quickly. They were ex-
cited to leverage these new ideas in their
negotiations with potential clients. But
the Closers—they didn’t get it. They
looked at me as if I was talking complete
nonsense. And they went back to their
jobs and didn’t change a thing. They con-
tinue to claim very little value and to do
whatever it takes to sign the deal. They
seem to have no sense of the merits of
value creation, or of the potential for
value claiming!”
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The executive wondered aloud whether the problem was
that he was recruiting more open-minded people as Open-
ers and more closed-minded people as Closers. Deepak re-
sponded by asking whether, in his firm, these two divi-
sions were actually referred to as “Openers” and “Closers.”
“Yes,” the executive said. “Why, then,” asked Deepak, “are
you so surprised that your Closers are closing deals for
you?” The executive was not sure what he meant, so
Deepak asked another question: “What do you think
Closers are most afraid of doing in their jobs?” The execut-
ive thought for a moment, then responded: “Losing the
deal.” Deepak asked if there were any incentive systems in
place to reward Closers. There were: their bonuses were
tied to the number of deals they closed.

That was the problem. These employees were being told
(literally) that their job was to close the deal. They were
also being rewarded financially on the basis of closing the
deal. Yet the executive was surprised when the Closers ig-
nored his suggestion that they should try to claim as much
value as possible. Why would they do anything that might
risk losing the deal?

This problem is common. Often, we—or our employees
and coworkers—have both the analytic ability to learn new
skills and the desire to change our behavior, yet we are
constrained by the culture or incentive systems that exist
in our organizations. For the ideas in this book to take
shape in the real world, you need to take steps to remove
these constraints. If you are in a position of authority, as-
sess the culture and incentive systems that govern your
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team, division, or organization. If you determine that
these systems will stifle the changes you hope will take
root in the negotiation behaviors of your employees or col-
leagues, work to facilitate change. If you are not in a posi-
tion of authority, but can see how your organization’s cul-
ture or incentive system is creating a barrier to change,
consider taking it upon yourself to educate those who can
do something about it.

THE DISAPPEARING CIRCLE

When executives and MBA students first enroll in a course
on negotiation, they typically arrive with assumptions
about the “things that are negotiable” in life. Usually, in
their minds, a small circle of negotiable things exists: buy-
ing or selling a house, a car, or a business; haggling with a
street vendor; negotiating salary with an employer; and
perhaps little else. They look forward to learning how to be
more effective in these negotiations. But as the course pro-
gresses, and we discuss different strategies and tactics for
negotiating in a wide variety of contexts, their circle of ne-
gotiable things begins to grow. More and more issues, con-
flicts, and situations seem negotiable. Students often re-
port that this is an empowering feeling. But where does it
end? How large is the circle really?

Those who reflect deeply on the ideas presented in their
negotiation course—or the ideas presented in this
book—in the months and years that follow their classroom
(or reading) experience discover that, eventually, the circle
grows infinitely large; that is, it simply disappears. There
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are no longer “things that are negotiable” and “things that
are not negotiable.” Instead, they discover that they have
learned a set of basic principles for human interaction.
These principles are not about buying, selling, crafting
deals, reaching agreements, overcoming bias, and so on.
Those activities are mere applications of more fundament-
al principles for successfully engaging with other people
who, like you, are usually well-intentioned human beings
who have different interests and perspectives.

A negotiation genius is someone for whom the circle has
disappeared—for her, the ideas and principles are what
matter, and these are ingrained in her approach to dealing
with all types of human interaction. For a negotiation
genius, applying the ideas in this book during a complex
business transaction is no different from applying the
ideas when having a conversation with a spouse, a friend,
or an employee. Investigative negotiation principles are as
applicable to a legal dispute as they are to a spat with a
coworker; influence tactics can be usefully applied not
only to the sale of your business services, but also in your
negotiations with your children.

NEGOTIATION GENIUS IS
ACHIEVABLE

We end with an observation regarding genius. The mistake
is to think that some people are born geniuses (Einstein,
Mozart, Michael Jordan, et cetera), and others of us are
not. In fact, genius is often a combination of natural ability
and a lot of hard work. But, you will argue, no amount of
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hard work will turn you into Michael Jordan or Mozart or
Einstein. You are probably correct—you are unlikely to
have the “raw materials” needed for their achievements.
The good news is that you do have the raw materials
needed to become a negotiation genius—almost everyone
does. Negotiation genius is about human interaction, and
the only raw material you need to achieve it is the ability
to change your beliefs, assumptions, and perspective. You
have this ability. If you now put forth the effort to imple-
ment what you have learned, then you will become a nego-
tiation genius—someone who finds it easy to achieve bril-
liant results in all types of negotiations. We hope you will
put forth this effort. We hope this book motivates you to
do so and guides you along the path.
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GLOSSARY

analogical reasoning: The process of
learning by comparing and contrasting
similar lessons from two different epis-
odes or events.

anchor: A number, such as a first offer,
that focuses negotiator attention and ex-
pectations and helps resolve uncertainty.

behavioral decision research: An area
of research that focuses on the systematic
ways that the human mind deviates from
rationality; has led to scientific revolu-
tions in fields such as economics, psycho-
logy, finance, law, medicine, marketing,
and negotiation.

best alternative to a negotiated agree-
ment (BATNA): The course of action a



negotiator will pursue if and when the
current negotiation is unsuccessful (i.e.,
ends in impasse).

bounded awareness: The systematic fail-
ure to see readily available information
that is relevant to a decision but is not the
object of focus.

cognitive biases: The systematic mistakes
that negotiators make because of the way
in which their minds operate.

competitive arousal: An emotional state
that results from heightened perceptions
of rivalry, and that can create in negotiat-
ors the desire to “win at any cost.”

contingency contract: A provision in an
agreement that leaves specific elements of
the deal unresolved until a particular
source of uncertainty is resolved in the fu-
ture. Such provisions allow both sides in
the negotiation to “bet” on their differing
beliefs regarding the probability of a fu-
ture event.
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contingent concessions: In negotiation,
concessions that are explicitly tied to spe-
cific actions by the other party. These are
phrased in a quid-pro-quo manner to cla-
rify that concessions will only be made if
the other party does their part.

contrast effect: The tendency to judge the
magnitude of something based not on its
absolute or objective size, but instead on
how it appears relative to a (perhaps ar-
bitrary) point of reference.

co-opetition: Situations in which a party
has the incentive to cooperate with anoth-
er party on some fronts, while competing
with the same party on other fronts.

de-biasing strategies: The steps a negoti-
ator takes to reduce his or her naturally
occurring decision biases.

distinct value proposition: The host of
assets that your negotiation counterpart
values and that you can provide more
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effectively or cheaply than your
competitors.

door-in-the-face strategy (DITF): The
technique of increasing others’ willingness
to comply with your request by first ask-
ing them to agree to an even more ex-
treme request that they are almost certain
to reject.

egocentrism: The tendency for our per-
ceptions and expectations to be biased in
a self-serving manner.

fixed-pie bias: Negotiators often fail to
create value because they assume
“whatever is good for them is bad for us”
that is, they believe there is a “fixed pie” of
value or resources even when it is possible
to increase the size of the pie.

foot-in-the-door strategy (FITD): A
strategy of influence that is based on the
premise that the willingness of others to
agree with one request leads to an in-
creased commitment on their part to
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agree with additional requests that natur-
ally follow from the initial request.

framing effects: The common tendency
for negotiators to treat risks involving
perceived gains differently from risks in-
volving perceived losses.

haggling: The iterative give-and-take that
occurs after each party has made its initial
offer.

illusion of superiority: A bias that causes
people to view themselves as better than
others on a variety of desirable attributes.

inattentional blindness: A phenomenon
in which people are focused so intently on
a particular task that they fail to see obvi-
ous information in their environment.

incentive compatible: Negotiated clauses
that offer incentives for the other party to
behave in ways that are consistent with
the spirit of your agreement.
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information asymmetry: The fact that
each side in the negotiation is inevitably
aware of facts and data that the other side
does not know.

insider lens: The perspective negotiators
typically adopt when they are personally
involved in a decision or negotiation. The
insider lens is more susceptible to bias,
and more likely to rely on intuition, than
the outsider lens.

investigative negotiation: A negotiation
mind-set and methodology that focuses
on discovering the often hidden or
guarded interests, priorities, needs, and
constraints of the other party.

irrational optimism: A positive illusion
that leads most of us to believe that our
futures will be better and brighter than
those of other people.

learned optimism: The perspective that a
person’s tendency to overestimate her
chances of success is a learned, functional
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attribute; theoretically, unrealistically
high levels of optimism will motivate per-
sistence in the face of rejection.

logrolling: The act of making trade-offs
across issues in a negotiation. In particu-
lar, logrolling involves giving the other
side something that they value relatively
more in return for receiving something
that you value relatively more.

loss aversion: The tendency for people to
be more motivated to avoid losses than
they are to accrue gains.

marginal utility: The happiness associ-
ated with an incremental change in cir-
cumstances; for example, how much hap-
pier a negotiator is when he receives an
additional concession above what was
already received or expected.

motivational biases: A range of misper-
ceptions resulting from the common hu-
man tendency to view the world the way
we wish it were rather than how it truly is.
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In particular, the desire to see ourselves
as fairer, kinder, more competent, more
generous, more deserving, and more likely
to succeed than others.

negotiauction: A two-stage bidding/nego-
tiation process in which an initial auction
narrows the field to the most promising
candidates, who are then invited to en-
gage in one-on-one negotiations.

nonrational escalation of commit-
ment: The act of continuing to pursue a
failing course of action based on the
strong psychological need to justify (to
oneself or to others) one’s prior decisions
and behaviors.

non-zero-sum negotiation: A negoti-
ation in which what one party gains is not
associated with an equivalent loss for the
other party. In such negotiations, the total
value of the deal depends on how well the
parties employ value-creating strategies.
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norm of reciprocity: The widely held ex-
pectation and understanding that parties
should repay or reward others for their
benevolent or helpful behaviors. In nego-
tiation, the norm of reciprocity creates the
expectation that both sides will take turns
making concessions.

outsider lens: The perspective negotiators
typically adopt when they are not person-
ally involved in a decision or negotiation.
The outsider lens is less susceptible to bi-
as, and less likely to rely on intuition, than
the insider lens. The outsider lens helps
negotiators to generalize across situations
and to identify relevant patterns and
lessons.

overconfidence: A bias that describes the
tendency of negotiators to be more confid-
ent in their assessments than reality
supports.

package reservation value: The “walk-
away” value that you calculate using all of
the issues in the negotiation. This is the
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minimum total value you will need to ob-
tain in the negotiation if you are to forgo
your BATNA. It is often necessary to use a
scoring system to help calculate your
package reservation value.

parasitic value creation: Value creation
that occurs when negotiators at the table
are made better off because they have ex-
tracted value from parties who are not at
the bargaining table.

Pareto-efficient agreement: An agree-
ment in which there is no way to make
one party better off without hurting at
least one other party.

Pareto improvements: Changes to a deal
that make at least one person better off
without making anyone worse off.

positive illusions: Unrealistic positive be-
liefs regarding our abilities and our fu-
ture. Such beliefs, arguably, contribute to
our psychological and material well-being
by protecting our self-esteem and
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motivating us to persevere when faced
with difficult tasks.

post-settlement settlements: Agree-
ments that are negotiated after the initial
agreement is signed. Post-settlement set-
tlements are pursued in order to create
additional value.

prisoners’ dilemma: A competitive situ-
ation in which both players are individu-
ally better off playing a noncooperative
strategy, but collectively better off playing
a cooperative strategy.

psychological biases: Systematic depar-
tures from rationality that can derail an
otherwise sound negotiation strategy.

reactive devaluation: The tendency of
negotiators to denigrate the value of a
concession or idea simply because it was
made by someone who is seen as an
adversary.
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reference group neglect: The com-
mon—and harmful—failure of negotiators
to adequately consider the strength of the
opposition.

reference point: Any salient source of
comparison. Reference points can affect
the judgments negotiators make regard-
ing the value of a particular issue or offer.

reservation value: A negotiator’s “walk-
away” point in a negotiation. If the value
being offered by the other side is equal to
the negotiator’s reservation value, the ne-
gotiator is indifferent between accepting
the offer and rejecting it in favor of pursu-
ing his/her BATNA.

self-serving attributions: The tendency
to make causal judgments in ways that
help the negotiator feel good about him-or
herself.

social proof: A psychological principle
that states when there is uncertainty or
ambiguity regarding the appropriate
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course of action, people look to the beha-
vior of similar others for guidance.

stereotype tax: The cost we bear when we
base our decisions about others on stereo-
types rather than on more useful informa-
tion about them as individuals.

stereotyping: Identifying a key feature
that is perceived to describe some mem-
bers of a group, applying this description
to all members of the group, and failing to
notice the uniqueness of specific group
members.

target price: The outcome a negotiator
hopes to achieve in the negotiation. This
is also referred to as a negotiator’s aspira-
tion level.

value creation: The act of increasing the
total amount of value that is up for grabs
in the negotiation. This is done, for ex-
ample, when negotiators identify each
other’s priorities and engage in logrolling.
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vividness bias: The tendency of negotiat-
ors to focus too much attention on vivid
features of offers and to overlook less
vivid concerns that may nonetheless have
a stronger impact on their satisfaction.

want-self versus should-self: The in-
ternal negotiation people often face
between doing what they want to do
versus doing what they think they should
do.

winner’s curse: Situations in which a bid-
der wins the deal by paying more than the
commodity is worth, due to a failure to
consider the information advantage of the
other party.

zero-sum negotiation: A negotiation in
which whatever one party gains results in
an equivalent loss to the other party. Also
referred to as “fixed-sum negotiation” and
“distributive negotiation.”

zone of possible agreement (ZOPA):
The set of all possible outcomes in a
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negotiation that would be acceptable to all
parties. In a one-issue price negotiation,
this is the space between the seller’s reser-
vation value and the buyer’s reservation
value.
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